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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

Interpreters may not agree with what Karl Barth has
said over the years in his twelve volume Church Dogmatics
and other publications which number into hundreds, but most
would have to allow that he has spoken with a prophetic
voice.

He has done so responsibly in and to the church in

such a manner that he cannot be ignored by those interested
in twentieth-century theology.

Only time will tell whether

those are over-enthusiastic who see in him a church father
who is worthy to be associated with such giants as Athanasius,
Augustine, Anselm, Aquinas, Luther, and Calvin. 1

More than

any other theologian, he was shaped by the theological landscape in the early part of twentieth-century Protestantism.
With the possible exception of Rudolf Bultmann, Barth has received more attention across confessional lines than any of
his contemporaries.

Already within his lifetime, which has

extended from 1886 through the two world wars into the era
of the cold war and the nuclear age, it seems safe to suggest
that Barth's position in the history of Christian thought is
secure.

From the little corner of Europe in Switzerland,

Barth's influence, especially since the first version of his

lKarl Barth, How I Changed My Mind, Introduction and
Epilogue by John D. Godsey (Richmond, Virginia: John Knox
Press, 1966), p. 9.

2
~

Romerbrief, has penetrated the Atlantic community and has
even reached countries of the Far East.

There simply are

no p a rts of modern Protestantism where Barth's name is
unknown or where his work has had no influence.

The

Lutheran-oriented Scandinavian countries and the Anglican
churches are perha ps least vitally concerned with Barth.
But even there his influence has been felt.

There is no

doubt tha t American Protestantism, including Lutheranism,
received a lasting imprint from wha t was known as Crisis
Theology or neoorthodoxy.

Thus when one deals with Barth,

he is involved with what was most important in the history
of the first h a lf of twentieth-century Protestantism.
Since Ba rth's influence on history of the modern
Christian thought c a n be taken for gra nted, it follows that
any work tha t sheds light on his work and development would
be useful.

With the intention of a modest contribution to

the understanding of modern Christian thought, the writer
has chosen to investigate Barth's theology in the making.
While the topic at hand,

11

A Comparative Study of the

Prolegomena in Karl Barth's Christliche Dogrnatik of 1927
and the Kirchliche Dogrnatik of 1932-1938," in a narrower
sense, intends to add to the understanding of Barth's development as a theologian, in a broader sense, it offers
a look at Protestant theology at the time when dialectical
neoorthodoxy was set aside and the dominant themes of the
theology of the Word of God came into their own.

Between

3

the two Prolegomena of the Christliche Dogmatik and
Kirchliche Dogmatik Barth's theology took shape, and the
firm foundations of his dogmatics were laid.

To the know-

ledge of the writer this crucial period has not been
investiga tea thoroughly and iittle, if any, published
material is avail a ble which specifically deals with the
problem of why Barth produced the two Prolegomena.

After

his first Prolegomena in 1927 seemed to indicate the shape
which his theology was to t a ke, Ba rth abruptly discontinued
his work to s tart over aga in.

The new beginning in 1932 led

to the monumenta l Kirchliche Dogmatik.
s t art over a ga in?
or disag ree?
Dogmatik7

Did Barth need to

In what way do the two Prolegomena agree

What were the advantages of the Kirchliche

These are the q uestions that should be answered

in this study.

In the process of the investigation Barth's

basic foundations of theology become visible in the historic a l context in which they were conceived and in which they
are best understood.
The study will, in Chapter II, begin with the history
of Barth's theological development.

In an historical investi-

gation such a s this it seemed necessary to provide a general
overview of Barth's development.

Such an overview will shed

light on the contours of the specific problem at hand.
Many men as well as theological movements have played a
significant role in Barth's development.

It was impossible

to include an extended treatment of all influences, but it

4

seemed that Karl Barth's father Fritz, Calvin, Luther1 the
liberals Schleiermacher, Ritschl, Herrmann; religious socialists the Blumhardts, Ragaz, Kutter; critical thinkers
Kierkegaard, Overbeck, Feuerbach; and the Catholic Saint
Anselm of Canterbury could not be neglected.

As it turned

out the medieval saint played a major role in Barth's development.

Others that deserved special mention were Cohen,

Na torp, Ha rnack, Dostoevsky, and Kohlbrugge.

The influences

of Ba rth's close associates in the early years such as H.
Emil Brunner, Rudolf Bultmann, Friedrich Gogarten, and
Eduard Thurneysen were also included in Chapter III.

The

study then moves to take a closer look at what this writer
considers the cornerstones of Barth's technically nondogmatic literary output:

a study of "Der Glaube an den

••
personlichen
Gott" (1914), the second edition of the Romans
Commentary (1922), "Schicksal und Idee in der Theologie"
(1929), and Anselm: Fides Quaerens Intellectum (1931).

Thus

Chapter IV represents the important turns which Barth's mind
took before and during the Prolegomena period.

"

The core of the dissertation is presented in Chapters
V and VI.

The former contains a study of the form and con-

tent of the two Prolegomena from a synoptic viewpoint, while
the latter establishes and evaluates the differences of the
two works.

The study closes with a brief survey of the re-

search and with an appraisal and implications of the
P.rolegomena.

5

The study will indicate that the rewriting of the
Prolegomena was not a theological necessity.

The author

probably made the choice because he desired to use the new
material as a teaching and learning device.

The new shape

may have also been intended to add to the structural symmetry
of Church Dogmatics.

An additional chapter to the Prolegomena

of the Christliche Dogmatik could have alleviated the areas
of misunderstanding for which the 1927 version was partly responsible.

The study also underscores Barth's debt to Anselm

in theological method, his whole concept of theological work,
a nd the importa nce of the analogia fidei principle as a working tool.

Without the analogia fidei principle Barth's

dogmatics would have been impossible.
Ba rth himself h a s written much and others have added
to the ever-growing Barth literature.
ever, on Barth are not in abundance.

Really good works, howBarth would agree that

the best to date are by the Swiss Roman Catholic Hans Urs von
Ba lthasar's Karl Barth: Darstellung und Deutung seiner
Theologie (1951), the conservative Dutch Reformed G. Berkouwer's The Triumph of Grace in the Theology of Karl Barth
(1956), and the French Roman Catholic Henri Bouillard's
three volumes on Karl Barth.

The works that specifically

relate to this study that are of real merit are T. F.
Torrance's Karl Barth: An Introduction of His Early Theology,
1910-1931 (1962) and James Smart's The Divided Mind of Modern
Protestantism (1967).

The appended bibliography reflects ex-

tensive reading in both Barth and in those who know his

6

theology best.

The material used has appeared mostly in

German, English and French.

Works in the Scandinavian

languages, Italian, and Dutch were not consulted.

The bib-

liogra phy includes all the sources directly used in the
prepara tion of this study.

It ought to be said also that

since this is an historical study, dogmatic judgments are
not of primary concern and are usually omitted.

The purpose

is to understand history of dogma, not to establish it.
A word of sincere tha nks and acknowledgment is also in
order to those who through books or oral tradition have
contributed to the understanding of the subject.
credit is cordially extended anonymously.

To them

CHAPTER II
A PORTRAIT OF BARTH'S THEOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENT
Seldom have contemporaries heaped such extravagant
praise on a living theologian as has been accorded to the
Swiss systematician Karl Barth.

He has even been placed

among such theological greats as Athanasius, Augustine,
Anselm, Aquinas, Luther, and Calvin. 1

His biographer

Ca salis enthusiastically asserts:
Not since Luther and Calvin has Protestantism had a
single theologian of the stature and importance of
Ka rl Barth. He is moreover one of those few men within
a given period of history who make such an impact in
their own sphere of influence that a new epoch begins
with them.2
Although such praise tends to embarrass Barth, it should not
be dismissed merely as his devotees' chauvinistic litany of
3
praise.
The fact remains that Barth, more than any other
theologian, has dominated the theological landscape of the
first half of the twentieth century.

Robert McAfee Brown is

right, whether one likes it or not, that the author of the
as yet unfinished six-million word Church Dogmatics must be
recognized as a major modern Christian thinker.

Theologians

1 Thomas F. Torrance, Karl Barth: An Introduction to His
Early Theology, 1910-1931 (London: SCM Press, 1962), p. 15.
2 Georges Casalis, Portrait of Karl Barth, translated
from the French with an introduction by Robert McAfee Brown
(Garden City, New York: Doubleday & Company, 1963), p. 34.
3 Ibid.,

p. v.
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in the future, whether they choose to follow or depart from
him, cannot, without peril, ignore him. 4
Perha ps more tha n is the case with most theologians,
Ba rth's work can only be really understood in the total context of his theological development.

The sketch of Barth's

development offered below is to serve as a road map of the
extensive labyrinths of his theology.
The Formative Years (1886-1911)
Home backg round and ·e arl y education
On May 10, 1866 a new member, Ka rl, joined the solid
r a nks of a n old Ba sel f a mily in Switzerland.

Both his

f a ther a nd gra ndfa ther served in the p a rish ministry of the
orthodox Reformed tradition. 5

His father, Fritz, who once

h a d studied with the f a mous Tobias Beck, 6 served a parish
for seven years in Reitnau, Argovie, before embarking on a
teaching c a reer a t the Evangelica l Seminary in Ba sel.

When

Karl was three his f a ther accepted the position of Privatdozent at the University of Bern.

There he published his

4Ibid., p. 2.

5 Jerome Hamer, Karl Barth, translated by Dominic M.
Ma ruca (Westminster, Maryland: Newman Press, 1962), p. 218.
6 Jacob Werner Heikkinen, "A Comparative Study of the
Interpretations of Paul's Epistle to the Romans by Martin
Luther and Ka rl Barth in Terms of the Problem of Hermeneutics" (unpublished Doctor's thesis, Princeton Theological
Seminary, Princeton, New Jersey, 1950), p. 149.

9

New Testament Introduction (1908) 7 while teaching early
church history and New Te stament exegesis. 8

It was also in

Bern that Fritz Barth's sons Karl, Peter and Heinrich spent
the early years of their life and attended elementary school
and the gymnasium. 9

As a teen-ager Karl disliked mathematics,

physics, and the natural sciences.
s ively in history a nd literature.

He loved to read extenHe even wrote a drama

which was performed by the fellow students.

In 1901 he be-

gan his confirmation instruction which introduced him to
t heology .

In his estimation the five medieval proofs for

t he existence of God and the theory of the literal inspirat i on of the Bible championed by later orthodoxy were
"dubious underta kings."

He developed a desire not only to

a ffirm and identify the great a rticles of the Christian faith
but a lso to understand them from inside out.

Ba rth himself

relates that a s a sixteen year old lad, on the eve of his
confirmation, he "boldly resolved to become a theologian
. • • in the hope of realizing in the course of this study
some substantial understanding of a confession of faith
10
. • . " of which he had only a vague apprehension.
7 c a salis, p. 38.
8Torrance, p. 15.

Fritz Barth died in 1912.

9 Peter Barth is best known for his editorial work on
Ca lvin's selected writings. Heinrich Barth is a philosopher,
an authority on Platonic thought and professor at the University of Basel. Henri Bouillard, Karl Barth: Genese i t evolution de la theologie dial ect1que (Paris: F. Aubier,957), p. 79.
l ~a rl Barth and Oscar Cullmann, "Karl Barth and Oscar
Cullmann on their Theological Vocation," Scottish Journal of
Theology, XIV, No. 3 (March 1961), 225.

10
The University Years:

Bern, Tu.bingen, Berlin, Marburg

After passing the maturity examination Karl Barth enrolled at the theological department of the University of
Bern. 11 There he pursued his studies mainly under Professors Lildemann, Steck, Marti, and his own father.

The

l a tter's evangelical, conservative orientation and deep appreciation for historical studies impressed him.

Later

Ba rth publicly expressed his respect and gratitude to his
f a ther. 12

In Bern he first came in contact with Kant's

thought through the Critique of Practical Reason.

This

work made a deep impression on the young man. 13
After passing the first examination in Bern (1906) and
in keeping with the continental custom of study at several
universities,

Ba rth had his heart set on going to Ma rburg

to study under Wilhelm Hermann.

His father, however, was

concerned about the liberal tendencies of the theological
faculty there and suggested the universities of Halle or

11Barth entered the University of Bern in 1904.
Bouillard, p. 80.

See

1 ~arl Barth, "Vorwort," Der Re>merbrief (Unaltered reprint of the 1919 edition: Zurich: EVZ Verlag, 1963), p. v.
Barth wrote there:
"Geschichtsverstandnis ist ein fortgesetztes, immer aufrichtigeres und eindringenderes Gespr~ch
z wischen der Weisheit von qestern und der Weisheit von
morqen, die eine und dieselbe ist. Ehrerbietig und dankbar
gedenke ich hier meines Vaters, Professor Fritz Barth,
dessen ganzes Lebenswerk eine Betatigung dieser Einsicht
gewesen ist.
11

13 Bouillard, p. 80.

11
Greifswald as more suitable for his son.
chosen a s a compromise decision.

Berlin was finally

There Barth attended the

lectures of Gunkel and Ka ftan, but neglected the great Luther
schola r Ka rl Holl.

What really enthused him in Berlin was

Adolf v on Ha rna ck's seminar in church history. 14

Little did

student or tea cher ima gine tha t their paths would cross later
under less friendly circumsta nces. 15
Afte r a pemester at Berlin, Ba rth returned to Bern for
a semester.

On his father's urging he spent the winter semes-

ter of 1907-1908 in 'Nibingen.

Unfortunately Adolf Schlatter's

exe g etical lectures, which h a d brought Barth to Tllbingen,
failed t o interest him. 16 He listened with some profi t to
Pro f essor Ha ering a nd developed considerable enthusiasm for
Pro f essor Kleiner's course in ecclesiastical law. 17

14 Ibid.
15 Agnes von Zahn-Ha rnack, Adolf von Harnack (Berlin:
Walter De Gruyter & Go., 1951), pp. 414-18. James D. Smart,
editor and translator, Revolutionary Theology in the Making:
Barth-Thurneysen Correspondence, 1914-1925 (Richmond, Virginia: John Knox Press, 1964), pp. 49-50, 127-28. 144. Also
see Ka rl Barth, Theologische Fragen und Antworten (Zollikon:
Evangelischer Verlag, 1957), pp. 7-31.
16Adolf Schlatter (1852-1938) held a professorship in
New Testament studies in Berlin. He was expected to act as
a counterbalancing force to Harnack's suspected liberalism.
Since 1898 he served on the Tu.bingen faculty. Barth recognized Schlatter's considerable merits as a theologian but
failed to develop a real enthusiasm for his theology.
See
von Zahn-Harnack, p. 156; Hamer, pp. 217-18, 256. For a
friendly reference to Schlatter see Karl Barth, The Epistle
to the Romans, translated from the 6th German edition by
Edwyn c. Hoskyns (3rd impression; London: Oxford University
Press, 1953), p. 7. Hereafter referred to as R2.
17 Torrance, p. 16; Hamer, p. 218.
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Finally in the summer of 1908 Barth had the opportunity
to go to Marburg and hear Wilhelm Herrmann with whose theology he had already considerable acquaintance through his
Ethik.

In fact Barth came to Ma rburg as a convinced

"Marburger. 1118

Hermann Cohen and Paul Natorp had helped to

give the Marburg philosophy and theology departments a definite Ka ntian orientation. 19

Both professors showed a lively

interest in philosophy of religion.

Barth listened to and

learned from both men, but the teacher who really introduced
him to Kantian thought was his beloved and respected professor of systematic theology, Wilhelm Herrmann.

Herrmann, a

modified Ritschlian, was the most pious of the important
liberal theologians of his generation.

His dogmatics re-

flected an intermediate position between Schleiermacher and
Ritschl.

On the one hand he emphasized the historical char-

acter of divine revelation in the Person of Jesus Christ, 20
on the other he held that in religious experience revelation
becomes a reality for man. 21

Barth freely admitted later:

1 8Karl Barth, Theology and Church: Shorter Writings
1920-1928, translated by Louise Pettibone Smith and an introduction by T. F. Torrance (New York and Evanston: Harper &
Row, 1962), p. 238.
19Hermann Cohen taught at Marburg from 1871 to 1918.
Paul Natorp joined the faculty after Cohen did.
See Buoillard,
p. 81. Also consult Wilhelm Herrmann, "Die Auffassung der
Religion in Cohens und Natorps Ethik, 11 Zeitschrift fO.r
Theologie und Kirche, XIX, Nr. l (1909), 57-69.
20wilhelm Herrmann, Systematic Theolo1i, translated by
Nathaniel Micklern and Kenneth A. Saunders New York: MacMillan
Company, 1927), pp. 42-43, 51, 77.
21 Ibid., pp. 50, 76.

13
"Herrmann was the theological teacher of my student years. 11 22
In Marburg Barth also listened to the historico-critically
oriented exegetical lectures by Wilhelm Heitmttller and Adolf
Jillicher. if not with great enthusiasm then at least with
considerable profit. 23
After one semester at Ma rburg Barth returned to Bern to
pass his final examinations and to be ordained by the Church
of Bern ( 1908) .
semesters.

Then he went to Marburg again for two more

During his l a st year there he assisted Professor

Martin Rade, a good friend of Adolf von Harnack, in editing
the liberally oriented Christliche Welt.

Also in Marburg,

Barth first met Eduard Thurneysen.

The two men established
a friendship that has stood the test of time. 24
While in Marburg Barth published a short article,
"Moderne Theologie und Reichsgottesarbeit," which offers some
insight into his early theological stance.

As a student in

22 Barth, Theology and Church, p. 238. He added, however,
"I must understand Herrmann wholly differently (aliter) than
he understood himself," p. 239.
For an example of an explicit
debt of the young Barth to Herrmann see Karl Barth, "Moderne
Theologie und Reichsgottesarbeit," Zeitschrift f{ir Theologie
und Kirche, XIX, Nr. 4 (1909), 318.
23 Barth's judgment on historical critical method: "I
have nothing whatever to say against historical criticism.
I recognize it, and once more state quite definitely that it
is both necessary and justified." R2, p. 6. On the following page Barth further states: "So long as it is simply a
question of establishing what stands in the text, I have
never dreamed of doing anything else than sit attentively at
the feet of such learned men as J~licher, Lietzmann, Zahn,
and Kllhl, and also at the feet of their predecessors, Tholuck,
Meyer, B. Weiss, and Lipsius." See Thurneysen's evaluation
of the subject in Smart, p. 21.
24 Bouillard, pp. 84-85~ Torrance, p. 16.
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the "modern" theological tra dition he realized the dilemma
that his fellow students from the liberal Marburg and Heidelberg universities found it more difficult to adjust to the
pra ctical p a rish ministry than the students from the conserva tive universities of Halle and Greifswald.

He thought that

the difficulty was rooted in the fact that religious individualism, the essence of modern theology, was in conflict
wi t h its historically relative character.

Religion as a

strictly individually perceived experience must reckon with
the scientifically conditioned general cultural consciousness.

Barth found this to be both the strength and the

weakness which modern theology offers to the student. 25

The

article prompted two resJX)nses which in turn called for a
reply by Barth. 26

The reply makes it clear how deeply he is

under the influence of Schleiermacher a nd Herrmann, and how
little sympa thy he had with Ritschl's JX)Sition. 27

According

2511 Relig ion ist uns streng individual! gefasste Erfahrung,
und wir empfingen es als Pflicht, uns klar und JX)Sitiv mit dem
allgemein menschen Kulturbewusstsein nach seiner wissenschaftlichen Sei te hin auseinandersetzen." Barth, ''Modern Theologie
und Reichsgottesarbei t," ~ 321. Also note pp. 317-18.
26 G. Chr. Achelis, "Nech einmal: Moderne Theologie und
Reichsgottesarbeit," Zeitschrift f{{r Theologie und Kirche, XIX,
Nr. 5 (1909), 406-10: P. Drews, "Zurn dritten Mal: Moderne
Theologie und Reichsgottesarbeit," Zeitschrift f6r Theologie
und Kirche, XIX, Nr. 6 (1909), pp. 475-79: Karl Barth, "Antwort
an D. Achelis und D. Drews," Zeitschrift f{ir Theologie und
Kirche, XIX, Nr. 6 (1909), 479-86.
27 Barth, "Antwort and D. Achelis und D. Drews," XIX,
480, 482, 484.
Barth's reply takes its cue from the basic
idea of Schleiermacher's Christliche Sitte which he quotes on
page 482 as follows:
"Zuletzt ist zu bedenken, dass sich das

15
to Barth, in encountering the historically conditioned consciousness of Jesus, the individual appropriates life and
the absolute norm.

But it is only in the "affection" of

this inner experience that one finds the normative, the objective, and the eternal. 28 While Barth's theology at this
time is expressed in terms of religion and religious experience,29 terms which he later came to regard with suspicion,
he already has taken a definite stand against the objectification of the Christian faith. 30
Vicarage in Geneva (1909-1911)
At the age of twenty-three Karl Barth entered the _E:arish
ministry.

His first post was as vicar of the German speak-

ing Reformed congregation in Geneva.

Here Barth attempted to

unite his modern theological training in the tradition of
idealism with Calvin's Reformed tradition of the sixteenth
Unver8nderliche in der christlichen Lehre vom Vergnderlichen
menschlich gewiss nicht, aber auch organisch auf keine Weise
trennen l~sst: den nberall ist aas Hervortreten in Gedanken
und Wort schon das Ver8nderliche: das hinter Gedanken und
Wort liegende Innerste ist freilich das Uebereinstimmende,
das Identische, aber das l~sst sich also solches nie ausserlich mitteilen."
2811 Aber nur in der "Affektsion" dieses innern Erlebnisses
liegt das Normative, Objektive, Ewige--Alles, was in Gedanken
und Worte tritt, gehort selbst schon wieder dem relativierenden Strom der Geschichte an • • • • " Ibid., XIX, 484.
29Barth, "Moderne Theologie und Reichsgottesarbeit, 11 XIX,
317, 318, 321: Barth, 11 Antwort an D. Achelis und D. Drews,"
XIX, 480, 484.
30 cf. Hans Urs von Balthasar, Karl Barth: Darstellung
und Deutung seiner Theologie (K8ln: Verlag Jakob Hegner,
1951), pp. 220-21.
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century.

Basically little change occurred in his theolog-

ical orientation as witnessed by his frequent but relatively
31 Wh ile really
.
t an t essays an d occasiona
.
1 art ices.
' 1
unimpor
never feeling entirely at home in Geneva, he learned to appreciate the cosmopolitan atmosphere and the French language
and culture of the city. 32

It is clear that at the beginning

of his life's work in the service of the church, Barth was
a modernist, sincerely committed to the principles and attitudes of liberal theology, but not unmindful of the dangers
and responsibilities of such a position. 33

The questions to

which he a ddressed himself and the way he handled them
pointed to the fact that a theological mind of high caliber
was in the making.
Safenwil Period (1911-1921)
Pastoral Work
Ba rth's first call was to a modest rural parish in
Safenwil in the canton of Aargau.

The ten years that he

spent in this mountain parish that was experiencing the birth
pangs of industrialization were crucial to his theological
development.34

As a young pastor he faced the difficult task

3lcharlotte von Kirschbaum lists twenty-two published
items from the Geneva period. Antwort: Karl Barth zurn
siebzigsten Geburtstag am 10, Mai 1956 (Zollikon-Zurich:
Evangelischer Verlag, 1956), p. 945.
32casalis, p. 43.
3 3 wilhelrn Pauck, K
Barth: Pro het of a New Christianity? (New York and London: Harper & Brothers, 1931, p. 44.
3 4casalis, p. 43~ Torrance, p. 16.
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of having something significant to say to his parishioners
every Sunday.
ness.

He accepted his calling with utter serious-

In the course of sermon preparations he perused the

Bible like a farmer plows his field, furrow by furrow. 35
knew tha t much of his work was experimental.

He

Sunday after

Sunday he tried new approaches in order to communicate meaningfully and at least to some degree master the limitless
problems posed by preaching.

This he did both for his own

sake and for the sake of his flock. 36

Hundreds of sermon

manuscripts bear witness to the careful biblical study of
the young pastor. 37

Besides sermonizing there were other

duties, some pleasant, some unpleasant, to perform.

For ex-

ample, the lessons for confirmation instruction had to be
prepared and taught. 38

Yet he also found time occasionally

to relax and enjoy a bit of merriment, such as the yearly
snowball fight with the boys of his confirmation class. 39

35 smart, p. 12.
36Ibid., pp. 26-27.
37 Besides his thorough and well-known study of Paul's
Epistle to the Romans an unpublished work on Paul's Letter to
the Ephesians and a study of Second Corinthians also belong
to the Safenwil period.
Ibid., p. 12.
38 several courses of confirmation instruction and a
statement on the principles of confirmation instruction
exist in manuscript form.
Ibid., p. 22.
39 Barth regarded the snowball fights as good public
relations.
Ibid., p. 28.
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According to his friend Eduard Thurneysen, who served
a p a rish just a few miles away from Safenwil, Barth did not
h a ve an easy time with his congregation, nor did the congregation have it easy with the pastor. 40

It pained him not to

be able to be the kind of pastor who pleases people.

His

political and social views were sometimes misunderstood: his
messag e was often beyond the audience. 41
e ven h a d to tolerate abuse. 42

Occasionally he

To add to the difficulties,

his relations with fellow pastors and church authorities
were frequently less than satisfying. 43

He just was not

a ble to adjust to the policies and views of the ecclesiastic a l machinery.

At times he would sit at the pastors'

conference wriggling like a roofer from his rope.

Perhaps in

ten or twenty years, he thought, he could cooperate with the
ecclesiastical orga nization, but for the moment the prospect
seemed both hopeless and harmful. 44
tha t

His burning concern was

"the springs of the Bible should flow afresh • • • • 1145

The question of right preaching was his primary concern. 46

4 0ibid., p. 22.
4lcf. ibid., p. 21.
42A local drunk once called out to him:
"Get out of
here, you beast, you priest, vou God-damn fool: where you go,
no grass will ever grow again. 11
Ibid., p. 30.
43rbid., pp. 22, 29.
44 Ibid., p. 37.
45 Ibid., p. 13.
46 Ibid., p. 23.
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Social concerns
In Sa fenwil Ba rth came into close contact with the rea lities of d a ily life.

He witnessed the plight of the

workers in a n industrial society and decided to join the
batt le b y t a king up the cause of the working man. 47

His

t hought moved bet ween two poles, the biblical messag e of the
Word of God and the concrete life of human beings around him.
He r ead both the Bible and the newspaper f a ithfully and with
involvement. 48

The concern for social justice took him once

to t he owner of a knitting mill in behalf of fifty-five
women who sought to orga nize themselves for the purpose of
collectiv e barga ining. 49

The social concerns led him to

join t he Social Democratic Pa rty and to work for its cause. 50
Thurneys en is right, Ba rth's word from the beginning was a
political one. 51
The men whose ideas helped to shape Barth's social
thinking most were the Blumhardts, father (1805-1880) and
son (1842-1919), Hermann Kutter (1869- 1931), and Leonhard
Ragaz (1868-1945).

The Stuttgart born elder Johann Christoph

Blumhardt was a village p a stor at M~ttlingen where in the
course of his work he came to the realization that Jesus is

4 7 Bouillard, p. 85.

48smart, pp. 14, 45.

49rbid., pp. 14, 42.

50rbid., pp. 14, 28, 30.

51 Ibid., p. 14.
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Victor.

He emphasized the coming of the Kingdom of God

somewhat in a millenarianistic fashion.

His son Christoph

c a rried on his father's work in Bad Boll to where the elder
Blumhardt had moved in 1852.

Little by little Christoph's

message freed itself of the apocalyptic views and stressed
t he coming of the Kingdom into this world.

According to

h i m, Christians were to play an active part in ushering in
God' s rei g n.

He sought to combine the Christian eschatolog-

ical hopes with those of the economic revolution of the
socialists.

As a member of the party he served in the Landtag
o f WUr temberg for several years (1900-1906) • 52 The eschatolog ica l and social concerns of the Blumhardts exercised a
deci s ive influence on Kutter and Ragaz .

Hermann Kutter, the

Zu r ich preacher who inspired the religious socialist moveme nt in Switz erland, claimed in his bold book, Sie mussen
(1903), that the church was dormant and thus had betrayed
its vocation.

Now religious socialism was the instrument

through which God would establish His Rule.

Kutter himself,

however, did not join the Social Democratic Party, preferring
to offer the Christian word of encouragement and judgment

52 Bouillard, pp. 87-88: E. Jackh and G. Merz,
"Blumhardt," Die Religion in Geschichte und Gegenwart:
Handwrterbuch fUr Theologie und Religionswissenschaft,
edited by Kurt Galling, et al.
(3rd edition: TU.bingen:
J. c. B. Mohr, 1957), I, cols. 1325-27: Karl Barth, Die
protestantische Theologie im 19. Jahrhundert; ihre Vorgeschichte und ihre Geschichte (Zurich-Zollikon: Evangeliecher
Verlag, 1947), pp. 588-97.
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from without. 53

Leonhard Raga z was perhaps the most radical

of the Christian socialists who influenced Barth.

His essay

"Gospel a nd the Contemporary Social Struggle" (1906) and his
journa l Neue Wege (1906) must be viewed as the founding
voices of the movement.
right.

His message was simple and forth-

The centra l messag e of Jesus is the coming of the

Kin g dom of God.

Christians dare not wait for the Kingdom in

pa s s ive p ersona l piety but must take up arms against the
complacen t bourgeoisie, aga inst injustice and oppression of
the poor.
ity .

The church has betrayed the people by its inactiv-

The Social Democrats are the instruments for God's

c a us e .

I n 1913 he joined the Social Democratic Party.

La ter

(1921) he relinquished the cha ir of systematic theology a t
Zurich in order to devote his energies to the cause of the
p arty .54
Ba rth, though never without a certain amount of critical

judgment in the matter, was deeply sympathetic with the

social concerns and theological emphases of Johann Christoph
Blumhardt a nd his spiritual heirs, his son Christoph, Kutter,

53 Bouillard, pp. 85-86; G. Bormann, "Kutter, 11 Die
Religion in Geschichte und Gegenwart: Handw~rterbuch fnr
Theologie und Religionswissenschaft, edited by Kurt Galling,
et al. (3rd edition: Tffbingen: J.C.B. Mohr, 1960), IV, cols.
190-91.
5 4 Bouillard, pp. 85-86; G. Borman, "Ragaz," Die Religion
in Geschichte und Gegenwart: Handw8rterbuch fllr Theoloaie und
Religionswissenschaft, edited by Kurt Galling, et al. (3rd
edition; Tiibingen: J.C.B. Mohr, 1961), V, col. 769.
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and Ragaz. 55

These men are at least partly responsible for

the eschatological note in Barth's Safenwil sermonizing.
According to Barth, the triumph of Christ is as yet an unseen
reality, but it begins to break through here and there. 56
Theological growth
The Safenwil years were important for Karl Barth's
theological development.

He arrived only with the normal

theological equipment of a young pastor.

In

Safenwil he

matured theologically to such an extent that after ten years
o f parish experience he was entrusted with the professorship
o f Reformed theology in Gottingen.

By that time he also had

a major published work to his credit. 57
First and foremost Barth devoted himself to the study
o f the Scriptures.

Pauline writings, particularly the Letter

to the Romans, became the objects of his careful scrutiny.

55 Torrance, pp. 36-37.
In an autobiographical essay
Emil Brunner states:
"My enthusiasm was all the more understandable because Barth, as well as our mutual friend Eduard
Thurneysen, came from that circle in the center of which
Hermann Kutter and Christoph Blumhardt had been. 11 Charles
w. Kegley, editor, The Theology of Emil Brunner (New York:
Macmillan Company, 1962), p. 8. Also see pp. 4-8. Thurneysen wrote to Barth on March 26, 1925: "we cannot remain
spiritualists with Kutter and Ragaz and perhaps also the
young Blumhardt but have to push on further to the point
from which the Holy Spirit comes: to the church as the
bearer with its doctrine and Scriptures." Smart, p. 218.
Also consult!!£, pp. 252, 276, 395.
56 see Thurneysen's comments on this subject in Smart,
p. 15.
57 This was the first edition of his now-famous Der
R6merbrief.
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It wa s not a n easy t a sk for the young theologian to work
through the Letter to the Romans, as his personal correspondence indicates . 58

Intensive study from 1916 to 1918

resul t ed i n t he first edition of the celebrated Romerbrief.
The letter was aga in c a refully worked through in the y ears
59
t h a t f ollowed (1919-1921).
The result s were published in
the s econd e d ition o f the Romerbrief, a commenta r y which
s ome cons ider the f ounda tion of dialectica l theology. 60
In the cours e o f his study Ba rth discovered a stra n g e
new wor l d wit hin the Bible.

In a n address delivered in the

church a t Le n t wil in the a utumn of 1916 he asked:
We are a wa re of s omething like the tremors of a n earthq u a k e o r like the c e a s eless thundering of ocean waves
a ga i n st thin d i kes: but what really is it that beats at
t h e b arr ier a nd seeks entra nce here? 6 1
Hi s a n s wer was :
It i s t he Bible itself, it is the stra i g ht inexora ble
log ic o f its onma rch which drives us out beyond ours elves and invites us, without regard to our worthiness
o r unwo r thines s , to rea ch for the last highest answer,
in whi ch a ll is said tha t c a n be said, althoug h we can
h a rdl y understa nd a nd only sta mmeringly express it.
And tha t a nswer is: A new world of God. 62

58 smart, p a ssim.
59 Barth, ''Vorwort zum Nachdruck dieses Buches," Der
R~merbrief, passim.
60 R2, pp. 2-15.
61Karl Barth, "The Strange New World Within the Bible,"
The Word of God and the Word of Man, translated with a new
foreword by Douglas Horton (Harper Torchbooks edition: New
York: Harper & Brothers, 1957), p. 29.
62 Ibid., p. 34.
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To his surprise Barth found in the Bible the history of God,
not that of man.

He discovered "a new world, God, God's

sovereignty, God's glory, God's incomprehensible love. 1163
He realized that the Bible does not tell man how he should
talk with God but what God says to him; not how man is to
find a way to God, but how God has found a way to man.64
This discovery was a major breakthrough in Barth's theological development, and as it turned out, a turning point in
t he hist ory of twentieth-century Protestantism as weli. 65
The Bible by no means was the only book that Barth
s tudied in Safenwil.

A lively correspondence with Thurney-

sen affords a glimpse into his reading materia1. 66

He read

the "old pietists, 1167 studied "the whole of Tholuck, 11 68 read
in Menken, 69 enjoyed Ehmann's Life and Letters of Oetinger
a nd Rudolf Otto's The Idea of the Holv. 70

Then followed

Zahn's comment ary of the Acts of the Apostles and Heiler's
works on prayer. 71

By 1920 he had already come in contact

63 Ibid., p. 45.

64 Ibid., p. 43.

65 cf. Karl Barth, "Translator's Preface," Credo, foreword by Robert McAfee Brown (New York: Charles Scribner's
Sons, 1962)
66some three hundred letters and cards exist from the
pen of Barth to his friend, written during the years of 1914
to 1925.
See Smart, p. 11.
67 Ibid., p. 39
69Ibid.
71

Ibid., pp. 47, 51.

68 Ibid., p. 42.

...

70rbid., p • 46.
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with Anselm's Cur Deus homo7 72

However, a careful study of

the thought of the eleventh-century saint had to wait another decade. 73

His two commentaries on the Letter to the

Romans demanded from him a thorough study of the exegetical
works of Johann Christian Konrad von Hofmann, Johann Tobias
Beck, Hans Lietzmann, Adolf Julicher, Ernst Kuhl, and Adolf
Schlatter. 74

Also he needed to be familiar with the work

of such older theologians as Meyer, B. Weiss, and Lipsius. 7 5
For the second edition of the R8merbrief more work needed to
be done in the thought of Plato and Kant. 76

Also at this

time Barth's grasp of the writings of Kierkegaard and
Dostoevsky grew considera bly. 77

In fact in 1921 he consid-

ered the Kierkegaardian "infinite qualitative distinction"
between time and eternity, between God and man, to be the

72 Ibid., p. 55.
7 3Karl Barth, Anselm: Fides Quaerens Intellectum, transl at ed by Ian Robertson (Richmond, Virginia: John Knox Press,
1960) , p. 7.
74R2
_ , pp.

. ..
XVl.l.l.,

6,

7.

75Ibid., p. 7.
76Ibid., p. 4.

Ba rth, Credo, p. 185.

77concerning Kierkegaard see R2, p. 4. Also see pp. 90,
116, 117, 136, 252, 279-80, 338, 339, 439-40, 468, 495-96,
498.
For further treatment of the subject see Chapter III of
this study.
It is curious that the published collection of
the Barth-Thurneysen correspondence does not reflect Barth's
study of Kierkegaard's works.
Smart~ pp. 26-249. Also see
Hamer, pp. 229-54.
Concerning Dostoevsky, see R2, pp. 4, 67, 80, 117,
122, 141, 220, 238, 252-53, 291, 300, 332, 354, 356, 393,
428, 479, 501-2, 504-5, 520.
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theme of the Bible and his s y stem of theology. 78

A major in-

fluence on Ba rth between 1918 and 1921 was the careful study
and reflection on Franz Camillo Overbeck's (1837-1905) work.79
Overbeck's concept of Urgeschichte decisively influenced
Ba rth's unders t anding of divine history. 80

Overbeck main-

t a ined tha t Christian t heology since the patristic age was
sat a nic beca use it equa ted Christianit y with culture and
t hus denied its eschatological nature. 81

In Barth's opinion

t he q uestions which Overbeck directed to Christianity and the
a nswers t hat he hinted at deserved "great appreciation in

78on the i mportance of Kierkeg aard's influence on Ba rth
s e e pa r t icularl y R2, p. 10.
79 of p a r t icular importa nce are Overbeck' s pamphlet ''Uber
die Christ lichkeit unserer heutigen Theologie" (1873) and his
po s thumously published Christentum und Kultur (1919).
For
further t reatment of Overbeck see Chapter III of this study.
Also Ka rl Ba rth , "Unsettled Questions for Theology Today,"
Theology and Church, pp. 55-73.
BOcf. R2, pp. 29, 39, 100, 109, 118, 137, 162, 204, 252,
268, 447.
Also see Torrance, pp. 42~43: Bouillard, pp. 92-1021
Ba rth, "Unsettled Questions for Theology Today," Theology a nd
Church, pp. 55-73.
Thurneysen states Barth's understanding
of the difficult term Urgeschichte as follows:
''By UrgeschichtE
he meant the events which for the biblical witnesses were a
divine history taking place in the midst of history 'then and
there,' 'in the year 1 to 30,' or in the words of the creed,
'under Pontius Pilate,' a history in which all history has its
mysterious center because in it the eternal decisions are made
which determine the life of all men at all times."
Smart, p.
21.
Torrance's statement on Barth's use of Urgeschichte is
also worth noting, cf. Torrance, p. 110. Also note Heikkinen,
p. 177.
For Overbeck's own understanding and use of the term
see Franz Overbeck, Christenturn und Kultur: Gedanken und
Anmerkungen zur modernen Theologie, edited by Ca rl Albrecht
Bernoulli (Basel: Benno Schwabe & Co., 1919), p. 21.
81

Overbeck, pp. 9, 13.
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heaven. 1182

In character with his dialectical thinking of

this period, Barth regarded the No of Overbeck as the other
83
side of Blumhardt's Yes.
In the Safenwil period Ba rth's theological thinking was
definitely in a state of flux.

He was learning and writing

with a joy ful sense of discovery. 84

And he continued to

learn, modify, and restate theolog y for the rest of his life.
A percept ive student of his theology has identified major
chang es in it.

The first occurred in Safenwil when Barth

t urned from liberalism to dialectical methodology (Der
Romerbrief, 1919) and the second took place in Bonn when he
a bandoned dialecticism in f a vor of the method of analogy
{Ans elm: Fides Quaerens Int ellectum, 19 31). 85
ysis has real merit.

Such an anal-

Also, Robert McAfee Brown's choice of

Ba rth's Romans of 1919, the rewritten second edition of the
work (1922), the Christliche Dogrnatik of 1927, the Anselmbuch
of 1931 a nd the thus far unfinished Kirchliche Dogrnatik as
major landmarks on the map of Barth's theological developnent
c a n be justified. 86

The Scandinavian theologians have also

82 Barth, Theology and Church, p. 73.
83 Ibid.
84Barth, Der Romerbrief, p. v.
85John Baptist Mondin, "Analogy Old and New: An Analysis
and Criticism of Aquinas' Analogy of Intrinsic Attribution,
Tillich's Symbolism, Barth's Analogy of Faith, and an Attempted
Resolution of Some Historical, Philosophical and Theological
Problems Intrinsic to the Doctrine of Analogy" (unpublished
Doctor's thesis, Harvard University, Cambridge, Mass., 1959),
pp. 183-84.
86Robert McAfee Brown's "Foreword" to Barth's Credo, pp. ix-x.
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contributed substantially to the understanding of his early
theology.

Folke Holmstrom, a Swede, writing in Det

eskatologiska motivet speaks of a "pre-critical" and a
"hyper-critical" period in Barth's early development.
Holmstr8m draws the dividing line between the essays "The
Christian's Place in Society" (September 1919) and "Biblical
Questions, Insights, and Vistas" (Spring 1920) . 87

Perhaps

the most useful analysis of Barth's early theology comes
from the Finnish theologian K. V. L. Jalkanen.
guishes t hree periods in the Safenwil years:

He distin-

(1) the pre-

critical period extending to 1916; (2) the critical period
from

1

'The Righteousness of God" (1916) to the original

Romerbrief (completed in August 1918); a nd (3) the hypercritical period extending from "The Christian's Place in
Society" (Autumn 1919) to the second edition of the R8merbrief
(completed in 1921 and published in 1922). 88

Whichever anal-

ysis of the evolution of Barth's thought in detail one might
prefer, the decisive turning point perceptible already in
1916 must not be overlooked.

At that time the Schleiermacher-

Ritschl-Herrmann oriented liberal Barth underwent a fundamental
change.

He began to speak of revelation as grace and grace

as revelation. 89

Such key concepts of nineteenth-century

87 Heikkinen, p. 147.

8K. V.L.Jalkanen, Karl Barthin kasitys theologian
tehtavasta (Helsinki: Suomalainen theologinen kirjallisuusseera
1947), pp. 86-88.
89Barth, The Word of God and the Word of Man, pp. 34, 50.
8
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liberal Protestant ism as religious experience and religious
consciousness lost their appeal.

He became more critical

than ever of the limits and potentials of human reason. 90
The other development of fundamental importance for the early
Barth was t he discovery of the dialectical method of theologizing.

This occurred during the preparation of the second

edition of the R~merbrief. 91

For the best clarification of

wha t dialectical theologizing meant to him one must turn to
one of his post-Safenwil addresses, "Church and Theology,"
which he delivered in October, 1925 in ~ttingen.

There he

explained:
The revelation of which theology speaks is not dialectical, is not paradox (p. 11). That hardly needs
t o be said. But when theology begins, when we men
t hink, speak, or write, or (if Peterson thinks it more
a ccurate) " a r g ue" on the basis of the revelation, then
there is dialectic ( J'44>-.l,~,&"''-).
Then there is a
starting of essentially incomplete ideas and propositions among which every answer is also a ga in a question.
All s uch statement s together reach out beyond t hemselves towards the fulfilment in the explicable reality
of the divine speaking.92

goibid., pp. 9, 23.
91 cf. Barth, ''Vorwort zum Nachdruck dieses Buches,"
Der Romerbrief.
92 Barth, Theology and Church, pp. 299-300.
In speaking
of the antithesis of judgmenT a nd grace, Word and Spirit he
goes on to say:
"In all these and similar antitheses, there
is no possibility of accepting both together.
Such antithesis stand opposed to each other, not quantitatively, not
in a 'relation of tention', not to be comprehended in any ~
word~ but unsubsumed by any word which we can speak, mutually
exclusive.
They are irreconcilable because in different ways
they all express the infinite qualitative difference between
God and man with which a theology of sinners (and that is all
theology), however theocentric or Christocentric it may be or
wish to appear, has to deal in presenting the communion of
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Important works
The comprehensive Barth bibliography in Antwort, a
collection of essays in honor of Barth, lists forty-one published items under the Safenwil period. 93

This listing,

however, does not quite accurately reflect the literary outp ut of Barth's pastoral years.

For example, the essay "Der

christliche Glaube und die Geschichte, 11 published in 1912
and included under the Safenwil publications, was really
prepa red earlier in Geneva.

On the other hand, the second

edition o f the RBmerbrief is not included here because it
was published in 1922.

The book, however, was definitely

t h e product o f the Safenwil years.

Any attempt at selective

s ing ling out of certain works is beset with pitfalls.

With

this risk in mind, the following Safenwil works are suggested
as particularly noteworthy in terms of Barth's theological
developments:
1914),

11

"Der Glaube an den persOnlichen Gott" (1913-

The Righteousness of God" (1916), Suchet Gott, so

werdet ihr leben! (1917), Der ROmerbrief (1918-1919),

11

The

Christian's Place in Society" (1919), and the second edition
of Der Romerbrief (1921-1922).

God and man." Ibid., pp. 300-1. Again, "In the 'and' with
which theology combines in words what it cannot combine in
thought because that combination can be made only in the act
of the divine Word and Spirit, in this 'and' lies the theological 'taking' of the revelation 'seriously.' Only one who
could say Jesus Christ, that is could say God became flesh,
God and man, in one word, and that word a true word, could
pride himself on not being a 'dialectical theologian,'" p. 301.
93 Antwort, p. 946.
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"Der Glaube an den perstsnlichen Gott" (1914) .-- "Der Glaube
an den pers~nlichen Gott," an essay delivered at Langberg,
Switzerland, is an example of Barth's early Neo-Protestant
libera l theology . 94

It is written in the spirit of Friedrich

Schleiermacher and Wilhelm Herrmann. 95

While the personality

,(Personlichkeit) of God is t a ken seriously, the essay is
b a sed on reli g ious experience.

The conflict between the

Gospel message of God a s the personal Thou and the impersona l
coming of the Kingdom of God finds its solution in religious
exp erience.

The essayist concludes that this solution was

most clea rly manifested in the Person and message of Jesus
Chr i s t . 96

9 4Karl Barth, "Der Glaube an den persinlichen Gott, 11
Zeitschrift fttr Theologie und Kirche, Neue Folge, XXIV,
Nrs. 1 & 2 (1914), 21-32: 65-95.
95 Pauck writes:
"In this article of 1914, Barth is
certainly still under the powerful influence of Herrmann:
he stresses individual religious experience: he makes the
experience of the historical Jesus authoritative for the
knowledge of God.
These things are not here of primary interest to us, but the eagerness and passion with which the
young theologian points out the majestic, sublime, humanly
ina ccessible traits in God should be noted clearly. Furthermore, one should remember the surprising readiness with which
he accepts Feuerbach's criticism of religion and of all anthropomorphic God concepts, a readiness which does not well
agree with the ease with which he presents his own argument.
For does he not himself make the God-concept of a sublime
personality plausible by pointing to the human experiences
revealed in the gospels? Again, in his description of evangelical religion he evinces much more enthusiasm for its
demand of absolute surrender to the divine cause than for its
high evaluation of human personality. 11 Pauck, pp. 51-52.
96 rbid., pp. 94-95. For a more detailed treatment of
this essay see infra, pp. 229-34.
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''The Righteousness of God" (1916) and "The Strange New World
Within the Bible" (1916).-- The theologians of the era into
which Barth was born felt called upon to justify themselves
before science and philosophy.

They tried to assimilate

the humanistic culture of the day in the hope of preserving
their existence and identity.

Actually what happened was

that theology found itself in danger of being secularizea.9 7
The general study of philosophy of religion threatened to reduce Christianity to a position of relative significance.
The new studies in the psychology of religion seemed to add
force to the adva ncing tide of secularization. 98

In 1914

Europe was thrown into widespread military conflict.

The

First World War (1914-1918) rudely awakened the Europeans to
the realization tha t progress may not necessarily be a part
of divine providence.

That Barth's thought was affected by

the ominous reports from the battlefields and the tragedy of
the suffering humanity is not hard to understand.

This does

not mean, however, that his theology was simply a stepchild
of war-psychology. 99 Pauck's assessment of the situation is
97 Torrance characterizes the situation as follows:
"The
'Christianity' which Barth found around him in Switzerland
and Germany, in the teaching or life of the Church, was indistinguishable in its manifestation from the mind or life of the
world around it--it was all an expression of the same thing."
Torrance, p. 34.
98 Frederick William Camfield, editor, Reformation Old
and New: A Tribute to Karl Barth (London: Lutterworth Press,
1947), p. 14.
99 For example, Agnes von Zahn-Harnack's case for the influence of World War I on the rise of dialectical theology
remains unconvincing.
See von Zahn Harnack, p. 413.
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He (Barth) is not a victim of war-psychology , who after
h a ving experienced the cataclysm of his ideals, now procee ds, in a rag e of despair and discourag ement, to throw
the sum t ota l o f life into the p i t of broken hopes and
joys .
On the contrary, because he has been awed by
eternity , beca use he has heard its thunders a nd seen
i ts l ig htning s, he h a s become " a voice in the wildernes s ," speaking o f judgment over time, c a lling to
repenta nce.
He shouts his ''No" to the "realities" of
t his wor ld, beca use he knows of the "Yes" which is not
o f t his world.100
Ba rth's s tudy of the Bible prima rily accounts for his parti n g o f way s wi t h the theolog ical liberalism of the day.
Al r e a d y in September, 1915 he spoke of a ''new world" which
was on t h e verg e of brea king throug h to him. 101

On October

5 , 191 5 h e wrote t o his fr i end Thurney sen:
we c a nnot a nd we d a re no t res ist • • • when the new
spir i t , stammering a nd stumbling in its broken wa ys is
a bout to bur s t t hroug h somewhere at a sing le point. 102
The new biblical ins i g hts forced themselves on him.

He h a d

his mo ments of doubt, but could not leave the ma tter alone.
He fe l t he h a d to a ccept the burden if he wanted to enjoy the
libera ting fe e ling of truth. 103

The result of reading the

lOOPauck, pp. 133-34.
101 smart, p. 32.
l0 2 Ibid., p. 33.
103

Barth wrote to Thurneysen on September 19, 1915:
"Why is i t tha t our cause has appeared ever greater and
truer to me just in this recent period? Endlessly libera ting on the one hand, but also a heavy burden on the oth~r.
Sometimes i t seems to me as thoug h someone were calling to
me: Kee p your hands off that, you are too small and too
worldy for it, you will not be able to carry i t throug h at
a ll!
But I cannot any longer leave i t alone: i t forces
itself too strongly upon me as truth."
Ibid., p. 32.
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New Testament a little differently and more exactly than his
teachers had done was the beginning of a new theology. 104
In "The Righteousness of God," an address delivered in
the Town Church of Aarau in January 1916, Ba rth underscored
the r a dical dissimila rity between the righteousness of God
and the righteousness of man.

Human righteousness is of no

ava il, even, and especially, if it takes the form of "radic a l" righteousness. 105

But the tragic truth is that man is

fixed firmly in human ri ghteousness. 106

In this predicament

the voice of conscience alarms him and tells him tha t the
something else for which he longs and which he needs is
107
God.
Man should listen to and not attempt to silence his
conscience beca use it reminds him of the righteousness of
God.

He must recog nize God as God and realize that God's

will approaches him a s a Wholly Other. 108 The voice of conscience, God speaking within man, 109 proclaims a new world,110
104 Thurneysen describes the crucial development thus:
''What kind of a n earthquake religion is this into which we
have stumbled quite unconsciously in the very moment that we
decided we had to read the New Testament a little differently
and more exactly tha n our teachers who were men worthy of
honor, or the moment when we could no longer be deaf to
Blumhardt and could no longer share the faith of Schleiermacher (do you remember the evening rendezvous in Leutwil
when we first said that aloud?), or the moment when we became restless in the otherwise so decently comfortable chairs
at the table of Kutter and moved on?" Ibid., p. 75.
105Barth, "The Righteousness of God," The Word of God
and the Word of Man, pp. 15, 19, 20.
l0 6 Ibid., p. 20.

lO?Ibid., p. 23.

lOSibid., p. 24.

109Ibid., P• 25.

llOibid., pp. 13, 16, 17, 26.
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another life. 111

The solution to man's predicament is "God

himself, the real, the living God, and his love which comes
in glory. 11112

This essay shows that Barth had turned from

the concept of religious consciousness to conscience, 113 that
114
he had sensed the limits of human reason,
and recognized
115
the folly of "re ligious'' righteousness.
Deeply moved by
the human predicament, especially as it manifested itself in
war, he proclaimed the righteous God. 116 Although he was
still shackled with "letting God speak within 11117 and "the
118
inner way" of Christ,
and what is worse, a certain anthro119
pocentric tendency,
he clearly proclaimed God's righteousness and God's world which seeks entra nce into man's life
a nd ma n's world. 120 The qualitative distinction between
God's and man's world, between God and man, rings clear in
the prophetic tone of the essay.
La te in the same year (1916) Barth delivered another
essay, "The Strange New World Within the Bible," in the
church a t Leutwil.

There he asserted that "the Bible lifts

us out of the old atmosphere of man to the open portals of

lllrbid., p. 13.

112 Ibid., p. 22.

ll 3 rbid., pp. 9, 10, 14, 15, 18, 20, 21, 23.
114 Ibid.,

p. 15.

115 Ibid., pp. 19-20.

ll 6 Ibid., pp. 17, 18, 19, 21.
117 Ibid., p. 25.

llBrbid., p. 26.

119 Ibid., pp. 13, 15, 24.

12 0ibid., p. 16.
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a new world, the world of God. 11121
122 .
123
world of God
is a new world.

He emphasized that this

It projects itself into
124
man's old, ordinary world as the sovereignty of God.
Barth
put it thus:

"We have found in the Bible a new world, God,

God's sovereig nty , God's glory, God's incomprehensible love.
Not the hist ory of men but the history of God. 11125

To be

sure, the Bible conta ins history, mora lity , and religion. 126
Bu t
God.

i t conta ins more tha n that~ it conta ins the Word of
127

129
and g race
130
seriously a nd demands that man let God be God.
While the
In this essay Ba rth t a kes both crisis

128

infinite qua lita tive distinction between God's and man's
world is hi s prima ry concern here, one can spot the presence of such t erms as the Word of God, grace, and the Bible,
which were destined to play a major role later.
Suchet Gott, so werdet ihr lebenl
tha t

(1917).-- Barth realized

the new theology, the theology of the word of God,

needed a solid foundation which could

11

not be achieved by

121 Barth, "The Strange New World Within the Bible,"
The Word of God and the Word of Man, p. 45.
122 rbid., pp. 34, 37, 45.
1 23 rbid., pp. 34, 37, 39, 40, 41, 42, 45, 47, 48, 49, 50.
124rbid. pp. 41, 45.

125 rbid., p. 45.

126.D21,Q., pp. 34-35, 37-38.
127 Ibid., p. 43.
129 rbid., pp. 34, 50.

128 rbid., p. 35.
130 rbid., p. 48.
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an occasional bit of metaphysical construction sandwiched between administration and teaching. 11131

From a letter of his,

dated July 27, 1916, one sees that he did not expect to be
ready for decisive strokes, for which he was preparing himself, for another ten years.

Meanwhile, he thought, a
132
collection of sermons ought to be published.
On April 1,
1917 he wrote to Thurneysen:
Are we not really one day to publish a little book of
a bout twelve sermons? Even though what we have to
offer is only preparatory, might it not do good just
now, since although it is only preparatory, it points
in a quite definite direction1133
Since Barth's theology is basically proclamation-oriented it
is fitting that his first book, coauthored with Eduard
Thurneysen, was a collection of sermons entitled Suchet Gott,
so werdet ihr leben1

(1917).

The first edition contained

twelve sermons and Barth's essay "The Strange New World Within
the Bible," which was replaced in the second edition (1928)
by two short essays.
mons is not indicated.

The authorship of the individual serIt is difficult to say what is

Barth's and what is his friend's work.

The sermons form one

step of a long journey which Barth is as unwilling to retrace as he is to repudiate it. 134

What did this little

131 smart, p. 37.
132 Ibid., p. 38.
133 Ibid., p. 41.
13 4i<arl Barth and Eduard Thurneysen, Suchet Gott, so
werdet ihr leben1 (Neuauflage~ Mllnchen: Christian Kaiser
Verlag, 1928), p. 3.
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book seek to accomplish?

Barth answered:

"Menschen suchen!" k8nnen wir antworten, Menschen, die
mit uns beunruhight sind durch die grosse Verborgeriheit
Gottes in der gegenwartigen Welt und Kirche und mit uns
erfreut uber seine noch grossere
Bereitschaft ein
"
Durchbrecher aller Bande zu werden. Von dieser Unruhe
und von dieser Freude machten wir reden ~!t solchen,
die vielleicht davon zu h~ren begehren. 1

-

The sermons follow closely the ideas of Barth's more formal
writings of the period.

For example, a sermon entitled "Der

tote Punkt," which is perhaps Barth's work, emphasizes the
distinction between the righteousness of God and the right136
eousness of man.
God is not impressed by human religion
a nd mora lity; He wants to be God alone, says the author. 137
Foolish human justice, human importance, human greatness is
11138
to blame that man is at a "dead point.
The solution to
the predicament is to rely on God alone, to let Him alone be
139
be the center of life.
In the midst of war, bloodshed,
.
. sure. 140
hunger, suffering, and de f eat Go d ' s victory
is

The

author's advice to the hearer is the theme of the sermon col.
141
lection:
"suchet Gott, so werdet 1hr lebeni"

135 Ibid., p. 5.

136 Ibid., p. 37.

137 Ibid., pp. 36, 37, 39.
138 Ibid., p. 38.

139

Ibid., p. 40.

14011 Gottes Sieg steht fest.
Gottes Spiel gewinnt.
Gottes Rechnung geht auf." Ibid., p. 35. Also see pp.
33, 36.
141

Ibid., p. 41.
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Der R8merbrief (1919).-- The R8merbrief signaled the beginning of a theological revolution. 142
of culture also p a id attention to it.

Philosophers and men
Even the Roman Cath-

olic theolog ians, who a t the time were not in the habit of
f ollowing Protestant publications too closely, took not ice.

143

Ha i led as a prophet or denounced as a barbarian,

Ba rth's q uestion to the theolog ical world was not ignored.
Mo s t serious exegetes of the historico-critical school were
p u z z l e d b y Ba r t h's method.

His former teacher Adolf

Jtiliche r c a lled him a new Ma rcion. 144

The mi ghty Ha rna ck

asso c iated h i s na me with Thomas Mnnzer, and Walter Koepler
li nked him with Kaspar Schwenckfeld. 145
At

f i rst Bar t h h a d difficul ty in finding a p ublisher

for t he work which he h a d prod uced slowly during the war
yea rs (1 9 1 6 -1918) a nd which event ually enjoyed so much attent ion a nd p u b licity.

Three well-known Swiss publishers

r e fused t he manuscr ipt.

Fina lly G. A. B~schlin of Bern

14 2 william Hordern, "Re cent Trends in Systematic Theolo gy," Cana di a n Journal of Theology, VII (April 1961), 82.
Also see Karl Ada m, "Die Theologie der Krisis," Hochland,
XXIII, Nr. 9 (1926), cols. 276-77.
143 Bouillard, p. 17.
14 4 Adolf Jfflicher, "Eine moderne Paulus-Ausleger,"
Die Christliche Welt, XXXIV, Nrs. 20 & 21 (1920), cols.
453-57; 466-69. Also Bultmann rejects Barth's work as
"enthusiastische Erneuerung;" see Rudolf Bultmann, "Ethische
und mystische Religion im Urchristentum," Die Christliche
Welt, XXXIV, Nr. 47 (1920), col. 740.
145
p. 13.

Barth, "The Prefa ce to the Second Edition," R2,
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146
d eci· ded t o t a k ea chance a nd pr int e d a thousand copies.
·
Forty-four years later it was necessary to reprint the work
because it had become an item of interest for historical
theology.
In the Romerbrief Barth intended to let the mighty
voice of Paul be heard in the twentieth century.

He wrote

in the Preface:
my whole energy of interpreting has been expended in an
endeavour to see through a nd beyond history into the
spirit of the Bible, which is the Eternal Spirit. What
was once of gra~e importance, is so still.
If we rightly understand ourselves, our problems are
the problems of Paul; a nd if we be enlightened by the
brightness of his answers, those answers must be ours.147
The Barth-Thurneysen correspondence offers some insight into
the writing of the commentary. 148 It was written with enthu149
siasm a nd joy.
Of course, much hard work was also in150
volved.
An analysis of the work will be reserved for
l a ter. 151 Suffice it to note here that the theme of the
Romerbrief is dynamic eschatology, the apokatastasis of the
ideal primoridal creation in God.

The story of salvation,

146Barth, "Vorwort zurn Nachdruck dieses Buches,"
Romerbrief.
147 Barth, ''The Prefa ce to the First Edition,
148

11

R2, p. 1.

Smart, pp. 38, 42, 43.

149 Ba rth, "Prefa ce to the First Edition," R2, p. 2.
150 smart, p. 38.
15lsee infra , pp; 234-3& Also consult Balthasar's
brief but useful analysis, pp. 71-75.
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the good news, however, is presented in Platonic, Hegelian,
and religious-socialistic garb. 152
Since the Romerbrief Barth has modified his theology
considerably.

Yet he has not disowned his first attempt at

interpreting Romans.

Recently he remarked that his first

R~merbrief was not an altogether bad 1::x:>ok.

After all, it

was on the strength of this work that he had been invited to
153
become a professor of theology.
"The Christian's Place in Society" (1919).-- In an address,
"The Christia n's Place in Society," which Barth delivered at
a Conference on Religion and Social Relation at Tambach in
Sep tember 1919, he showed for the first time a significant
154
dialectic between ethics and eschatology.
In fact he contended tha t ethics must have its foundation in eschatology.
The society, though on a wrong course, is not forsaken of
God. 155 It needs Christ but does not know how to bring Him
156
into society.
There is only one answer, God alone can
save the world. 157

"The last word is the kingdom of God--

152Balthasar, p. 71.
153
Barth, "Vorwort zum Nachdruck dieses Buches,"
Romerbrief.
154smart, p. 15.
155 Barth, "The Christian's Place in Society," The Word
of God and the Word of Man, pp. 272, 275, 278, 280.
15 6 Ibid., p. 277.
157

Ibid., pp. 281, 282, 285.
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creation redemption, the perfection of the world through God
and in God. 11158 The Kingdom of God, 159 the kingdom of heav160
161
en,
pene t ra t es f rom a bo ve 1.·nto hi·story.
The Wholly
163
. t o h 1.s
" t ory 1.n
. J esus Ch r1.st.
.
0 t h er162 b reak s 1.n
Barth em164
phasi z ed the dynamic character of revelation.
For him it
165
wa s a mira cle of God.
Jesus Christ in history is "the
a bsolutely new from above. 11166

His resurrection from the

d ead i s the power which moves the world and the individ167 In Him the King dom of God advances to its attack
ua 1 .
168
u pon s ociety .
A Christian, tha t is, Christ in us, both
169
aff irms and denies the world as it is.
He is conscious
o f h is imprisonment here below, and he is aware of the power
of r e s urrection. 170

He has heard, he hears, both God's Yes

15 8 rbid., p. 297.
159 rbid., pp. 299, 300, 310, 314, 317, 319, 320, 321.
l 6 0rbid., pp. 305, 307, 308, 321.
161 Ibid., p. 283.
162 rbid., pp. 287, 288, 323.
163
rbid., p. 286.
164 rbid., pp. 282, 285, 295, 306, 321.
165 rbid., pp. 287, 289.
166 rbid., pp. 286, 319, 324.
167 Ibid., p. 323.
168 Ibid., p. 314.
169 Ib1..d ., pp. 273, 274, 299.
l 7 0ibid., p. 296, 308, 323.
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. d grnent. 172
an d No, 171 Go d' s grace an d JU

As a result he en-

ters into God-given restlessness and critical opposition to
l i'f e as it exis
' t s. 173 I n esch ato 1 ogica
· 1 perspect i ve mans
•
existence in society becomes meaningful to him. 174

He knows

that the present, the medium in which he lives, is transi175
tiona l, but God is eternal.
Jesus Christ is the same
176
y esterday, today and forever.
In this dialectically oriented essay Barth attempted
to relate the world of man (creation) and the Kingdom of God
(the new creation) in terms of eschatology.

In the light of

eschatolog y, Jesus Christ, and the power of the resurrection,
the Christian must speak his yes and no, the echo of God's
Yes and No, to the society in which he lives.

From the

Tambach lecture it is clear that Barth did not neglect ethics in his early period of development.

But it also indicates

tha t ethics for him must be theologically oriented.
Der Romerbrief (1921-1922).-- Although the completely revised second edition of Barth's Romerbrief appeared in print
in 1922 when he was already Honorary Professor of Reformed

171Ibid., pp. 312, 313, 316, 317, 319, 320, 325, 326.
172 Ibid., pp. 312, 318.
173 Ibid., p. 294.
174 Ibid., pp. 299, 304, 317, 324.
175Ibid., p. 313.
176 Ibid., p. 326.
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Theology in Gottingen, the manuscript was prepared in
Safenwil, and therefore properly belongs to this period of
his life. 177
When the first edition of the R8merbrief was sold out,
the author did . not permit further reprintings.

He had grown

theologically himself, and he had learned from his critics.
There was only one thing to do.

The book must be "reformed
root and branch," he wrote in October 1920. 178 He knew that

even a t this time he could not speak the last word on Paul's
letter, but at least he was certain that he was ''a bit
closer to the truth of the matter than before. 11179

Often

the revision was difficult and slow, as his correspondence
180
shows.
Sometimes the first draft was almost useless. He
h a d to rethink whole sections anew.

By August 1921 he was

writing f a st and with a certain sense of abandon.

He con-

fided in Thurneysen:
I amble like a drunk man back and forth between writing
desk, dinner table, and bed, traveling each kilometer
with my eye already on the next one.181
In the second edition of the Rornerbrief Barth hoped to
strip away the last remnants of a kind of thinking that con182
cerned itself with the evolution of the inner life.
The
finite-infinite schema was no longer used to express

177 srnart, p. 16.

178 Ibid., p. 53.

179 Ibid., p. 54.

lSOibid., p. 58.

lSlrbid., p. 59.

182rbid., p. 16.
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distinction between heaven and earth, God and man.

He re-

fused to make extensive use of any ontological substructure
in order to lend security to his theological statements. 183
However, in Thurneysen's judgment, the real significance of
the second draft of the Romerbrief was the fact that the
meaning of justification by gra ce alone was worked out completely a fresh.

184

An analysis of the work must be postponed until later. 185
Suffice it to note here that the R6merbrief signaled the
official beg inning of dialectical theology, the aim of which
was to affi rm both God and man in their utter difference.
This theology sought to affirm that God is God and man is
ma n, but a t the same time it suspended a positive account
of their rel a tionship to one another. 186 In order to accomplish this, says Torrance, Barth
employed Luther's exaggerated metaphors of the "mathematical point/' the "tangential relation," Kierkegaard's
''wholly other," "the leap of faith," Overbeck's Urgeschichte, eschatological "death," and added to them
some of his own such as "boundry," "death-line,"
"knife-edge," "empty-space," "crisis," etc. and also
employed Luther's and Kierkegaard's paradoxical method
of arguing sub contraria specie.1 8 7
Looking back at his work l a ter, Barth has asked his readers

183rbid., p. 17.
184Ibid., p. 19.
185see infra, pp. 234-63.
Torrance, pp. 48-95.
18 6 Torrance, p. 85.

Also cf. Balthasar, pp. 75-79:
187 Ibid.
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not to bind the professor at Bonn too tightly to the pastor
of Safenwil. 188 He admitted the one-sidedness and an all
too negative impression of the work, but still believed that
wha t wa s said at the t i me had to be said the way it was said.
He believed t h a t he h a d been right ten times over as a g ainst
those critics who h a d p a ssed judgment a nd resisted his
.
189
views .
The Romerbrief was a theological and fin a ncial success.190
One i s at liberty to disag ree wit h it, and many have done
s o, 191 but i t

is not wise to i g nore i t

since it is a mile-

s t one in the a uthor's long roa d of theological development
a nd p a r t of the history of twentieth-century theology.
G8tting en Period (1921-1925)
Cha i r o f Ref ormed Theolog y at the University of G6tting en
To Gott ing en. --

On the streng th of the first edition of the

Romerbrief a nd wi t h the support of Professor Karl Muller of

188 Ba rth, " The Author's Preface to the Eng lish Edition,"
R2, p. vi.
189Torra nce, p. 85.
190smart, p. 118. Ca salis reports tha t over 25,000
copi es of the s econd edition of Der R~merbrief have been
published to d a te, p . 46.
191 Among others the following h a ve severely criticised
the ROrnerbrief: Heikkinen, p. 58~ William J. Wolf, "How
Ba rth Has Influenced Me," Theology Today, XIII (October 1956),
372. Ba rth himself is al s o critical of his work: John D.
Godsey, editor, Ka rl Barth's Table Talk (Richmond, Virginia:
John Knox Press (1963] ), p. 51.
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Erlangen and Pastor Adam Heilmann of Gottingen, Barth received an invitation to occupy the chair of Reformed Theology
at the University of GOttingen as Honorary Professor. 192

The

chair had been newly created with the financial backing of
the American Presbyterian Church.
atical at first.
1921:

The offer seemed problem-

Barth wrote to his friend on February 1,

"professor, Systematic Theology,

'Reibrmed, ' Gottingen,

Hanover, Germany--every word a question mark. 11193
sion was not easy to make.

The deci-

Twelve years of pastoral ministry

lay behind him, but he had had no professorial experience.
He felt inadequately prepared for a theological professorship.

In sincere humility he asked himself:

"have I

ecclesiastical and scholarly qualities which they see in
me but of which I myself know nothing? 11194
1921 he had made his decision:

By February 16,

he was going to Gottingen. 195

Doubts still plagued him, but he felt that the call to
G~ttingen was his divinely ordained destiny:
everything points in this direction and that is exactly
what must happen now; whether for good or evil it must
nevertheless happen. And so I am literally suspended
in the air, unable to go back and yet not knowing how
to go forward.196
Bag and baggage ready in October 1921, Barth was on his way

192Barth, "Vorwort zurn Nachdruck dieses Buches,"
Romerbrief.
193srnart, p. 56.
194 rbid., p. 57.
195rbid.

196 Ibid., p. 58.
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to the North German lowlands. 197

It turned out that this

was the beginning of a long and fruitful academic career.
Ba rth the Professor.-- The professorship made extensive demands on Barth.

A welcome honorary doctor of theology

degree from Munster, on account of his "essential contributions to the deepening of the formulation of religious and
theolog ical questions," delighted the recipient but was no
substitute for research and study. 198

He knew what he

wanted to say, but the historical material essential to
presenting the matter needed to be mastered. 199 Time for
prepa r a tion was limited.

Consequently he felt himself con-

sta ntly under pressure to be prepared adequately for the
lectures. 200 Sometimes what he presented at 7:00 A.M. in
the lecture room was not ready before 3:00 or 5:00 A.M. the
201 Sometimes the class was dismissed after a
night before.

197Ib'd
__
1._., p. 60.
198
The news about the MOnster D. Theol. reached Barth
on January 31, 1922. Ibid., pp. 60-61.
199 Ibid., p. 76.
"To do justice to my professorship I
must concentrate my attention primarily upon the history of
dogma and let the New Testament alone for a while." Ibid.,
p. 96.
2 00ibid., p. 76.
On p. 93 Barth exclaimed:
"Oh! If
only someone would give me time, time, time, to do everything properly, to read everything at my own tempo, to take
it apart and put it together again."
201 Ibid., p. 101. On page 98 Barth said:
"I have to
exert myself to the utmost anyhow to have my four little lectures always ready on time each week, and the question
•understandest thou what thou readest?' is continually a
dreadful torture. Often I have to work far into the night
II
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twenty-minute p resentation because the professor had no more
prepared material to offer. 202

Other times he publicly

called in quest ion the validity a nd advisability of his own
203
theological sta tements.
He even complained about his
"dreadful theological ignorance" and lack of ability to
a chieve real historical breadth. 204

"But who knows whether

I will ever a mount to anything here?" he wondered. 205

Would

he eve r achieve what is known in the academic circles as a
"thoroug h mastery" of a limited field of study? 2 0 6

In spite

of the misg iving s about his competence, he loved the teachin;r
s i t u ati on.

Es pecially he appreciated the informal g ive and

t a ke wi th stude nts, which made heavy demands on the time at
h l.. s d.1.sposa 1 . 207

The firs t formal teaching a ssignments for Barth in
Go ttin g en were courses on the Heidelberg Ca techism and

202 c a salis, p. 39.
20311 Then I hear myself like a great one saying the most
monstrous things about nominalists and mystics, humanists and
pietists, often disturbed whether the moderate state of my
knowledge permits such statements." Smart, p. 98.
204
rbid., p. 92.
205 rbid., p. 187.
20611 Apa rt from the daily requirements, I have to build
my own scholarly structure, achieve a 'thorough mastery' as
they say, in something. How is one to do that? Will they
ever be able to say that of me? Or shall I always be this
wandering gypsy among a ll the honorable scholars by whom I
a m surrounded, one who has only a couple of leaky kettles to
call his own and in compensation occasionally sets a house
on fire • • • • 11 Ibid., pp. 79-80.
20 7.n&_g., p. 81. Also seep. 160.
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Paul's Letter to the Ephesians.
turned out to be more popular. 208

The exegetical lectures
Then followed courses in

the history of dogma which treated Calvin, Zwingli, and
Schleiermacher, and exeg etical studies in John, Letter to
the Philippians, and the Sermon on the Mount. 209

His lec-

tures on dogmatics, prepared in 1924, which he was obliged
to offer under the title "Institutes of Christian Religion,"
formed the nucleus for his later Christliche Doomatik (1927)~10
What made Ba rth's life at times unpleasant in ~ttingen
wa s his rel a tionship with his colleagues and the school admi nis t r a tion.

Professors Emanuel Hirsch and Ka rl Stange

did not sha re his theological orientation.

Wrote Barth in

Ma y 1923:
This "coexistence" with the other theologians is essentially one of the most doubtful elements in my entire
si t ua tion here, and I prefer not even to think of it
but rathif to go my own way straig ht ahead as I did in
Aargau. 2
After a n open conflict with the administration, Barth's relations deteriora ted with the faculty to such an extent that
open unfriendliness prevailed.

Now Barth wished he could
get away from this "mousetrap. 11212 On one occasion he noted,
"To be a proper professor of theology one must be a sturdy,

208 The course on the Heidelberg Catechism attracted
only fifteen students.
Ibid., p. 77.
209 Ibid., pp. 93, 160, 177, 222.

Also see Casalis, p. 48.

210smart, pp. 163, 171.
211.ll2i,Q., p. 143.

212 Ibid., p. 175.
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tough, insensitive lump who notices absolutely nothing • • • 11213
But when the opportunity beckoned to "escape" into parish
ministry in Zurich, he was unwilling to give up his professor's mantle. 214
Theological Growth.-- The ~ttingen years were filled with
study a nd theolog ical growth.
the Reforma tion theology.
.
. d ex. 215
a v o 1 uminous
c a r d -in

Barth began with the study of

Wha t he learned he filed away in
In order to gather background

mat e r ial for the Ca lvin lectures, he mastered the e ssential
t h e olog ica l ideas of the scholastics, Luther a nd Zwing li.
His s our ce of information on Duns Scotus and Occam were the
wo rks o f Harna ck and Seeberg . 216

By the end of 1922 he had
217
man aged to rea d extensively in Luther and Zwingli.
In
t h e f ollowing yea r he studied c a refully the works of Fried218
r ich Schleiermacher.
Thomas Aquinas in the orig inal, the

213 Ibid., p. 92.
214 Ibid., pp. 7, 231-33. On page 232 Barth said: "If
I stood once more before the decision of 1921, I would not
have the courage to become a professor, and neither have I
now the courage to become a pastor." He continued later:
"I really think I am not in love with the dogmatic and exe g etical tangle which I would then give up: I do it because
tha t is now my business as long as I am here."
Ibid., p. 232.
"Indeed I wouldn't mind escaping from this whole mess. But I
am afraid that I will never get free of it now • • • • " Ibid.,
p. 233.
215 Ibid., p. 216.
216 Ibid., p. 93.
217 Ibid., p. 121.
218 Ibid., pp. 158-60.
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Apologists, Augustine, and the early church fathers followed.219

He paid particular a ttention to the theology of
220
the early church.
To his astonishment he found himself in
agreement a lso with the a g e of Orthodoxy. 221

Of course, he

did not neg lect current theological literature such as Herrmann's Dogmatics. 222
At a lmost every point in the study of the history of
dogma, Ba rth felt that he could stop and spend the rest of
his l i fe on tha t material. 223 But he kept on reading and
lea rning from the entire spectrum of dogmatic development.
As his historical knowledg e g rew, his own theology matured.
Already in 1922 he knew that the final word on the problem
o f Christ a nd e thics had not a s yet been spoken.

He anti-

cipa ted future modifications and reserva tions in his own
219 rbid., pp. 168, 175-76, 184-85.
220 rn May 1924 Barth wrote: "I had to think over it
long and sadly, brooding over and over again the runic chara cters which the ancients have left behind for us: essentia,
persona, notiones, personales, opera a d intra-ad extra,
perichoresis, 'opera ad extra sunt indivisa' (a thing perhaps to be considered, but a ll very complicated!) not to
for g et the filioque • • • • Don't think, however, that that
is old rubbish; a ll, all of it, seen in the light, seems to
have its own g ood sense.
I understand the Trinity as the
problem of the inalienable subjectivity of God in his revelation and I cannot withhold my approval from Athanasius who
in general must have been quite a man." Ibid., pp. 184-85.
22111 After much racking of my brains and astonishment I
have finally to acknowledge that Orthodoxy is right on almost all points and to hear myself saying things in lectures
which neither as a student nor as a Safenwil pastor would I
ever have dreamed could really be so." Ibid., p. 221.
2 2 2 ~ . , P•

204.

223Ib
.d
=-1~·,
p. 101.
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theological formulations. 224

It became apparent that Barth

was more church oriented than his early radical cricitisrn had
led the critics to believe.

His theology became increasingly

biblical in content and dogmatic in forrn. 225

Thus during the

Gottingen period the prophetic author of the two Rornerbriefe
of the Safenwil days matured into a dogmatic theologian who
eventually produced the Christliche and the Kirchliche
Dogmatik.
"The Word of God and the Task of the Ministry" (1922)
Barth's "The Word of God and the Task of the Ministry"
delivered to the "Friends of the Christian World" on the
Elgersburg in October 1922, was a key essay in preparing the
way for his Christliche Dogmatik. 226

He summarized it as

f ollows:
As ministers we ouaht to soeak of God. We are human,
however, and so cannot speak of God. We ought therefore to recognize both our obligation and our in~~~lity
and by that very recognition give God the glory.

224 Ibid., pp. 111-12.
225 In 1925 Barth said:
"Naturally i t dare not be a new
church that we want but rather the church in distinction to
sects or even to our own personal prophesying. Also our
protest against the church, so far as it was valid, was intended as specifically by the church, more churchly than all
that the people from Benz to Gob thought that they had to
hold against us.
It led us first to the Bible, and then
logically again to dogma, and at least to the insight that
the proceedings concerning the sacramental concept are not
yet closed." Ibid., p. 216.
226pauck, p. 81.
227Barth, The Word of God and the Word of Man, p. 186.
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The human predicament is tha t man is a question, a riddle,
to himself. 228

He c r ies out for God as the One who is to

sav e him from his humanity . 229

Theolog y as the science of

relig ion a mong o t her sciences fails to answer the ultima te
q ue stion s posed to it a nd therefore has no reason for existe nce a s a separ a te discipline. 230

As a unique discipline it

s hould speak of God, but to speak of God seriously would
mean to speak in the realm of revelation and faith. 231

It

woul d h a ve to s p eak of God's word, the word which can come
only from God:

the word tha t God became man.

Barth says:

"Our mi n i steria l t a sk is to say tha t God becomes man, but
t o say it a s God's word, as God himself says it. 11232
word i s t he answer to the human predicament.
i s that man cannot g ive thi s answer.

God's

But the problem

Three theoretically

distin g uisha ble alterna tives sug gest themselves: the way of
.
· . 233 By far the best
d ogmat1. s m, self -cr1. t.1c1sm,
an d d.1a1 ec t 1c
solution, the way of Pa ul and the Reformers, is the dialect

.

1C.

234

According to it neither the affirmation nor the

denial claims to be God's truth.

The truth actually is the

center between every Yes and No. 235

But even this method

suffers from inherent weakness:

228 Ibid., pp. 190, 197.

229 Ibid., p. 190.

23 0rbid., p. 194.

2 3lrbid., p. 198.

232 Ibid., p. 199.

233 rbid., p. 200.

234.illg., p. 206.

235 Ibid., p. 206.
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But • • . the possibility that God himself speaks when
he is spoken of, is not part of the dialectical way as
such: it arises rather at the point where this way
comes to an end. 236
The perplexity and promise is that only God himself can
speak of God.

Thus man's perplexity is also his problem. 237

Ba rth stuck to the heart of the matter when he said:
It may be tha t the Word, the Word of God, which we ourselves shall never speak, has put on our weakness and
unprofita bleness so t h a t ~ word in its very weakness
a nd unprofita bleness has become capable at least of being
morta l frame. the earthen vessel, of the word of
God. 8

2~

Onl y God c a n speak the Word of God.

Man can only witness to

the Word, as the biblical writers have done.

Thus a minister

can only be a witness to the witnesses of God's Word, that
is, Jesus Christ.

He can be a minister of the Scriptures. 239

Barth concluded the essay by raising the question:

''Can

theolog y, should theology, pass beyond prolegomena to Christology?"

His tenta tive answer was that perhaps everything was

area
d y s a i.d i. n th e pro 1 egomena. 240
1
From this essay it is clear that Barth, while still op- /
era ting in the dialectical time-eternity, death-life, man-God
fr a mework, was reaching for the concepts of the Word of God,
Jesus Christ, Bible, and dogma.

He was inclined to believe

that the essence of theology could be stated in terms of
prolegomena, that is, the doctrine of the Word of God.

236rbid., p. 211.

237 Ibid., p. 215.

23Sibid., p. 216.

239 rbid.

240.!.!2!Q., p. 217.
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Christliche Dogmatik was an attempt to do that.

At this

time he was not as yet ready to pass beyond prolegomena to
Christology, a step that has characterized with increasing
intensity the later volumes of the Kirchliche Dogmatik.

To

summarize, it is clear that Barth's theology of crisis gave
way slowly to the theology of the Word of God in the
Gottingen period.

Only much later, in Basel, did the theol-

ogy of the Word become the theology of the Word, Jesus Christ.
"Sechzehn Antworten an Herrn Professor van Harnack" (1923)
During the G8ttingen days Barth had a direct and public
confrontation with his former honored teacher, Adolf von
Harnack of Berlin.

The latter was the grand champion of

liberal theology; 241 Barth was representing a new theological
movement known as dialectical theology.

In the persons of

Harnack and Barth the two important movements clashed and
then drifted apart without much meaningful dialogue.

The

open letters published in Die Christliche Welt, which are

.
241Adolf Harnack, What Is Christianity:, translated by
Thomas Bailey Saunders (Harper Torchbooks edition; New York:
Harper & Brothers, 1957). He writes:
"The Christian religion is something simple and sublime; it means one thing
and one thing only: Eternal life in the midst of time, by
the strength and under the eyes of God," p. 8. The source
where Harnack found the essential nature of Christi'anity was
Jesus Christ and His Gospel. According to him Christ's message was chiefly threefold:
(1) the Kingdom of God and its
coming (see pp. 52-62); (2) God the Father and the infinite
value of the human soul (see pp. 63, 65, 101, 162, 189, 243,
263); (3) the higher righteousness and the commandment to
love (see pp. 235, 236, 256, 287). He spoke of the Gospel
in terms of the kernel of the simple spirituality (p. 205)
and the husk of contemporary form (p. 130).
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the tangible manifestation of the conflict, indicate that
Harnack failed to grasp the genius of dialectical theology. 242
Harnack himself has provided the information that late
in 1922, without literary preparation or premeditation, he
wrote out " a t ~ stroke" fifteen questions and directed
243
them to the despisers of scientific theology.
What he
h a d read in contemporary essays and books, and what had come
to him by way of conversation h a d filled him with anxiety
a bout the future of scientific theology. 244

Although the

q uesti ons individually may not have been aimed at any one
t h eolog ian in p a rticul a r, he had primarily Barth in mind. 245
242Adolf von Harnack, "Funfzehn Fragen an die Verachter
der wissenscha ftlichen Theologie unter den Theologen," Die
Christliche Welt, XXXVII, Nr. 1/2 (1923), cols. 6-8. Adolf
von Ha rna ck "0ffener Brief an Herrn Professor K. Barth," Die
Christliche Wel t , XXXVII, Nr. 9/10 (1923), cols. 142-44.
Adolf von Ha rna ck, "Nachwort zu meinem offenen Brief an
Herrn Professor Ka rl Ba rth," Die Christliche Welt, XXXVII,
Nr. 20/21 (1923), cols. 305-6. Note particularly cols. 8 and
142.
The letters are reprinted in Karl Barth, "Ein Briefwechsel mit Adolf von Harnack," Theologische Fraqen und
Antworten, pp. 7-31. Also see Ha rnack's letters to Barth in
Smart, pp. 127-28, 144.
See Ka rl Ba rth, "Sechzehn Antworten an Herrn Professor
von Ha rnack," Die Christliche Welt, XXXVII, Nr. 5/6 (1923),
cols. 89-91; Karl Barth, "Antwort auf Herrn Professor von
Ha rna cks offenen Brief," Die Christliche Welt, XXXVII, Nr.
16/17 (1923), cols. 244-52.
243 smart, p. 127.
244
Ibid., pp. 127-28.
245 Harnack seems to contradict himself in this matter.
He wrote privately to Barth on J a nuary 16, 1923: "But
certa inly you may assume that my questions were not in the
last a nalysis directed at you, as little as I had any definite person in mind with each individual question." Ibid.,
p. 128. La ter, however, Harna ck wrote publicly: "Ich danke
Ihnen dass Sie auf meine 'Funfzehn Fragen' (Nr. 1/2 dieser
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When Barth first read Harnack's "Fifteen Questions" he
immediately recognized himself as the one who was being

in-

terrogated.

He immediately wrote to Harnack and volunteered
246
to answer the questions publicly.
The latter encouraged
him to do so. 247
Barth began by asserting that Protestant scientific
theology has been unfaithful to its basic theme, last clearly
expressed in the writings of the sixteenth-century reformers.
To Harnack's question whether the content of the Gospel, the
reve lation in the Bible, was determined by historical studies
and critical reflection, Barth replied that the theme of
theolog y was the one revelation of God.

Historical studies

confirm that the content of the Gospel is brought to light
only by the Gospel; critical reflection shows that the assertion of the Gospel is founded on its essence; scientific
theology serves to remind the student of theology that its
object of study is really its Subject and must always become
.
248
its Su b Ject.

Zeitung) eingeganqen sind (Nr. 5/5); sie waren ja uch an Sie
und vornehrnlich an Sie gerichtet." Harnack, "Offener Brief
an Herrn Professor K. Barth." col. 142.
246 smart, p. 127.
24711 Therefore I can only be glad for the sake of the
subject itself if you wish to answer my questions publicly."
Ibid., p. 128.
248Harnack, "Funfzehn Fragen," cols. 6-7; Barth, "Sech2ehn
Antworten, col. 89.
11
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Harnack claimed that for the proper understanding of
the Bible one needs, besides inner affinity, historical
knowledg e and critical reflection.

Ba rth insisted that the

proper understa nding of the Bible was possible only throug h
the power of the Spirit which was identical with the content
of the reve lation. 249

Ha rnack asked if the experience of

God could become a reality without the kind of sermonizing
t hat is ba sed on historical study and critical reflection.
Ba r t h agreed that historical knowledge and critical thinking c a n serve the task of sermoni z ing.

However, he claimed

that the rea l task of theology is identical with that of
p rea ching .

Here Harna ck could not agree. 250

To Harnack it

s eemed t h a t if t he experience of God was radically different
a nd contra r y to other human experiences, it must call forth
a fli g ht from the world.
wi t h tha t.

To some extent Ba rth had to agree

God-created faith cannot avoid a more or less

radical protest a g ainst this world.

It is dangerous to lose

sig ht of the basic distance between faith and the world. for
it is only in the contradiction of God and the world, that
is, the cross, where man can catch a glimpse of the primal
and eschatological unity of Creator and creature.

Life in

the world and life in God are total contraries which can be
reconciled only by the eternal God Himself.

Such a stand

249 Harnack, "Filnfzehn Fragen, 11 col. 7:
Antworten, 11 col. 89.

Barth, "Sechzehn

250Harnack, "Fi1nfzehn Fragen, 11 col. 7: Barth, Sechzehn
Antworten, 11 col. 89: Harnack, "Nachwort," col. 305.
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seemed to Harnack to weaken the esteem for morality and to
h a rm the cause of educating the young. 251

Harnack also

worried that if the statements al:x:>ut God from the vantage
point of culture, such as Goethe's pantheism and Kant's
concept of God are simply considered contraries of the tr.ue
sta tements al:x:>ut God, the result would be a surrender to
b a rba rism.

Barth refused to regard cultura l statements al:x:>ut

God as preaching of the Gospel.

According to him, the Gospel

h as as lit tle to do with culture as it has wit h barbarism. 252
Christianity for the Berlin professor was essentially a step
b y step development which could not be accomplished without
h i s t orical and critical thought.
r a dicall y .

Aga in, Barth disag reed

The road from the old to the new world is a mat-

ter of being l:x:>rn a g ain, he said.

Rebirth in this world does

not g ive man full possession of the hig hest knowledg e of God.
Ma n is saved only in hope as long as time exists.

To make

the point of entra nce into the new world an independent en.
253
t i t y , however, seemed unwarra nted to Harnack.
Harnack was
also offended by the p a rtitions which dialectical theology
seemed to erect between the experience of God and what was
Good, True, a nd Beautiful.
link existed here.

Barth granted that a connecting

However, he felt, this very connection

251 Harnack, "Funfz ehn Fragen," col. 7~ Barth, "Sechzehn
Antworten," cols. 89-90.
252 Ha rna ck, "Funfzehn Fragen," col. 7~ Ba rth, "Sechzehn
Antworten," col. 90.
253 rbid.
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was the wall of sepa ration, the divine krisis.

On the basis

of this krisis one is at all able to speak of the truly Good,
True, and Beautifui. 254
To Ha rnack para doxes seemed to be out of harmony with
the preaching of God 1 s majesty and love.
was somewhat ina dequate.

Barth 1 s reply here

He maintained that the serious na-

ture and consequence of man 1 s fall 9 eemed to require strange
way s of expressing God's message.

After all, said Barth,

neither Paul nor Luther had escaped this predicament.

Let

him do better who can! 2 55
Ha rnack ma inta ined that trustworthy a nd objective
knowledg e of Jesus Christ, the center of the Gospel, could
onl y be g ained through historical-critical studies.
scientific theology was equipped to do this.

Only

According to

Ba rth historical-critical scholarship was capable only of
reminding the student of theology that man can no longer
know Jesus after the flesh.

He asserted that the Person of

Jesus Christ, the center of the Gospel, is the Christ of
faith. 256
Barth 1 s former teacher concluded his series of questions
by asking if at all another theology existed than that which

254Harnack, "Funfzehn Fragen," cols. 7-8:- Barth, "Sechzehn Antworten, 11 col. 90.
255 Harnack, 11 F\1nfzehn Fragen,
Antworten, 11 cols. 90

11

cal BJ Barth,

11

Sechzehn

256Harnack, 11 Ftlnfzehn Fragen, 11 col. Bi Barth, 11Sechzehn
Antworten, 11 col. 91.
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was in close union with the sciences.

The reply of Barth

was tha t when theology aga in h a s the courag e to bear witness
to the Word, to take seriously God's revelation, judgment,
and love, only then will the sciences listen and take a
closer look at wha t theology really h a s to say .

Only then

will a true rel a tionship between theology a nd the sciences
come into existence . 257
The a bove discussion is particularly important because
it

s hows in dep th the funda menta l difference between liberal-

i sm a nd Ba r t h's orienta tion.

By 1923 the young theologian

wh o h a d been schooled by some of the b e st libera l theolog i a n s in Europe was so far removed from the theology of his
tea chers tha t no sig nificant common g round remained.

The

c o nvict ions which Barth expressed in the "Sechzehn Antworten"
we re p r a cti c a lly a ll a pplied in the formulation of his
258
Prolegomena of 1927.
To its detriment Barthian scholarship thus f a r h a s neg lected the encounter between Barth and
Ha rna ck.

The set of questions and answers are of fundamental

importance in understanding Barth's theological development.
It is unfortuna te that no dialogue was possible between the
learned Harnack and the independent Barth.

The former did

not appreciate the latter's concept of revelation.

259

He

257 rbid.
258rt is true, however, that in Christliche Do~atik
a nd even more in Kirchliche Dogmatik the dialectica method
and the use of paradox have given way to an emphasis on the
Word of God and the use of analog y.
259Harnack, "OffenerBrief an Herm Professor K. Isrth," col.142.
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did not recognize the unique character of theology, but insisted tha t all sciences have only one methodology to
share. 260 Nothing was left but to admit that the depth of
the chasm of separation between the two theological stances
was unbridgeable.

Harnack feared that if Barth should have

his way, theology would fall into the hands of irresponsible
261
revival preachers.
Barth in his "Antwort" chided Harnack
for being unwilling to listen to new answers to theological
problems a nd for being too willing to offer his professional
advice as the final word of truth. 262 Harnack responded with
a brief "Nachwort."

He suggested that Barth's theology led

t o a n invisible ridg e between absolute religious skepticism
a nd n aive biblicism. 263

He admitted that quite possibly it

was g ood that from time to time men like Barth come forth.
However, he concluded tha t such men, and particularly Barth,
s hould realize that while they were playing their own instru.
264
ment, Go d a 1 so h a d oth er instruments.
This ended the
exchang e of views between Ha rnack and Barth.
2 6 0rbid., col. 144.
261
Harnack concluded his letter: "Ich bedaure aufrichtig,
dass Ihre Antworten auf meine Fragen nur die Grosse der Kluft
zeigen, die uns trennt; aber weder auf meine noch auf Ihre
Theologie komrnt etwas an, sondern allein darau£, wie das Evangelium recht gelehrt wird. Wenn Ihre Weise zur Herrschaft
gelangen sollte, wird es aber uberhaupt nicht mehr gelehrt,
sondern ausschliesslich in die Hand der Erweckungsprediger
gegeben, die ihr Bibelverst~ndnis frei scha££en und ihre
eigene Herrschaft aufrichten." Ibid.
262 Barth, "Antwort auf Herrn Professor von Harnacks
offenen Brief," col. 244.
26 3 Harnack "Nachwort," col. 305.
264rbid., cols. 305-6.
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The Wora of God and the Word of Man (1924)
In 1924 a collection of eight essays by Barth a ppeared
under the title Da s Wort Gottes und die Theologie.

Four

years l a ter it was translated into English a nd published as
The Word of Goa a nd the Word of Man.

This collection of

writings first introduced Barth's theology to the English
s peaking p ublic, and for five years it remained the only significant work of Ba rth a v a ila ble in Eng lish.

Four of the

e ssays , " The Ri g hteousness of God," "The Stra n g e New World
Wi t hin the Bible,"

11

The Christia n's Place in Society," and

"The Word of God a nd the Ta sk of the Ministry ," have already
b e e n t rea t e d a bove. 265
''B i blica l

The remaining essays included

Questions, Insi ghts, and Vistas" (1920), ''The Need

a nd Promise of Christian Preach ing" (1920), "The Problem of
Ethics Today " (1922), and "The Doctrina l Task of the Reformed Church " (1923).

The essays were written over a span

of severa l years (1916-1923), and mostly on a ssigned topics.
Wha t unity the collection maintains is due to the inner unity
of the author's theology.
cha nging landsca pe.

In many ways the collection is a

The style of the Safenwil pastor differs

considerably from that of the Gottingen professor.

Also ma-

terial changes occurred in h1s theology during the seven year
span.

In 1924 he no longer was likely to speak of "the voice

265 Cf. supra. pp. 32-36, 41-43, 53-56.
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of him that crieth in the wilderness" as the "voice of con266
science" as he had done in 1916.
Some of his concerns
which used to be on the forefront later faded into the background and vice versa.

There were also additions and excisions.

But in spite of the many changes that had taken place and despite a n admitted one-sidedness in his early theology, Barth
refused to disown his earlier work.

He simply asked the

r e aders to consider the collection of essays as a whole. 267
His theology, as might be expected, has continued to change
since the collection was published.

For example, in ''The

Word of God and the Ta sk of the Ministry" he advocated dialectical theology. 268

Years later he called it an unforblnate
269
term in which he had lost interest long ago.
What Ba rth had originally intended as a "marginal note"

to the fundamenta list, liberal, Ritschlian, history-of-religio~
or a ny other type of theology, turned out to be the foundation
270
of his "corrective" or dialectical" theology.

266 Ba rth, The Word of God and the Word of Man, p. 9.
267 rbid., pp. 7-8.
268 rbid., pp. 206-12.
269 Godsey, p. 24.
270
98, 103.

Barth, The Word of God and the Word of Man, PP•
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As vividly as anywhere in Barth's works men such as
272
273
274
Kierkegaa rd, 271 Overbeck,
Herrmann,
Feuerbach,
276
277
278
275
Blumhardt,
Pla to,
Kant,
a nd Luther
made frequent
appearances in the essays and left their stamp on the author's
world of thought.

Barth spoke of the otherworldliness of relig ion,279 of the dialectic of divine Yes and No, 280 of the
281
Wholly Other,
of God as the only theological interest in
282
the Bible,
of crisis, 283 and of the a cceptance of the
Bible as a "step into spa ce. 11284

But he also spoke of the
New World, the resurrection of Jesus, and the Bible. 285 He
said that "The only rea l way to name the theme of the Bible,

which is the Easter message, is to have it, to show it, to
live it. 11286
the bes t

The Word of God and the Word of Man is perhaps

introduction to Barth's dialectical period.

For a

long time, a nd occa siona lly even now, some critics have
thought to h a ve mastered Ba rth after they have read the essays.

2 71

Ibid., pp. 84, 195, 196, 205, et al.

27 2

Ibid ., PP• 56, 83, 185, et al.
274 Ibid., p. 127.
273 Ibid., p. 100
275 Ibid ., p. 88

276 Ibid., p. 210.

277 Ibid., p. 56.
279
Ibid., pp. 69, 73.

278rbid., pp. 196,200, 205.
280
rbid., p. 73.
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However, what they actually had was not the many-sided Barth,
but only an important part of his theological development.
Zwischen den Zeiten (1922-1933)
The beginning of the publication of Zwischen den Zeiten
was an important event of Barth's ~ttingen period.

It was

a forum for the "dialectical" theologians and their friends.
It began as a quarterly (1922-1925) and later appeared bimonthly (1926-1933).

The men most closely associated with

it were Georg Merz, a Lutheran pastor from Munich who served
as editor, Karl Barth, Pastor Friedrich Gogarten of Dorndorf
near Jena, and Pastor Eduard Thurneysen of Basel.
The journal was founded at a meeting in GOttingen in
the f all of 1922. 287
were present.

Only Gogarten, Thurneysen, and Barth

The title of the journal is significant.

refers to the time between Pentecost and the eschaton.

It
The

implication is that in the time of God's patience, that is,
the time of the church, Christians must ask themselves about
the message of the church.

Barth did a lot of asking.

He

contributed an essay, "Not und Verheissung der christlichen

287 A photograph of the founders of Zwischen den Zeiten
appeared in Gottesdienst-Menschendienst (Zollikon: Evangelischer Verlag, 1958), p. 144. Barth offers the names of
the founders of the journal in "Abschied, 11 Gottes Wille und
unsere Wunsche, Theologische Existenz heute, Nr. 7 (MUnchen:
Chr. Kaiser Verlag, 1934), p. 31. Also see Arthur c.
Cochrane, The Church's Confession under Hitler (Philadelphia:
Westminster Press, 1962), p. 64. Cf. also Casalis, p. 47.
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Verkundigung" for the inaugural issue of 1922. 288

In the

next three years he contributed no less than eleven articles.289

Although enthusiastic, Barth was somewhat appre-

hensive about the journal in the beginning.
Thurneysen on December 19, 1922:

He wrote to

11 now our magazine sails

out for the first time into the general paper-hurricane; it
will soon be evident with what fate. 11290

There was no need

for fear.

By J a nua ry, 1925, the journal had a circulation
of 2,000, with 1,700 to 1,800 paid subscribers. 291 Besides
the men a lready mentionea, such names as Emil Brunner,
Rudolf Bultmann, Heinrich Barth, and Hermann Diem appeared
with some reg ularity as contributors.

Such important essays
as Brunner• s "Die andere Aufgabe der Theologie 11292 and
Go g a rten•s "Da s Problem einer theologischen Anthropologie 1129 3

g r a ced its pages.
Already in 1925 the founders of the magazine had some
doubts about the desirability of continuing the publicatu:n. 294

288Karl Barth, "Not und Verheissung der christlichen
Verkundigung," Zwischen den Zeiten, I, Nr. 1 (1922), 1-25.
289 see Volumes I to III of Zwischen den Zeiten.
290 smart, p. 121.
291 Ibid., p. 201.
292 Emil Brunner, 11 Die andere Aufgabe der Theologie,"
Zwischen den Zeiten, VII, Nr. 3 (1929), 255-76.
2 9 3 Friedrich Gogarten, "Das Problem einer theologischen
Anthropologie," Zwischen den Zeiten, VII, Nr. 6 (1929),
493-511.
294smart, p. 234.
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When the individual theological emphases of Emil Brunner and
Friedrich Gogarten became more pronounced, it became clear
that the magaz ine could not longer function as it had been
conceived.

The final issue appeared in the summer of 1933

when Hi tler's star was clearly in a scendancy. 295

At tha t

time Ba rth felt tha t he h a d to declare publicly his dissociation from Gog arten and Merz by withdrawing from the
editorial board. 296
Munster Period (1926-1930)
By 1924 BRrth's relationships at the University of
Gotti ng en were less tha n cordial.

It all came about when he

in s is ted that his course in dogmatics be entitled Prolegomena
to Dogmatics. 297

His efforts were unsuccessful.

By June

192 5 he r e c e ived word tha t a call to another university
would be forthcoming. 298 Matters became more definite in
July.

In the fall Ba rth was to move to Munster with the

r a nk of full professor.

He was not altogether happy a bout

leaving his home in ~ttingen and moving farther away from
Switzerland .

However, a substantial improvement in the fi-

nancial arrang ements, and particularly the prospect of a
cordial relationship with the new faculty helped to facilitate

295 c a salis, p. 48.
296
Barth, "Abschied," p. 37.
297smart, p. 166.
298 Ibid., p. 232.
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his decision. 299

On the third of November he began lectur-

ing a t the University of Munster as professor of dogmatics
and the New Testament exegesis. 300
Prolegomena zur christliche Dogmatik (1927)
There is little doubt that in the spectacular career of
Ka rl Ba rth the Munster period was compara tively unspectacular
in terms of theological productivity.

Even his most im!X)rtant

work of the period, Prolegomena zur christliche Dogmatik, was
s oon superceded by the more extensive Kirchliche Dogmatik.
To this day it has remained untranslated.
Nevertheless the Munster period was important in terms ✓
of theolog ical development.

It was in MUnster that he com-

pleted his first attempt at writing dogmatic theolog y and
definitely established himself as the theologian of the Word
of Goa.

For all practical purposes the Munster period spelled

doom for his earlier dialectical orienta tion.
Actua lly much of the work that went into writing the
Prolegomena was already done during his l a st years in
Gottingen.

Barth wrote on February 5, 1924:

Time moves relentlessly on, and the evening and the
morning will bring us to the day where for good or
evil, willin~or or unwillingly, this Dogmatics will
be launched.

299rbid., pp. 235, 237.
300.1!2ig., p. 247.
30lrbid., p. 167.
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Barth rea d extensively for his lectures in dogmatics, which
p repared the way for the published Prolegomena.

He read

the works of Ka rl Heim, Thomas Aquina s, Friedrich Strauss,
Alexander Schweizer, and Wilhelm Herrmann, among others, in
order to ascert a in the real n a ture of dogmatics. 302

By May

18, 1924, he had a tenta tive outline in mind which he described a s follows:
Ma in viewpoints:
(1-2) Dogmatics is considera tion of
the Word of God as revel a tion, Holy Scripture, and
Christian prea ching. Thus the primary object isnot
biblical theology, not church doctrine, not f a ith, not
reli g ious consciousness, but Christian preaching that
is a c t u a lly prea ched, which on the one hand is to be
r e cog ni z ed a s Word of God b y reference to Scripture and
revel a t ion a nd on the other h a nd (this the purpose of
the exercise) is to be defined critica lly l;?y the Word
o f God.
Thus the concept of dogmatics:
exposition of
the p rinci p les of Christian prea ching based on revelati on a nd Scripture (dogma s which thus, a lthough of
t hemselves g iven, a re to be t a ken up a nd found by
dogma t ics ab ovo. Chapter I: The Word of God as revel a tion, (3) (Deus dixit (the revelation of itself, in
a nd behind the Scriptures), (4) Man and his question(revel a tion a s answer which is already presupposed in
the q uestion of man-- a nd so: the revelation with God
prima rily b a sed in the human question).
That is where
I now s t a nd .
The next points are: Trinity, Incarna tion, Eschatolog y, Law and Gospel, Faith and Obedience,
Church.
In chapter II, then the Scripture principle,
in III (Preaching ) what is basic about the basic
principle!!303
Ba rth was determined to avoid apologetics and epistemological
discussions.
concepts.

He concentrated on precise definitions of the

The work done thus far seemed to him as easy as

"child's play" in comparison to disciplined work in dogmatics.

302

Ibid., p. 176.

303.lliQ., pp. 182-83.
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He discovered that crea tive work in dogmatics was difficult.
He wrote to Thurneysen:

"It is so fearfully hard to keep

thinking the opposite always, to say nothing of speaking it,
or of f ormulating it a nd setting it in its context. 11304
Reg ularly Ba rth prepared origina l material for his leet ures.

It h a ppened, however, tha t

in spite of working until

t hre e in the morning , he simply had to c a ncel his eight
o'clock lecture beca use he had not bee n able to forumlate the
305
material a dequa tely .
A first draft of the Prolegomena was
rea d y b y the summer of 1925, but Barth felt tha t it needed
c a r e f ul revision before it could even be submitted to the
.
.
f rien
.
d s. 306 Two more yea rs elapsed before
s c r u t iny
o f h is
t he work appea red in print.
In the Prefa ce Ba rth made it clear that the Prolegomena
was an attempt a t dogmatics by a beginner, not the fruit of
a lifetime of reflection and study. 307
was s p eaking to the younger generation.

A young theologian
What the work may

h a ve l a cked in technical accomplishment, it made up in originality .

304

It really was a protest against two hundred years

Ibid., p. 183.

3 osibid., p. 203.
306 Ibid., p. 217.
307Karl Ba rth, Die Lehre vom Worte Gottes: Prolegomena
zur christlichen Dogmatik, Vol. I of Die christliche Doamatik
im Entwurf (MUnchen: Chr. Kaiser Verlag, 1927), p. v. Herea fter referred to as ChrD.
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of Protestant dogmatic development. 308

Barth was unable to

g et much help for his work from contemporary liberal dogmaticians.

His affinities lay with such men as the Blurnhardts,

Au g ust Dorner, Soren Kierkegaard, Hermann Friedrich Kohlbrugge, Hermann Kutter, Julius Muller, Franz Overbeck, and
Au g ust F.

c. Vilmar. 309

But in spite of some kindred spir-

i ts t he r o a d of dogmatics was as new and a s lonely as it had
bee n eig ht y e a rs a g o when he was preparing his R~merbrief. 310
Of course the Prolegomena was only an outline, less
di s c i plined, less complete and less elaborate than what dogmat ics i tself oug ht to be.

The prima ry t a sk of the

Pr olegomena was to f a ce the problems of real dogmatics witho u t being hampere d by irrelevant subject matter. 311

Barth

was cons ious of t he fact that many would be surprised to see
h i m in t he role of a dogmatician.

Neit her had he forgotten

t h a t five years earlier he h a d promised to contribute only a
312
ma r g ina l note a nd a corrective voice to theology.
Had the
spring of the messag e of the Reformation succumbed to an early
313
a utumn of scholasticism?
He insisted that those who

308 rbid., p. vii.

309 rbid., p. vi.

310 rbid., p. vii.

311 Ibi· d., pp.

V
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312Ib
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Barth, "The Need and Promise of
Christian Prea chinq," The Word of God a nd the Word of Man,
pp. 98, 103.
313ch
D
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demanded that he keep on playing the prophet's role really
misunderstood him from the beginning.

He claimed that he

was an ordinary theologian, but had been a theologian all
along.

The Word of God had never been at his disposal.

God could speak the Word when and where He willed.
could only work with the doctrine of the Word.

Only

He, Barth,

Since the

publication of the Romerbrief he continued to grow and develop a s a theologian, until the time was ripe for the
Christia n Dogmatics. 314
Ba rth's intention was to let the Word of God be the
315
.
.
.
. .
o b Ject,
source, an d criterion
o f h"is t h eo 1 ogizing.
In
dogmatics, he believed, one must begin with the subject matt er of theology itself, without expending time and effort in
p rov ing that God exists and that He has revealed Himself.
What i s es s ential in this regard would appear a posteriori
and in the course of the theological exposition itself.
Theology h a s simply to be itself and not spend energy in
justifying its existence.
With the Prolegomena Barth embarked on a project in
which he planned to arrange and expand the accumulated lecture material and publish it in successive volumes in a
short span of time.

The undertaking seemed to be quite

314 Ibid., p. ix.
315Karl Barth, "How My Mind Has Changed--1928-1938,"
Christian Century, LVI (September 13, 1939), 1097.
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manageable.

Since his governing principle precluded any-

thing in the nature of the old apologetics, the task seemed
straightforward.

The Prolegomena would make quite clear the

aim and purpose of the whole work and serve as a prospectus
of the ground to be covered in successive volumes. 316
ters, however, did not proceed according to the plans.

MatThe

criticism of his colleagues convinced him that he had been
moving too quickly. 317 He had to admit that some of the
criticism was justified.

Insufficient clarity of ideas had

g iven rise to the very suspicion which he had been anxious
to avoid.

In an effort to disentangle himself from philo-

sophical presuppositions he had in a sense fallen victim to
318
them.
Nothing remained but to cover the same ma terial once
more.

The same things had to be said, but this time quite

differently. 319

The rewriting of the Prolegomena of the

Christliche Dogmatik became the beginning of the now-famous
Kirchliche Dogmatik which began to appear in 1932, and has
not as yet been brought to completion.

316

c a mfield, p. 18.

317Karl Barth, The Doctrine of the Word of God: Prolegomena to Church Dogmatics, Vol I/1 of Church Dogmatics,
tra nslated by G. T. Thomson (Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, 1936),
p. vii. Hereafter the work is referred to as CD, I/1. One
of Barth's critics was Friedrich Gogarten, "Karl Barths
Dogmatik, 11 Theologische Rundschau, Neue Folge, I, Nr. 1
(1929), 60-80.
318camfield, p. 19.

319 cn, I/1, vii.
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Theology and Church (1928)
With the exception of the opening essay, "Unerledigte
Anfra gen an die heutige Theologie," dealing with Overbeck's
Christentum und Kultur, all the essays in the second volume
of Ba rth's collected short writings, Die Theologie und die
Kirche (Theology and Church), originally a ppeared on the
pages of ~wischen den Zeiten.

Six of the twelve essays first

a ppea red during the Munster period.
c a tion they a re:

In order of their publi-

"Church and Theology," a ctua lly delivered

i n October 1925, at the Gottingen Autumn Conference, 320 "Church
a nd Cul t ure," "The Concept of the Church,'' "Schleiermacher,"
" Th e Word in Theology from Schleirmacher to Ritschl," and
"Roma n Catholicism:

A Question to the Protesta nt Church."

Theology a nd Church is an inva lua ble source in setting
for t h Barth's relationship to Schleiermacher, Feuerbach, and
Herrmann.

The most important essays of Barth on Schleier-

macher a re "Schleiermacher's Celebration of Christmas,
"Schleiermacher," and "The Word in Theology from Schleiermacher to Ritschl."

Barth showed in them his capacity to

understand the intentions and to discern the weaknesses of
321
the nineteenth century Protestant church father.
Also
Feuerbach ("Ludwig Feuerbach") and Herrmann ("The Principles
of Dogmatics according to Wilhelm Herrmann") are treated

320 Barth, Theology and Church, p. 286.
321Ibid., pp. 176, 177, 181, 192, 204, 288.
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with understa nding and sympathy. 322

The essays g enerally re-

flect a preoccupation with the crucial position of God's
.
326 and
g r a ce, 323 Jesus Christ, 324 Word of God, 325 Scripture,
3 27
revel ation
in Ba rth's theolog y. According to Barth, God
i s in h e a ven a nd man is on e a rth. 328

The decisive event for

man occurs in God's act of speaking to man.

329

It is partic-

ul a rly notewort hy tha t Theology and Church conta ins no less
t h a n f our essays dea ling directly with the doctrine of the
330
chu r ch.
Ba rth claimed that:
The Churc h is the p l a ce a nd the instrumen t of the g r a ce
o f God.
There f a ith is, in the Church a nd through the
Ch urch.
The r e t he reality of the Wo r d become flesh and
o f God's Hol y Spirit s pea ks and is heard.331

3 22

Ibid., pp. 218, 232, 239, 253.

3 2 3 Ibid., pp. 328, 337, 342, 345, 348, 352.
324 Ibid., pp. 115, 183.
325 Ibi d., pp. 326, 328, 338.
3 26 rbid., pp. 116, 215, 296, 303.
327 Ibid., pp. 116, 292.
328 Ibid., pp. 135, 209, 280, 341.
3 2 9rbid., p. 335.
33011 church a nd Theology" (1925), "The Concept of the
Church" (1927), "Church and Culture" (1926), "Roman Ca tholic i sm, a Question to the Protesta nt Church" (1928).
331 Ba rth, Theology and Church, p. 280.
Perha ps the origina l German text is clearer:
"Die Kirche ist der Ort und das
Mittel der Gna de Gottes. Da selbst, in der Kirche und durch
die Kirche wird g e g laubt. Denn daselbst . redet und wird geh6rt
die Wirklichkeit des fleischgewordenen Logos und des heiligen
Geistes Gottes." Karl Ba rth, Die Theologie und die Kirche
MUnchen: Chr. Kaiser Verlag, 1928), p. 296.
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In "Church and Culture" he put it thus:
The Church is the community instituted by God himself,
the community of faith a nd obedience living from the
Word of God, t~j comrnunity of the faith and obedience
2
of sinful men.
"The Church is t he Church of forgiven thieves, who wait for
t heir redemption. 11333 Ba rth recognized the subordina tion of
t he church under its Lord 334 as well as its proper sphere
o f a ut h o r i· t y . 335

It is quite remarkable to note how impor-

tan t t he doctrine of the church had become in Barth's
theolog ical s ystem by 1928.
"Church a nd Theology" is i mpor t a nt in demonstra ting how
Ba r t h r el ated t he doctrine of the church a nd theology.
him theology was rea lly obedience to Christ. 336

For

It "is the

continuing service to God's revelation, performed b y specific
men , i n t h e f orm o f concept ual thinking in a specific here
a n d now. 11337

But theology is a lso concrete obedience to con-

crete a u t hori ty .

What is this authority?

Said Barth:

We mu s t • • • recognize in the concrete a uthority:
the decisions of the Church on the canon a nd on the
c a nonical text of the Scripture r e vela tion; certain
as sertions in the Church's message, more or less clearly
a ccepted a s fundamenta l, based on the former a nd explained by the words of the Fa thers; and l a stly also

332 Ba rth, Theology a nd Church,
P• 334.
333 Ibid., p. 294.
334 Ibid., p. 295.
335 Ibid.,

PP•

211, 212, 283, 293.

33 6 rbid., p. 287.
337 Ibi d., p. 289.
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that comma nd of the hour (which likewise is to be understood a s given to the Church). These three or four
elements lie obviously on very different levels and are
significant in very different ways. But all these components together--and not dogma alone--constitute the
concrete authori~! to which theology must render concrete obedience. 8
It is important tha t Barth in 1925 asserted with confidence
tha t

''theology is in its whole course at best Prolegomena,

p refa ce.

Theology speaks the preamble for that which ulti-

ma tely God himself must say--and will say. 11339

The essays

in Theology a nd Church supplement a nd help to explain the
more formal sta tements of the Christliche Dogmatik and point
t he way , at lea st in some aspects, for example, the doctrine
o f the church, toward the Kirchliche Dogmatik.
" Schicksal µnd Idee in der Theologie" (1929)
The Dortmund Lectures delivered in the Hochschulinstitut
enti t led "Schicksal und Idee in der Theologie" are helpful in
tra cing Ba rth's development in establishing the limits of
philosophical and theological thought.

340

The lectures pri-

marily probed the relationship of the nature and reality of
the object and the thought about the object in philosophy
and theology.

Although theology is the science about the God

of the Christian revelation, it, nevertheless, is a human

338
'
rbid., p. 291.
339 rbid., p. 301.
3·4.oBarth, 11 Schicksal und Idee in der Theologie,
Theologische Fragen und Antworten, pp. 54-92.
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science and as such must share the instrument of human
thought processes with philosophy.

It therefore cannot

escape the basic problems of philosophy. 341
The importa nce of the lectures and their chara cter of
close argumentation demand more extensive treatment than
c a n be offered here.

The matter will be considered more

c a refully l a ter. 342
Bonn Period (1930-1935)
Reminiscing a bout the decade of 1928 to 1938, the heart
of which Barth spent in Bonn as professor of systematic theology (1930-1935), he commented that 11 in spite of these havin;l
been very h a ra years, I c a nnot remember a ny decade of my life
in which I have lived so consciously and withal with such
relish. 11343

He knew that the time of life had arrived when

everything was, and had to be viewed with the greatest solemnity.

Barth said:
Now it must be decided whether in receiving the gift of
this short life one has received it as a charge, and
whether despite one's own stupidness and perverseness,
one h a s rightly understood this charge. And further,
whether despite one's own great unfaithfulness, one has
t a ken this charge thankfully to one
heart as a mani4
festation of the free grace of God.

3i

34lrbid., p. 61.
342 s
. f ra, pp. 263 - 72 •
ee in
343
Barth, 11 How My Mind Has Changed--1928-1938,
344 Ibid.

11

LVI, 1097.
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During this decade Barth's horizons widened.

Until 1928 he

h a d only visited some parts of Germany and the Netherlands.
In the following years he traveled to Italy, England, Scotland, Denmark, Fra nce, Austria, Czechoslovakia, Hungary, and
Tra nsylva nia.

Unfortunately he did not visit America at

this time.
During the Munster period he lost most of his early
t heological co-workers and friends with whom he had shared
the oppos ition a gainst liberalism, and with whom he seemed
to sha re the b a sic presuppositions of di a lectical theology.
But h a d there rea lly bee n a g enuine fellowship?
spect he did not think so.

In retro-

Barth commented,

i t h a d to be that Friedrich Goga rten should develop
int o a sinsiter-looking new German state theolog ian.
It h a d to be tha t Georg Merz should work out his own
s a lvat ion in a h a lf-pa triarc~al, half-pa stora l combina tion, with a bit of Luther, a bit of Hitler and a bit
o f Blumha r d t. It h a d to be tha t Emil Brunner should
turn to a new apologetic of his own invention, and
s hould a t the same time throw himself into the arms of
the Buchman Group movement. 345
As the substance of the theology he had g a ined deepened, he
ma de a serious attempt a t fresh applications.

He tried to

fre e himself from the last remna nts of philosophical, that
i s, anthropolog ica l, foundations.
direction was his Anselmbuch.

The key work in this

In these years Barth also

c a me to the rea lization that Christian doctrine tha t

is

worthy of its n a me must be exclusively and conclusively the

345

Ib1.· a., LVI , 1098

.
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the doctrine of Jesus Christ.

In fact in retrospect he was

amazed tha t he h a d not discovered this truth much sooner. 346
In the light of the new insights he felt it necessary to
t a ke a ll tha t had been said before and to think it through
once more, a nd then to express it as the theology of the
g r a ce of God in Jesus Christ.

This meant primarily a thor-

ough reworking of the Prolegomena of the Christliche Dogmatik.
The result was the beginning of the monumental Kirchliche
Doomatik, the first two part-volumes of which appeared in
1932 a nd 1938 respectively.
When the political situa tion in Germany changed with
the victory of the Nationa l Socialist Party, Barth was confronted wi t h new cha llenges.

The message that man must not

h a ve other g ods before God had to be spoken now in a most
existential manner.

It h a d to take on the character of a

summons, a confession, whether it was a p a mphlet such as
Theologi sche Existenz heute or whether it was the Confessional
Declara tion of Barmen.

To his own surprise, he, the theolo-

g ian found himself in the thick of church politics, collabora ting in the deliberations and decisions of the Confessing
347
Church.
The church-theological conflict contained within itself
the seeds of political conflict.

Barth refused to begin his

346 Exclaimed Ba rth:
"How slow is man, above all when
the most important things are at stake!" Karl Barth, "How
My Mind Has Changed--1928-1938," Christian Century, LVI
(September 20, 1939), 1132.
347Ibid., LVI, 1133.
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lectures at Bonn with a salutation to Hitler and to take an
unconditional oath of allegiance to the Fuhrer,required of
a ll sta te employees.

As a result he lost his excellent

tea ching position (spring 1935) and was forced to leave
Germany.

348

After plans to settle in France did not mater-

ialize, he returned to his native Basel as an exile.

Since

Ba sel was right on the German border, it provided an ideal
v a nta g e point from where to encourage the work of the strugg ling Confessing Church and to render assistance to those
who managed to cross the Swiss-German border.

In Basel he

secretly helped to educate those students who for political
reasons were refused admission at the German universities. 349
The following works of the Bonn period merit closer
scrutiny:

the Anselmbuch (1931), Die Kirchliche Dogrnatik

I / 1 (1932), Theologische Existenz heute!

(1933), the Barmen

Declaration (1934), and "Nein! Antwort an Emil Brunner" U9~.
Anselm:

Fides Quaerens Intellecturn (1931)

Barth regards Anselm as one of his theological masters.350

Already in the Christliche Dogmatik Barth had

demonstrated his love for Anselm's theology. 351

But the op-

portunity to do intensive research in Anselm beckoned when

348

Ibid.

349casalis, p. 57.
35 oGodsey, Karl Barth's Table Talk, p. 44.
351
chrD. PJP• 4, 8, 97-101, 102-3, 110, 144, 226-29, 277, 375.
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he offere d a semi na r on Cur Deus homo? during the summer
semester of 1930 in Bonn.

Anselm's theological method im-

pressed him deeply.
Ba rth's study of Anselm's Proslogion resulted in his
Anselmbuch, tha t

is, Anselm:

Fides Quaerens Intellecturn.

In it, a ccording to Barth, he was working with a key to the
understa nd i n g of the whole process of theology.

352

He

learned from Anselm that f a ith was the presupposition of
t heology , tha t

t he aim of theolog y was urrlerstanding , that

the theolog ical process was rational argumentation, that
bot h t he Object a nd the Subject of theology was God, and
t h a t the rea l chara cter of theology was worship. 353
The Anselmbuch is crucial for understanding Ba rth's
s ubseq uent theolog ical method.

Appa rently his study of the

medieva l church f a ther helped him to realize that theology,
first a nd foremost, was confronted with the reality of reve- lation a nd not merely with its possibility.
revelation comes on God's terms.

He realized that

Only when the theologian

believe s in the revelation as God has made it available, can
354
he reflect on its meaning.

352

Ba rth, Anselm:

Fides Quaerens Intellectum, p. 11.

353 see a more extended treatment of Barth's Anselrnbuch,
infra, pp. 272-84.
354

Robert McAfee Brown, "Key to Two Giants,
Century, LXXVIII (July 26, 1961), 902-3.
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Die Kirchliche Dogmatik, I/1 (1932)
When the four thousand copies of the first printing of
the Prolegomena of the Christliche Doqmatik were sold, Barth
wa s faced with the t a sk of reediting the work.

The exper-

ience of reediting the Romerbrief twelve years ago was
rep e a ted.

In the last five years preceding the new Pro-

leg omena Barth h a d learned much in historical and systematic
theology .

He still wanted to mainta in what h a d been said in

the Prolegomena of 1927, but found that it h a d to be resta tea.355

Greater explicitness in form needed to be given

to t he e x position.

Meanwhile every problem h a d t aken on a

much r i cher, more mobile, more difficult a spect.

So the re-

written h a lf-volume barely covered one-half of the origina l
material.

Ba rth hoped that in spite of its length the re-

worked material would become simpler and clearer.

For the

sake of clarity , Barth indicated at length his biblical and
theological presuppositions, in order to show the relationship of his work to the history of theology a nd to elaborate
on the polemical implications of his statements.

He offered

the following reason for introducing lengthy direct quotations into the text:
I wished to give all readers an opportunity, more directly than would have been possible by mere references,
to hear the very voices which rang in my ears as I
wroug ht out my own text, which guided, tauaht, or stimulated me • . • • 356
~

355 co, I/1, vii.

356co, I/1, viii.
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A treatment of the content of the Prolegomena of the
Kirchliche Dogmatik has to be postponed until later.3 5 7
Here only the most obvious differences between the two
Prolegomena c a n be mentioned.

The change in the title of

the work from Christliche to Kirchliche Dogmatik was des i g ned to indicat e tha t the author believed that dogmatics
wa s bound to the sphere of the church, where alone dogmatics
was p ossible and sensible.

In the second edition of the

Prolegomena Barth was determined to exclude everything which
in t he first edition had g iven the slightest appearance of
s u pplying a basis, support, or justification to theology in
existen tial philosophy. 358

He believed that analogia entis

a nd a ll vestiges of natura l theology needed to be eradicated
from eva ng elical theology. 359

Slowly but definitely he de-

veloped a nd articulated the concept of analogy of faith
(ana logi a fidei) as a basic principle of theology.

360

Barth requested that his work be read on its own terms.
His Prolegomena was not to be a dogmatics of the dialectical
or a ny other special theology.
the church.

357

It was written in and for

He claimed that he intended to serve a cause

See infra, pp. 285-499.

358

cn, I/1, p. ix: Barth, "How My Mind Has Changed--19281938," LVI (September 20, 1939), 1132.
359cn, I/1, x.
360cn, I/1, 11-12, 279-80, 501, 523i CD, I/1 270, 297,
471.
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and not a party.

He felt that on earth he was responsible
only to the church. 361
Already in 1932 Barth had a good idea how his Church
Dogmatics would have to be developed.

Perhaps he did not

anticipate the dimensions which the work assumed over the
years, but at the time of the appearance of the first halfvolume, he knew that the second volume would have to treat
the doctrine of God, the third, the doctrine of creation,
the fourth, the doctrine of reconciliation, and the fifth,
the doctrine of redemption. 362

He remained faithful to this

general blueprint.
In retrospect Barth had second thoughts about the
Prolegomena of Church Dogmatics.

He realized that the terms

"form" and "content" were philosophical distinctions and as
s uch had no rightful place in theology. 363

The reason that

in 1932 he avoided a real emphasis on the work of the Holy
Spirit was the fear that theology would lapse into subjectivism.

At that time the situation demanded that a strong

emphasis be placed on the objective side of revelation, that
is, on Jesus Christ. 364

Church Dogmatics was progressively

characterized by what Barth liked to call a Christological

361 cn, I/1, xii.
36 2cn, I/1, xiii-xiv.
363Godsey, Karl Barth's Table Talk, p. 41.
364rbid., p. 27.
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.
365
concen t r a t 1.on.

He realized that the Christological char-

a cter of the Church Dogmatics might not be sufficiently
evident in volume one, but he a dded tha t

"pedagogically ,

the r e i s a certa in a dva ntage in beg inning with hesita tion
a nd t h e n end i n g wi t h e quation. 11366
No doubt, if Ba rth were aga in to rewrite the Prolegomena,
many thing s could not a nd would not be said the same a s they
wer e said i n 1932.

It rema ins, howeve r, true tha t the

Prol egomena of the Kirchliche Dogmatik formed a s olid foundat ion on whi ch the ma ssive edifice of his summa has been
b u ilt f or o ver thirty yea rs.
German Church Struggle a nd Theologische Existenz heute (1933)
I n t h e earl y ninete en-thirties the political situation
in Ger man y was rapidly cha n g ing .

Adolf Hitler, the leader

o f the Nationa l s ozialistische Deutsche Arbeiterpartei (NSDAP)
367
assumed the c hancellorship.
Cha nge in the political

36SBa rth, "How My Mind Has Changed--1928-1938," LVI
(September 20, 1939), 1132.
366
Godsey, Karl Barth's Table Talk, p. 30.
367

cochrane, p. 25.
The national Socialist party was
founded by Adolf Hitler in 1919 in Germany.
His first bid to
power in 1923 was a dismal failure, but in 1930 his party
g a ined 107 seats in the Parliament, to become the second
strongest in the Reich.
Hitler was named Chancellor on January 30, 1933 and assumed leadership of a colition government.
The burning of the Reichstag building (February 27, 1933) occasioned the publication of a Decree of the Reich President
for the Safety of the Nations which became the instrument of
Hitler's dictatorial powers.
See Ibid., pp. 19-31. For the
translation of the text of the program of the NSDAP see Ibid.,
pp. 219-21.
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order precipitated a crisis in the religious life of the
e v a ng elical church.

The German Christian Movement (Glaubens-

b e weg ung deutscher christen), a liberal, nationalistic sect,
f ounded on June 6, 1932, 368 challenged the very existence of
t h e Prot esta nt church in Ge rmany.

369

The German Christians

were a lread y well organi z ed before Hitler assumed the leadership o f t he Third Reich: 370 but under his benevolent
pro tectio n this n a tiona li s tic movement prospered. 371

368
The t e xt of the Guiding Principles of the Faith Movemen t o f t he " German Christians" is to be found in Cochrane,
pp . 2 22- 2 3. Pa rag raph four reads:
"We take our stand upon
t h e ground o f positive Christianity . We profess an affirmative a nd t y pi cal f a ith in Christ, corresponding to the German
spiri t o f Luther a nd to a heroic piety." Parag raph seven
reads partly :
"We see in race, folk, and na tion, orders of
existenc e g r a nted and entrusted to us by God.
God's law for
u s is t hat we look to the preservation of these orders. Consequ e n t l y miscegen a t i on is to be opposed."
369 The f orerunners of the German Christian Movement were
(1) The Leag ue for a German Church, founded in June, 1921 by
Joachim Kurd Niedlich and Pastor Bublitz : (2) The Thfiring ian
" German Christi a ns" led by pastors Julius Leutheuser and
Sieg fried Leffler: a nd The Christian-German Movement (1930)
org ani z ed by Werner Wilm and later guided by Bishop Heinrich
Rendtorff of Mecklenburg .
Ibid., pp. 75-77.
370 Ibid., p. 84.
371 chaplain Ludwig Muller, a friend of Adolf Hitler and
a leading member of the German Christian Movement, was appointed Hitler's confidential adviser and deputy in church
affa irs (April 1933): ibid., p. 89. After a spirited camp a ign the German Christians won an overwhelming victory in
the e lections of the newly organized German Eva n g elical
Church, held on July 23, 1933: ibid., p. 107.
It needs to
be noted that under the subtle pressures and by the example
of the state the twenty-eight Landeskirchen which formed the
German Evangelical Federation of Churches (since 1922) reorganized themselves into the German Evangelical Church (the
constitution was accepted on July 11, 1933 and gained legal
status on July 14, 1933): ibid., pp. 54, 90-105. The text
of the constitution of this body may be found in Cochrane's
work.
Ibid., pp. 224-28.
Particularly noteworthy is the

90
As the theologically floundering German evangelical
church was falling prey to the temptations of national aspirations of the totalitarian government of National Socialism
and the German Christian doctrine, it slowly but surely began
to s how sig ns of reawakening from the slumber of hundreds of
y e a rs of libera l Protestantism. 372

When the church was faced

wi th t he a lterna tive of confession or denial, it decided in
f avor of confession.
It decided to be what it was--the
373
church .
Thus the Church Strugg le (Kirchenkampf) began
a nd t he Confessing Church (Bekennende Kirche) was about to
.
.
374
come int o existence.

introductory sta tement to the constitution.
It reads in part:
" At thi s time when Almighty God is letting our German people
p a s s throug h a new historical era, the German Evangelical
Churches unite in carrying on and perfecting the unity
broug h t a bout by the German Evangelical Church Federation
and formin g with one accord one German Evangelical Church."
Ibid., p. 224.
On September 27, 1933 the National Synod of
DEK (Deutsche Evangelische Kirche), meeting at Wittenberg,
elected Ludwig Muller Reich Bishop.
Ibid., p. 111. The
organization of the German Christian Movement came to an end
when it no longer served a useful purpose for the NSDAP
(November 30, 1933).
Ibid., p. 116.
372
Karl Barth, "Der deutsche Kirchenstreit als Frage an
den schweizerischen Protestantismus," Karl Barth zum Kirchenkampf, edited by E. Wolf, Theologische Existenz heute, Neue
Falge, Nr. 49 (Munchen: Chr. Kaiser Verlag, 1956), p. 62.
The work appeared in English as Karl Barth, The German Church
Conflict, translated by P. T. A. Parker (Richmond, Virginia:
John Knox Press, 1965).
373 Barth put it thus:
"Und 'Bekennende Kirche' heisst
wieder sehr einfach: Kirche, die sich christlich entscheidet,
Kirche, die aus einer nach allen Seiten offenen Religionsgesellschaft wieder zur Kirche wird, wider aus ihrer christlichen
Substanz zu leben willens ist." Ibid., p. 63.
374An ineffective Young Reformation Movement came into
being on May 12, 1933.
See Cochrane, p. 94.
A more effective
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From the very beginning Karl Barth took an active part
in the German Church Struggle. 375

Already in the famous

Dehn Ca se, Ba rth publicly sided with those who supported the
Berlin minister and warned against mixing nationalistic tendencies with concern for evangelical preaching. 376

But the

b a ttle broke forth in a ll seriousness when Barth's angry

s tep was the c a ll of Martin Niem~ller (September 21, 1933)
t o organi z e the Pastors' Emergency League (Pfarrernotbund).
Ibid., pp. 108-9. The Council of Brethren of Pastors' Emergency League, constituted on October 20, 1933, was respons ible for the formation of the "Confessional Fellowship of
the German Eva n g elical Church" (March 1934). At Ulm the
Confes sing Church looked at itself as not simply a part but
a s t he true eva n g elica l Church in Germany.
Ibid., p. 140.
The En g lish text of the Ulm Declaration (April 22, 1934) is
reproduced by Cochra ne, pp. 235-36. A more permanent organization a l structure was g iven to the Confessing Church at
the Synod of Ba rmen, May 29-31, 1934. For the English text
s e e ibid., pp. 237-47; for the German text of the decisions
o f t he Ba rmen Synod see Gerhard NiemOller, Die erste
Be kenntnis synode der Deutschen Evangelischen Kirche zu
Ba rmen, Book 2, Vol. IV of Arbeiten zur Geschichte des
Kirchenkampfes (Gottingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1959),
pp. 196-209.
375 The most convenient and comprehensive collection of
Ba rth's litera ry contributions to the German Kirchenkampf
is Ka rl Barth zum Kirchenkampf, edited by E. Wolf (No. 49 of
Theoloaische Existenz heute, Neue Folge). Note also the
bibliography offered by Wolf on page 4.
Theologische
Existenz heute (1933-1941) is another source of Barth's
works on the subject.
376 Gunther Dehn delivered an essay, "The Church and the
Reconciliation of the Na tions," to a Magdeburg congregation
in which he asserted that war was contrary to God's gracious
will for life. At best i t can be an act of self-defense.
Consequently Dehn's professional career was endangered.
Barth along with K. L. Schmidt, Martin Dibelius, Otto Piper,
Georg Wunsch declared their support for Dehn.
Barth claimed
in an article in Frankfurter Zeitung (February 15, 1932)that
Dehn was a victim of an attack intended on dialectical theology.
See Cochrane, pp. 51-52. For a discussion of the
Dehn case also see Karl Kupisch, Begegnung mit Karl Barth:
Eine historisch politische Betrachtunq. Theologische Existenz
heute, Neue Folge, Nr. 62 (Munchen: Chr. Kaiser Verlag, 1958),
pp. 18-20.
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tra ct, Theologische Existenz heute, relentlessly tore away
every illusion which concealed the real issues in the Church
377
Struggle.
It was a devasta ting indictment of the German
Chris t ians and the official church. 378

His atta ck on the

tent a t i ve a nd compromising opposition of the New Reformation
Moveme nt t o t he German Christians was no less severe. 37 9
Nature a nd g r a ce, creation a nd redemption, nationalism and
Go spel we re considered by Ba rth to be more congenial to the
380
natura l man tha n to Christia n theolog y.
The church could
not, he f elt, af ford to listen to human judgments.
o f Go d a lone must do. 381

The Word

This Word of God was nowhere else

377

camf ield, p. 24. Casalis, p. 53. Barth, "How My
Mind Ha s Cha n g ed--1928-1938" LVI (September 20, 1939), 1133.
378

Ba r th s poke a decisive Nol:
"What I h a ve to say to
a l l this i s s impl y said.
I say, absolutely and without reser ve , NO! to both spirit and the letter of this doctrine.
I mainta in t h a t this teaching is a lien, with no right, in
the Ev a n g elica l Church.
I mainta in that the end of that
Church will have come if this teaching eve r comes to have
s ole s way within her borders as the 'German Christians' intend that it sha ll.'' Karl Ba rth, Theological Existence
To-da y!
A Plea for Theological Freedom, tra nslated by R.
Birch Hoy le (Lexing ton, Kentucky: American Theolog ical Libra ry Association Committee on Reprinting, 1962), p. 50.
The German Christian movement is called a heresy.
Ibid., p.51.
379 Ibid., pp. 62-64.
38 0ibid., p. 70.
381 Ibid., p. 14. An emphasis on the theology of the
Word of God is evident throughout the tract.
See pp. 11, 19,
28, 30, 45, 51, 75, 77, 82, 83. On p. 84 Barth decisively
asserted:
"For even in this 'Total State' the nation always
lives by the Word of God, the content of which is 'forgiveness of sins, resurrection of the oody, and life everlasting.'
To this Word the Church and theology have to render service
for the people."
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to be found than in Jesus Christ, and Jesus Christ, in turn,
must be sought only in the Holy Scriptures of the Old and
New Testaments. 382

What the church needed in this hour was

a spiritual center of resistance.

The program of the church
h a d to consist of work and prayer. 383
It is clear from the above that Barth's activity in the
Kirchenkampf was definitely theologically oriented. 384

Barth

obs erve d that church politics had to take a subordinate position to theolog y in order to be sound in character. 385
Theologische Existenz heute! first appeared as a special
i ssue of ~wischen den ~eiten. 386 It met with considerable
p u b lic intere st.
copie s were sold.

In one month more than seventeen thousand
One commentator has suggested that the

tra ct was as decisive for the life of the twentieth-century
church as were Luther's Ninety-five Theses for the sixteentti.387

382 Ibid., p. 15. Note the Christological concentration
of the tract, pp. 12-13, 45, 73.
383 Ibid., p. 76.
38 4Kupisch has pointed this out very clearly: "Diese,
auf den theologischen Kern abzielende Blickrichtung zeigte
schon die erste Schrift ('Theologische Existenz heute') rnit
der Barth im Sommer 1933 von der Lage her 'zur Sache' sprach,
sie ist auch in allern seinen spateren Stellungnahrnen,
Entscheidungen und sonstigen Ausserungen wahrend das Kirchenkampfes leitend geblieben und besass gerade deswegen auch
ein eminent politisches Gewicht." Kupisch, pp. 21-22.
385Karl Barth, Der gute Hirte, Theologische Existenz
heute, Nr. 10 (Munchen: Chr. Kaiser Verlag, 1934), p. 5.
38 6Karl Barth, Theolooische Existenz heute!
Beiheft Nt2,
Zwischen den Zeiten (Mnnchen: Chr. Kaiser Verlag, 1933).
387casalis, p. 53.
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When Ba rth found that he was una ble to continue collaborating with Friedrich Gogarten and Georg Merz on the editorial
boa rd of ~wi s c hen den Zeiten, he decided to beg in a new
s eries of theolog ica l tract s in colla bora tion with his
f aithful fr i end Edua rd Thurney s en. 388

The s eries o f

Th eo l o q i s c~e Exi s tenz heute was launched b y a reprint of
389
Ba rt' 1 s p amphlet b y the same title.
Other issues followed
i n q uick s ucc e s s ion a n d were widely distributed.

The jour-

na l b eca me t h e unoffici a l voice of the Confes s ing Church,
informing its rea ders about the current

388

sta te of a ff , irs in

Barth , " Abs c h i ed ,
pp. 32, 35, 36.
Ba rth decl ared
tha t :
"Di e Grundung uno der Besta nd von Z .D. Z . war ein
Missver s t a ndnis ."
Ibid., p. 36.
389

11

.
.
T eo l o g ische Exi s tenz heute wa s co-edite d a t first
by Ba rth ~nd Thurne ysen ( Nos. 1-46; 1 93 3-1936); l ater
Th urneys en continu ed as editor a lone f or a while (No s . 47-64;
1 936-1939 ); then Karl Gerha rd Steck assumed the editorial
d u t i es unt il the seri es was conclud ed (No s . 65-75; 1939-1941).
Twenty -two issues were written by Barth himself.
They were :
Theol o g i s che Ex i s ten z heute (1933), Fur die Freihei t des
Eva n a eliums (193 3 ), Reformation a l s Entscheidung (1933),
Luth erfeier 1933 (1 933 ), Die Kirche Jesu Ch risti (1934),
Gottes Wille und un ser e Wun s che (1934), Offenbarung , Kirche,
Theoloaie (1934), Der Gute Hirte (1934), Der Christ a l s
Ze u ge (1934), Der dienst am Wort Gottes (1934), Nein! Antwort
a n Emil Brunner (1934), Dre i Predio ten (1934), Vier Bibels t unden (1934), Vier Prediaten (1935), Ev qngelium in der
Gea enwart (1935), Die Kirche una die Kirchen (1935), Die
theoloaischen Vora us s et z ungen kirchlicher GestaltunQ (1935),
Da s Beknntnis der Reformation und unser Bekennen (1935),
Evanq elium und Gesetz (1935), Ca lvin (1936), Ca lyinfeier
1 936 (1936), Gottes Gna denwahl (1936).
This series is not
to be confused with Theologische Existenz heute, Neue Folge,
which began to a ppea r in 1946. and is edited by Karl Gerhard
Steck and Georg Eichholt z .
Ba rth h a s contributed a lso a
number of issues to the new series.
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the church. 390

On November 2, 1933, Barth recognized that

the church was in serious difficulty, but he cautioned the
r e aders a g ainst leaving the German Evangelical Church and
a ga inst attempting to found free churches as long as parish
work and t heological teaching was possible. 391 But already
on November 19, 1933, his mind seemed to have chang ed somewha t .

He wrote in Lutherfeier 1933:

"Aber wer Luther heute

ein s ichtig und ehrlich feiern will, der muss das Schwert zur
Hand h a ben. 11392
Pa rticularl y intere sting was the "Church Protestation
1933 ," a memorandum which Ba rth presented to the leaders of
the Pa stors ' Emerg ency League late in 1933 and which was
393
p u b l i shed in Theologische Existenz heute.
Here only an
excerpt c a n be quoted:
The protest a gainst the heresy of the ''German Christians " c a nnot begin with the Arian paragraph, the
r e jection of the Old Te stament, the Aryanism of the
"German Christia n" Christology, the naturalism and
Pelag ianism of their doctrine of justification and

390 casalis, p. 54. A number of the issues of Tbeolog ische Existenz heute (note especially nos. 3, 4, 5, 7,
9, 10) carried introductions in which Barth commented on
the state of the church.
391Karl Barth, Reformation als Entscheidung, Theologische Existenz heute, Nr. 3 (MUnchen: Chr. Kaiser Verlag,
1933), pp. 3-4.
39 2i<arl Barth, Lutherfeier 1933, Theologische Existenz
heute, Nr. 4 (Munchen: Chr. Kaiser Verlag, 1933), p. 3.
However, Barth had not lost his theological orientation.
He said:
"Wo das Wort Gottes wieder einfaltig gehe,rt und
verkundigt wird, da ist die heilige Kirche."
Ibid., p. 7.
393 The German text is to be found in Barth, Lutherfeier
1933, pp. 20-21. An English translation appears in Cochrane,
pp. 123-24.
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sanctification, or with the deification of the State in
"German Christian" ethics.
It has to be directed fundamenta lly aga inst the source of all single errors,
n amely , that the "German Christians" assert German
nationa lity , its history a nd its political present, as
a second source of revelation beside Holy Scripture as
the only source of reve lation, and thereby show themselves to be believers in "another God. 11 394
Barth was convinced tha t the German Christian Movement was
n ot a c a u s e but a symptom of the real difficulty tha t f a ced
Pro testantism in Germany .

He viewed the German Christian

Moveme n t as not hing else but t he o f fs p ring of the advanced
sta te of l i beral Protesta nti s m. 395

The Church Struggle was

n ot a p a rochial German problem but a universal dilemma. 396
However, in t he dark hours of Ge rmany , Barth found cause for
rej o i cing .

There were some who confes sed:

sanctam catholicam et a postolicam ecclesiam.

cre do unam
Where there

was s uch a confession, there was the church and cause for
re joici n g . 397 Wha t the Lutherans and the Reformed could and
h a d t o do, advocated Ba rth, was to confess tog ether without
.
l compromise.
.
398
a t h eo 1 o g ica
394cochrane, p. 123.
395
Ba rth, Gottes wille und unsere Wunsche, pp. 4, 35.
He said: "Ich kann in den Deutschen Christen nichts, aber
a uch gar nichts anders sehen als die letzte, vollendetste
und schlimmste Ausg eburt des neuprotestantischen Wesens, das
die eva n g elische Kirche, wenn es nicht zu uberwinde n ist,
romreif machen muss und wird." Ibid. p. 35.
39 6Karl Barth, Die Kirche Jesus Christi, Theologische
Existenz heute, Nr. 5 (Mtlnchen: Chr. Kaiser Verlag, 1934),
pp. 9-10.
39 7 Barth, Gottes Wille und unsere WOnsche, p. 5.
398 11 Lutheraner und Reformierte konnen und dttrfen heute
nicht gegeneinander, sondern sie k~nnen und mftssen heute
e vangelisch-lutherisch und evangelisch-reforrniert miteinander
bekennen." Ibid., p. 6.
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In retrospect, this writer a g rees with Kupisch that the
real service which Ba rth rendered in the Church Struggle was
t he calling of the Germans to a thorough theolog ical selfexamination.399
The Ba rmen Declaration (1934) /
Ba r t h a nd Ba rmen a re inextricably bound tog ether for
ma n y reasons.

Ba rth, more than any other theolog ian, molded

the t heolog ical thought in Germany during the years which one
might call "between the times" (1917-1934) • 400 It was Ba rth
who l a i d down the p resupposition s for a g enuine confession
401
o f f a i t h i n 1925.
I n many way s this document prepa red
t he way f or t he Ba rmen Declara tion.

Ba rth was prominently

a c t i ve in t he Sy nodical Movement which led the way to Ba rmen
i n May 19 34.

In f a ct he was the author of the importa nt

"De clarat ion Concerning the Right Understanding of the

399Kupisch, p. 21.
400 See Cochra ne, pp. 50-73. Particularly note pp. 55-63.
401
Barth's essay, "The Desirability and Possibility of
a Universal Reformed Creed," Theology and Church, pp. 112-35.
The essay was orig ina lly delivered as an address at the
World Council of the Alliance of Reformed Churches holding
the Presbyterian System (June-July 1925 in Cardiff, Wa les),
and repeated as a lecture to the General Assembly of the
Reformed Association of Germany in Duisburg-Meiderich (June
3, 1925). The essay emphasized that the primary presupposition of a confession was the fact that Christ, the Lord of
the church, willed that at a given time he be confessed before
man by his own members.
The secondary presupposition for a
confession was that it had to be the culmination of a long
a nd strenuous period of theological reflection. For a good
ana lysis of the essay see Cochrane, pp. 56-57.
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Reformation Confession of Faith in the German Evangelical
Church of the Present" which was adopted by the Free Reformed Synod in Ba rmen-Gemarke (January 3 and 4, 1934) • 402
This decl a ration was by far the most important forerunner of
the Ba rmen Declaration.

Cochra ne claims that humanly speak-

ing the Ba rmen De claration of May would have been practically
impossible wit hout the Reformed Barmen Declaration of Jan403
u a ry.
Barth wrote the original draft of the Theological
Declaration of Ba rmen and was active in the work of the
Synod's Theolog ical Commission which finally sha ped the
Declara tion. 404

402 The Eng lish text of the Confession is reproduced by
Cochra ne, pp. 230-34. Other synodical meetings of note were
the Reformed Synod in Pomerania (February 4, 1934) and the
Free Eva nq elical Synod in Barmen (February 18-19, 1934).
Ibid., p. 134.
4 o 3 Ibid., p. 134. The importance of the Declaration
of Janua ry 1934 is at least threefold:
(1) It marked an advance to a Confession by the Church and not just individual
theolog ians; (2) it strove to speak on behalf of t h e ~
evang elical Church of Jesus Christ: and (3) it anticipated
much of the doctrinal material of the Barmen Declaration of
May 1934.
Ibid., pp. 133-34.
4 0 4 Barth was one of the original three members (the
others were Hans Asmussen and Thomas Breit; later Hermann
Sasse was added) of a theological committee appointed by the
Nuremberg Council (May 2, 1934) to prepare a theological
statement for the forthcoming Barmen meeting.
This committee met on May 15 and 16 in the Basler Hof in Frankfurt
where Barth advanced three important suggestions:
(1) The
theological statement to be drawn up must proceed from articles one and four of the DEK constitution.
It must be
demonstrated that the German Evangelical Church has been
untrue to its constitution; (2) the basic question of source
of revelation, justification, and sanctification must be the
starting point of all work; (3) the problem of the structure
of the church is a legitimate question of the confession of
f a ith. On May 15, after the noon meal, while others were
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Ba rth insisted that the heart of the Ba rmen Declaration was its first article. 405

It reads:

Jesus Christ, a s he is attested for us in Holy Scripture, is the one Word of God which we have to hear and
which we h a ve to trust a nd obey in life and in death.
We r e ject the f a lse doctrine, as though the Church '
could and would h a ve to acknowledge as a source of its
p rocl amat i on, apa rt from and besides this one Word of
God, still other events and powers, figures and truths,
as God's revelation.406
At Ba rmen f or the f irst time in the history of the church,
the s ubject o f n a tura l theology was treated confessionally .
Ba rth ins i s ted that n a tura l theology , no matter what its
form, was comp letely out of p lace in the messag e of the

t a ki ng the ir afternoon n a p, Ba rth wrote out the first draft
o f the Ba r men Declara tion in long h a nd and in just a few
hours .
(In thi s connection see Barth's letter to Wilhelm
Ni e m6ller, d a ted October 17, 1953, in Bielefeld Archive).
The orig ina l draft conta ined only five theses (one was
l a ter a dded b y Asmussen). After some discussion and revis ion on May 16, 1934 an agreement emerg ed what Ba rth has
called the "Fra nkfurt Concord" (see Barth's letter to
Asmussen, May 23, 1934, Bielefeld Archive).
At the plenary
sessions in Ba rmen Barth never spoke but continued to work
on the e nlarg ed Theolog ical Commission (Barth, Hans Asmussen,
Joachim Beckmann, Eduard Putz, Hermann Sasse) which guided
the Barmen Declara tion through several drafts before it
reached the form in which it was presented to the Barmen
Synod in May 1934 as the "Proposal of the Theological Committee for the Confessional Synod of the D.E.K." See
Cochrane, pp. 150, 152, 175-78, 295~ Casalis, p. 55.
405 Karl Barth, The Doctrine of God, Vol. II/1 of
Church Dogmatics, edited by G. w. Bromiley and T. F.
Torrance~ translated by T. H. L. Parker, et al. (Edinburgh:
T. & T. Clark, 1957), pp. 172-78. Hereafter the work is
referred to as CD, II/1.
406
Cochrane, p. 239.
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church. 407

There was no room for a second source of reve-

lation besides Jesus Christ as the one Word of God. 408

Any

compromise here would result, at least logically, in the
denial of God's revelation in Jesus Christ. 409

The real

significance of Barmen, according to Barth, was not its bold
stand against the errors of the German Christians, although
it did that admirably, but its public rejection of all forms
of natural theology, whatever form the errors may have taken.
The Confessing Church was an instrument, but only the instrument, which God used to bring about this modern miracle. 410
The Barth--Brunner Controversy and Barth's "Nein! Antwort an
Emil Brunner" (1934)
After Barmen in 1934 the well publicised break between
Barth and Emil Brunner was finalized.
was in the making for some time.

The parting of ways

In 1929 the friendly dis-

agreement threatened to become a theological battle.

After

his visit to America Brunner published an article, "Die
andere Aufgabe der Theologie," in which he pointed out that

407 rt is Barth's contention that throughout the last
two centuries natural theology has been threatening Protestantism in the guise of reason, conscience, feeling,
history, nature, and culture as sources of revelation. CD,
II/1, 173.
4 oa"Jesus Christ is the one Word of God whom we have
to trust and to obey • • • • " CD, II/1, 175.
For a radical
Christocentric emphasis also consult pp. 176-78.
409cD, II/1, 173.
410cD, rr/1, 174-75, 176-77.
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besides the primary task of theology, that is, the setting
forth of the meaning of the messag e of the Word of God in
a ll its f a cets and its inter-relatedness, another task of
theology was to clear the way for the Word of God by eristi c s.411

Believing himself to be in the great tradition of

Da scal , Hamann, a nd Kierkegaard, Brunner endeavored to trace
the ex i sten tial q uestion a bout man's own self-understanding
as prelimi n a r v a nd preparatory to the question of Christian
f a ith .

Th is l ed h i m to affirm anthropology as the common

g round of f aith a nd unbelief. 412

He maintained that through

eristics man was brought to despair and driven to ask the

411 Brunner , "Die andere Aufgabe der Theologie," VII,
255 -5 6 , 259 - 60 , 266, 269. I. "Die Verkundigung des Wortes ist
a l s Au ff orderung z ur v~r~Y~'-'O< , z um Um-denken, als
Bussruf , p olemis c h ." 'Ibid., VII, 255.
"Die erste Aufgabe der besinnlichen Darstellung nennen wir nach altem
Beg r a uch die doq matische." Ibid., VII, p. 259.
"Die andere,
nich t weniger wichtige, k~nnen wir mit dem Namen 'polemische
Theolog ie' bez eichnen wenn nicht damit • • • nur einseitig
d as Moment des Ang riffs, nicht aber das der 'Erfullung' zum
Ausdruck g ebra cht ware. Wir wurden sie darum wohl besser als
die 'eri st ische' ( € 1,. £ t, Y
strei ten, l1:n,trr1,K..~ T~J( Y~ die
Kunst z u disputieren
zeichnet, um mit diesem Wort fil4
Doppelseitig keit des Vorgan g s, der im Deutschen mit 'Auseina nders e t z ung ' g emeint ist, ausdrucken. Es ware also die
Aufgabe der eristischen Theologie, zu zeigen, wie durch das
Wort Gottes die menschliche Vernunft teils als Quelle lebensfeindlichen Irrtums enthullt, teils in ihrem eigenen unvollendbaren Suchen erfO.llt wird. '' Ibid., VIII, 259-60. Also
consult Ca mfield, p. 21.
41211 Darum ist die Anthropolgie, das sich selbst Verstehen des Menschen, der g emeinsame Boden des Glaubens und des
Nichtglaubens.
Es ist die wesentliche Aufgabe der eristischen
Theologie , zu z eigen, dass der Mensch sich selbst nur im
Glauben richtig verstehen kann, und dass er nur durch das
Wort Gottes das bekommt, was er heimlich sucht: Dass er im
christlichen Glaube werden kann, wozu er bestimrnt ist, und
was er selbst in verkehrter Weise zu werden sucht.
Bi:unner,
"Die andere Aufgabe der Theologie," VII, 260-61.
11
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question about God, which in fact was the point of contact
in man for divine revelation. 413

Brunner likened man's

negative a wareness of his involvement in self-contradiction
with a limited n a tural knowledg e of God. 414

If man could

not inqui re after God, he would be without salvation and out
o f r e a c h o f t he Word of God. 415

Howeve r, man is related to

God t h r ough hi s imago De i which sin has not destroy ed.

This

imago De i mak es man ma n a nd ena bles him to ask the question
a bou t Go a . 41 6
I n 1932 Brunner f urther elucidated his position in "Die
Fra ge n a c h dem ' Anknup fun g spunkt' a ls Problem der Theolog ie."
He insisted that ;

41311 Diese Eristiker haben also mit genialem Instinkt an
dem Punkt eing e set z t, der in der Ta t der AnknUpfungspunkt
der gott lichen Botschaft im Menschen ist: die menschliche
Frag e n a ch Got t." Ibid., pp. 261-62.
41411 Das Eva ng elium wendet sich nicht an einen Menschen,
der von Gott nberhaupt nichts weiss und hat. Das widerspr~cht
d e m einhellig en ~ eug nis der Erfahr ung , der Bibel und aller
kl a ssischen christlichen Theologie. Aber vom Evangelium aus
ersche int a lles von Gott Wissen des Menschen zugleich als
ein Nichtwissen, mindenstens als ein Nichtrechtwissen, und
ein nicht heilvolles Wissen, das darum untauglich ist als
theologia naturalis der christlichen Theologie zum Fundament
z u dienen.
Es erscheint aber von Evang elium aus das ganze
Leben und denken und Sichverstehen des Menschen als eingetaucht und unterg etaucht in dieses frag liche von Gott
Wissen."
Ibid., p. 262.
415 Ibid.
41611 Die Existenz ware nicht Frage, wenn wir nicht
Anteil hatten a n der Gotteswahrheit. Nur weil wir in Gott
sind und um Gott wissen, kOnnen wir nach ihm fragen.
Nur
weil wir--unserer Konstitution nach, nicht notwendig unserem
Bewusstsein nach--auf Gott bezogen sind, sind wir Menschen.
Das ist die ima go Dei, die durch keine SQnde einfach ausgeteilt ist."
Ibid., p. 263.
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It is senseless to dispute the significance of a natural knowledg e of God. Debatable is not the fact itself
but its quality. Relig ion is--even when it is the
wildest heathenism--the undeniable sign of man's relationship to God, and at the same time the neciy,ary
point of contact for the true knowledge of God.
In the first volume of the Kirchliche Dogmatik Barth rejected
both Brunner's e ristic theology and ideas about the point of
conta ct betwee n God and man. 418

The following year in an

address "Da s erste Ge bot als theologisches Axiom," delivered
in Copenhag en a nd Aa rhus (March 10 and 12, 1933 respectively)
Ba rth e x pressed serious doubt about Brunner's, Gogarten's,
a nd Bul t man's a nthropological concerns.

In fact he was get-

ting rea dy to do battle against the exponents of natural
t heology in t he Church. 419

417

Emil Brunner, "Die Frag e nach dem 'Anknupfungspunkt'
a ls Pr oblem der Theologie," Zwischen den Zeiten, X, Nr. 6
(1932), 522. The Eng lish translation is Arthur Cochrane's
from The Church's Confession Under Hitler, p. 70.
418
To Brunner's ideas about eristics and particularly
t o the possibility of the task of theology to smash the axiom
of reason, Barth replied with a crisp No ("We say, Nol"),
CD, I/1, 3i-32. Barth clearly rejected Brunner's ideas on
the point of contact when he said: "the humanity and personality of sinful man simply cannot signify conformity with
God, a point of contact with the Word of God.
In this
sense, as a poss:ibility for God proper to man .9}g! creature
the 'image of God' is not only, as we say, with the exception of some remnants ruined, but annihilated. What is
preserved of the image of God even in sinful man is recta
natura, to which as such a rectitude cannot be ascribed,
even potentialiter. Man's capacity for God, however it may
be with his humanity and personality, has really been lost."
en; I/1, 273.
419 Barth said: "Ich muss auch gegentiber Brunner und
Gogarten fragen:
Ist nun eigentlich 'Gott' mehr als ein
anderes Wort fttr den Nachsten7 Das Gebot rnehr als ein
anderes Wort fur die Ordnung? Die Rechtfertigung mehr als
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The controversy between Barth and Brunner flared up
with new vehemence when, after the Barmen meeting of May
1934, Brunner published his pamphlet Natur und Gnade:

zum

Gespr~ch mit Karl Barth, in which he insisted on two sources
of revelation. 420

To Barth this meant a rejection of the

first thesi s o f the Barmen Declaration.
uttering a n a n g ry NOl

He could not avoid

The Holy Ghost needed no other point

of conta ct than that which He Himself created, insisted
Barth.

"Only retrospectively," he said, "is it possible to

reflect on the way in which he 'makes contact' with man, and
this retrospect will ever be a retrospect upon a miracle. 11421
Natural theolog y must be rejected. 422

But even this

ein a nderes Wort f'Clr das Leben in diesen Ordnung? 11 Karl
Barth, "Das erste Gebot als theologisches Axiom," Theologische Fra gen und Antworten, p. 141.
"Der im Blick auf das
erste Gebot als theologisches Axiom unvermeidliche Streit
g e g en die natnrliche Theologie ist ein Streit urn den rechten
Gehorsam in der Theologie." Ibid., p. 142.
42 °Karl Barth and Emil Brunner, Natural Theology,
translated by Peter Fraenkl and introduced by John Baillie
(London: Centenary Press, 1946), p. 26:
"The difficult
question is therefore not whether there are two kinds of
revelation.
The reply to this question must on the basis
of Scripture once and for all be a positive one.
The question is rather how the two revelations, that in creation
and that in Jesus Christ, are related."
421
rbid., p. 121. Also see CD, I/1, 30.
422 Barth defines natural theology thus:
"By 'natural
theology' I mean every positive or negative formulation of
a system which claims to be theological, that is, to interpret divine revelation, whose subject, however, differs
fundamentally from the revelation in Jesus Christ and whose
method therefore differs equally from the exposition of Holy
Scripture." Barth and Brunner, pp. 74-75.
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rejection should not become a focal point of theological interest.423

Theology must learn to understand revelation as

grace and grace as revelation and turn away from all "true"
or "false" theologia naturalis. 424

This, however, does not

mean that Barth denied the existence of natural theology.
His concern was to make it clear that natural theology had
no place in the church.

He claimed that Christian procla-

rnation must always rely on the Word made flesh who dwelt
among men and never on natural theology. 425
The vehemence of Barth's No surprised many theologians.
It seems that even Brunner failed to appreciate Barth's concerns. 426

Barth in turn was angered by what he considered

to be Brunner's unfair criticisms. 427

His polemics against

Brunner were sharp mainly because he believed that the latter possessed more truth than a theologian like Hirsch, and
for that reason was the more dangerous. 428

423 Barth says: "Real rejection of natural theology can
come about only in the fear of God and hence only by a complete lack of interest in this matter. If this matter is
allowed to become of interest, though but in order to be
rejected, then interest is no longer centered upon theology.
Ibid., p. 76.
424 Ibid., p. 71.
4 25see McAfee Brown's comments in Casalis, p. 17.
426Emil Brunner, "The New Barth: Observations on Karl
Barth's Doctrine of Man," Scottish Journal of Theology, IV
(June 1951), 123-24.
427 Barth said: "But Brunner was not content merely to
hunt with the hounds and to stab me in the back by telling
urbi et orbi that the whole dispute was caused by !!!Y 'onesidedness. 111 Barth and Brunner, p. 105.
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Basel Period (1935-1968)
In 1935 Barth lost his excellent teaching position at
the University of Bonn and found refuge in his native city
Of Ba sel. 429 He b ecame pro f essor o f sys t ema t'1c theo 1 ogy at
the University of Basel and wrote there most of his maanum
opus, the lengthy Church Dogmatics.

Over twenty-five years

Barth worked in the classroom to which he attracted many
forei g n a nd German-speaking students. 43

°

From the security

of Swi t z erland he carried on his fight in the Church Strugg le, offered a helping hand to the ecumenical movement, spoke
boldly on the post World War II situation, and more recently,
eve n fo und time to take a trip to America.

In the Basel

years he established himself as the patriarch of Protestant
theology for his generation.
The Gifford Le ctures:

The Knowledge of God and the Service

o f God Acco rd ing to the Teaching of the Reformation (19371938)
In the summer of 1935 when Barth received the invitation
to deliver the famous Gifford Lectures, he was faced with a
dilemma.

How could he, of all theolgians, comply with the

429

Barth, "How My Mind Has Changed--1928-1938," LVI
(September 20, 1939), 1132-33.
430

Barth retired from active teaching in March 1962.
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wishes of the founder of the lectureship. 431

Lord Gifford

had speci f ically stipulated that the subject of the lectures
was to be n a tural t heology in the evident sense of the term.
The lectur es we r e to serve the cause of promoting, advancing,
teach ing , a nd di ffusing the study of natural theolog y a mong
a ll cla s ses o f s ociety a nd among the whole population of
Scot l a nd. 432
In spite o f being a n avowed opponent of all natural
t h eolog y , Barth found a way to accept the invitation, satisfy
h is own s c r u p les , a nd meet the requirements o f the senate of
t he un ive rs i ty .

He concluded that by presenting a totally

differen t p o i n t of v iew from natural theolog y, one with
whi ch n a t u ral t heology conducted, openly or secretly , a discussion, the l a tter would be thrown into clearer focus. 433
Thi s pre sen tation mig ht even win new friends for natural theology.

He mainta ined that, at any rate,

it can only be to the good of "Natural Theology" to be
able once a g ain to measure itself as the truth--if it is
the truth!--by that which from its point of view is the
g reatest of errors.434
This Barthian antithesis to natural theology, published as

431 The lectureship was founded by Lord Gifford (d. 1887)
who in his will made provisions for the lectures to be held
in the four Scottish universities. See Karl Barth, The
Knowledge of God and the Service of God According to the
Teaching of the Reformation, translated by J. L. M. Haire
and Ian Henderson (New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1939),
p. 3.

432 Ibid., pp. 3-4.
433 rbid., p. 6.

434

Ibid., p. 7.
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The Knowledge of God and the Service of God According to the
Teachino of the Reformation, was originally presented in a
series of lectures at the University of Aberdeen in 1937 and
193'8.

During the course of the lectures Barth frankly op-

posed all n a tural theolog y as he understood it. 435

The

lectures, however, were no mere refutation of natural theolo gy .

Bart h's real intention was to present positively what

h e cons1·aered t o b e th econ t en t o f th e Rf
e ormed t each'1ng. 436
As a fr a me work for the lectures he used John Knox's Confess:io
Scotica, which he elucidated and paraphrased in terms of
twent ieth-century concer ns.
Bas ically Ba rth's Gifford Lectures were a dogmatics in
out line .

They treated knowledge of God, the doctrine of God

and man, Christ and his work, the doctrine of the church, the
Holy Sc r ipt ure, the theolog y of the worship life, and the
political o r der as service of God. The treatment was unmis437
takably Christocentric.
The underlying theme and the

435 Barth assumed that natural theology maintained "that
man himself possesses the capacity and the power to inform
himself about God, the world and man. 11 Ibid., p. 9.
436 Barth said: 11 In these lectures I shall • • • endeavor to speak not negatively but positively, without,
however, losing sight of the problem of 'Natural Theology.
Ibid., p. 10.
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437 The following sections of the lectures are particularly Christocentrically oriented: Lecture II, part 1: IV,
2, 3, 4: V, 1, 2, 2: VI, l, 2, 3: VII, 1, 2, 3, 4: VIII, 1,
2, 3: IX, 1, 2, 3, 4: X, 1, 2, 3: XI, 1, 2, 3, 4: XII, 1, 2,
3, 4, XII I, 1, 2, 3: XIV, 1, 2: XV, 1, 2, 3, 4: XVI, 1, 3:
XVII, 1, 3, 4: XVIII, 1, 2, 3: XIX, 1, 3, 4: XX, 1, 2.
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presup position of a ll t hat was said was that God reveals Himsel f to man in J e sus Christ. 438

It is also important to note

tha t in the lectures Barth spoke of the tog etherness of God
439
and man
and c a lled the latter God's partner. 440
Kirchlich e Dogma t ik continued (1938-1967)
Barth resumed h i s lectures in dogmatics at the University o f Basel a t

the ma ture age of nearly fifty.

When he

arrived in Ba sel, only one half-volume of the Church Dogma tics
h a d a p pea r ed in p rint.

Since that time eleven part-volumes

h ave been a dde d to t h e f irst.

More ma y be expected.

Thus

the s u bstantial portion of his most impo r tant work was written after t h e a u t hor h ad passed the half-century mark in his
life.

Althoug h f rom t i me to time he made himself available

4 3811

The really decisive statements which we have met
with would nece ssarily h a ve remained completely unintellig ible to us if we had not borne in mind and g iven the greate s t pos sible emphasis to the fact that God and man must be
s poken o f in the way in which the Confession speaks of them
'beca use God reve als Himself to man in Jesus Christ.'
It is
precisely this presupposition which disting uishes a Reformed
conf ession from all confessions based on natural theology."
Ba rth, The Knowledge of God and the Service of God, p. 57.
43911 Let us proceed from the simple fact that in the
r e velation of God in Jesus Christ, God and man meet, and
therefore are really together." Ibid., p. 36.
"This being
together of God and man is grace." Ibid., p. 38.
44011

In this fact, man above all, as the one to whom God
turns in His revelation, is affirmed and taken seriously in
his existence, is addressed as God's vis-a-vis and partner and
thereby honored in his independence and acknowledged in the
distinctiveness and theological character of his created
being ." Ibid., p. 37.
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for other as s i g nments, he devoted his energies primarily to
the writing of Church Dogmatics, a work which he regards
a s his major contribution to the church. 441
Doctrine o f the Word of God Continued.-- By 1938 the massive
second p art o f the Prolegomena to Church Dogmatics was complete d.4 4 2

Barth finished the chapter on the Revelation of

God b y e xpounding a t leng th on the incarnation of the Word
a nd t he outpouring of the Holy Spirit.

The work also in-

clude d c hapters on t he Holy Scr ipture and the proclamation
o f the c hur c h .

A c areful study of the content of the volume

will be postpone d until l a ter chapters.
The two h a l f -volumes of the Prolegomena, over fifteen
hundred pag es in length, formed a carefully laid foundation
on which the st ruct ure of the Church Dogma tics proper was
erec ted .

One mi q ht reg ard the Proleg omena a s a dogmatics

in a nutsh e ll.

Almost everything tha t the subsequent vol-

u mes un f old ed wa s conta ined in g erminal form in the

441

For example, after World War II Barth was faced with
the decision of devoting most of his energy to helping to reconstruct the evangelical church in Germany or of continuing
his work on Church Dogma tics. He chose the latter.
Espe~
cially the prefaces of the more recent volumes of Church
Dogmatics s how that he did not permit many things to interfere with the writing of the magnum opus.
Throughout the
vicissitudes of the political life of Europe, he was determined to see to it that theolog y "be carried on, thoroughly
and • a s i f nothing h a d happened.• 11 Karl Barth, "How My Mind
Has Chang ed--1938-1948," Christian Century, LXVI (March 9,
19.49), 298.
442 rn the German original the second half-volume is
1011 p ages in leng th.
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Prolegomena .

Barth outlined the epistemological tools of

the dog matician and examined the special pathway to knowledge
in the church.

The starting point for Professor Barth was

the Word of God, that is, God in His concrete revelatory action in the event of Jesus Christ.

He emphasized the point

that dog mati c s must beg in with the reality of revelation
rather than with its possibility.

Man is capable of knowing

God only because God in his own sovereign freedom has made
Himself known.

Barth leaves no doubt that the criterion for

dogmatics is the Word of God which appears as the revealed,
written, and proclaimed Word.

The order of the treatment of

the modes of the Word of God is sig nificant.

The revealed

Word which h as happene d once and for all time in the event
of Jes us Christ is accorded a prior and determinative position in rel a tion to the written Word and the proclaimed Word
which must ever a ga in become the Word of God.

Since man

has no knowledge to which he can appeal as a basis for the
knowledg e of God which he has in Christ, natural theology is
theolog ically insig nificant and therefore deserves no place

.
h urc h d ogma t·1cs. 443
inc
At the close of the Prolegomena Barth offered the blueprint for what was to follow.

He proposed to develop the

Church Dogmatics under four loci:

443

the doctrinesof God,

John Godsey, "The Architecture of Karl Barth's
Church Dogmatics," Scottish Journal of Theologv, IX (September 1956), 239-40.
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creation, reconciliation, and redemption, in that order.444
The promise has bee n kept thus far.
The doctrine of God.-- By 1940 the first half-volume on the
doctrine of God was ready.
brought to completion.

Two years later the volume was

The unavoidable length to which Barth

felt he needed to go in treating the subject and disturbingly
disruptive world events permitted him to proceed only at a
modest rate. 445

The creative nature of the work also de-

terred speedy progress. 446
Reversing the usual procedure in dogmatics, Barth examined the doctrine of God after the exposition of the doctrine
of the Trinity.

Having previously established the functional

a nd d y n a mic character of the doctrine of the Trinity he was
able to avoid a speculative ontology of the Trinity and an
a bstra ct exposition of the attributes of God's Being.

The

first half-volume (chapters on "The Knowledge of God" and
"The Reality of God") accepted as axiomatic for theology the
certainty a nd actuality of the God who reveals Himself.
question of the existence of God was thus eliminated.

The
Barth

44 ~arl Barth, The Doctrine of the Work of God:
Prolegomena to Church Dogmatics, Vol. 1/2 of Church Dogmatics,
edited by G. w. Bromiley and T. F. Torrance, translated by
G. T. Thomson and Harold Knight (Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark,
1956), p. xiv. Hereafter referred to as CD, I/2.
445Karl Barth, The Doctrine of God, Vol. II/2 of Church
Dogmatics, edited by G. W. Bromi!ey and T. F. Torrance,
translated by G. w. Bromiley, et al. (Edinburgh: T. & T.
Clark, 1957), p. ix. Hereafter referred to as CD, II/2.
446cD, II/2, x.
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simply affirmed that the triune God exists as the One who
f reely loves.

His attributes, Barth prefers to call them

perf ect ions, were those of the divine loving (grace and holiness, mercy and righteousness, patience and wisdom) and
divine freedom (un ity and omnipresence, immutability and
omnipotence, eternity and g lory).

The treatment of the sub-

ject was s uch t h at it po inted to the basic primacy of the
revelation a nd soug ht to understand God's Beinq in terms of
His actio n . 447
It is worth noting that Barth distinguishes betwee n
God's primary and secondary objectivity .

The latter, which

he calls a "sa c ramenta l objectivity ," finds its basis and
essence in the h u man nature o f Jesus Christ.

As an episte-

molog ical clue it confirm s the Barthian conviction that man
can only underst a nd how God is knowable from the way in
which He a c t ually g ives Himself to be known.

Thus a true

epistemology can be derived only from the actual unfolding
o f the content of the Word of God.

448

I n the second half-volume on the doctrine of God, Barth
considered the doctrine of election and its implied command
(ethics).

It is significant that at the very heart of the

doctrine of God the author chose to discuss God's gracious
election.

For him the doctrine of election was no peripheral

447 Godsey, "The Architecture of Karl Barth's Church
Dog matics," XI, 240-41.
448cn, II/1, vii.
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dogmatic excursus but the heart of the Gospel and the center
of the doctrine of God.

For Barth the "election is essen-

tially God's g racious will to choose us for Himself as
revealed and fulfilled in Jesus Christ. 11449

The Christo-

centricity of the treatment of the subject is quite evident.
According to Barth, God in Jesus Christ, who is the electing
One a s well a s t he elect, has eternally willed to claim man
a nd f ul f illed His will by reconciling man to Himself.

A

susta ine d expo s ition of election as the very sum of the Gospel a nd a const a nt reference to Jesus Christ as the basis of
the elect ion of the community a nd the individual distinguish
Ba rth's work f rom most of the other Reformed expositions on
the s ubj e c t .
I n the doctrine of God Ba rth also laid the foundation
for a theolog ical ethics.

According to him, in view of the

election of g r a ce man is not left to himself but adopted into
the e xistence of God in Jesus Christ and called upon to be
His covenant-pa rtner.

For Barth a general ethics which ig-

nores the e lection of grace is impossible on theological
grounds.

He insists on a

11

Christological 11 concept of the

Law which excludes any foundation in natural law or natural
orders.

He concludes that God's Nornos and Logos are ultim-

ately identical.

One might say, therefo~e, that the Law is

a form of the Gospel, for both are t h e ~ Word of God.
This makes it clear that God's commandment is an event and

449

cn,

II/2, vii.
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not a g en e r a l proposition.

I n the context of the doctrine of

God the above implies that the concrete fo r m of election is
sanct if i c ati on, J esus Christ being both the sanctifying God
a nd the sanctified man. 450
The doctr ine o f c r eation.-- Barth approached the next step
i n h i s Do g mat i c s, t he doctrine of creation, with uneasiness~51
He d i vided t h e t r eatment of the doctrine into four p a rts
(par t-vo l umes ).

I n part one (1945) he offered a radical ex-

po sitio n of t h e cont ent of the first two chapters of Genesis
in wh i c h c reation i s s hown to be the external basis of the
covenant, a n d the covena nt the internal b a sis of c r eation.
Typical l y enough, h e in s isted that creation cannot be known
or int erpreted apar t f rom the knowledg e of the divine e lection a nd salva tion in J e sus Christ.

He followed two guiding

45 0 Godsey , "The Architecture of Karl Barth's Church
Dogmatic s, " XI , 241-42. Barth's doctrine of God has not recei v ed as much p opular attention as the other aspects of his
theology. An interesting contribution from the Roman Catholic perspective is Sebastian A. Matczak's Karl Barth on God
(New York, London, Rome, Paris: St. Paul Publications, 1962).
For a b r ief r e sume of Ba rth's doctrine of God see Otto Weber,
Karl Bar th's Church Dogmatics, translated by Arthur c. Cochrane (Phil a delphia: Westminster Press, 1953), pp. 73-116. See
also Karl Barth, Church Dogmatics: A Selection, edited by
Helmut Gollwit z er and translated by G. W. Bromiley (Harper
Torchbooks edition~ New York and Evanston: Harper and Row,
1962), passim. This work is not arranged for easy overview
of the individual volumes of Church Doamatics.
451 Barth wrote: "If I were not obliged to do so in the
course of my g eneral exJ:)Osition of Church dogmatics, I should
probably not have given myself so soon to a detailed treatment
of this p a rticular material." Karl Barth, The Doctrine of
Creation, Vol. III/1 of Church Dogmatics, edited by G. W.
Bromiley and T. F. Torrance, transl a ted by J. W. Edwards,
et al. (Edinburg h: T. & T. Clark, 1958), p. ix.
Hereafter referred to as CD, III/1.
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principles in his exposition:

the creatureliness of the

wor ld is known only by a cknowledgment of the revealed Word of
God, a nd c reat ion a nd redemption are inseparably conjoined
in t he one work o f g race.

The order in which the doctrines

are presented do not i ndica te theolog ical priority.

Crea-

tion is the outer a nd redemption the inner side of the one
f ree and loving decision and action of God.

From God's

point of view creation is the c r eating a nd seeking of o distinct reality wi th which t o share His life and g lory.

From

man's viewpoint, c reati on means that creaturehood is an existence in g r ace which finds its g lory in God.

Thus man's

proper response to the doctrine of creation is g r a titude.
I n t he fr amework of his exegetico-theological exposition
Barth proclaims the e ssential humanity of man in terms of his
t o g etherness as I and Thou, male and female.

This tog ether-

ness corresponds to the triune God whose nature is to include
a n I a nd a Thou in Himself.

This analogia relationis for

Barth reveals the true meaning of the imago Dei which man
has lost

in the Fall, but which first becomes meaningful to

him in the li ght of the relationship between Jesus Christ
and His church.
Barth's exposition leaves no doubt that a genuinely
Christian doctrine of creation is "optimistic" because of the
Yes which the Creator and Redeemer has pronounced on His
.
k 452
h an d 1wor.

452cn, III/1, vii-viii and Godsey, "The Architecture of
Karl Barth's Church Dog matics," XI, 242-43.
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It is obvious that for Barth the real problem is not
the e xistence of God but rather an independent existence of
creaturely rea lity .

The answer is revealed, he thinks, in

the incarn a tion which dispels all fears of the meaninglessness of e x istence.
The second p art of the doctrine of creation (1948),
"The Cre a t u r e," was a massive account of the doctrine of man.
It e loq uent l y dispelled the persistent suspicions of those
who t houg ht tha t

Barth mig ht h a ve nothing to say about man.

With car e, caut i on, deliberation, and a g reat deal of crea tiv e ef fo rt ,

Barth composed a strictly theolog ical account

of t he d octr ine of man in which the controlling factor was
evident l y God's reve aling a nd reconciling activity in Jesus
Chr ist r a ther tha n man's independent observation and reflec tion.453

Barth was not concerned with man as such but

with hi s e ssential reality and wholeness in relation to God
a nd consequently to his fellowman and the world as God's
creation.

He insisted that theolog ical antropology must be

g rounded in Christology, for only there is the relationship
of God and man perfectly actualized.
Wha t

emerg ed in Barth's work was the conviction that

God had destined man to be His covenant-partner.

454

What

453Ka rl Ba rth, The Doctrine of Creation, Vol. III/2 of
Church Dogmatics, edited by G. w. Bromiley and T. F. Torrance,
translated by Harold Knight, et al. (Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark,
1960),,p. ix.
Hereafter referred to as CD, III/2.
454cn, III/2, vii-viii.
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made Barth's work difficult was the lack of available guidance on the part o f the older and contemporary teachers of
the church.

No one before him had operated with the kind of

strict Christolog ical epistemology which he considered essential for theolog ical anthropology. 455
The t hird part of the doctrine of creation, "The Crea tor a nd His Cr eature" (1950), delved at length into the
f a therly providence of God, His Kingdom of the lefthand, and
the ser vice of the ang els.

Adhering strictly to his "Christo-

log ical thread" Barth challenged his critics to tell him what
else Christian theolog y could do but seriously and ultimately
.
t. 456
r ememb er Ch rist
a 1 one at eac h an d every po in

He re-

garded p rovidence o f God as the confirmation of the relations hip b etwee n God and man in terms of preservation and
dir ection.

I n p rovidence God in his free g race has made

po ssible an analogia operationis between the activity of God
a nd the g enuinely contingent and spontaneous activity of man.
Much like creation, providence must be interpreted in the
li ght of the election of grace fulfilled in Jesus Christ and
457
the covenant of g race actualized in Heilsgeschichte.
Barth omits any formal treatment of man before the Fall
because he believes that the Bible has nothing theologically
455 cn, III/2, ix.
456
Karl Barth, The Doctrine of Creation, Vol. III/3 of
Church Dogmatics, edited by G. w. Bromiley and T. F. Torrance,
tra nslated by G. w. Bromiley and R. J. Ehrlich (Edinburgh:
T. & T. Clark, 1961),p.xi. Hereafter referred to as CD, III/3.
457 cn, III/3, ix.
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significant to say about Uroffenbarung.

Nor does he devote

much space to the Nihil, which stands for the concepts of
chaos, fallen creation, cosmic evil, and demonology.

He does

so not because of any lack of seriousness about the subject,
but because he wants to avoid a nonbiblical dualism.

As he

see s it, t he Nihil belongs to the negation of grace.

It

exists not as God and the creature do, but in a way peculiar
t o it self a nd known only to God Himself.

The incarnation re-

veals the e xistence of the Nihil, but the crucifixion and
resurrection show that it exists only improperly and must
ultima tely pass away. 458
in demonolog y .

To a degree Barth is disinterested

With characteristic wit he once remarked:

"I love ang els, but have no taste for demons, not out of any
de sire for demytholog isation but because they are not worth
it.11459
Ba rth concludes the third part of the doctrine of creation with an extended treatment of ang elology.

The surpris-

ing l y comprehensive treatment accorded to the subject is
presented in Christological perspective and from the point
of view of service rather than nature of being. 460
In 1951 Barth finally concluded the doctrine of creation with a substantial volume on "The Commandment of God
458 Godsey, "The Architecture of Karl Barth's Church
Dogmatics, XI, 244.
11

459

cD, III/3, vii.

460 one might be surprised to find that a modern dogmatics allots 160 pages to a top~c which m0 ny contemporary
theologians ignore. See CD, III/3, 369-53i.
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the Creator."

He insisted that theological ethics concerned

itself with the way of human life and a ctivity corresponding
to t he c r e a tive, reconciling, a nd redeeming activity of God.
Ethics as the command o f God the Creator applies to man in
his fre e dom a nd s e lf-determina tion as the creature c a lled to
coven a nt-p artnership with God.

The sanctifying claim of God

in r elation to Je s u s Christ a s the true g round of creation
l ead s the way to a n e thics of gra ce and freedom.

This ethics

ari s e s wh e r e t h e v e rtical claim of God mee ts man in the conc ret e s itua tion s of d a ily life and work.

The result is a

rea li stic but joy ous ethics which establishes man in his
. s h im
'
f r e e d om a n dbring
to h onor. 461
The doct rine of reconciliation.-- Structurally and materially
the volume on the doctrine of reconciliation forms the cent e r o f Church Dog matics.
f a il e v e r ywhere .

Barth said, "To fail here is to

To be on the right tra ck here makes it im-

poss ible to b e completely mista ken in the whole. 11462

He

b e gin s hi s fir s t part-volume (1953) with a synopsis of the
whole doctrine .

Here Christ's personal work is viewed under

46 1Ka rl Barth, The Doctrine of Creation, Vol. III/4 of
Church Dogmatics, edited by G. w. Bromiley and T. F. Torrance,
tra nslated b y A. T. Mackay, et al. (Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark,
1961) pp. ix-x. Hereafter referred to as CD, III/4.
For a
general survey of Barth's doctrine of creation see Weber,
pp. 117-253. Cf. also Barth, Church Dogmatics: A Selection.
462Karl Barth, The Doctrine of Reconciliation, Vol. IV/1
of Church Dogmatics, edited by G. w. Brorniley and T. F.
Torr ance, tra nslated by G. w. Bromiley (Edinburgh: T. & T.
Clark, 1956), p. ix. Hereafter referred to as CD, IV/1.
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three Christolog ical aspects.

Thenthe work plunges into a

detail e d study o f Christ as the God who humbled Himself as a
s erva nt to do t h e work of reconciliation (His priestly office).

The second p a rt-volume (1955) deals with the knowledge

of Jesus Christ who as the Roya l Man is the One in whom man
i s exalted a nd a dop ted into fellowship with God (His kingly
o ff ice).

The t h ird part-volume (1959) which for reasons of

leng t h i tsel f i s p ublished in two parts, deals with the
knowledg e o f Je s u s Christ as the God-Man who is the Mediator
a nd Gu arantor o f reconciliation (His prophetic office) • 463
Ea c h o f the three o f fices of Christ is treated in five major
paragr a p h s .

The f irst is a discussion of the Christological

aspec ts outlined a bove .

This is followed by sections deal-

ing wi th t h e f orms of human sin:
a nd lie .

Ne x t

f ollows the treatment of man's reconciliation,

vi ewe d o b j e ctively :
ing .

man's pride, indolence,

ju s tifica tion, sanctification, and call-

Then Ba rth considers the subjective realization of

reconcili a tion through the work of the Holy Spirit in the
ass embl y , in upbuilding , a nd in sending of the Christian
congregation.

Each part-volume is concluded with a section

on the existence of Christians in Jesus Christ in f a ith, in
love, a nd in hope r e spectively.

It is obvious that Barth

463 Ka rl Barth, The Doctrine of Reconciliation, Vol. IV/a
of Church Dogmatics, edited by G. w. Bromiley and T. F. Tora nce, tra nsl a ted by G. W. Bromiley (Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark,
1961), p. ix.
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has planned t h e architecture of his Church Dogmatics with
c are , p aying a ttention to the minutiae. 464
The volume on reconciliation is scheduled to close with
a p d rt-volume on special ethics, examining the doctrine of
God from the viewpoint of La w and including a discussion of
Ba ptism a nd the Lord's Supper.
In h is s tudy of the doctrine of reconciliation Dr.
Ba rth does not i s olate the doctrines of Christology, soteriology , a nd ecclesiology , nor does he artific:ially divide the
doctrine s o f t he Person a nd work of Christ.

Rather, he em-

phas i z es the fact tha t Jesus Christ exists in the totality
of His work as Re conciler.

As he sees it, the existence of

Jesus Christ as true God , as true man, and as God-man can
only be understood fro m the completed act of the reconcilia tion of man with God in history.

This view underscores

Barth 's princip le tha t being must be understood in the light
of a ction.

The two states of Christ, humiliation a nd exulta-

tion , are not pre sented as chronolog ical phenomena, but
rather a s f orms o f the one material, reconciling a ct of
Jesus Christ.

Barth a l s o by design gives precedence to

Christ's high-priestly office over His kingly one, regarding the former as more precise and comprehensive.
is allotted to a n independent doctrine of sin.

No room

Sin is dis-

cussed after Christology a nd only as an integral part of the

464

Godsey, "The Architecture of Karl Barth's Church
Dogmatics," XI, 245.
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tota l doctrine o f reconciliation.

It is cha r a cteristic of

Pro f e sso r Ba rth a nd i mporta nt to note tha t he gives priori t y
t o t he q u e s t i o n a bou t Ch ri s tendom over the question a bout
t he individu a l Chri s ti a n in treating the s ubjective rea li z atio n of g r a ce .

This underscore s t h e truth t hat the reconcil-

ing work o f Chr i s t

i s appropri a ted b y the individua l Christian

on l y through his conne ction with t h e c h urch.

This empha si s

hel ps to p rotec t Ba r t h ' s theolog y from t h e p erennia l Protest a nt p l a g ue o f r a nk individua lism. 465
The theo log ica l climate a nd the peculia r themes in t h e
d octr ine o f reconcil i u t i on brought Barth often into unpubl ici z ed deba te with Rudolf Bultma nn.

The latter's n a me is

no t men tioned often i n Ch urch Dogmatics, but h is subject of
interest , metho ds , a nd res ults have b e en c a refully considered a nd on l y cons cious l y i g nored when the author felt t h e
need for doing s o.
r e spe c t

Said Barth in one of his prefaces, "I

the man, h is mi nd a nd a im a nd achieve ments, and the

z eal o f h is f ollowing.
.
.
.. 466
g r ea t e r Justice .

I only wish tha t

I could do h i m

Ba rth's treatment of the objective re-

a l i t y o f Ch ri s t's hi s torical birth, life, death, and His
once-for-a ll work of reconciliation in man's behalf is his
t a cit but uncomp romising a nswer to Bultmann's demythologisation crusade. 467

It is also interesting to note that the

465 Ibid., XI, 245-47.
466cn, IV/1, ix.

467cn, I V/1, vii-viii.
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author of the Church Dogmatics, in the course of time, has
begun to speak of the Roman Catholic theology in more acco~odating terms.468
The Church Dogmatics still needs to be completed.

Some

a re sceptical as to whether Barth will h a ve the physical
s t a mi na to bring to completion a work unequa lled in breadth
in the whole history of modern theology . 469

The volume on

t he doct rine of redemption needs to be written.

In it Barth

i s assumed to be treating the activity of God which i s properl y approp ri a ted to His mode of existence as the Hol y Spirit.
In t h e f ina l volume Ba rth is p lanning to discuss the doctrine
of escha tology a nd the commandment of God from the point of
view o f His Promi se. 470
The wr i t ing of Church Dogmatics has made heavy demands
on Ba rth's theolog ica l productivity.

During the course of

the y e a r s the a uthor h a s h a d new insights and ideas but he
h as rejected the suggestion tha t there have been important
brea k s o r contra dictions in the presentation. 47 1

The length

46 8i<arl Ba rth, The Doctrine of Reconcilia tion, Vol. IV/2
of Church Dogmatics, edited by G. W. Bromiley and T. F.
Torra nce, tra nslated by G. W. Bromiley (Edinburgh: . T. & T.
Cla rk, 1958), p. x. Hereafter referred to as CD, IV/ 2.
Parts of the doctrine of reconciliation are reproduced in
Barth, Church Dogmatics: A Selection, passim.
469c a salis, p. 49. Because of its size and appearance
Barth himself has compa red the German edition of h i s ~ matics to a white whale.
See Barth, "Foreword to the English
e dition" in Weber, p. 7.
470 Godsey, "The Architecture of Karl Barth's Church
Dog ma tics," XI, 247.
471cn,

rv/2, xi.
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of the work is at least p a rtially due to the fact that in
Church Dogma t i cs, Ba rth offers practically a series of commenta ries , a hi story of dogmatics, and a full-scale ethical
472
trea t i s e , a s well a s a theology .
For those who are willing t o wo rk a t t heir theology Ba rth offers the essential
s t atements o f the Christia n fa ith in their Christolog ical
context, achievi ng a Christolog ical concentration unparall el ed i n the hi s tory o f Christian thought. 473

The author

ha s seriou sly a t t empted eve r y step of the way to g round his
theology in Ho l y Sc r ipture. 474

At the same time he has

steadfast l y r e f u s ed wh a t he reg ards as a dubious honor to
represent a theolog ica l school, preferring to work independently and not eve n a llowing himself to be tied to "Barthianism.11475

Bec a u se i ts author is determined to be a perenni a l

learn er , the Chu r ch Dogmatics tends to be in quiet but persisten t mo vemen t .

Only the ang els in heaven know the details
476
o f the remai ning volumes, jokes Barth.
Barth's theolog y

47 2cD, I V/ 2, viii.
473 Gollwitz er's "Introduction," in Barth, Church
Dogmatics: A Selection, pp. 19-20.
4 74Arthur c. Cochrane writes in the "Translator's
Preface:"
"No theologian in the history of the Church has
so thoroughly and painstakingly grounded his theology in
Holy Scripture." Weber, p. 13.
475 Barth said: "If there are 'Barthians,' then I am not
one of them."
"Foreword to the German Edition," Weber, p. 9.
476 "When I take up the theme of each part-volume, or
even embark upon each new section," writes Barth, "although
I kee p to a general direction, only the angels in heaven do
actually know in detail what form the material will take. But
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is not in constant flux.

He once had occasion to remark

that "there is perhaps more inward and outward continuity
in the matter than some hasty observers and rash interjectors can at first sight credit. 11477

One is inclined to

agree with the author.
Ecumenical consultant:

Amsterdam, 1948

Karl Ba rth is not one of the founders or leading figures in the most characteristic aspect of twentieth-century
Christianity , the e cumenical movement.

In fact, by his own

admission , prior to the Amsterdam meeting of the World Council of Churches (WCC), 1948, he was critical and weary of
the e cumenical endeavor.

Movements as such had always been,

and continue to be, somewhat suspect in his eyes. 478

Ac-

cording t o Nils Ehrenstr6m, Barth's conversion from a critical
spectator to a no less critical supporter of the cause occurred when he was requested to deliver a series of lectures
a t a n Ecumenical Seminary in Geneva, sponsored by the Universal Christian Council. 479

He delivered in four lectures

to me it is very comforting that the angels in heaven do
know, and as far as I am concerned it is enough if I am
clear that at each point I listen as unreservedly as possible to the witness of Scripture and as impartially as
possible to that of the Church, and then consider and formulate whatever may be the result. 11 CD, IV/2, x-xi.
477 cn, IV/2, xi.
478 Barth, 11 How My Mind Has Changed--1938-1948," Christian Century, LXVI (March 16, 1949}, 334.
4 7 9Ruth Rouse and Stephen Charles Neill, editorsi A
History of the Ecumenical Movement 1517-1948 (Philade pnia:
Westminster Press.-, 1954), pp. 557, 575.
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1

'Die Kirche und die Kirchen 11 in July 1935. 480

It is evident

from these lectures that Barth maintained a friendly but
theologically uncompromising attitude in ecumenics.

He in-

s isted that under no circumstances should church unity be
s ought at the expense of faith and dogma.

No secular con-

s ideration, n a tional or international, should be the
motivating f a ctor for church union.

No church is able,

nor should it be asked, insisted Barth, to sacrifice an iota
of what it considers to be the true obedience to its Lord.
Only hidden unfaithfulness to the Lord, which perhaps has
caused divisions in the church in the first place, can be
sacrificed on the part of the churches seeking fellowship
a nd union. 481

The above leaves no doubt that Barth's per-

spect ive o f the ecumenical endeavor is strictly theolog ically
oriented.
Barth' s real contact with the ecumenical movement was
closely linked with the Amsterdam Assembly of

wee.

In prep-

aration for the mee tings he contributed to the study
documents in the field of The Universal Church in God's
Design. 482

At three o'clock in the afternoon on the very

4 80i<arl Barth, Die Kirche und die Kirchen, Theologische
Existenz heute, Nr. 27 (M~nchen: Chr. Kaiser Verlag, 1935),
p. 3.

481 rbid., pp. 17-18.
482Karl Barth, 11 The Church--The Living Congregation of
the Living Lord Jesus Christ, 11 The Universal Church in God's
Design: An Ecumenical Study Prepared Under the Auspices of
the World Council of Churches (London: SCM Press, 1948),
pp. 67-76.
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day when the

wee came into existence (August 23, 1948) in

the presence of Princess Juliana and Prince Bernhard of the
Netherlands, Ba rth delivered a major address on the main
theme of the Assembly, "Man's Disorder and God's Design."
Speaking in German, raising his voice and shaking his finger,
Ba rth warned tha t God's design must not be confused with the
human conciliar efforts nor regarded as a Christian Marshall
Pl a n.

God's De sig n really means His plan, His already-

p resent , victorious, already-founded Kingdom in all its
majesty--our Lord Jesus Christ.
the wor ld is not

The care of the church and

the care of men but of God.

When men pre-

s ume to assume t h is responsibility, disorder in church and
wo r l d is incr e a sed.

Barth said:

For jus t t his is the final root and ground of all human di s order; the dreadful, godless, ridiculous opinion
tha t ma n is the Atlas who is destined to bear the dome
o f h e a v e n on his shoulders.483
He warned that the debate on the church should not start
with pres ent divisions but with the Lord's will for His
church .

Ma n's conceptions must be placed into the testing

fire of God's Word.

In considering the Gospel, men must not

see k to be God's administrative technical experts but simply
His humble witnesses.

Nor is man capable of changing the

evil world into a g ood one.

483

In obedience to the living Lord

Quoted by w. A. Visser 't Hooft in the official report of The First Assembly of the World Council of Churches
held at Amsterdam August 22nd to September 4th, 1948 (New
York: Harper & Brothers, 1949), p. 32.
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he must learn to point to God's Kingdom and not insist on
484
some earthly king dom after his own heart.
Writ ing soon after the Amsterdam meetings, Barth, without havin g lost his distaste for the e cumenical style still
evident in ecumenical gatherings , confessed that he had
cha nged his mind a bout the e cumenical movement. 485

"So far

as I am abl e ," h e volunteered, "I shall gladly hold myself
in rea diness f or the free status of a so-called 'ecumenical
consultant ' which was accorded me at Amsterdam. 11486

His

more recent comment s on ecumenical di a logue continue to show
tha t h e has not lost sight of the importance of its theolog ic a l b a si s.

But neither have the good will and understanding

which he has s hown toward churches other than his own dulled
487
his sensitivity t o hidden theological conflict.
"Rudol f Bu l t mann--An Attempt to Understand Him" (1952)
Rudol f Bul tmann was no stranger to Barth when he took
the pen in 1952 to settle his account publicly with the former 's theology whi ch was rivalling that of his own in
i mportance and influence. 488 To begin with, Barth made it

484rbid., pp. 32-33.
485 Barth, "How My Mind Has Changed--1938-1948," LXVI
(March 16, 1949), 334.
486

Ibid.

487Karl Barth, "Thoughts on the Second Vatican Council,"
The Ecumenical Review, XV (July 1963), 357-67.
488Early in the 1920's Barth and Bultmann regarded themselves as allies.
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clear that Bultmann's work can neither be easily understood
nor should it be glibly dismissed.489

Much of the blame for

the confusion Barth placed on Bultmann himself.

The latter

had invent e d the uninspiring and negative term "demythologizing" and used this "barbaric" and 1\.mnecessarily provoking"
word fr e quently in his primary essay, "The New Testament and
490
Mythology."
In Barth's opinion Bultmann's concept of
myth, t he inf allible criterion of his hermeneutics, was
qui t e alien to the New Testament. 491

The demythologized

Ne w Testament looked suspiciously docetic. 492

Barth said:

I cannot a s yet see how this all fits together, but I
mu s t confess that if interpreting the New Testament
means d e mythologizing it, and if demythologizing means
wha t Bultmann with his definition of myth means by it,
i t s e e ms to have singularly little to do with the gosp e l of the New Testament.493
According to Bultmann the only honest exegesis, dogmatics,
and p rea ching is the existential interpretation of the biblical witnesses.

It is intended to expose the specifically

Christi a n self-understanding enshrined in the mythological

4S9Karl Barth, "Rudolf Bultmann--An Attempt to Unders tand Him," Kerygrna and Myth, edited by Hans Werner Bartsch
(London: SPCK, 1962}, II, 84.
490 Ibid., p. 102. For Bultmann's essay, "New Testament
and Mythology," see Rudolf Bultmann and Others, Kerygrna and
Myth, edited by Hans Werner Bartsch and translated by
Reginald H. Fuller (Harper Torchbooks edition~ New York:
Harper & Brothers, 1961); pp. 1-44.
491Barth, "Rudolf Bultmann--An Attempt to Understand
Him," p. 108.
492Ibid., p. 111.
493 Ibid.
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form~ 94

Bultmann insists that the biblical imag ery and

terminology must be interpreted in an existentialist sense,
tha t is, a s man's attempt to explain his own existence. 49 5
Barth foun d it di f ficult, if not i mpossible, to recog nize
the New Testa ment me ssag e in the Bultmann-inspired existentialist g a rb. 496

His judgment was devastating:

Speaking f or my self, I must say I find it hard t o
i mag ine h ow Bultmann could inspire me to study theology ,
t o p rea ch, o r even to believe. And I think this has
s omet h ing to do with the e xtreme arbitrariness of this
i n t erp retation. That is where, judged by the text it
p ro f e ss e s to expl ain, it fa lls short .497
I n v i e w o f Bultma nn's commitment to existential philosophy
a nd h i s r ole in introducing it into theology as a fundamental
e l e me n t o f theolog izing , Barth, not without humor, suggested
tha t Bul t ma nn ' s d a y of conversion came when he first met
H ei' d e gge r

. 498

Ba rth under s tands well why Bultmann more than once has
di s owned t he liberal label and why many liberal theolog ians
h ave t h oug h t

t h a t the Marburg exeg ete is too orthodox to be

one o f t hem .

All hing es on the fact that Bultmann does not

elimi n a te the biblical elements which some consider indigestible but

seeks t o interpret them. 499

Barth also accepts the

fact--Bultmann calls it preunderstanding--that everyone approaches the New Testament with some kind o f preconceptions

494 Ibid.

l

495 Ibid., p. 112.

496 rbid.,

P• 116.

4 97rbid., p. 117.

498 Ibid.,

p . 120.

499 Ibid., p. 106.
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as to its poss ibilities, truth, and importance.

He, how-

ever, refuses to g r a nt the role for the concept which
Bultmann demands for it in his existentialist interpretation
of the Scrip tures. 5 00
Bart h is clearly critical of Bultmann's major theoloqica l i ns i g h ts , but he does not underestimate the latter's
po ten tial sph e r e of influence.

This is reflected in his

t ong ue- i n-cheek remark:
If t h e olog y in the second half of our century became a
theolog y o f d emytholog izing and of existentialist int erp r e t a tion, with a prior understanding as its sine
qua non a nd i t s own framework of imagery , let us at
least h o pe t h a t Israel will not be punished with too
ma n y qua il s 1501
Ba rth ' s e s s ay demonstrates conclusively that it is
u ltima tel y i mpos s ible to be a follower of Barth and Bultmann
s i mul taneously .

Their presuppositions and methodolog y are

mu t u a l l y exclus ive.

According to Torrance, the way of Barth

leads t o t h e e stablishment of Christianity on its own solid
God-g iven f oundations, whereas the way of Bultmann leads to
t he d issolution of Christianity in secular culture and the
pursuit o f theolog y as an expression of an existentialist
way of life. 502

500
501
502

Barth is likely to agree with this judgment.

Ibid., p. 124.
Ibid., p. 128.
Torrance, p. 207.
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Against t h e Strea m:

Shorter Post-War Writings (1946-1952)

The collection of Barth's post-Second World War essays
which the a u t hor chose to call collectively Against the
Stream s how a preponde rance of interest in political quest ions , particul arl y in those dealing with issues between
the Eas t a nd the West. 503

While the framework of his

thought is u n y i e ld i ng l y Christian and Christocentric, his
interest i n severa l o f the e ssays is fr a nkly political.

As

one might expec t from a collection of occasional writ i n g s,
a v a riety o f literary s hap e s i s applied to v arious subjects~ 4
A listing of the ess ays wi ll indic a te the breadth o f the ma terial touched on:

" The Christian Community and the Civil

Commun ity , " "The Christi a n Community in the Midst of Politic a l Cha n g e:

Documen t s o f a Hungarian Journey," "The

Church Between Ea s t a nd West," "Political Decisions," "The
Chr istian Me ssage in Europe Today ," "The Christia n Messag e
and the Ne w Humanism," "The Jewish Problem and the Christian
Answer," " The Christian Understanding of Revelation,"
"Pov erty ."

The occa sional essays clearly demonstrate that

Ba rth ' s theolog i z ing does not force him into esoteric aloofnes s.

Rat her it promotes a dee p personal concern for the

actua lity and urg ency of the human situation.

503
Karl Barth, Against the Stream: Shorter Post-War
Writing s 1946-52, translated by E. M. Delacour and Stanlev
Godman (New York: Philosophical Library, 1954), pp. 10-11.

0 04

Longer essays, lectures, extempore discussions,
letters, etc.
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What surpr ised many was Barth's post-war stand on the
East-West conflict.

He seemed to be reluctant to condemn

Communist ic totalitarianism.

Emil Brunner's sharp open

letter invi t ed Barth to elaborate on the subject.sos

In

g uarded but ominous tones Brunner directed to Barth a threat
i ntende d t o include all sympathizers of totalitarian Cormrunisn:
What will he Ufromadkal , what will his friends have to
say f or themselves when this totalitarian system that
h a s been f o rced on their people collapses and is brought
t o judg ment, as the Nazi system was broug ht to judgment
in t h e Nuremberg Trials? They will stand convicted as
coll a borators, who not merely co-operated with the power
of t y r a nny and injustice but even set themselves up as
its champ ionsiS06
Barth , i r ri tat e d, was quick to respond.

He asserted that

a nyone who would like a political disclaimer of Communism's
s ys tem a nd methods from him may have it at once.

But he

a dded , " Ho wever, wha t is g iven cheaply can be had cheaply.":fJ7
He r emind e d Brunner that "when the Church witnesses it moves
i n f e a r a nd trembling , not with the stream but against it. 11508
Bart h had criticized Communism before.

As a result of

his firsthand i mpressions of Communism in Hungary in the
spring and summer of 1948 he had observed that the political
system there and the life behind the Iron Curtain was anything but pleasant. S09 His criticism, however, had been

~ 05 Emil Brunner in Barth, Against the Stream, pp. 1-6-13.
S0 6 Ibid., p. 112.
SO?Ibid., p. 116.
SOSibid.
sogibid., p. 102.
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softened wi th admiration for the humility, patience, alertness, bravery, and faith of the people.

In fact, he thought

that Hung ary was experiencing a reli g ious revival where the
church a nd society were learning to work tog ether on a ser1. ous

.
b as1s.
. 510
an d genuine

Many must have been surprised to

hear from Ba rth that the Hungarians
are not too open to new ideas, particularly in the social sphere , to be able to commit themselves to a
complete rejection of Communism. They know the weakness of the West at any rate well enough not to feel
themsleves obliqed to throw in their lot with that
side.511
In 1949, still influenced by Brunner's thoug htful open
letter , Ba rth elucidated his opinions on the East-West conflict in "The Church Between East and West," perhaps his
most important statement on the matter.
"very dirty and bloody hands • • •

11

He recognized the

of Soviet Russia, its

honesty in g odlessness, and its attempt to solve the burning
social problem to which the West has not as yet paid adequate
attention. 512

He refused to draw close parallel lines be-

tween the Nazi and the Communist ideologies and governments.
As far as National Socialism was concerned, he regarded it
simply as a mixture of madness and crime without a trace of

510

Ibid., p. 105.

511 Ibid., p. 104.
512

Ibid., pp. 139-40.
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reason.

513

It had tried to represent and recommend itself

in the g uise of a falsified Christianity.

Communism, said

Barth, has never made the slightest attempt to reinterpret
or to f a lsify Christia nity.
It has never committed the basic crime of the Nazis,
the remova l a nd replacement of the real Christ by a
National Jesus, and it has never committed the crime
of anti-Semitism.514
In Barth 's opinion Christians should shun the East-We st conf lict which he des cribed as the political struggle between
America and Russia. 515

In fact he felt that this strugg le

was not g enuine, necessary, or even interesting .

He favored

eve ry rel axation of the tension and appealed to the remaining f und o f reason which may still be at the disposal of the
.
1 y unreason a bl e h umani. t y . 516
no t orious
battle-cry agai nst the East his own. 517

He refused to make the
Rather he suggested

that ,
With t he gospel in our hearts and on our lips, we can
only g o throug h the midst of these two quarreling g iants
with the prayer : "Deliver us from evil! • • • 11 What
we c a n do in the mi dst of the conflict can only consist
in the wholehearted, sincere and helpful sympathy which
we are in duty bound to extend to all its victims as
far as lies within our power. 518
51311 Ten years a go it was a question of National Socialism, and that was not a movement which had a single serious
question to put to us, but it was quite simply a mixture of
madness and crime in which there was no trace of reason. At
that time it was still impossible for anyone to realise the
full depth and extent of its madness and criminality."
Ibid., p. 136.
514 Ibid.,

P• 140.

515 Ibid., pp. 128, 131.

516 Ibid.,

517 Ibid., p. 138.

518 Ibid., p. 131.

p. 131.
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The Christian Church, according to Barth, should therefore
stand neither against the West nor the East.
tion is to walk between the two. 519

Its only op-

To become partisan on

the side of the West would mean "dabbling in politics and
expressing badly certain completely unclarified and imperfectly grounded Western ideas. 11520

Barth emphatically

insisted that the Christian-political Confession today must
consist in the renunciation of partisanship to the West. 521
Wi ll Herberg, a prominent contemporary social commentator himsel f , who has called Barth one of the most influential
social thinkers of our time, is frankly disappointed in the
Swiss theologian's assessment of Communism and what he terms
"his blind prejudice against America.

. . . 11522

Herberg

hopes that Barth has not yet said his last word on Communism~23
Also Charles West, a respected American scholar of Christian
social thought, in an appreciative review of Barth's thinking on Communism, finds him poorly informed and guilty of
ineptitude in the field of social and political decisions. 524

519 Ibid., p. 144.
52 0ibid., p. 143.
521 Ibid

--·

52 2Karl Barth, Community, State, and Church, introduced
by Will Herberg (Garden City, New York: Doubleday & Company,
1960), pp. 13, 62-63. For a good critique of Barth's encounter with Communism see ibid., pp. 55-64. Also cf. Charles
West, Communism and the Theologians: Study of an Encounter
(Philadelphia: Westminster Press, 1958), pp. 177-325.
523Herberg in Barth, Community, State, and Church, p. 64.
524west, p. 304.
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Will Herberg no doubt is right in concluding that it is
perhaps better not to inquire too closely into Barth's
judg ments on Communism because the study would not be particularly rewarding .

Rather he suggests, and one is

inclined to ag ree,
Le t us be g rateful to Barth for the great service he
h as r endered in deepening and illuminating our theolog ica l understanding of social questions by his
wr i ting s in the Hitler era7 let us be grateful , too,
fo r the ~ lements of truth contained in his recent
t hinking , for we above all need to learn never to
ide nti fy our c a use, however just, with the cause of
God . 5 25
"The Huma nity of God"

(1956)

When Ba rth published his Church Dogmatics III/2 Emil
Br unner l a beled the author as "the new Barth. 11526

A dozen

years l ater a nd a fter the appearance of Barth's Evangelical
The ology :

An Introduction another commentator spoke of "A

New 'New Barth'? 10527

Both writers made their point but per-

h a p s the label really best fits Barth as author of "The
Huma nity of God."

Actually it is almost unbelievable that

the man who wrote the R~merbrief and the Christliche Dogmatik
would ever lecture on the humanity of God.
just tha t.

However, he did

The lecture was delivered at a me e ting of the

525Barth, Community, State, and Church, p. 63.
526 Brunner, "The New Barth: Observations on Karl Barth's
Doctrine of Man," IV, 124.
527 Robert T. Osborn, "Interpretation in Contemporary
Theology: A New 'New Barth'?" Interpretation, XVIII (January
1964), p. 62.
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Swiss Reformed Ministers' Association in Aarau on September
25, 1956, and subsequently published in English in a small
book bear ing the same title. 528
What was new about Barth's theology?

Quite a lot.

He

repudiated his former one-sidedness in his treatment of the
doctrine o f God, he emphasized the Christological orientation of Christi a n theology, he recognized man as the covenantp a r tner of God , a nd he stressed the theological importance of
the church.
In 192~ Barth admits, he would have bee n embarrassed to
speak on the h uma.nity of God.

He would have suspected evil

imp l ications lurking in the topic . 529

However, wha t he said

in the t wenties about God a nd man was said in the context of
theolog ic a l liberalism.

It was well said and well meant and

it was s a id utterly in earnest .
somewha t

Nevertheless it was said

seve rely, brut a lly , and in part heretically.

His critics he lped him to ide ntify the problem:

530

he had

worke d a l most exclusively with the concept of diastasis and
only incident a lly had he recogni z ed the complementary concept
o f a n a logy . 531

Reminiscing, Barth saw it thus:

52 8i<arl Barth, The Humanity of God, translated by John
Newton Thomas and Thomas Wieser (Richmond, Virginia: John
Know Press, 1960), p. 37.
529 Ibid., p. 38.
53 0ibid., p. 43.
531 Barth has Balthaser in mind when he speaks of a
" s hrewd friend from another shore" who called his attention
to the diastasis-ana logy issue.
Ibid., p. 44.
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I believe it consisted in the fact that we were wrong
exactl y where we were right, that at first we did not
know how to carry through with sufficient care and
thoroug hness the new knowledg e of the deity of God
which was so exciting both t o us and to others.532
By now his perspective had changed considerably:
It i s a matter, however, of God's togetherness with
man .
Who God i s and what He is in His deity He proves
a nd revea l s not in a vacuum as a divine being-forHi msel f , but p recisely and authentically in the fact
tha t He e x ists, speaks, and acts as the partner of
man , t houg h of course as the absolute superior partner.533
The d e ity a l s o h as the character of huma nity.

In fact God's

deity , p roperl y understood, includes his humanity. 534

Indeed

Barth ' s d oct rine of God h a d undergone a sig nificant developnent.
Second l y , Ba rth's theolog y in "The Humanity of God" is
fra nk l y Christ olog ical in orientation.

According to him the

q u estion i s not who and what God is but rather who and what
is God i n Jes us Christ.

Looking from the vantage point of

Chri stology , that is, from the superior and more e xact standpoint of the c e ntral and entire witness of Holy Scripture, it
becomes clear that what God truly is and what man truly is
must be sought in the fullness of their togetherness, in
their covenant which proclaims itself in Jesus Christ. 535
In Jesus Christ the fact is once and for all established that
God does not exist without man . 536

"In Jesus Christ there

is no isolation of man from God or of God from man. 537
11

532 Ibid.

533 Ibid., p. 45 .

534 Ibid., p. 46.

535 Ibid., p.

536 rbid .,

537 Ibid., p. 46 .

p.

so.

47.
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Retrospectively Barth felt that had he had the wisdom to see
the God-man relationship from the Christological perspective
rig ht from the beginning , perhaps later changes in his
thoug ht could have been avoidea. 538

At any rate, now he

felt that "theology can think and speak only as it looks at
Je s us Chri st and from the vant age point of what He is. 11539
Thirdly , Barth stressed that man was God's covenantp a rtner.

God i s not an abstract deity, strange and inhuman.

I n Christ His deity does not exclude, but includes His humanity .

In Hi s divinely free volition and election, in His

own sovereig n decision He is human.

His humanity is His

free affirmation of man, His concern for him, His free subs t itution for him. 540

It follows that it is quite a

di st inction to be created man, a distinction which belongs
t o all who bear the human countenance.

It is man's because

he is the being whom God willed to exalt as His covenantp a rtner.541

This covenant-partner concept significantly

balances the Kierkegaardian infinite qualitative distinction
statements of Barth's earlier years.
Fourthly, quite significant also, is the seriousness
with which Barth speaks of the church.

At one time he was

able to see the theological relevance of the church only as
a negative counterpart to the Kingdom of God.

The form of

the church's doctrine, its worship, and its juridical order

538 rbid.

539 Ibid., p. 55.

540 Ibid., p. 51.

541 Ibid., p. 52.
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seemed all too human and thus not important.

The earnestness

and zeal spent on such ma tters seemed even superfluous, if
not injurious.

In retrospect Barth recognized that such an

a ttitude bordered on esoteric gnosticism. 542
The new Barth insisted that there was no "private
Christianity."

Jesus Christ is the Head of His body, the

church, and only thus is He the Head of its members. 543
Ba rth came to believe that in a truly living church perhaps
nothing is inconsequential.

He described eloquently the

role and place of the church in theology when he said:
We believe the Church as the place where the crown of
humanity, n a mely, man's fellow-humanity, may become
visible in Christocentric brotherhood. Moreover, we
believe it as the place where God's glory wills to
dwell upon earth, that is, where humanity--the humanity
of God--wills to assume tangible form in time and here
upon earth.
Here we recognize the humanity of God.
Here we delight in it. Here we celebrate and witness
to it.544
Perha ps the above discussion really warrants one to speak of
a "new Barth" in 1956.

542

Barth said: "In all this we at least approached
the theory and practice of a spiritual partnership and an
esoteric gnosticism." Ibid., p. 62.
543
544

Ibid., pp. 63-64.
Ibid., p. 65.
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A Visit to America (1962)
It is not oriously well known that Ba rth has not always
been on friendly terms with America. 545
contact s wi t h the New World, though.

He h a s not lacked

Already in the Gottingen

period he received correspondence from the United States. 54 6
For a long time, however, he preferred to decline invitations
for a persona l visit. 547

Perha ps what he felt to be differ-

ences betwee n American and Continenta l ways of Christian
thinking and speaking bothered him. 548

Certainly his re-

lucta nce to leave his writing desk for an extended period of
time wa s a f a ctor. 549
After officially retiring from his teaching chair at
Ba sel, Barth decided to accept the joint invitation of the
Div inity School of the University of Chicago and Princeton
Theological Se mi nary and pay his first visit to the United
States.

The pres s took adequa te note of his arrival in the

545Ka rl Barth, Brief an einen Pfarrer in der Deutschen
Demokratischen Republik ( Zollikon: Evangelischer Verlag,
1958), p. 32. Also see footnote 522 for Will Herberg's
as s essment. Also cf. "Witness to an Ancient Truth," Time,
LXXIX (April 20, 1962), 59.
-546smart, p. 161.
547 Barth, "How My Mind Has Changed--1928-1938," LVI
(September 13, 1939), 1098.
548Barth, "How My Mind Has Changed," LXVI (March 16,
1949), p. 334.
549Karl Barth, Evangelical Theology: An Introduction,
translated by Grover Foley (New York: Holt, Rinehart and
Winston, 1963), p. ix.
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spring of 1962.

A Roman Catholic observer commented that

the visit had something of the "spectacularity of an unprecedented approa ch of a heavenly body" about it. 550
mag azine quipped:

Time

"Among Protestant theologians, Barth's

arrival h a s caused as much stir as would a visit by the Pope
to a Jesuit convention. 11551
Barth kept his lecture appointments at the Rockefeller
Cha p el in Chicag o where he drew a crowd of over twenty-four
hundred, a nd later at Princeton, New Jersey, where he delivered "The Annie Kinkead Warfield Lectures of 1962."

He also

lectured more briefly in Richmond, Virginia and San Francisco.
Theology, however, was not his only concern in America.
His seven-week, ten-sta te trip permitted some sightseeing
a nd a g enerous sha re of non-theological encounters. 552

He

550
Edward D. O'Connor, "Karl Barth in Chicago," Review
of Politics, XXIV (October 1962), 451.
551 Time, LXXIX (April 20, 1962), 59.
552 His sightseeing trips took Barth to the wilderness
of Arizona, the Gra nd Canyon, the bay of San Francisco and
the Golden Gate bridge, the lively metropolises of New York
and Chicago, three great American prisons, Chinatown in San
Fra ncisco, and Ea st Harlem in Manhatten, as well as the
Lincoln monument in Washington, D. c. Above all he insisted
on visiting the sites of the American Civil War (ManassasBull Run, Fredericksburg, Chancellorsville, Gettysburg). He
says tha t, "For hours or even whole evenings I sat together
with businessmen, actors, Talmud-Jews, journalists, Roman
Catholic theolog ians, and even with a small group of real
live Communists." Barth, Evangelical Theology: An Introduction, p. viii. Barth remembered particularly his
encounters with attorney William Stringfellow of New York,
Mrs. Anna M. Kross, Commissioner of Correction of New York
City, and Dr. Anna Hedgeman, champion of the cause of the
American Negro. He also met Billy Graham and had his picture t a ken with Martin Luther King. In Chicago Ba rth
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summed up his "impressions" in one word--"fantastic. 11553

The

Americans on their p a rt were pleasantly surprised and impressed that the author of the somewhat forbidding Church
Dogmatics would turn out to be a man with a shrewd sense of
humor and a constantly smoldering pipe who preferred the
avant-garde theater and Gettysburg battlefields to ecclesia stical sight-seeing tours. 554
For his lecture material Barth brought along the first
part of his "swan-song" manuscript from Basel University.
He had lectured there once a week on "EinfUhrung in die
evangelische Theologie."

His intentions had been,

to render a short account to myself and my contemporaries of what, up to now, I have basically sought, learned,
and represented from among all the paths and detours in
the field of evangelical theology during my five years
as a student, twelve years as a preacher, and subsequent
forty years as a professor.555
Now he shared his mature thoughts with the American audiences.
It was evident from the beginning that a change had occurred

attended two plays by Edward Albee and a coffeehousenightclub act at The Second City. In New York he saw a
Tennessee Williams' drama. For an overview of his activity
in the United States consult Barth, "Foreword to the American Edition," Evangelical Theology: An Introduction,
pp. iii-xii; and "Witness to an Ancient Truth," Time, LXXIX
(April 20, 1962), 59.
553 Barth, Evangelical Theology: An Introduction, p. vi.
554Robert McAfee Brown, "Introduction," in Casalis,
p. 2.

555Barth, Evangelical Theology: An Introduction,
pp. xii-xiii.
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since publication of the basic volumes of Church Dogmatics.556
He introduced now, what he called "evangelical theology."
The label wa s meant to stress that this theology treats the
God of the Go spel.

"Evang elical'' points to its "catholic"

continuity a nd unity in close kinship with the New Testament
a nd Reformation theology.

"Theology" signifies a special

s cience who s e t a sk is to a pprehend, understand and speak of
" Goa.

11 557

modest.

This eva ng elical theolog y, stressed Barth, is
It refuses to claim tha t authority which belongs to

God a lone.

The presuppositions with which it operates are

three fold:

(1) the general event of human existence in in-

s oluble dialectic confronted by the self-proclamation of God
in t he Go s pel;

(2) faith of the men who are allowed and

willing to a cknowledg e God's self-proclamation: a nd (3)
.§.Qll,

.!:,fil!-

the capacity for perception, judgment, and language

common to believers and non-believers alike.

The object of

this theolog y is God in the history of his deeds, in the
event of His self-disclosure.

The God of this theology is

no lonely, " a bsolute" God: He exists with man, by him, and
for him.

He is man's God who is his Lord as well as his

556At Princeton in one of the question sessions Barth
explicitly acknowledged the change in his theology. He said:
"From 'Christian Dogmatics' to 'Church Dogmatics' a nd now
'Eva ngelical Theology'--! ask you to see this movement as one
towards a less formal, more material, less abstract, more
concrete kind of thinking. I don't know whether I will ever
find a fourth way!" Karl Barth, "A Theological Dialogue,"
Theology Today, XIX (July 1962), 177.
557

Barth, Evangelical Theology: An Introduction, pp. 3,5.
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father, brother, and friend.

This theology is a dynamic,

critical, free, and happy science.558
Ba rth h a s felt for some time, and still feels so, that
theology needs no a pology.
Word of God.

It stands and falls with the

The Word of God precedes all theological words

by creating , a rousing , and challenging them.

The entire

log ic of theology c a n only be a human ana-logy to the Word.
This implies tha t the analogical thought and speech dare not
cla im to be, to conta in, or to control the original Word.
Thus theology a ctua lly is not a creative act but only a
pra ise of the Creator and of His act of creation.

The Word

con s titutes and calls forth theology out of nothing.

It is

the Word tha t God spoke, speaks, and will speak in the midst
of men.

Through this Word God discloses His work in His

covena nt wi t h ma n.
covenant-partner.
theology.

He discloses Himself as the primary
This Word, the Logos, is the creator of

"By it," says Ba rth, "theology is shown its place

and assi g ned its t a sk.

Eva ngelical theology exists in the

serv i ce of the Word of God's covenant of grace and peace. 11 559
It is interesting to note how closely Barth ties the
theology of the Word of God to Christology.
thus:

558
559

Ibid., pp. 6-12.
Ibid., p. 20.
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Theology responds to the Word which God has spoken,
still speaks, and will speak again in the history of
Jesus Christ which fulfills the history of Israel. To
reverse the statement, theology responds to that Word
spoken in the history of Israel which reaches its culmination in the history of Jesus Christ.560
Ba rth insists, as is to be expected, that evangelical
theology is closely related to the biblical witness to the
Word of God.

It sha res with biblical witness the concern

for human response to the divine Word.

But

it should never

forget that its relationship to God's Word is not primary
but only secondary.

Only as a mirror of the biblical wit-

ness does it relate to the Word of God.

Above all it must

be made quite clear that the position of theology may not
be exalted above that of the biblical witnesses.

In order,

however, to be evangelical theology it must seek to know the
God of the Gospel.

It is in the Holy Scriptures that theol-

ogy confronts a polyphonic testimony to the work and word of
God.

The work of the theologian is nor easy.

It may even

elicit blood and tears. 561
The confrontation of theology with the Word of God and
its witnesses, according to Barth, takes place in the
community.

Here Barth makes a point of refusing to use the

word "Church."

In fact he goes so far as to advise:

"it is

best to avoid the word 'Church' as much as possible, if not
altogether. 11562

He defines "community" as "the commonwealth

SGOibid.
SGlibid., pp. 30-36.

562Ib'd
__
1_., p. 37.
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gathered, founded, a nd ordered by the Word of God, the 'communion of the saints. 111563

Every member of this community

is called to be a theologian.

Especially theology is not to

be surrendered to others by those engaged in the ministry
of God's Word.

This is so because the task of theology is

to f a ce the question of the proper relation of human speech
to the Word of God, that is, the origin, object and content
of this speech.

This work must be carried on in the context

of older and more recent tradition which determines the
pres ent form of the witness.
The Anselmic orientation of Ba rth is evident.

The

f a i t h of the community must seek understanding, fides
gua?.rens intellectum.

No ecclesiastical authority should be

allowed to hinder theology from honestly pursuing its critic a l t ask. 564
All the a bove is meaningful and effective, however,
only in a nd by the power of the Spirit.
theology is also a spiritual theology.

A truly evangelical
"The Holy Spirit is

the power tha t bestows free mercy on theology and on theologians just as on the community and on every single
Christian. 11 5 6 5

Only God the Holy Spirit can rescue theology.

"Only in the realm of the power of the Spirit can theology
be realized as a humble, free, critical, and happy science
of the God of the Gospel1' 566

563 Ibid.

564Ib
'_d_ •
=.;;;a,al.

565rbid., p. 58.

566

,

p. 43.

Ibid., p. 55.
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This essentially is wha t Barth used to conclude his
teaching career in Basel and this is what he lectured on to
the American audiences.

It is a blueprint of Barth's latest

formulation of theology--evangelical theology. 567
The Patriarch of Protestant Theology
The long and active career of Karl Barth has firmly established him as one of the most significant theologians of
the century. 568

Although he himself neither wants nor ac-

cepts the title of p a triarch of Protestant theology, that is
exactly what he is. 56 9
For some time now the octogenarian theologian has been
a ware of the adva ncing years and the nearness of God's judgment.

He knows that there might be time only "to bring in a

567

The German lectures, now also in English, included
sections on "Theological Existence," "The Threat to Theology,"
and "Theological Work." These sections rest on the foundation of "The Place of Theology" which formed the substance
of the American presentation. Barth's Evangelical Theology:
An Introduction is singularly appropriate and rewarding for
students of theology. Especially the beginning student who
is looking for a theological perspective will find Barth's
lectures useful.
568
Most contemporary theologians agree with this statement even if they do not happen to agree always with Barth's
theological viewpoints. See Torrance in footnote 1: Casalis
in footnote 2: McAfee Brown in Casalis, p. 2: Will Herberg
in Barth, Community, State, and Church, p. 11: Hordern,
p. 83: Paul Tillich, Systematic Theology (Chicago: University
of Chicago Press, 1951), I, 5.
569 aarth, Evangelical Theology: An Introduction, p. x.
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few last sheaves

.,570

Yet he is happy and grateful

tha t he has been permitted to work for such a long time. 571
This is not the place to offer a comprehensive analysis
of Barth's mature theology.

The mention of only~ few ac-

cents of his "mellow" thought will have to suffice.

Basically,

through the years and as a result of many theological wanderings, detours, and even some retractions, Barth's theology
has become milder, more grace-oriented, more Christocentric,
and more dedicated to the joyous praise of God.
A milder theology.-- At one time Ba rth did furious battle
a gainst those who did not sha re his views.

Some may even

h a ve thoug ht of him as a "gloomy gladiator" or a "fireater"
on the b a sis of his Romans commentary and the angry ''No" to
572
Brunner.
It is true, he used to have a taste for controvers y.573

But according to him at least his desire to

plung e into public or private disputation has completely
pas sea. 574

For the benefit of those who are interested to

track down the change of directions in his theology Barth
writes:

570

Barth in Smart, p. 65.

571 Barth, "How My Mind Has Changed--1938-1948," LXVI
(March 9, 1949), 298.
572 Ba rth, Evangelical Theology: An Introduction, p. x.
573 cn, III/2, x.
574cn, IV/1, ix.
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From my own standpoint, the comparatively simple truth
is tha t, although I still enjoy debate, I have gradually
a cquired more and more feeling for the affirmations by
and with which we can live and die.575
Had he the opportunity a nd occasion to rewrite his Church
Dogmatics I/1, he has said, he would use a more irenic approa ch.576

He is thankful to those who offer criticism of

his work and suggest what must not be said in theology, but
he is more impressed and pleased with those who make an
effort to show what may be said. 577

Clearly a taste for

criticism h as g iven way to positive theological affirmations.
He himself is satisfied wi t h this change and believes that
in this new irenic stance, possibly a concomitant of age, he
h as accomplished more tha n in the belligerency of his earlier
years. 578

Why this change?

Barth suggests that the con-

sciousness of his own limitations played a major role.

He

came to realize that " a fter all, one is in the same boat with
one's opponents

.,579

This made him readier now and

then to suffer unjustified attacks without immediately stepping foreward to defend himself, and consequently also less
zealous to attack others. 580

575 co, III/4, xiii.
576Godsey, Karl Barth's Table Talk, p. 40.
577 co, I I I/4, xii-xiii.
578Barth, "How My Mind Has Changed--1938-1948," LXVI
(March 9, 1949), 298.
579 Ibid.

SSOibid.
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A more gra ce oriented theology.-- Already in 1939 Barth,
commenting on the work of the past decade, said, "My new
t a sk was to take all that has been said before and to think
it through once more and freshly and to articulate it anew
as a theolog y of the grace of God in Jesus Christ. 11581
Berkouwer is correct when he _points out that grace has
p layed a significant role in Barth's theology from its inception.582

Already in the Romans commentary Barth said

tha t the theme of theology was g race. 583

The consciousness

of g race h a s been a constant companion on his theological
journey.

Man lives in and by God's grace.

God is the mere husk of His Yes. 584

Even the No of

The No is enclosed

wi t hin God's creative, reconciling, and redeeming Yes to
585
man.
In f a ct, the object of theology is the living God
Himself in His free gra ce. 586

The gracious love of God, the

Aga pe, alone is the dominant and formative prototype and
principle of theology. 587

Theology is possible only by

SSlBarth, "How My Mind Has Changed--1928-1938," LVI
(September 20, 1939), 1132.
582 G. c. Berkouwer, The Triumph of Grace in the Theoloav
of Karl Barth, translated by Harry R. Boer (Grand Rapids,
Michigan: Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing Company, 1956), p. 37.
583 R2, p. 530.
SS4Barth, Evangelical Theology: An Introduction, p. 156.
585 Ibid., p. 93.
586rbid., p. 166.
587

Ibid., p. 203.
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grace.

The truth is that to be a theologian is a fact of

grace. 588

Barth himself evaluated the change in his theology

by observing that, "Theologically, the message of God's grace
came to seem more urgent than the message of God's law, wrath,
accusation and judgment.

11589

No more needs to be said.

Berkouwer h a s quite adequately demonstrated the significance
of the triumph of grace in Barth's theology. 590
A more Christocentric theology.-- Again it is true that
Ba rth has always been conscious of the significance of Jesus
Christ for Christian theology. 591

At the time of the Romans

commenta ry, however, not Jesus Christ but the infinite qualitative distinction between God and man was the key to
Barth's theology.

Slowly he learned that Christian doctrine

has to be exclusively and conclusively the doctrine of Jesus
Christ.

He himself is well aware of the change and describes

it as follows:
The positive factor in the new development was this:
in these years I had to learn that Christian doctrine,
if it is to merit its name and if it is to build up the
Christian church in the world as she must needs be
built up, has, to be exclusively and conclusively the
doctrine of Jesus Christ--of Jesus Christ as the living

588 Ibid., p. 73.
589Barth, "How My Mind Has Changed--1938-1948," LXVI
(March 9, 1949), p. 298.
590Also see McAfee Brown on the subject in Casalis,
pp. 18-19.
591 For example, already in the Romans lectures the role
of Jesus Christ is significant. R2, pp. 69, 76, 11~ et al.
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Word of God spoken to us men. If I look back from this
point on my earlier studies, I may well ask myself how
it ever came about that I did not learn this much sooner
and accordingly speak it out. How slow is man, above
all when the most important things are at staket592
Thus Barth pursued consciously a Christological concentration in theology.

At least one critic has claimed that all

changes in Barth's thinking are related to the "increasing
concentration of all his theology u:pon Christology. 11593
certainly holds true in his Church Dogmatics.
gelical Theology:

This

Also in Evan-

An Introduction, Barth makes it clear that

the only possible center, the primary center, of theology is
Jesus Christ. 594
A

joyous theology of praise.-- Someone has ventured the opin-

ion tha t

if someday Barth is adjudged a great heretic, it
595
· ·
w1·11 b e f or h is optimism and not £or hi s pessimism.
The
chara cter of his faith is robust and merry. 596

His theology

592 Ba rth, ''How My Mind Has Changed--1928-38," LVI
(September 20, 1939), 1132.
593Klaas Runia, Karl Barth's Doctrine of Holy Scripture
(Grand Rapids, Michigan: William B. Eerdmans Publishing
Company, 1962), p. 209.
594 Barth, Evangelical Theology: An Introduction, IP• 89-90.
595McAfee Brown in Casalis, p.6i also see Hordern, p.84.
596 Ronald Gregor Smith in Barth, Against the Stream,
p. 9.
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is a happy science. 597

He even injects humor into wei ghty

theological treatises. 598
To Barth theolog y is also a n a ct of prayer.

He says

tha t, "The first and basic act of theological work is
prayer. 10599

In a ll its dimensions, relationships, and move-

ment s theology must have the manner and meaning of prayer.GOO
Barth h a d to learn to regard theology as a praise of
God.

With a touch of humor he wrote in 1949,
in these ten years ~938-194~ I have come to realize
as never before how much praise man is just simply
bound to give to God his Maker. This I hold a g a in
for the sake of which I willingly put in second place
the wistful desire to be young er, though I cannot suppress tha t desire.601
Ha s Ba rth now arrived in some safe harbor and termina ted

his restless search for theological truth?

Is he beckoning

to others to join him in enjoying his discoveries?

This is

h a rdly the c ase.

By no means does he claim to have spoken
the l a st word in theology . 602 No one knows wha t he might

597 Ba rth, Eva ngelical Theology: An Introduction,
pp. 167, 204.
598 For a treatment of humor as stylistic feature in
Ba rth's thinking s ee the essay by Heinrich Vogel, "Der
La chende Barth," Antwort, pp. 164-71.
599 Barth, Eva ngelical Theology: An Introduction, p. 160.
GOOibid.
GOlBarth, "How My Mind Has Changed--1938-1948," LXVI
(March 9, 1949), 298.
602 Ba rth, The Humanity of God, p. 381 Barth, 11A Theological Dialogue," p. 1711 Ba rth, Evangelical Theology: An
Introduction, p. xi.
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say or write yet in the future.

Only angels know what Church

Dogmatics V will contain, and they seem to be reluctant to
reveal their secret.
Barth invites others not to memorize his theology but
to work at theology for themselves.

He firmly believes that

dogmatics awaits and hopes for a future consideration of the
Word of God which would be better, truer and more comprehensive than is possible at this time. 603

Probably he is

sincere when he says that, "I should very much like to be
present when I a m radically superseded by this or that
schola r, provided tha t he supersedes me along lines that
offer really g ood prospects. 11604

603

a a rth, Evangelical Theology: An Introduction, p. 181.

604 co, rr r /4, xii.

CHAPTER III

MEN AND MOVEMENTS THAT FIGURED IN BARTH'S
THEOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENT
Karl Barth himself has stated that "as individuals we
can learn from many. 111

Throughout his career he, perhaps

more than most theologians, has taken the trouble to listen
to what others have had to say so that he himself could participa te in the lively art of theological dialogue.

He has

been unwilling to neglect any period in the history of
Christian thought. 2

This is so because he firmly believes

tha t no period in the church's history has a monopoly on
Christian truth.

He insists that no era of the church has

been without the Word of God.

The fathers and brethren in

the church may not be neglected.

Their voices have to be

regarded as authoritative in a strictly spiritual sense however.3

Barth looked upon all the theological work as a

response to the fathers and brethren.

He said:

"Therefore

these fathers and brethren have a definite authority, the

1
Karl Barth, The Doctrine of the Word of God: Prolegomena to Church Dogmatics, Vol. I/2 of Church Dogmatics,
edited by G. w. Bromiley and T. F. Torrance, translated by
G. T. Thomson and Harold Knight (Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark,
1956), p. 613. Hereafter referred to as CD, I/2.
2Karl Barth, The Doctrine of the Word of God: Prolegomena to Church Dogmatics, Vol. I/1 of Church Dogmatics,
translated by G. T. Thomson (Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, 1936),
p. 433. Hereafter referred to as CD, I/1.
3 cD, I/2, 653.
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authority of prior witnesses of the Word of God, who have to
be respected as such. 114

By no means does Barth slight those

men of the past with whom he has little theological affinity.
In fact the nineteenth-century theology with its liberal
Protestant movements have rated a major publication, Die
protestantische Theologie im 19. Jahrhundert which appeared
in English in an abbreviated version as Protestant Thought:
From Rousseau to Ritschl. 5

T. F. Torrance has observed that

in a sense the history of Karl Barth and the development of
his thought is the history of European theology.

He recapit-

ulates the whole evangelical theology of the Continent in
himself by bringing it into sharp focus and giving it comprehensive treatment. 6

Of course here the history of evangelical

Protestantism cannot be the goal.

A more realistic and more

modest goal would be to attempt to highlight some of the
theologians who in a special way made an impact on Barth at
different stages of his theological development.

Only very

few must be chosen from among the literally hundreds of writers who have influenced Professor Barth positively or negatively.

4 cn, r/2, 573.
5Karl Barth, Die protestantische Theologie im 19.
Jahrhundert: ihre Vorgeschichte und ihre Geschichte (ZurichZollikon: Evangelischer Verlag, 1947)i Karl Barth, Protestant
Thought: From Rousseau to Ritschl, translated by Brian Cozens
(New York: Harper & Brothers, 1959).
6Thomas F. Torrance, Karl Barth: An Introduction to His
Early Theology, 1910-1931 (London: SCM Press, 1962), p. 30.
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Evangelical Background: Fritz Barth,
Calvin, and Luther
Fritz Barth
Karl Barth's home environment was in the orthodox Reformed tradition. 7 His father Fritz Barth had been in the
parish ministry as had his father.

From the parish at

Reitna u in Argovie, Fritz Barth moved to Basel to teach at
the Eva ngelical Semina ry.

From there he went to Bern to be-

come a Privat-Dozent a nd later professor of church history
and New Testament exegesis at the University of Bern.
this happened when Karl was only three.

All

He grew up in an

intellectua lly and spiritually stimulating environment in
which he learned to respect his father's views.
he also learned something from his brothers.

No doubt

Heinrich be-

came a recognized philosopher and an expert on Plato, and
Pete r

(died 1940) distinguished himself as a serious Calvin

scholar. 8
Father Fritz Barth's theological loyalties were decidedly on the conservative side.

This became evident when

the topic of Karl's education was discussed.

After Karl had

studied for some time in Bern where he listened to his

7Jerome Harner, Karl Barth, translated by Dominic M.
Maruca (Westminster, Maryland: Newman Press, 1962), p. 218.
8

a. A. Willems, Karl Barth: An Ecumenical Approach to
His Theology, translated by Matthew J. van Velzen (Glen
Rock, New Jersey: Pa ulist Press, 1965), pp. 15-16.
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father's lectures, he wanted to enter the University of
Marburg where the famous Wilhelm Herrmann of the liberal
tradition held forth.

Fritz Barth did not approve and rec-

ommended the much more conservative institutions of Halle
and Greifswald.

As already indicated, Barth continued his

education at Berlin.

Thus it can be said that Karl Barth

spent his youth in the traditional evangelical Calvinistic
tra dition of his parents and learned to appreciate this
heritage.
Calvin a nd Luther
Ba rth did not master the theologies of Calvin and Luther
early.

He was seriously occupied with the studies of Refor~

mation theology in January 1922.
Ca lvin claimed his attention. 9

In April of the same year
At the same time Barth indi-

c a ted that further serious Luther study still awaited his
attention. 10 As he discharged his duties as Reformed
preacher and Professor of Reformed theology in G6ttingen,
he made frequent use of Calvin's commentaries, the Institutes,
and Heppe's Reformed Dogmatics.

With the help of these

tools he discovered a new world within the Bible and grew
in his appreciation of the Reformation insights into biblical

9James D. Smart, editor and translator, Revolutionary
Theolo
in the Makin: Barth-Thurne sen Corres ndence,
1914-1925 (Richmond, Virginia: John Knox Press, 1964,
pp. 81, 96.
lOibid., p. 96.
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theology. 11

While Barth continued to make the Reformation

heritage his own as he developed his theology of the Word of
God, he recognized quite early that he belonged to the evangelical Reformed sector of the church.

This he vocalized

freely in the Church Dogmatics when he informed the readers
that for him church dogmatics was necessarily Reformed
dogmatics. 12

By then he had come to the clear conviction

tha t Luther and Calvin were the real guides in the church,
and that the Reformers' theology together with older Protestantism was a free investigation of the truth. 13

The

Reformers came in fact to occupy a unique place of authority
in his dogmatic work.

Barth said:

Reformation and the authority of the Reformers does
undoubtedly involve retrospective selection and decision, and of such a kind that we cannot count
unreservedly w th the authority of any one of the
older fathers. 4

1

In the second version of his Romans Commentary {1922)
Ba rth showed interest in Luther and Calvin.

Perhaps the

kinship to Luther seems even warmer than that to Calvin, but
neither of the theologians dominated the work.

15

As will be

11 Torrance, p. 96.
12cn, I/2, 830-31.
13cn, r/2, 293, 613.
14cn, I/2, 614.
15Karl Barth, The Epistle to the Romans, translated fran
the 6th German edition by Edwyn c. Hoskyns (3rd impression:
London: Oxford University Press, 1953), pp. 117, 137, 141,
292, 324, 411, 423, 428, 472 (references to Luther): pp. 324,
340, 410, 421, 479 {references to Calvin).
Hereafter referred to as R2.
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documented in Chapter VI, the use of both Luther's and
Calvin's work is considerable in the 1927 Prolegomena.

Here

Calvin references outnumber those of the German Reformer.
In 1933 and in 1936 Barth had occasion to devote pamphlets
to Luther and Calvin.

There the church was called to listen

to the theologies of the Reformers as was done in the essay
"Reformation als Entscheidung" (1933). 16

In the Prolegomena

of 1932-1938 Luther is very frequently consulted and sometimes preferred to Calvin. 17 At times both Reformers must
18
face Ba rth's criticisms.
The lack of uncritical attitude
on Barth's part should not surprise the reader because he
h a s made it abundantly clear, in reference to the Reformers,
that,
Not those who repeat the doctrine most faithfully, but
those who reflect upon it most faithfully so that they
can then expound it af their own doctrine, are their
most f a ithful pupils. 9
Liberal Theology: Schleiermacher,
Ritschl, Herrmann
University days brought Karl Barth into contact with the
liberal theology in the line of Schleiermacher, Ritschl, and
16
Karl Barth, Reformation als Entscheidung. Theologische
Existenz heute, Nr. 3 (Mnnchen: Chr. Kaiser Verlag, 1933):
Lutherfeier 1933, Theologische Existenz heute, Nr. 4 (Munchen:
Chr. Kaiser Verlag, 1933): Calvin, Theologische Existenz heute
Nr. 37 (MUnchen: Chr. Kaiser Verlag, 1936).
17CD, I/2, 521.
18For Luther criticisms see CD, I/1, 386, 387: CD, I/2,
168, 310; for Calvin criticisms see CD, I/2, 419.
19cD, I/2, 619.
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Herrmann.

This theology impressed him deeply so that later

when he outgrew the student days of discipleship, he retained
a capacity for appreciation of Schleiermacher's and Herrmann's
efforts.
Friedrich Schleiermacher (1768-1834)
Friedrich Daniel Ernst Schleiermacher had come from a
f amily of Reformed preachers.

Due to his father's interest

in the Mora vians of Herrnhut, Friedrich Schleierrnacher received his early educa tion in the paedagogium of the
Mora vians at Niesky, followed with Moravian seminary tra ining a t Ba rby.

Later his studies took him to the University

of Ha lle (1787-1789).

His background was more than inci-

denta lly influential on his theological development which
turned out to be Christocentric and subjective. 2O

His im-

porta nce g rew as he, in the midst of his enthusiasm for
romanticism, published anonymously the now-famous On
21
Religion:
Speeches to Its Cultured Despisers.
Apologetic
in intention, it established the author as a cultural theologian who sought to effect a rapprochement between the
culture of his day a nd the Christian faith.

Barth has ad-

miringly observed that Schleierrnacher was not "trotting

2O
otto W. Heick, A Historr of Christian Thought (Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1966, II. 169.
21 Friedrich Schleiermacher, On Religion: Speeches to
its Cultured Despisers, translated by John Oman (Harper
Torchbooks edition; New York: Harper & Brothers, 1958).
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behind the times, as theologians so often do, but in advance
of the time as a born man of the age, and, further, as 'one
dedicated to the achievement of a better future. 11122
Schleiermacher seemed to realize the possibility for a theologian to be both a modern man and a Christian with a good
conscience.

Some may raise the question here as to whether

Schleierma cher's work was really Christian.

Barth handles

the problem in this interesting manner:
The quality of being a Christian is the motif in
Schleiermacher's theology for which there are indeed
indica tions that it is present, but which we cannot
vouch for and the presence of which, therefore, with
him a s with a ll other theologians, we can and must
ultima tely take upon trust.23
The Speeches pleased neither the Rationalists nor the disciples of Protesta nt orthodoxy.

Even many men of new learning

a s Herder, Schiller, Goethe, Schelling, and Hegel remained
i ndi f fere nt or even critical.

Nevertheless they brought

success among the romanticists and, more important, had a
l a sting effect on the theology of the nineteenth century.

24

By 1820 Schleierrnacher was ready to present his theology in
a tightly systematic fashion.

His dogmatics, The Christian

Fa ith, offered a carefully structured system based on the
theme of pious self-consciousness of the individuai. 25

The

22 Barth, Protesta nt Thought: From Rousseau to Ritschl,
p. 315.
23 Ibid., p. 314 .
24

Heick, II, 173.

25 Barth, Protesta nt Thought: From Rousseau to Ritschl,
p. 353.
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first part of the work centered around the developnent of
tha t

religious self-consciousness which is both presupposed

by a nd contained in every Christian religious affection.
The second part treats the facts of the religious selfconsciousness as they are determined by the antithesis of
sin a nd g r a ce.

The Christian Faith reflected boldly his

Christocentric orientation .

Schleiermacher wrote:

We h a ve fellowship with God only in a living fellowship with the Redeemer, such that in it His absolutely
sinless p erfection a nd blessedness represents a free
sponta neous act i vity, while the recipient's need of
redemption represents a free assimil a tive receptivityl6
His doctrine of reconciliation, however, caused serious concern a mong theologians.

He phrased i t thus:

"The Redeemer

a s s umes believers into the power of His God-consciousness,
a nd this is His redemptive activity. 1127

Whatever one may

t hink of the results of Schleiermacher's dogmatics, the bold
a nd creative attempt to develop the contents of dogmatics
out of the pious self-consciousness of Christian experience
deserves s erious attention.

An unfriendly Lutheran critic

h as summed up his assessment of Schleiermacher in what actually a mounts to glowing terms:
One of the most remarkable theologians of history,
Schleiermacher was a man of penetrating intellect: a
philosopher and a theologian: a universal mind of remarkable insight into psychological facts: a creative

26Freidrich Schleiermacher, The Christian Faith, edited
by H. L. Ma ckintosh and J. s. Stewart (Edinburgh: T. & T.
Clark, 1956), p. 371.
27 Ibid., p. 425.
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genius: an organizer of thought, endowed with a wonderful ability to systematize his materials: a seminal
mind: a prophet at the portal of a new age: inexhaustible in suggestions, even where his leading position is
not acceptable. He was the father of modern theology.28
In his very early publications Barth seems to be under
the spell of Schleiermacher.

This is evident in his first

sizeable publication, "Moderne Theolgie und Reichsgottesa rbeit " which a ppeared in Zeitschrift fur Theologie und
Kirche in 1909.

In this essay Barth a sserted that the es-

sence of modern theology was religious individualism and
tha t the individua l Christian consciousness was the basis
of Christian knowledge.

Since faith by its very nature de-

mands persona l experience, Barth felt that it was the duty
of the Christians to t a ke full and clear account of the relation of this experience to the genera l cultural consciousness on its scientific side.

The process which begins with

the scientific investiga tion of the Christian past must end
with the absolutely inner act of faith, which in itself is
ina ccessible to a dequa te intellectual definitions, but must
Be in harmony with the cultural milieu of modern man. 29
Barth's "Der christliche Glaube und die Geschichte," a paper
delivered on October 5, 1910, and two years later printed in
Schweizerische Theologische Zeitschrift, also shows deep
roots in the Schleiermacher tradition.

James Smart has

28Heick, II, 182-83.
2 9i<arl Barth, "Moderne Theologie und Reichsgottesarbeit,"
Zeitschrift fur Theologie und Kirche, XIX, Nr. 4 (1909),
317-21.
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pointed out that the central problem of theology at this
time for the twenty-four year old theologian was "the relation of the present experience of God--the inner life of
the Christian, his obedience, his peace--to the whole history
of religion in the past. 1130

In 1914 another major essay,

"Der Glaube an den pers5nlichen Gott," appeared from Barth's
pen. 31

In trying to probe the possibilities of attributing

personality to God, Schleiermacher's influence was again
evident.

Religious experience was viewed as the inner for-

tress of religion which underlay all intellectual formulatiais
of Christian faith, but to which these formulations had to
do full justice. 32
But the time came in Barth's theological development
when he no longer could go along with Schleiermacher.

A

letter of his friend Thurneysen, written on October 6, 1921,
recorded the days when he and Barth no longer shared the
faith of Schleiermacher and had the courage to admit it to
one another.

Thurneysen wrote to Barth:

"and now you have

to venture a very big and important step farther into the
dark. 1133

By the time of the second Romerbrief Barth had

30Jarnes o. Smart, The Divided Mind of Modern Theology:
Karl Barth and Rudolf Bultmann 1908-1933 (Philadelphia:
Westminster Press, 1967.
31 For an analysis of this essay see infra. pp. 227-84.
32Karl Barth, "Glaube an den personlichen Gott,"
Zeitschrift filr Theologie und Kirche, Neue Folge, XXIV, Nr.l
(1914), 21-32.
33
smart, Revolutionary Theology in the Making, p. 75.
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become a severe critic of his former master.

All the refer-

ences in the Romans Commentary, and there were really very
few of them, were critical of Schleierrnacher.

The following

sums up his attitude:
Nothing is so meaningless as the attempt to construct
a religion out of the Gospel, and to set it as one
huma n pos sibility in the midst of others. Since
Schleiermacher, this attempt has been undertaken more
consciously than ever before in Protestant theology-and it is the betrayal of Christ.34
In the same year (1922) in an essay, Barth explained that he
no long er could consider Schleierrnacher a good teacher of
the ology.

He felt that Schleierrnacher had been disastrously

dim-sig hted in regard to the fact tha t

"man as man is not

only in need but bey ond all hope of saving himself. 1135

One

cannot, concluded Ba rth, speak of God simply by speaking of
man in a loud voice.

Now the voices of Kierkegaard, Luther,

Calvin, Paul, and Jeremiah sugg ested to him that Schleiermacher never possessed a clear and direct apprehension of
the truth that "man is made to serve God and not God to serve
man. 1136
In 1924 Barth wrote an interesting essay on "Schleiermacher's Celebration of Christmas," which both showed his
warm interest in the nineteenth-century theologian and also

3 4R2, p. 225.
3 5Karl Barth, The Word of God and the Word of Man,
translated with a new foreword by Douglas Horton (Harper
Torchbooks edition: New York: Harper & Brothers, 1957),
pp. 195-96.
36 Ibid., p. 196.
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in his critical stance.

In one of the typical passages,

Barth commented on Schleiermacher's meaning of the Christmas
festival as follows:
Christ therefore is not the necessary origin of our
festivalr but our festival itself is so beautiful and
possesses such "power" that i t would even ~ possible
to celebrate it as the "origin" of Christ. 7
Barth obviously did not approve of the sentiments of Schleiermacher.

In 1926 and 1927 Barth again was dealing with

Schleiermacher.

The essay entitled simply "Schleiermacher"

(1926) was a serious and careful critical appreciation.
After some rather strongly worded negative conclusions,
B2.rth allowed tha t

"I believe that I am in agreement with

my friend Emil Brunner when I consider our common controversy with this man as a running battle.
it as such. 1138

I would continue

In October 1927, Barth in a lecture to the

second Theological Week of the Reformed Association in
Elberfeld, entitled "The Word in Theology from Schleiermacher to Ritschl" was preoccupied with what to him was a
fundamental problem of theology.
a prominent part. 39

Schleiermacher again played

It is not surprising, therefore, that

Schleiermacher also figured prominently when Barth prepared
for publication his studies on the history of nineteenthcentury Protestantism in 1947.

He went so far as to say:

37Karl Barth, Theology and Church: Shorter Writings
1920-1928, translated by Louise Pettibone Smith and an introduction by T. F. Torrance (New York: Harper & Row, 1962),p.149.
38 Ibid., p. 199.

39Ibid., pp. 200-16.
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"The first place in a history of the theology of the most
rece nt times belongs and will always belong to Schleier1140
ma cher, and he has no rival.
He admitted that one is
more strongly impressed every time one considers the wealth
a nd ma g nitude of the tasks Schleiermacher assumed and by the
mora l a nd intellectua l equipment with which he approached
them. 41

But inevita bly judgment had to be passed on the

t h e ology which wa s constructed between the poles of experience a nd history. 42
s omewha t

Ba rth was forced to conclude, perha ps

s adl y , tha t the results of Schleiermacher's work

s tood as a cha llenge to the decisive p remise of all Christian theolog y. 43

Although it is clear tha t

Schleiermacher's

t h e ology h a s p l ayed a major role in Professor Barth's development, its extent can be surmised only from the many
ref ere nces to the nineteenth-century theologian in both
Prolegomena. 44
Albrecht Ritschl (1822-1889)
Of the ma jor theologians, Albrecht Ritschl of G6ttingen
is one of the least appreciated by Professor Barth.

This is

40 Barth, Protestant Theology: From Rousseau to Ritschl,
p. 306.
41 Ibid., p. 307.
42 Ibid., p. 331.
43
Ibid., p. 354.
44 on this point see also infra, pp. 421-99.
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contrary to cha racter since the Swiss professor is noted for
his good will towards those in the history of the church
wi th whom he disagrees.

Ritschl, the middle figure in the

success ion of modern liberal Protestantism from Schleiermacher to He rrmann, had more of an influence on the future
theolog ians, young Ba rth included, than Ba rth was willing
t o a llow.

One must remember tha t theologians of Ritschlian

s trip e as Herrma nn, Ka ftan, Ha ering, Kirn, Kattenbusch,
Ha rna c k , a nd Ra de esta blis hed a distinguished tradition. 45
It may be tha t Ba rth's judgment of Ritschl was affected by
the f a ct tha t the latter's influence was via Herrmann r a ther
tha n b y direct confrontation.
Rits chl h a d rejected speculative rationa lism as well as
s ubj e ctive my sticism.

He taught that the Word of God was to

be found in Scripture alone, more specifically the New Testament.

Me thodologically he differed from his great predecesscrs

in tha t he did not start with the subjective Christian cons ciousness but with the Gospel of Jesus Christ.

The

Ritschlian task of theology was to expound the norm to which
Christia n piety must conform.

Ritschl believed that in rev-

elation God's claim on man became evident.
for an anthropological analysis.

There was no need

The theologian's primary

t a sk was to spell out the infinite meaning of Jesus Christ
for the concept of God.

As it worked out for Ritschl,

45 Barth, Protestant Thought:
p. 390.

From Rousseau to Ritschl,
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Christianity was the absolute ethical religion based on the
Person and work of Jesus Christ who founded the Kingdom of
God.

By virtue of the great act of obedience on the part of

Jesus, His followers, having their sins forgiven, were declared righteous.

To the question as to whether Jesus was

really God, Ritschl would respond that this can be known
only from Christ's worth for man's souls.

The Christian's

voca tion was not to memorize metaphysical formulations but
strive for the Kingdom of God, divine righteousness, and
fr eedom over the world.

Ritschl was convinced that the

Christian religion was no mere feeling.

He saw it as a

powerful force which in Christ makes men masters of the
46
world.
This kind of theology exposes itself to the dangers of
r a tionalistic moralism and historical positivism, and, if one
47
.
·
h a 1 so t o Pe 1 agianism.
.
.
is
to 1 isten
to Bart,

Bu t the f ac t

remains tha t Ritschlianism did more or less successfully
challenge Schleiermacher's anthropological orientations and
did direct attention to Christ as a representative of God
for man.

To all this Barth was exposed, directly or indi-

rectly, and the influence left a mark, even if Barth is
unwilling to admit it.

46Hugh R. Mackintosh, Types of Modern Theology (London:
Nisbet and Co., 1937), p. 172.
47
p. 394.
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In Barth's early published correspondence one hears
48
little of Ritschl.
His second Romerbrief neglects even to
list Ritschl as a consulted authority.

The first Prolegomena

has very few comments about Ritschl, and practically all of
them are nega tive.

The Prolegomena of the Church Dogmatics

h a s a more g e nerous sprinkling of Ritschl-references, but
few if a ny are prompted by motives other than to underscore
the differences betwee n Barth and the GOttingen theologian.
In his Protestant Thought:

From Rousseau to Ritschl Barth

devoted an unusually short chapter to Ritschl.

The writer

agrees with Jaroslav Pelikan who has pointed out the inadequa cy of Barth's treatment of Ritschl. 49

Unconvincingly,

Barth insisted on Ritschl's lack of real importance. 50

He

did, however, give credit to Ritschl for showing the possibility of abandoning the Schleiermacher-Hegel approach
to theology. 51

No doubt this was one of the really signif-

icant influences of Ritschl that he bequeathed to those
that followed.

Barth, however, rejected the alternatives

that Ritschl offered.

In a way he summed up his sentiments

about Ritschl when he said:

11

The plan for the overcoming

48smart, Revolutionary Theology in the Making, pp. 36,
47, 92, 93.
49

Barth, Protestant Thought: From Rousseau to Ritschl,

p. 10.
50Ibid., pp. 390-91.
Slibid., p. 392.
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of the Enlightenment had to be taken up again, after it had
been postponed for awhile, while theologians were blinded
by Ritschl's simplifications. 1152
Wilhelm Herrmann (1846-1922)
As Wilhelm Pauck has informed his readers, Barth began
his parish ministry as a Ritschlian of the Herrmamtype. 53
In his student days Barth had very nearly idolized Herrmann.
Betwee n the years of 1908 and 1909 Barth had been able to
spend three terms at Marburg, a time which he considered
the mo st beautiful of his student life. 54

According to

Father Willems, Barth once characterized Herrmann as the
mo s t pious liberal theologian of his generation. 55

Barth

said :
Scholar s are not of one mind on what precisely is entailed in being a real pupil of a real master--neither
in general nor in theology in particular. In my own
case, I let Herrmann say to me one essential truth.
This truth, followed out to its consequences, later
forced me to say almost everything else quite differe ntl y and finally led me even to an interpretation of
the fundamental truth itself which was entirely different from his. And yet it was he who showed me that truth.
I cannot claim its discovery for myself and I must now
openly and gratefully acknowledge my indebtedness.56

52 Ibid.
53 wilhelm Pauck, Karl Barth: Prophet of a New Christianity? (New York and London: Harper & Brothers, 1931), p. 42.
54willems, p. 19.
55 Ibid.
56 Barth, Theology and Church, p. 239.
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Herrmann, five years senior of the famed church historian Harnack, had settled at the University of Marburg in
1879.

Neither scholar had a taste for doctrinal orthodoxy

in terms of traditionalism.
burning scorn for it.

Barth has documented Herrmann's

For Herrmann revelation was an event

which confronts man with the reality of God, rather than a
tra nsmission of the ideas of other believers to which assent
must be g iven. 57

That revelation was an event, and not a

doctrine, was something that Barth did not find difficult
to appreciate.

But while questioning the theological method

of traditional orthodoxy, Herrmann did not count himself
p a rt of the liberal camp either.

The real liberals were in

the habit of discounting the authority of special revelation
of God in Scripture.

They proposed a religiosity based on

the being of the human spirit.

In opposition Herrmann in-

sisted on the transcendence of God and on the reality of a
revelation in Jesus.

Jesus Christ became the center for

faith as the One through whom alone God was fully known to
man and in whom man could realize his potential.

From the

vantage point of Christological center, Herrmann was able to
discern meaning for the doctrines of the Trinity and the Incarnation which many other liberal theologians were unwilling
to allow.

As will be evident later, Barth also built his

theology around the person of Jesus Christ and drew the

57

Ibid., p. 248.
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doctrines of Trinity and Incarnation into the Christological
orbit.

Herrmann, like Barth, rejected religion as a science

in the ordinary sense of the word.

The Christian faith was

a reality only to those who experienced it.

The experiences

of divine disclosure were of such unique character that they
were beyond objective general comprehension.
James Smart has pointed out that Herrmann owed a debt
to Kant when he based his belief in God on man's con.science. 58
He maintained that revelation of God took place in goodness.
As the child meets God in the goodness of his parents, so
Christians find perfect revelation of God in the perfect
goodness of the man Jesus.

Thus faith remained dependent

on Jesus who meets Christians both in the Bible and in the
lives of those who have encountered Him.

For Herrmann faith

then was "man's response to the Grace of God which he experienced in the ethical goodness of the inner life of Jesus. 1159
Herrmann had learned much from Schleiermacher, Kant,
and Ritschl, but he went beyond them in a way that pleased
Unlike Schleiermacher and very much like Barth,

Barth.

Herrmann engaged in battle against apologetics. 60

Barth

also appreciated Herrmann's pietistic tendencies that may
have come from Tholuck, and that ultimately had a deep

58

smart, Divided Mind of Modern Theology, p. 34.

59 Ibid.
60

Barth, Theology and Church, p. 258.
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pastoral concern behind the theological work.
words:

In Barth's

11 Herrmann's whole system is oriented towards the

cure of souls. • • • 1161

Barth also freely admitted that he

had learned the concept of freedom, an important and fundamental theological concept in Protestant theology, from his
teacher Herrmann. 62
Whatever else one might say about Barth's debt to
Herrmann, it should not be forgotten how he himself saw the
matter:
This possibility (of a scientific theology), which gave
the calling of the theologian its unique tempering, was
what we felt we gained from Herrmann's teaching. That
possibility! It is truly no small achievement that
Herrmann really showed us such a possibility ~gain. It
was a promise--to which indeed succeeded a certain disappointment. For the insecurity of the grounds on
which he based his claim presented a very great contrast to the deep fervour with which he made the claim.63
As Barth continued to work and grow, overt references to
Herrmann diminished.

Practically all the half a dozen refer-

ences in the first Prolegomena have a negative bent, and his
name practically disappears in the Prolegomena of Church
Dogmatics.
respect.

Nevertheless, a certain debt remained and so did
On one occasion Barth said, and this also helps to

clarify his relation to Herrmann, "Hermann on paper naturally
rebuts me.

But there is also a Herrmann in heaven, who per-

haps does not offer a rebuttal. 1164

61 Ibid., p. 261.

62 Ibid., p. 267.

63 rbid., p. 257.

64 Ibid., p. 256.
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The Religious Socialists: the Blumhardts,
Kutter and Ragaz
In the early parish ministry in Safenwil, Barth, together with his friend Eduard Thurneysen, a pastor in the
neighboring Leutwil, became interested in the sociallyoriented religious thought of Johann Christoph Blumhardt
(1805-1880), his son Christoph Blumhardt (1842-1919),
Hermann Kutter (1863-1961), and Leonard Ragaz (1868-1945).
The Blumhardts
Both Barth and Thurneysen have documented their debt to
the Blumhardts. 65 The interest in the Blumhardts, Kutter,
and Rag a z was coupled with concern for the evangelical socialist movement in Switzerland.

These men either sponsored

the movement or were its prominent mentors.

The Evangelical

Socialist Party had been organized against the Social Democrats.66

Its organization took place in 1906, but its roots

extended back to Swabian Pietism, a movement spearheaded by
the Blumhardts.
The elder Johann Christoph Blumhardt had an extraordinary ministry of healing in his parish at M8ttlingen.

A

65Barth, Die protestantische Theologie im 19. Jahrhunde~
p. 597~ Antwort: Karl Barth zum siebzigsten Geburtstag am 10.
Mai 1956 (Zollikon-Zurich: Evangelischer Verlag, 1956), p. 833.
66Hermann Kutter, They Must (Chicago: Co-operative
Printing Company, 1908), p. 16.
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deranged girl from the congregation was restored to health in
body and mind through the pastoral efforts of the concerned
Blumhardt.

He had done this by calling on the power of

Christ to liberate the girl from what he thought to be an
evil spirit.
came for help.

The news of healing travelled fast and many
Eventually in 1852 Blumhardt established a

center for restoration to both physical and spiritual health
in Bad Boll.

His motto came to be "Jesus Is Conqueror."

He

was convinced that Jesus Christ exercises his power today as
much as he had done in the New Testament times.

Although

working generally within the context of Pietism, he moved in
the direction of a strong emphasis on man's liberation from
forces of evil through the inbreaking of God's Kingdom.

He

firmly expected a new age to be dawning as men once again
received the Holy Spirit.

But the eschatological expecta-

tion of the Last Day of Christ's return was not coupled with
quietism.

Rather, Blumhardt engaged in a passionate protest

against everything in the present life that pointed to suffering.

In a sense, Blumhardt stood for the ministry to the

whole man.

67

Aware that Blumhardt was not a theologian in the theoretical sense of the term, and cognizant of his chiliastic

67

Smart, Divided Mind of Modern Theology, pp. 58-59:
Barth, Die protestantische Theologie irn 19, Jahrhundert,
p. 594.
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tendencies, Barth, nevertheless, recommended that academic
theology listen and learn from him. 68
Barth simply admired the involvement, piety, and the
accomplishments of Blumhardt.

On June 14, 1915, he wrote,

"I finished reading the book on Blumhardt (by Zundel) today,
mainly, with a feeling of shame!
how very small I am. 1169

Alongside such a man I see

Barth was also impressed by the es-

chatological emphasis in Blumhardt's message.

He was happy

to point out that before Schweitzer, Blumhardt had recognized
the eschatological character of the message of Jesus and advocated it in a biblical and realistic rnanner. 70

Although

Barth does not make extended use of Blumhardt in either of
the Prolegomena , he does list him in the 1927 version as a
theolog ian with whom he has affinity. 71

While Barth liked

the optimism of Blumhardt, he was weary of too easy a complacency that such optimism might generate. 72
Blumhardt's son Christoph {1842-1919) joined his father
in Bad Boll in 1869 and eventually assumed the responsibilities of leadership of the institution.

His thought stood in

68 Barth, Die protestantische Theologie im 19. Jahrhundert,
pp. 588, 597.
69
Smart, Revolutionary Theology in the Making, p. 30.
?Oibid., p. 16.
71Karl Barth, Die Lehre vom Worte Gottes: Prolegomena
zur christlichen Dogmatik, Vol. I of Die christliche Dogmatik
im Entwurf (Mdnchen: Chr. Kaiser Verlag, 1927), p. vi. Hereafter referred to as ChrD.
72R2, pp. 252, 276.
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close affinity with his father.

His concern, too, was other

than the pietistic preoccupation of the relationship of man
to God rather than God to man.

He did not encourage men to

concentrate on the individual concerns for salvation.
he pointed to the coming Kingdom of God on earth.

Rather

Thus it

was Blumhardt who impressed Barth and Thurneysen that proper
theology starts with God, His deeds, and His revelation, and
not with man, as even Barth had felt earlier. 73
Blurnhardt's call to

11

The younger

Jesus the Victor," impressed Barth so

that he devoted over a hundred pages to the elaboration and
treatment of the phrase in volume four of Church Dogmatics. 74
From Blumhardt came also a new appreciation for the place of
eschatology in Christian faith.

From the point of view of

Blumhardt, the present life had to be seen as an era between
the victory of Christ in His cross and resurrection and the
coming victory which will complete His sovereignty over the
world.

There is no need to despair in face of adversity

since the final victory was Christ's.

This meant that Chris-

tians now must wait and also make haste (Warten und eilen!).
Barth, too, learned to wait upon God's time, while fill~
with the impatience of the coming of His Kingdom. 75

Blumhardt's

7 3smart, Divided Mind of Modern Theology, p. 60.
7 4Karl Barth, The Doctrine of Reconciliation, Vol. IV/3a
of Church Dogmatics, edited by G. w. Bromiley and T. F.
Torrance, translated by G. w. Bromiley (Edinburgh: T. & T.
Clark, 1961), pp. 165-274.
75 smart, Divided Mind of Modern Theology, p. 61.
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social responsibility and activism also interested Barth.
Blumhardt identified so strongly with the workers that he
joined the Social Democratic Party and served six years as a
representative to the Landtag of WOrttenberg. 76

This kind

of courageous activism appealed to the young theologians
Barth, Thurneysen, and Brunner.

But already in 1925 they

were saying to one another that they could not remain spiritualists with Kutter, Ragaz, and younger Blumhardt, but had
to move further "to the point from which the Holy Spirit
comes:

to the church as the bearer with its doctrine and

Scripture. 1177
Herman Kutter (1863-1931)
Herman Kutter assumed pastoral duties at the New
Munster in ZUrich in 1898.

There he enjoyed the good will

and support of the proletariat.

In his radical manifesto,

They Must (1904), he declared the official Christendom to be
in direct opposition to biblical Christianity.

He felt that

the establishment of the church had fallen into atheism
since they had exchanged God for an idea.

He liked to speak

of the suffering masses, a worker-dominated future, a time
when problems and temptations would easily be met and solved.78

76 George Casalis, Portr7it of Karl Barth, translated from
the French with an introduct on by Robert McAfee Brown
(Garden City, New York: Doubleday, 1963), p. 42.
77 smart, Revolutionary Theology in the Making, p. 218.

7 8i<utter, pp. 17-21.
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His opposition to systems was based on the idea that all
systems tend to shut out God.
This Swiss disciple of Blumhardt, a founder of religious
socialism in Switzerland, claimed recognition that in his
day and age the power of God was at work in the movement of
the workers.

Claiming the New Testament as his yardstick,

Kutter found that churchgoers were often more ungodly than
the so-called godless Social Democrats.

Under the circum-

stances it seemed that the latter group was the one where
the true servants of God's Kingdom congre9ated.
As pastor his simple but powerful message was that "God
lives."

Jesus Christ is the one who makes i t possible for

our ages to experience the Father.
are one.

In fact He and the Father

But there is a difference between Jesus and men:

He had God and we do not.

But to have God means to accept

Hirn as the revolutionary God that He is.
taste for theological disputation.

Kutter had no

To him i t seemed that

the real task of the preacher was to proclaim the living
God.79
Kutter's influence on Barth and his friends can be
gathered from an excerpt of a letter that Thurneysen wrote
to Kutter in 1925.

It reads:

so far as my perception, judgment, and knowledge about
myself is concerned I intend no other focal point for
our theology than the theme which you, reverend pastor,
with the unique strength that is given you, have as a

79 srnart, Divided Mind of Modern Theology. pp. 62-63.
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preacher set powerfully before us: the majesty and
reality of God. That this become inescapably t h e ~
theme for us has led us, I think, in antithesis to the
theology from which we came, to open the Bible again
and to take it as Word of God.so
The stimulus was strong and of prime importance, but the time
came when Barth freed himself also from Kutter in order to
move on his own unique way. 81

Kutter was sorry that the

parting of ways had to come, but he could not help the widening gap between himself and Barth.

To Kutter i t seemed that

instead of proclaiming God, Barth's interests strayed in the
direction of theology-building and controversy.

This seemed

to Kutter to be just the right kind of "ready meal for the
theological eagles who are delighted that in disputing about
the concept of God they may forget the striving after God
himself. 1182
In the Prolegomena of both the Christliche Dogrnatik and
the Kirchliche Dogrnatik Kutter plays only a minor role.

He,

however, is listed in the Christliche Dogmatik as a theologian with whom the author shares some affinity. 83
Leonard Ragaz (1868-1945)
Leonard Ragaz was a professor of systematic theology at
the University of Zurich from 1908 to 1921.

At the same

80 smart, Revolutionary Theology in the Making, p. 213.
81 Ibid., p. 16.
82

Ibid., p. 210.

B3chrD, p. vi.
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time he became intimately involved with the problems of the
working class and believed that the Swiss Evangelical Socialism Movement would be the one force that could and would
help.

He, like Kutter, had learned to appreciate Blumhardt's

ideas.

He, in fact, paid his debt of gratitude by publish-

ing an appreciation, Der Kampf um Reich Gottes im Blumhardt,
Vater und Sohn. 84
As it turned out, Ragaz was unhappy as a theologian.
He was finally convinced that both theology and the church
were obstacles in the way of the coming of the Kingdom.

To

prove hi s point he resigned from the professorship in 1921
and devoted his energies to political-social activity.
Ragaz had been one of the first scholars in Switzerland
to take Kierkegaard seriously.

The No that he heard from the

Dane was balanced against the Yes of Blumhardt.
to Barth.

This appealed

The young pastors Barth and Thurneysen also re-

sponded to the social concerns and became religious socialists
before 1914.
When the disillusionment and parting of ways came, it
did not happen because of the justice for which the socialists
had called, but rather for the theological realization that
social movements cannot be identified with the coming of God's
Kingdom. 85

84Leonard Ragaz, Der Kampf um Reich Gottes im Blumhardt,
Yater und Sohn (Erlenbach-Z6rich: Rotapfel Verlag, 1922).
85 smart, Divided Mind of Modern Theology, p. 64.
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For a time Barth received strong stimuli from Ragaz,
but he never became his follower. 86

The Swiss socialists

played no active role in either of Barth's Prolegomena.
Theological Crisis:

Kierkegaard and Overbeck

Barth's theology may be compared to a bird in flight,
always moving and engaged in dynamic interrelationships.a?
Between the years of the two Romans Commentaries, Barth was
significantly influenced by the thought of Kierkegaard and
Overbeck.
Soren Kierkegaard (1813-1855)
The distinguished Lutheran Kierkegaard-student Martin
J. Heinecken admits that the unique Danish theologian is an
enigma and will continue to be so. 88 His influence, prac-

tically all of it outside his country and even century, has
been so broad that he has been claimed as the father of
Existentialism and the original force behind dialectical
theology of Barth and Brunner. 89

86 smart, Revolutionary Theology in the Making, p. 16.
87Karl Barth, Evan elical Theolo : An Introduction,
translated by Grover Foley New York: Holt, Rinehard and
Winston, 1963), p. 10.
88Martin J. Heinecken, The MomentBefore God (Philadelphia: Muhlenberg Press, 1956), p. 383.
89F. H. Heinemann, Existentialism and the Modern
Predicament (Harper Torchbooks edition1 New York: Harper
& Brothers, 1958), p. 30.
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Born into a melancholy family in Copenhagen, saren
Kierkegaard had an unhappy life and came to believe that the
curse of God rested on the family.
under the shadow of pseudonyms.

His life was mostly lived

The very gifted, witty, and

keenly polemical student of theology passed his theological
examination, entered the pastoral seminary, and delivered
his first sermon in 1841.
materialized.

But no fruitful parish ministry

Instead Kierkegaard felt that his real call-

ing was to defend true Christian life against its distortions
by the ecclesiastical establishment.

The bitter and brilliant

polemics which ensued broke his spirit and health.

He passed

away practically unnoticed on November 11, 1855. 90

But early

in the twentieth century his many works were beginning to be
translated into German, Italian, French, and, somewhat later,
into English.

As a result a Kierkegaard Renaissance ensued,

and his influence on philosophical and religious thought became widespread.

The lonely Dane of the nineteenth century

had become an honored thinker for the twentieth century.
Heinemann has called him an existential Christian. 91
Kierkegaard's serious influence on Barth does not date
from as early a time as is sometimes supposed, nor was his
influence altogether permanent.

90
91

Ibid., pp. 31-32.
Ibid., p. 32.

Barth himself has found an
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occasion to discuss the matter. 92

In 1909 he bought Kierke-

gaard's The Instant, but since his theological world was that
of Herrmann and Die Christliche Welt the strange volume made
93
little impression on him.
Then Barth was preoccupied with
the social-religious concerns of the Blumhardts, Kutter, and
Ragaz.

The Kierkegaard-impact came between the two Romans

Commentaries, and then Barth took the Dane seriously. 94
More will be said on Kierkegaard's influence on Barth's second Romerbrief in Chapter IV.

Barth's use of Kierkegaardi-

anisms and existentialisms in the two Prolegomena will be
postponed until Chapter VI.

Here some general observations

concerning the influence must suffice.
As is well-known, Barth was impressed by Kierkegaard's
95
infinite qualitative distinction between God and man.
Kierkegaard had wanted nothing to do with a philosophy in
which God was dissolved in the creature as the famous Hegel
had done. 96

Kierkegaard made this clear in the Concluding

Unscientific Postscript when he wrote:

92

Karl Barth, "A Thank You and a Bow: Kierkegaard's
Reveille," Canadian Journal of Theology, X_! (January 1956),
3-7.
93Ibid., XI, 4
94 Ibid., XI, S.
95 R2, p. 10.
96

Hamer, p. 229.
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But the absolute difference between God and man consists precisely in this, that man is a particular
existing being • • • whose essential task it is to
concentrate upon inwardness in existingi while God is
infinite and externa1.9 7
This principle of radical distinction between God and man
helped shape Barth's preoccupation with the concept of God
as the Unknown.

It helped to usher in a dialectic which was

congenial to the Barth of the second Remerbrief and eventually gave the name of "Dialectical Theology" to his thinking.
The dynamic nature of faith was another idea of Kierkegaard
which Barth found congenial.

According to the D~ne one is

always in the process of becoming a Christian rather than
already having arrived.
Kierkegaard's denial to establish faith on the basis of
history also was agreeable to Barth.

Kierkegaard had felt

that to establish faith on history is to substitute knowledge of facts for faith.

This would replace the risk of the

decision of faith with a form of human security.

The Christ

of the historian is not the one of faith which is open only
98
to involvement in discipleship.
Nor is God an object in nature that can be grasped directly.

In seeking God in nature one would arrive at

97

soren Kierkegaard, Concluding Unscientific Postscript,
translated by David F. Swenson (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1941), p. 195.
98

Smart, Divided Mind of Modern Theology, p. 106.
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uncertainty.

Contrary to this, Kierkegaard asserted God's

subjectivity which could be grasped only in faith.

But

faith is faith because it holds fast to that which is uncertain.

This root of faith Kierkegaard called the contra-

diction and risk. 99
Naturally enough Barth was also impressed by the Dane's
outspoken rebellion against the bourgeois appropriation of
Christianity as the religious reinforcement of its own
vested interests.

In this case a synthesis between culture

and Christ could only become a reality if vital elements of
the revolutionary nature of the Gospel would be ignored.
To Barth it seemed as if Kierkegaard would have the early
part of the twentieth century in mind.lOO
In time Barth came to view Kierkegaard's thought in a
more detached manner and felt that he no longer wanted to
associate closely with him.
about Kierkegaard:

11

On the one hand Barth says

I consider him to be a teacher into

whose school every theologian must go once.
has missed itl"lOl

Woe to him who

But then, like Barth, he must not linger

or return to it.
After the Romans Commentary Barth's references to
Kierkegaard diminished noticeably.

What remained was a

99Kierkegaard, p. 188.
100smart, Divided Mind of Modern Theology, p. 106.
lOlBarth, "A Thank You and a Bow: Kierkegaard's Reveille,"
XI, 7.
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Kierkegaardian "peculiar tone" that almost had to be sensed
rather than heard. 102

Already in the Romans Commentary

Barth complained about the Dane's poison of a too intense
103
pietism.
Barth later complained also of Kierkegaard's
gloomy Christianity, one-sided emphasis on the individual,
and even possible anthropological and reflective pietismf04
It seems that Arthur Cochrane was correct when he said:
"With Kierkegaard and the early Barth, the No had to be
uttered before the Yes could be spoken.

With the later

Barth the No can be heard only after a great af f irrnation. 11105
Franz Overbeck (1837-1905)
The year when Karl Barth's first RBmerbrief appeared,
another book, also by a relatively obscure author, saw the
light of day.

The essays of Franz Camillo Overbeck, late

professor of church history at the University of Basel, were
prepared for publication by his former student Carl Albrecht
Bernoulli. 106

His work had not attracted exceptional atten-

tion in his lifetime and at least partly became famous due to
Barth's interest.

102 smart, Divided Mind of Modern Theology, p. 106.
l0 3 R2, p. 276.
104 srnart, Divided Mind of Modern Theology, p. 105.
lOSArthur c. Cochrane, "On the Anniversaries of Mozart,
Kierkegaard and Barth," Scottish Journal of Theology, IX
(September 1956), 251.
106Barth, Theology and Church, p. 55.
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Professor Overbeck had been a unique individual indeed
since he believed that the discipline which he was teaching,
church history, was basically a false development.

Those who

assumed the role of representatives of Christianity from the
point of view of history did violence to the very nature of
Christianity. 107 Overbeck felt that church historians in
the past tried to write history with theological spectacles.
It seemed to him that the church should have the courage to
put such lenses aside and present the facts of history.
This would, according to Overbeck, lead to a profane church
history. but it would be the only kind of historical work
that would be strictly honest about the church.
Overbeck saw man's existence between two poles, Urgeschichte and Endgeschichte.

Man enters into the realm of

what is commonly known as history from the world of origins
(Entstehungsgeschichte) where no distinction between the
108
particular and the universal is observable.
At the end
of the historical human journey man enters an equally unknown Endgeschichte.

Between these poles of supra-temporal

and supra-historical realms is the temporality with its
relativity that commonly bears the label of history. 109
Barth was the first of the so-called dialectical theologians

107Franz Overbeck, Christentum und Kultur: Gedanken und
Anmerkungen zur modernen Theologie, edited by Carl Albrecht
Bernoulli (Basel: Benno Schwabe & Co., 1919), p. 8.
lOSibid., p. 19.
l0 9 Ibid., P• 15.
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to borrow the term Urgeschichte in order to find a meaningful
way of expressing the relationship of divine revelation to
historical reality.

Emil Brunner was more cautious about

the concept, but he, too, incorporated the term into his
theology. 110
Barth believed that Overbeck stood on the boundry line
between skeptic and inspired critic of the church. 111

He

attempted to interpret the fundamental idea of Urgeschichte
and death

11

with the deep sense of the dialectic of creation

and redemption which is there expressed. 11112

Barth liked

what Overbeck had to say of God and history:
The best school for learning to doubt the existence of
God as ruler of the world is church history, if it be
granted that that is the history of the religion,
Christianity, which was established by God in the
world and if it be assumed that God has guided its
history. Obviously he has done nothing of the kind:1 3
Barth observed that for Overbeck the only legitimate abode
for Christianity lay in the history before history, or
Urgeschichte.

This Urgeschichte, however, was not meant to

imply a priority of time, but rather a kind of a Entstehunqsgeschichte.114

Such a Christianity means nothing else than

110 Paul King Jewett, Emil Brunner's Concept of Revela,tlml (London: James Clarke & Co., 1954), pp. 24-27.
lllBarth, Church and Theology, p. 58.
112 Ibid., p. 60.
113 Ibid., p. 61.
1140verbeck, p. 24. Note the way i t was put: "Sie kann
vielmehr auch sehr jung sein, und ob sie alt oder jung ist,
macht Uberhaupt keine Eigenschaft aus, die ihr ursprunglich
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Christ and the faith of his followers in Him, insisted
Overbeck. 115

Clearly then, Christianity has no real exist-

ence in the common daylight of history.

Therefore no attempt

to establish Christianity will succeed; only that effort has
promise which deals with the heart of the matter itself, the
non-historical Christianity. 116
These thoughts set Barth in motion and helped him to
rethink and rewrite his Romerbrief.

No longer could the new

creation in Christ be described as real history which broke
into history in Jesus and became a life process.

Barth now

saw that all history, Christian and non-Christian alike,
stood under the sign of death and judgment.

It dawned on

Barth that the only way to link revelatory events and history
was to s peak of Urgeschichte.

Professor Smart is correct

when he observes that "Urgeschichte is in a real sense a redefinition of Heilsgeschichte, removing it to a realm beyond

Zuk~e.
Sie lasst sich an ihr nicht unmittelbar wahrnehrnen,
so wenig wie Oberhaupt der Geschichte irgend eine Beziehung
zur Zeit an sich zukornmt. Sondern alle Beziehung zur Zeit,
die sie hat, ist ihr erst durch das Subjekt ihres Betrachters
verliehen. So wenig wie Geschichte dberhaupt ist auch Urgeschichte irgendwie an einen Ort in der Zeit gebunden. Die
Urgeschichte des Urchristentums liegt zum Beispiel an sich
unter dem hellen Tageslicht der Geschichte. Dunkel, 16ckenhaft, findet sich da mitten in den dichtgedrangten und
aufgekl~rten Dokumentenfeldern der bereits alternden antiken
Kultur ein bedeutsames Beispiel· von Urgeschichte, wie es
klassischer auch in den sonst begreiflicherweise interessantesten Urgeschichte, den auch zeitlich altesten, nicht
vorliegt.
115rbid., p. 28.
llGibid., pp. 9-10.
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the historically visible. 11117

This Urgeschichte transcends

the brokenness of time and makes events far separated in
time contemporary. 118
Overbeck demanded cats' eyes of those who wanted to
pursue the problems of Urgeschichte. 119

Barth thought he

had the proper equipment to apply this category to theology.
He felt that Overbeck was giving him the No which was the
other side of Blumhardt's Yes.

Barth was grateful and con-

fident in the ultimate merit of Overbeck's work.

He wrote:

To have thrown these questions at us, and as was
proper, only to have hinted at the answers--that is
the service of Overbeck, for I~bch presumably there is
great appreciation in heaven.
Thurneysen has assured his readers that Overbeck was
not misunderstood by his friend Barth. 121

The very grateful

Barth used Overbeck's ideas extensively in the second Romerbrief, and was also kindly disposed toward him in the first
Prolegomena.

As the Kirchliche Dogmatik took shape in the

Prolegomena, relatively few direct references occur to Overbeck.

His influence, however, is still evident. 122

117 smart, Divided Mind of Modern Theology, p. 114.
118 Ibid., p. 116.
119overbeck, p. 20.

120Barth, Theology and Church, p. 73.

121 smart, Revolutionary Theology in the Making, p. 21.
122
CD, I/2, 58.
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Critic of Subjectivism:
Ludwig Feuerbach (1804-1872)
A mentor fully a s strange as Overbeck was Ludwig
Feuerba ch, a nineteenth-century philosopher whose avowed
intention was to turn theology into anthropology. 123

Al-

rea d y in the s ummer of 1920 Barth found good reasons why he
oug ht to devote a major essay to Feuerbach, the antit h eolog i a n.

He pointed out tha t few modern philosophers

h a d g i ven as much attention to theology as Feuerbach had
done, a nd thus h a d taken theology s eriously.

Also Feue rbach

was s i n g led out a mong the philosophers as compete nt to speak
in t he f i e ld of theology , thanks to his extensive acquainta nce wi th t h e Bible, church fathers, and p a rticularly Luther.
Ba r t h bel ieved tha t Feuerbach had penetrated deep into the
theolog ic a l position and was saying exactly what was pertinent
for the the olog ians. 124
Almo s t everything Feuerbach wrote was concerned with
relig ion.

Barth was particularly interested in his The

Essence of Christianity (1841), Philosophy of the Future
(1843), and The Essence of Religion (1851). 125 In these
works Feuerbach's intentions became quite evident.

By aban-

doning Kantian and Hegelian idealism he hoped to put man

123 Barth, Protestant Theology: From Rousseau to
Ritschl, p. 355.
124Barth, Theology and Church, p. 217.
125 rbid., p. 218.
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back to nature where he belonged.

He believed that the human

was the true and the real, and as such, the measure of all
things, including reason.

He admonished philosophers to be

nothing other than thinking men who do their thinking within
existence and not outside of it.
I and Thou, is truly God.

Man with man, a unity of

And reconciliation to the world

would then be also possible through other men. 126

When

Feuerbach proclaimed his strange gospel that the essence of
man is the e s s ence of God, he hoped to do honor to God bec a u s e his view of ma n was quite exalted.

Barth called this

" Feuerbach's strange Magnificat to the beloved God."127
I n Feuerbach's program Barth thought he saw what happened to a theology if it wanted to be anthropology.

For

Feuerbach the existence of God had become man's desire to
exist eternally, the incarnation had become a manifestation
of ma n become God, the resurrection had become man's longing
for an immediate certainty of his personal survival beyond
death, the Word of God had become the divinity of the word,
and the Holy Spirit had become the religious heart's repre128
sentation of itself to itself.
The anthropological
tendencies of Schleiermacher and the nineteenth century generally made it impossible for theologians to counter Feuerbach

126 Ibid., p. 221.
127rbid., p. 223.
128 rbid., pp. 224-26.
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effectively.

Barth also thought that he saw in Feuerbach a

note of warning for theology not to engage in mystical ideas
of union between God and man at the expense of an eschatologically guaranteed connection.

In this connection Barth

was thinking of what he considered Luther's over-emphasis
that Godhead should not be sought in heaven but on earth and
the Lutheran dogma of the communicatio idiomatatum in genere
majestatico by which the divine attributes are to be counted
for humanity. 129
As Barth saw it, the real weakness of Feuerbach was not
that he did not think enough of God, but that he was too optimistic concerning man.

Feuerbach had not taken the

wickedness and mortality of the individual seriously enough.DO
Through all the flagrant anthropocentricity of Feuerbach,
Barth thought he saw a glimmer of hope.

He wrote:

The question arises whether it might not in fact be
this whole man, soul and body, of whom Feuerbach
clearly sought to speak, who really corresponds to
God.
The question arises whether Feuerbach, with his
protest, might not after all have upon his side the
radical Easter belief, the belief in the resurrection
of the flesh, which prevailed in early Chrif ndorn and
still exists today in the Eastern Churches.

31

Why did Barth choose to publish the 1920 essay on
Feuerbach in 1927 in Zwischen den Zeiten7

Professor Srnart's

guess is, and i t seems to be a good one, that i t was not so

129 Barth, Protestant Thought: From Rousseau to Ritschl,
p. 359.
130 Ibid., p. 361.
1 3 lrbid., p. 360.
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much intended to unmask the intentions of the nineteenthcentury theologians as to sound a warning signal for himself
and his friends not to slip back into the anthropological
groove of the past.1 3 2
Theological Method:

St. Anselm (1033-1109)

No less unique than the fact that Barth found instruction in Overbeck and Feuerbach is his interest in the
medieval scholastic monk Anselm.

Barth has adequately doc-

umented his debt to Anselm of Canterbury (1033-1109). 133
Other writers agree that Anselm really became the turning
point in his thinking. 134
While working on the revision of the R~merbrief, Barth
wrote to Thurneysen on December 6, 1920:
I intend this very day to look into the Cur Deus homo?
of Anselm. For the rest we shall be happy that we have
already come so far- giefly through Overbeck whom we
cannot thank enough.

13

132

Smart, Divided Mind of Modern Theology, p. 152.

133Karl Barth, Anselm: Fides Ouaerens Intellectum,
translated by Ian Robertson (Richmond, Virginia: John Knox
Press, 1960), pp. 7, 111 John D. Godsey, editor, Karl Barth's
Table Talk (Richmond, Virginia: John Knox Press (1963) ),
p. 441 CD, I/1, vii.
134Hans Urs von Balthasar, Karl Barth: Darstellung und
Deutung seiner Theologie (Koln: Verlag Jakob Hegner, 1951),
p. 101. John McIntyre, St. Anselm and His Critics: A Reinterpretation of the Cur Deus Homo (Edinburgh: Oliver and
Boyd, 1954), p. 251 Willems, pp. 33-35~ Smart, Divided Mind
of Modern Theology, p. 194.
135 srnart, Revolutionary Theology in the Making, p. 55.
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From the Christliche Dogrnatik it is evident that Barth continued to study Anselm. 136

In the summer of 1930 Barth had

the opportunity to devote his full attention to Anselm as he
was offering a seminar on Cur Deus homo?

Further study in

Anselm, especially in his Proslogion, resulted in a book.
Anselm:

Fides Ouaerens Intellectum (1931).

him great satisfaction. 137

The work gave

The book is of such importance

to Barth's theological development that it deserves extensive analysis.

It, however, will be postponed until the

following chapter. 138

Professor Torrance sums up the impor-

tance of the publication:
There can be little doubt that the writing, and publication (in the following year) of his study Fides
Ouaerens Intellecturn represents the decisive turningpoint in his thinking, for it makes the final point
in his advance from dialectical thinking to Church
dogmatics.139
Barth himself has echoed this sentiment by admitting that in
Anselm's theologizing he found the vital key to an understanding of the whole thought process which he used in the
Church Dogmatics and which he regarded as the only proper
140
one for theology.
It set Barth free to work at theology

136ChrD, pp. 97-101, 144, 226, 227. 228.
137Karl Barth, "How My Mind Has Changed--1928-1938,"
Christian Century, LVI (September 20, 1939), 1132.
138 see infra, pp. 272-84.
supra, pp. 83-84.

Also see remarks under

139 Torrance, p. 182.
140 aarth, Anselm: Fides Quaerens Intellectum, p. 11.
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with joy and confidence.

Barth insisted that Anselm's

primary aim had been not rationalistic proof, but understanding in order to give the faithful joy in believing by
a demonstration of the ratio of their faith. 141

The very

nature of faith summons the believer to knowledge.

This

means that the very possibility of theology is inherent in
the n a ture of faith.

Faith itself is a response to the Word

of God, but only as it is heard from the witness to the
r ev e lation in the Scriptures and interpreted by the church.
Barth recognized in Anselm's work an outline of eight socalled theological conditions with which he agreed.

He

could only second that the knowledge which theology seeks
i s only a n extension and explication of that acceptance of
the Credo of the church which faith already presupposed.

He

r e cogni z ed with Anselm that there were limits beyond which
theologians could not penetrate.

He agreed that every theo-

logical statement was only an inadequate expression of its
object.

He also realized that the scientific certainty of

theological statements was not that of the certainty of
faith.

He further realized that the achievements of church

fathers were not perfect but really quite incomplete.

Hap-

pily he agreed with Anselm that the validity of theological
statements ultimately rested with God--one ought to remember
here Barth's concern for analogia fidei~ and he recognized
that faith was a prerequisite for a theologian in order to

141

Ibid., p. 15.
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achieve understanding.

Finally, Barth was impressed by

Anselm's practical piety in placing the whole process of
theologizing into the context of prayer. 142
The question has been raised whether Barth has understood Anselm correctly. 143

The distinguished Anselm student

John McIntyre argues that Barth's interpretation, especially
in terms of his aversion to natural theology, has weaknesses
which amount to self-contradiction. 144

The study of Anselm

interpretation, however, is not of primary concern here.
What matters is that Barth learned from Anselm to theologize
in a more confident way, and this led him to surrender the
dialectical method in favor of that of analogy. 145

142

Barth's

Smart, Divided Mind of Modern Theology, pp. 196-97.

143Mcintyre, p. 32; Willems, p. 36.

144 Ibid., p. 37. Said McIntyre: "In fact Barth in his
efforts to show that St. Anselm is not a 'natural theologian'
seems almost to forget what he himself has so emphatically
affirmed, namely, that St. Anselm does not argue from the
authoritative given-ness of Scriptural or credal sentences
to certain dogmatic conclusions. There lies the great weakness in Barth's analysis of St. Anselm's methodology, and i t
is a weakness which amounts to self-contradiction."
145
see the excellent study of John Baptist Mondin,
"Analogy Old and New: An Analysis and Criticism of Aquinas'
Analogy of Intrinsic Attribution, Tillich's Symbolism,
Ba rth's Analogy of Faith, and an Attempted Revolution of
Some Historical, Philosophical and Theological Problems
Intrinsic to the Doctrine of Analogy {unpublished Doctor's
thesis, Harvard University, Harvard, Massachusets, 1959),
pp. 183-84. Also see Horst Georg Pohlmann, Analogia entis
oder anaologia fidei? Die Fraqe der Analogie bei Karl Barth
GOttingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1965).
11
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mature work, Evangelical Theology:

An Introduction, which

included his American lectures, still reflect the instruction,
joy, and enthusiasm that he found in Anselm. 146
Colleagues and Critics: Brunner, Bultmann,
Gogarten, Thurneysen
When a general change occurred in Continental theology
shortly after the First World War, there were several young
theologians who participated in the new movement variously
called "crisis theology," "dialectical theology," or "neoorthodoxy.11147

It has been pointed out that i t is not

entirely correct to associate the break with nineteenthcentury liberalism only with the line of thought to which
Karl Barth's name came to be attached.

The theological rev-

olution had been quietly in preparation for some time.

Early

in the twentieth century the famous Luther scholar Karl Holl
and the e qually celebrated Luther-inspired Swedish theologians
Einar Billing and Gustaf Aulen had already broken with the
rationalistic, idealistic and historical thinking.

It was

some time later that a group of young theologians stepped
forward with Karl Barth as their uncontested leader. 148

146Barth, Evangelical Theology: An Introduction, pp. 75,
90, 123, 164, 169.
1 47 Dean G. Peerman and Martin E. Marty, editors, A
Handbook of Christian Theologians (Cleveland and New York:
World Publishing Company, 1965), p. 429.
148Emil Brunner, "Toward a Missionary Theology," The
Christian Century, LXIV, No. 27 (i949), 816
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Liberal theology had apparently failed the people.

Barth,

having seen a glimpse of the strange new world of biblical
revela tion, launched, in a special way, the new movement
with a frontal attack on contemporary Protestantism.
attack has bee n closely linked with the

This

ROmerbrief of 1919~49

Those who lent significant support to Barth were Emil
Brunner, Rudolf Bultmann, Friedrich Gogarten, and Eduard
Thurneysen.

In the fall of 1922, Barth, <3c?garten, Thurneysen,

and Merz founded a new journal Zwischen den Ze iten, which
provided a forum for the dialectical theologians.

But al-

ready in 1925, indications had arisen which caused Barth to
question the desirability of the continued publication of
the journal, and by the end of the decade i t was clear that
several of those who had seemed to speak with one voice were
parting company. 150

Soon his fellow comrades in arms became

critics, and Barth moved on supported only by the friendship
of Eduard Thurneysen.

Even though the friendly associations

were not of long duration, it would be a mistake to underestimate the importance the influence his co-workers and
later critics had on the development of Barth.

149
John McConnadie, The Sicmificance of Karl Barth
(London: Hodder and Stoughton, 1931), p. 43.
150 rn 1925 Brunner's "Die andere Aufgabe der Theologie"
and Gogarten's "Das Problem einer theologischen Anthropologie"
appeared in Zwischen den Zeiten.
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Emil Brunner (1889-1966)
The relationship between fellow Swiss systematic theologian H. Emil Brunner and Karl Barth turned out to be strarge
and unrewarding for both.

Both gifted men had distinguished

careers in the service of church and theology.

In the days

of the Romerbrief the thinking of the two men was much alike.
They drew ammunition from common sources.

Both read and

were influenced by Kutter, Kierkegaard, Overbeck, the Blumhardts, and Ragaz.

Both fought for the common cause against

a Schleiermacher-inspired anthropological modernism. 15 1

The

two tended to complement each other.

Where one may have
152
lacked force the other was most valiant.
For example,

Brunner's special assets were his thorough familiarity with
past and contemporary philosophical
ically inclined mind. 153

systems and a systemat-

In the twenties the differences

between the two surfaced and eventually became the cause for
a bitter disagreement.

Brunner spoke of a general revelation

in nature and man, of sustaining grace, of natural ordinances,
and of a point of contact between faith and reason.

Barth

151 Brunner has produced a book length critizue of
Schleiermacher. See Emil Brunner, Die Mystik und das Wort
(Tiibingen: J. c. B. Mohr, 1924).
152Dale Moody, "The Problem of Revelation and Reason in
the Writings of Emil Brunner" (unpublished Doctor's thesis,
Southern Baptist Theological Seminary, Louisville, Kentucky,
1941), p. 5.
153Lorenz Volken, Der Glaube bei Emil Brunner (Freiburg,
Schweiz: Paulusverlag, 1947), p. 8.
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disagrees in no uncertain terms.

The disagreement which be-

gan in earnest with Brunner's concern for eristics in "Die
andere Aufgabe der Theologie" (19.29) and which culminated in
Barth's abrupt Nein! Antwort an Emil Brunner (1934) has al154
ready been discussed.
The break continued throughout
their teaching careers. 155

The disagreement particularly

helped Barth to guard against any anthropological foundations
in terms of a natural point of contact in man.

It also made

Barth extremely sensitive against any apologetic or eristic
concerns as a proper task of theology.

Barth once mentioned

that his critique of Brunner had to be so sharp because
otherwise their differences, which he regarded valid and
important, could be missed. 156

Although only sixty miles

separated Ba sel and z nrich, the two men seldom saw each
other after 1934.

In 1960 a social visit of the Brunner and

Barth families was arranged in the latter's home in Basel.
Although Barth had once compared himself and Brunner to a
whale and an elephant--both creatures of God but so different
that they cannot communicate, fight, or even conclude a peace

154 see supra, pp. 7-157.
155 see Emil Brunner, Revelation and Reason: The Christian
Doctrine of Faith and Knowledge, translated by Olive Wyon
(Philadelphia: Westminster Press, 1946), pp. 77-80: also
Karl Barth, The Doctrine of God, Vol. II/1 of Church Dogmatics, edited by G. w. Bromiley and T. F. Torrance, translated by T. H. L. Parker, et al. (Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark,
1957), pp. 107-41.
15 6Karl Barth and Emil Brunner, Natural Theology, translated by Peter Fraenkel and introduced by John Baillie
(London: Centenary Press, 1946), p. 68.
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pact--it seems that advanced years and battle fatigue allowed
a reconciliation at least on the personal leve1. 157
Rudolph Bultmann (1884-

)

Bultmann, the eminent New Testament scholar, who made
Marburg his academic home, was of different nationality and
church tradition than Barth.

As a son of a German Lutheran

pastor, Bultmann bears the marks of the Lutheran tradition
at a number of significant points.

His radical interest in

justification by faith alone and his sharp separation of the
two kingdoms indicate that he owes much to Martin Luther.
Howeve r, these differences ought not be overemphasized,
since in the liberal university context no uncritical devotees to religious heritage existed.

Both men studied at

the Universities of Berlin and Marburg and sat at the feet
of some of the same teachers such as Adolf von Harnack and
Wilhelm Herrmann. 1 5 8

Reminisced Bultmann:

I spent a great deal of time during these years in the
house of Martin Rade.
I was a zealous reader of the
journal Die Christliche Welt, of which he was theeditor, and I was also a member of "The Association of
the Friends of Die Christliche Welt, 11 regularly attended its annual meetings (as did my father as long
as he lived). Here one met the theologians of free
Protestantism and was brought into the discussions
which stirred theology and the church in the years immediately before and after the First World War.159
157Karl Barth, How I Changed M~ Mind, Introduction and
Epilogue by John D. Godsey (Richmon, Virginia: John Knox
Press, 1966), p. 78.
158smart, Divided Mind of Modern Theology, p. 31.
159charles w. Kegley, editor, The Theology of Rudolf
Bultmann (New York: Harper~:Row, 1966), p. xx
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It will be remembered that Barth assisted Professor
Martin Rade in editing the liberally oriented Die Christliche
Welt during his last year in Marburg.

He, too, moved in the

same circles and was under the same influences as Bultmann.160
It is interesting that in one of Bultmann's earliest publications, "The Religious Element in the Ethical Teachings of
Epictetus and the New Testament" (1912), he was becoming
aware of the limitations of historical method, since it could
not take account of revelation or supernatural realities, but
confined its attention to the human psyche. 161
There has been considerable debate as to whether
Bultmann has ever really broken with liberalism.

Be that

as it may, Bultmann in the 19:2 J0s considered himself as part
of a revolt against the past. 162

Already a change was under

way by 1917, which seems to have been prompted by an experience of revelation in the tragedy of the First World War.
This revelation was conceived in a biblical manner of the
self-revelation of a personal God who in revealing Himself
163
brings new life and new self-understanding to man.
By
1921 Bultmann was ready with his first major work, History
of the Synoptic Tradition.

The point at which Bultmann and

Barth first came together was the repudiation of cultural

160
161

smart, Divided Mind of Modern Theology, p. 44.
Ibid., P• 54.

162Ibid., p. 68.

1 6 3Ibid., p. 73.
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Protestantism which seemed to turn cultural values into religious idols.

They were also one in their antagonism to

the Jesus of history tradition.

Barth was glad to follow

Bultmann's demonstration that it was impossible to construct
from the witnesses of the New Testament a historical figure
who could become the object of faith.

Both theologians were

happy to emphasize the transcendence of the Wholly Other
164
God.
In the early 1920s when Barth was working on his
second Romerbrief, Bultmann did not seem to have shared
Barth's enthusiasm for Kierkegaard.
in contradiction to H.

c.

It is Barth's opinion,

Wolf in Kierkegaard and Bultmann

(1965), that the thoughts of Kierkegaard reached Bultmann
mainly through Heidegger, and thus were colored by the philosophy of existence. 165

When Bultmann received a copy of

Barth's new Romerbrief he used it as a basis of discussion
in Marburg classroom, and also published a review in Die
Christliche Welt.

The friendly review added prestige to the

yet relatively unknown Barth publication, but it also hinted
at the emerging differences between the men.

Bultmann agreed

that the text must be interpreted in the light of the context
of the whole document, that an exegete must have an inner
relationship with the subject matter of the text, and that
Pauline concept of faith should not be equated with any form

164
165

Ibid., PP• 94 - 95 •
Ibid., p. 109.
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of religious experience. 166
also evident.

However, the differences were

Bultmann still operated with the categories

of religion, he failed to grasp the central character of
eschatology, and he seemed to think that the events of history were determined in a deeper level in the human psyche
rather than Urgeschichte.

Bultmann was also disappointed

that Barth had not distinguished between the essential
Pauline Gospel and temporary elements in Paul that seemed
to obscure the Gospel for future generations. 167

Barth and

Bultmann were brought together by common opposition to contemporary theology, but constructively the gulf between
them was widening.
Smart has said rather descriptively:
the gulf was already apparent which was later to become
so deep between them. They were like planets, each
moving in its own orbit, which ran somewhat parallel
for a time but were never united in one orbit and,
when they still seemed close, were actually both on
courses that were already carrying them apart.168
Between the years 1924 to 1926 the two theologians curiously
drifted closer together, and this took effort on both sides.
In 1924 Bultmann published

11

The Liberal Theology and the

Most Recent Theological Movement'' in the Theologische
Blutter which suggested close affinity to Barth and Gogarten.
The same year Barth published his The Resurrection of the

166 rbid., p. 117.
167Ibid., pp. 118-22.
168rbid., P• 123.
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Dead in which he showed a measure of willingness to follow
Bultmann into the field of anthropology. 169

But then Barth

published his Feuerbach essay (1927) and indicated that he
was not willing to exchange theology for an anthropology,
not even for a Christian one.

Bultmann, on the other hand,

listened to his colleague, philosopher Martin Heidegger,
started to put existential philosophy to work for theology,
and turned to his famous idea of demythologizing. 170
two theolog ical giants drifted apart beyond return.
11

The
Barth's

Rudolf Bultmann--An Attempt to Under. stand Him" (1952),

which was analyzed in the previous chapter, was the farewell
171
message.
More recently Barth has denied that he and
Bultmann can be viewed as two heraldic lions at the gate to
the paradise of a better theology.

The middle road between
172
. not possi"bl e; one h as to mak e a c h 01ce.
·
the two is
Friedrich Gogarten (1887-

)

Another young theologian with whom Karl Barth had frequent contact and with whom he shared some of the basic

169 Ibid., PP• 132-44.
170 see Rudolf Bultmann and Others, "New Testament and
Mythology," Kerygrna and Myth, edited by Hans-Werner Bartsch,
translated by Reginald H. Fuller (Harper Torch'books edition;
New York: Harper & Brothers, 1961), pp. 1-44.
171Karl Barth, "Rudolf Bultmann--An Attempt to Understand Hi~' Kerygrna and Myth, Vol. II, edited by Hans-Werner
Bartsch (London: SPCK, 1962). Also see supra. pp. 7-157.
172aarth, How I Changed My Mind, P• 82.
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premises of dialectical theology was the German Lutheran
pastor Friedrich Gogarten.

Barth had first met him in the

fall of 1919 at the Conference on Religion and Social Relations held at Tambach in Thuringia.

There Barth delivered

his essay on "The Christian's Place in Society.''

The address

was enthusiastically received by many Germans, including
Gogarten, and it helped to pave the way for Barth in
Germany. 173
Gogarten was born in the industrial city of Dortmund in
the Ruhr region and trained at the universities of Berlin,
Jena, and Heidelberg.

Then followed an assistant pastorate

in Bremen and a small country parish in Thuringia.

It was

here that Gogarten exposed himself generously to Luther's
writings.

The reformer's thought caused Gogarten _to come to

doubt the validity of the approach of liberal German idealism and caused him to turn to the new theology. 174
In the beginning of his university studies he had not
aimed at theology but concentrated on art history, German
philology, and psychology.

Arthur Bonus' religiously-

oriented critique of secular culture prompted Gogarten to
study theology.

His famous teachers were church historians

Adolf von Harnack and Ernst Troeltsch.

He also turned for

inspiration to the Russian thinker Tolstoy, to German idealism, and even to Ragaz and Kutter.

173

Ibid., p. 25.

174Peerman and Marty, p. 427.

By 1911 he already had
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contact with the work of Kierkegaard and Luther.

His first

book, however, was on Fichte as a Religious Thinker (1914).
His next book Religion from Afar (1917) demonstrated that
Luther and Kierkegaard had made their mark on the young theologian.

The thrust of the book claimed that modern relig:ious

experience lacked the power of true individuality.

It also

foresh a dowed the Thou-I and responsibility motifs which were
destined for an important role in his later work. 175
His break with liberalism ought to be dated from the
article "Zwischen den Zeiten" which he published in Die
Christliche Welt.

In it he declared that the liberal teach-

ers could no longer be heard.

The dream of salvation throu<jl

cultural progress was dead and the stage was being cleared
for God.

The times have fallen apart and now one cannot

move from one time into another, but one must stand between
the times. 176

Barth was pleased.

After a visit with Gogar-

ten four months later, he wrote to Thurneysen, praising the

. l e. 177
artic
"Zwischen den Zeiten" led to an invitation for a major
address at the annual meeting of the "Friends of Die Christliche Welt."

In "The Crisis of Culture" Gogarten claimed

175Larry Shriner, The Secularization of History: An
Introduction to the Theology of Friedrich Gogarten (Nashville
and New York: Abingdon Press, 1966), pp. 192-93.
176Friedrich Gogarten, "Zwischen den Zeiten, 11 Die
Christliche Welt, XXXIV, Nr. 24 (1920), col. 378.
177

Smart, Revolutionary Theology in the Making, p. 52.
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that religion is always a crisis from God.

Under God's

judgment there is a dialectic of God's Yes along with His
No, but there is no movement from man to God.

The postwar

cultural and political crisis has to be understood as God's
judgment on the world. 178

This established Gogarten as an

able leader and spokesman of the theological revolt along
with Karl Barth. 179
early.

Tensions with Barth, however, developed

In February 1922, Barth confided to Thurneysen:

For the present I remain somewhat sceptical about G's
presentation of things after having tried honestly to
determine whether he knows something that we do not
know • • • • Apparently he has as little intention of
really reading the new edition of Romans as he had concerning the old one since he already knows all about
it. Concerning Rommans 12ff• • • • he would like to
push forward to an ethic in which he would find a basis
directly for class, vocation, family, etc • • • • 180
Later that year in October, Barth continued to voice his
uneasiness concerning the directions in which Gogarten was
moving.

He wrote in a circular letter:

"Gogarten went on

in such a way that I preferred to hide myself in silence because otherwise we could easily have got in trouble with
each other 'in front of the enemy. 111181

Barth was particu-

larly concerned with Gogarten's development of Christology:
The Christological problem is dealt with and solved by
him with the help of a speculative I--Thou philosophy.

178Friedrich Gogarten, Dei ReligiOse Entscheidung (Jena:
Eugen Diederichs, 1921), p. 32.
179 shiner, p. 196.
1 80 smart, Revolutionary Theology in the Making, pp. 88-89.
181 rbid., p. 110.
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• • • Heaven only knows where that will yet lead. And
in this respect I am really anxious about the future:
Gogarten takes too lofty a position for me • • • • 182
But they also shared better days.

On January 23, 1923,

Barth wrote that "A visit of Gogarten with me was very de-

. . . 11183

lightful •

In 1922 Barth, Gogarten, and 'lhlrneysen

decided to start publishing the quarterly journal Zwischen
den Zeiten.
told.

184

The story of this publication has already been

It will be recalled that Barth was somewhat appre-

hensive about the journal from the very beginning.

Gogarten's

article in it "Das Problem einer theologischen Anthropologie"
(1929) made it clear that the parting of the ways among the
e ditors was imminent.

In 1933 Barth felt that he needed to

make public his disassociation from Gogarten by withdrawing
from the editorial board. 185

Gogarten's review of Barth's

Christliche Dogmatik further deepened the differences and
indicated that Gogarten was moving in an anthropological direction.

This review will be analyzed in Chapter

v. 186

After beginning his academic career as Privatdozent at
Jena, Gogarten continued in the field of systematic theology

182 Ibid. ,
183 Ibid., p. 128.
18 4see supra, pp. 67-69.
185Karl Barth, "Abschied," Gottes Wille und unsere
Wunsche, Theologische Existenz Heute, Nr. 7 (MQnchen: Chr.
Kaiser Verlag, 1934), p. 37.
186 see infra. pp. 408-17.
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at Breslau and, in 1935, at Gottingen.

Such works as The

Proclamation of Jesus Christ (1948), Man Between God and the
World (1952), The Fate and Hope of the Modern Era (1953),
and The Reality of Faith (1957) have assured Gogarten a
place in the theological world.

He sided more with Bultmann

than Barth on the question of demythologizing and on existentialist stance in theology and devoted considerable
attention to the relation of Christian faith to secularism.
He came to the conclusion that the Christian faith proposes
to keep the world truly secular and thus guards man's freedom toward the worla. 187

The first book length English

study of his thought was called The Secularization of
188
History.
Eduard Thurneysen (1888-

)

The friendly association between Barth and Thurneysen
is based on unusually warm trust and respect, and as such it
has stood the test of time.

They first met during student

days in Marburg and have never drifted apart.

John D. Godsey

has observed that two important events took place for Barth
in 1913.

He married violinist Nelly Hoffmann, and his

friend Thurneysen became pastor in the neighboring village
at Leutwii. 189

Over the years Barth and Thurneysen commuted

187 Peerman and Marty, p. 436.
188The author is a young American, Larry Shiner.
189aarth, How I Changed My Mind, P• 20.
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between Safenwil and Leutwil, sometimes meeting at a halfway
mark in the rough mountainous country.
possible they corresponded.

When this was not

The "Johannine" disposition of

Thurneys en was warmly appreciated by Barth, but he has made
it clear tha t he has also learned something of importance
theolog ically from him. 190

Barth wrote:

he wa s the one who first put me on the trail of Blumh a rdt and Kutter and then also of Dostoevsky, without
who s e discovery I would not have been able to write
e ither the first or the second draft of the commentary
on Romans, but instead--who knows?--I might actually
h a ve e mbarked on the attractive career of an Aargau
tra de union man and councillor.191
Jointly with Thurneysen, Barth published two volumes of
sermons, Seek God and You Shall Live1

(1917) and Come Holy

Spirit (1924).

No attempt was made there to identify the
192
authors hip of the individual sermons.
Thurneysen was
also a constant critic and counselor as Barth produced his
two R6merbriefe.

In the Preface to the second edition he

tha nked Thurneysen publicly, indicating his involvement in
the work:
the first of these friends (ThurneysenJ has read the
whole manuscript with approval and has suggested many
a dditions.
Some of these additions penetrated deeper
than my original comment, others were explanatory and
added greater precision of expression.
I have adopted
these additions for the most part without alteration,
and they remain a silent testimony to his self-effacement.

190

Smart, Revolutionary Theology in the Making, p. 70.

191 Ibid., p. 72.
192

Barth, How I Changed My Mind, pp. 23, 29.
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So close has been our co-operation that I doubt whether
even the specialist could ~jtect where the one leaves
off and the other begins.l
When Barth's academic career took him to Gottingen he missed
Thurneysen's exhoEtations and called him irreplaceable. 194
Although Thurneysen visited Barth in Germany frequently, in
their mature years the two men could not always collaborate
as closely as they had done in their early ministry.

195

Af-

ter the Leutwil ministry Thurneysen moved to a pastorate in
Brugg en, and in 1927 to Basel.

In more recent years he has

bee n active a s professor at the University of Basel.
The most important contribution that Thurneysen made
wa s that he was willing to give of himself in confidence and
trust.

Barth was grateful:

I could confide to him as to no other person my constantly increasing rather than decreasing cares and
troubles, not just because he represented the most living bond between me and the distant but unforgotten
homeland, but because there was in me constantly the
dee pest need to hear his judgment concerning my behavior and, while I followed my star as he followed his,
to take my bearings ever afresh in relation to him,
since I had to understand him and to be uy§grstood by
him in order to understand myself aright.
Even in old age Barth and Thurneysen have managed to stay in
touch almost daily if by no other means than the telephone. 197

193R2, P• 15
194
195

Smart, Revolutionary Theology in the Making, p. 143.
Ibid., p. 69.

196 Ibid., p. 72.
197
Barth, How I Changed My Mind, P• 84.
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Other Forces: Neo-Kantians Cohen and Natorp,
Harnack, Dostoevsky, Kohlbrligge
What has been said above does not exhaust the influences
on Barth.

Actually there were so many, who in one way or an-

other, contributed to the theological growth and development
of Barth that they all defy extensive treatment.

A few

n a mes, howeve r, deserve special mention.
Cohen (1842-1918) and Natorp (1851-1924)
Mention must be made of the famous Nee-Kantian philosophers Hermann Cohen and Paul Natorp, both teachers of Barth
a t the time of his Marburg studies. 198

What had happened in

mid-nine teenth century, was that philosophical idealism had
been discredited, and the establishment of a world view and
God through speculative means no longer was fashionable.
Popular intere st turned to natural sciences, sociology, and
related areas.

Materialism became the dominant philosophy

of history and was even used to explain the forces that motivated religion, including Christianity.

Insofar as

materialism admitted the idea of religion at all, it tended
to think of it as the religion of science.

The philosophlJ,_
ical movement that challenged this materialis1n borrowed
ammunition from Emanuel Kant and became known as Neo-Kantianisrn.
It offered new possibilities for religion and theology in

198

Ibid., p. 19.
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sharply drawing boundaries between the potential religious
and philosophical knowledge.

One of the real problems with

Neo-Kantians was that in their hands religion tended to become ide ntical with natural ethical values, and God and
immortality were regarded merely as ethical postulates.

In

extreme Neo-Ka ntianism religious concepts were treated as
practical values which theoretically might be false.199
Barth' s honored teacher Wilhelm Herrmann expressed serious
misg ivings concerning Cohen's and Natorp's religion of
ethics. 200
Adolf von Harnack (1851-1930)
Adolf von Harnack, the leading church historian of
Protestant Germany for more than forty years, was another of
Barth's influential teachers.

The Berlin professor had

learned much from Ritschl's ideas concerning the essence of
the Gospel and the development of early Christianity.

A

well-known professor himself, Harnack lauded that Ritschl:
grasped the fundamental ideas of the Gospel and of the
Reformation with vigor and insight, and separated them
from the romantic, ecclesiastical, philosophical, and
mystical entanglements and fetters in which they had
become involved • • • • Multitudes of Christians
throughout the world owe to him the confidence and the
joy which they feel.
This we shall never forget.201

199Heick, II, 234-35.
200see Wilhelm Herrmann, 11 Die Auffassung der Religion
in Cohens und Natorps Ethik," Zeitschrift fUr Theologie und
Kirche, XIX, Nr. l (1909), 57-69.
201 Adolf Harnack, Thoughts on the Present Position of
Protestantism (London: Adam & Charles Black, 1899), p. 56.
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Perhaps Harnack's most influential work was not historical but a series of lectures on the general nature of
Christianity, entitled Das Wesen des Christentums (1900).
Here Harnack insisted that religion was essentially a per202
sonal thing between God and the sou1.
The church was a
free fellowship without prescribed dogma or confession.

In

fact, "The Christian religion," said Harnack, "is something
simple and sublime; it means one thing and one thing only:
Eternal life in the midst of time, by the strength and under
the eyes of God. 11203

Harnack found the source for the essen-

tial nature of his Christianity in Jesus Christ and His
Gospel.
fold:

As it seemed to him, Christ's message was threethe Kingdom of God and its corning; God the Father and

the infinite value of the human soul; and the higher righte ousness and the commandment of God. 204
While Barth was studying in Berlin in 1906, he avidly
listene d to the liberal church historian Harnack, and also
enrolled in his seminar on "The Acts of the Apostles 11 for
which he prepared a paper on the missionary preaching of
Paul in Acts. 205

The time, however, was not far away when

202 Floyd v. Filson, 11 Adolf von Harnack and His 'What is
Christianity, 111 Interpretation, VI (January 1952), 61.
203 Adolf Harnack, What Is Christianitv? translated by
Thomas Bailey Saunders (Harper Torchbooks edition; New York:
Harper & Brothers, 1957.
204F'l
1 son, p. 54.
205 ~art)l, __How I Changed My Mind, p. 18.
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Barth and Harnack clashed in a series of letters (1923) as
indicated at some length in the previous chapter. 206
man really was willing to understand the other.

Neither

Harnack felt

that in the person of Barth theology was falling into the
hands of an irresponsible revival preacher, and Barth in
turn felt that Harnack was betraying the cause of the Gospel
into the hands of liberal culture Protestantism.

The clash

between the two, however, was a classic airing of issues.
The battlelines between nineteenth-century liberalism and
the new theology of the Word of God were drawn.
Feodor Dostoevsky (1821-1881)
The gifted Russian novelist Feodor Mikhailovich
Dostoevsky, whose famous novels Crime and Punishment (1866),
The Idiot (1869), The Possessed (1872), and The Brothers
Karamazov (1879-1880) were introduced to Barth by Eduard
Thurney sen, impressed Barth.

The Russian's work was charac-

teri z ed by deep psychological insights, compassion even for
the vilest of men whom he thought capable of redemption, and
a recognition of human guilt. 207 In 1921 Thurneysen's
studies culminated in a slight but significant volume on the
Russian novelist.

More recently this work has become avail-

able to the English speaking audiences. 208

While this book

206 see supra, pp. 56-63.
207
Smart, Divided Mind of Modern Theology, p. 58.
208Eduard Thurneysen, Dostoevsky, translated by Keith R.
Crim (Richmond, Virginia: John Knox Press, 1964).
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was in the making, Barth was busy on his second version of
the Romans in which he acknowledged a debt to Thurneysen and
Dostoevsky. 209

With remarkable clarity Dostoevsky had pen-

etrated the soul of nineteenth-century European man, stripped
him of the veneer of civilization, and held him up to himself
and others so that the radical contradiction in man's existence might be seen.

He ruthlessly cut away the infinite

pretensions of the human self and exposed his rebellion
against the limitations of humanity and his passion to be
God.

James Smart has analyzed it as follows:
What man cannot endure is that a question mark should
be set against his entire existence. He wants to possess God within himself so that he can domesticate Hirn.
But in doing this he loses God, and man without God is
a man without a future and without meaning or purpose
in either the external or the internal events of his
life, but also a man who by his very nature must break
out in some way or other against such an existence.2 1 0

Dostoevsky, however, did not close on the note of despair.
Beyond the guilt and folly there is the hope of the possibility of redemption and resurrection.

Thurneysen wrote:

Above all else this must be said: there where in
Dostoevsky everything has its goal and moves toward
"resurrection," toward the final thing, toward God's
solutions, it cannot be other than that we shall find
there alreadv in the midst of time and this world wonderful parables and harbingers of this resurrection,
which have an effect that is stronger, more transforming, more renewing than all the ever-so-titanic selfdefense of man against the burden of existence. It is

209 R2, p. 4.
Making, p. 72.
210

Also Smart, Revolutionary Theology in the

Smart, Divided Mind of Modern Theology, p. 65.
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from this viewpoint that all those wonderful examples
of the kingdom of heaven are to be understood, which
in Dostoevsky's works again and again shine out of all
the darkness and uncertainty of life like first, unbelievable rays that herald a new day for mankind.211
Hermann Friedrich Kohlbrugge (1803-1875)
Kohlbrilgge was a Dutch Reformed minister in Elberfeld,
Wuppertal.

In 1922 when Rudolf Bultmann moved under the in-

fluence of Heidegger's existentialist philosophy, Barth came
in contact with a group of conservative pastors from northwestern Ge rmany who had been influenced by Kohlbrngge.
Barth was impressed by the affinity he had for these pastors
and their mentor. 212

Kohlbrugge's emphasis was that the

converted man, as long as he lived, remained completely sinner and must throw himself at the mercy of Christ without
regard for a sanctified self. 213

In Die protestantische

Theologie im 19. Jahrhundert Barth devoted a chapter to this
relatively unknown pastor.

He discussed him in a friendly

but critical manner, concluding that Calvin's theology of the
Word was superior to that of KohlbrQgge.

But the very com-

parison of the two men indicated the worth and importance of
what the Dutchman had to say. 214

What is most important

211 Tburneysen, pp. 77-78.
212 smart, Divided Mind of Modern Theology, p. 126.
213Ibid., p. 234.
2 14Barth, Die protestantische Theologie irn 19.
Jahrhundert, p. 587.
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about Kohlbrugge, however, is his emphasis on the Reformation message of salvation through grace alone.

This is not

altogether undone by his Christological interpretation of
the law which militates against a Law--Gospel dichotomy and
turns the Ten Commandments into Ten Promises of Goa. 215
In conclusion the names of biblicists Gottfried Menken
(1768-1831) and Johann Tobias Beck (1804-1878) ought to be
mentioned as minor contributing influences even though a
discussion of their work must be omitted.

215

Arthur c. Cochrane, The Church's Confession Under
Hitler (Philadelphia: Westminster Press, 1962), pp. 62-63.
Also see Karl Barth, The Doctrine of Reconciliation, Vol.
IV/2 of Church Dogmatics, edited by G. W. Bromiley and
T. F. Torrance, translated by G. w. Bromiley (Edinburgh:
T. & T. Clark, 1958), pp. 651-53.
216 on these and other nineteenth-century influences
see Barth, Die protestantische Theologie im 19. Jahrhundert.

CHAPTER IV
MILESTONES IN BARTH'S EARLY THEOLOGICAL
DEVELOPMENT
In order to be able to evaluate Barth's two works on
prolegomena, one must have more than a nodding acquaintance
with the author's theology.

In Chapter II a general survey

of Ba rth's theological development was set forth.

Now four

of the milestones deserve treatment in greater detail.

The

choice of works was determined primarily on the basis of
their relevance to Barth's two Prolegomena.

Happily these

works also happen to be of significance in the general evolution of his theology.

The first of these works is "Der

Glaube an den personlichen Gott," an essay originally de1
livered in 1913 at a Swiss pastoral conference in Langburg.
It offers insights into the early period of Barth's thought
when his theology was dominated by German idealism2 and NeoProtestant liberalism. 3

The second choice is Barth's 1922

R8merbrief, which serves as an introduction to the author's
dialectical theology.

There, the themes, which had been

1 Karl Barth, "Der Glaube an den personlichen Gott,"
Zeitschrift fur Theologie und Kirche, Neue Folge, XXIV,
Nr. 1 (1914), 32.
2Hans Urs von Balthasar, Karl Barth: Darstellung und
Deutung seiner Theologie (Koln: Verlag Jakob Hegner, 1951),
p. 210.
3 Thomas F. Torrance, Karl Barth: An Introduction to His
Early Theology, 1910-1931 (London: SCM Press, 1962), p. 33.
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softly uttered in the strange book that appeared in Bern in
1919 under the title Der Romerbrief, thundered home in a
tumultuous crescendo. 4

In time this dialectical orienta-

tion was overshadowed by the theology of the Word of God. 5
Thirdly, crucial to the evaluation of the two Prolegomena
are two works that appeared between the dogmatic treatises.
The first of these, an essay entitled, "Schicksal und Idee
in der Theologie," was delivered at the Hochschulinstitut
in Dortmund during the months of February and March 1929 6
and l a ter appeared in the collected essays Theologische
Fragen und Antworten (1959). 7

In it the relationship of

t heolog y and philosophy was probed with insight.
ond work is the justly acclaimed Anselrnbuch.

The sec-

A series of

lectures on St. Anselm's Cur Deus homo which the author delivere d at the University of Bonn in the summer of 1930
4 Balthasar, p. 71.
5Karl Barth, Die Lehre vorn Worte Gottes: Prolegomena
z ur christlichen Dogrnatik, Vol. I of Die christliche n;,qmatik
im Entwurf (Munchen: Chr. Kaiser Verlag, 1927). Hereafter
referred to as ChrD. In 1932 and 1938 a new prolegomena appeared which has been rendered into English.
See Karl Barth,
The Doctrine of the Word of God: Prolegomena to Church Dogmatics, Vol. I/1 of Church Dogmatics, translated by G. T.
Thomson (Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, 1936). Hereafter referred to as CD, I/1. Also see Karl Barth, The Doctrine of
the Word of God: Prolegomena to Church Dogmatics, edited by
G. w. Brorniley and T. F. Torrance, translated by G. T.
Thomson and Harold Knight (Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, 1956).
Hereafter referred to as CD, I/2.
6Karl Barth, "Schicksal und Idee in der Theologie,"
Zwischen den Zeiten, VII, Nr. 4 (1929), 309.
7Karl Barth, Theologische Fragen und Antworten
( Zollikon: Evangelischer Verlag, 1957), pp. 54-92.
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formed the "inward cause 11 for Fides Ouaerens Intellectum:
Anselm's Beweis der Existenz Gottes. 8

Barth's debt to and

love for Anselm needs to be emphasized.

More than anything

else, the Anselmbuch forms a bridge between the Christliche
and Kirchliche Dogmatik.

In it Barth develops his dogmatic

principle of analogia fidei.
Before the works mentioned above receive individual
t reatment, a word of caution is in order.

While the works

stand in the mainstream of the evolution of Barth's theology
a nd while they do offer hints for a better understanding of
his later works, it must not be forgotten that they were
originally offered, and thus should be received, as independent studies.

To read the Christliche or Kirchliche

Dogmatik as an elaboration of the theology of the ROmerbrief
would be just as misleading as an attempt to understand the
two versions of the Prolegomena without taking cognizance of
the author's earlier work. 9
"Der Glaube an den persOnlichen Gott"

(1914)

Personality of God or the Kingdom of God?
Clearly within the framework of nineteenth-century NeeProtestant categories of thought, Karl Barth seeks to pursue

8 The work has appeared in English translation: Karl Barth,
Anselm: Fides Ouaerens Intellectum, translated by Ian Robertson (Richmond, Virginia: John Knox Press, 1960), p. 7. Hereafter referred to as Anselm.
9 cf. Balthasar, pp. 68-69.
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the religious meaning of the idea of God and to demonstrate
that the great theological exponent of the century, Friedrich
Schleiermacher, was wrong in allowing the possibility that
the concept of the personality of God was not vital to theology.IO

According to Barth the religious idea of God is

expressed in the unity of the sentence: "Das Erhabene 1st
Personlichkeit, und eine Personlichkeit ist das Erhabene."

11

Both personality and the idea of the sublime belong into
the realm of religious experience. 12
said:

11

Long ago St. Augustine

inquietum est cor nostrum, donec requiescat in te. 1113

In te expresses the inexpressible religious feeling and sets
the sublime as a Thou over against the

r. 14

In every reli-

gious assertion about God both ideas must be maintained:
that the absolute ground of all things in its fullness
stands over against an I as a Thou, and that the One who
comforts, accepts, and speaks to man is also the Absolute,
the Creator God.

Religion exists in the tension (Spannung)

of these two contradictory ideas.

An attempt to relieve the

t e nsion by subordinating one of the ideas to the other

10 schleiermacher had even allowed the idea that one
could be a Christian and surrender the concept of the personality of God.
See Barth, "Der Glaube an den personlichen
Gott," XXIV, 70.

llibid., XXIV, 74.
12 Ibid.
3
Patru! t~~r~~~~uraf f~~eby

ll~~n~~s~i~~~, ia:;;rfil¥1~e~ol.

14Barth, "Der Glaube an den Persanlichen Gott, 11

xxrv.

661.

75.
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impoverishes the religious concept of God. 15

The religious

experiences that come to man by faith in Christ may be expressed in the thought that God is Personality. 16

On the

other hand men also experience the impersonally free spirit
of the King dom of God, the rule and might of God in His
glory.

This order-creating power corresponds to the eternal
17
will of God in the hearts and lives of men.
To put i t in
another way, personality (PersOnlichkeit) is the very heart
of the Gospel.

The Gospel does not deal with abstracts but

with individual souls, with the "individuelleinzelne Ich."
In its lig ht the individual I recognizes his temporal worth
and eternal value.

The Gospel bears witness to the fact that

Jesus sought to establish this intimate personal relationship in which God becomes man's Father and man becomes His
18
child.
Clearly, Pers~nlichkeit is the concern of the
whole Gospel. but so is the concept of the Kingdom of God.

19

Insig nificant indeed is the I in the light of God's eternal

15 Ibid., XXIV, 68-69.

16 Ibid., XXIV, 91.
17 Ibid., XXIV, 92.
18 Ibid., XXIV, 90.
19 Barth puts it thus: "So dreht sich alles im Evangeliurn, Forderung, Drohung und Verheissung um die Pers~nlichkeit.
Alles kommt darauf an, dass man ganz persanlich den Ruf h6rm
und mit Freuden h~ren k5nne: Selig ihr Armen, ihr Leidtragenden, ihr die ihr reines Herzes seid, 1hr Friedfertigen,
ihr wegen der Gerechtigkeit Verfolgten, selig seit ihr,
mitten in der argen Welt durft ihr das Hirnrnelreich erwarten
und besitzt es schon." Ibid., XXIV, 91.
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power.

Barth queries rhetorically:

"Und was 1st Gethsemane

und Golgatha anders als das Opfer der Pers8nlichkeit an die
Sache"?" 20
Barth concludes that the tension-filled orientation of
relig ious experience does not resolve itself in a formula
of unity (Einheitsformel) but rather in the realm of direct
reli g ious experience.
a ll relig ion.

The ultimate unity is the secret of

It, however, has never been manifested more

clear l y in history than in Jesus and His Gospel. 21
Observations on Barth's early theological stance
A study of "Der Glaube an den pers8nlichen Gott"
prompts a number of observations.
1.

It is clear that in 1913-1914 Barth stands squarely
in the tradition of Neo-Protestant liberalism. He
speaks of religion rather than Christian theology. 22
The whole concept of the personality of God is

2 0ibid., XXIV, 93.
21 I bid., XXIV, 94-95. On p. 94 Barth comments: "Selbstverstandlich stehen die beiden Gruppen religi~ser Erfahrung
die wir hier beschrieben haben, in mannigfachster Beziehung
zueinander. Die eine fordert die andre und w!re £hr sich
allein eine Entartung. Ja, es beruht grade der einzigartige
Reichtum und die Kraft der evangelischen Erfahrung darauf,
dass hier alles darauf ankornmt, dass der Mensch zum Menschen,
d.h. zur Personlichkeit wird, und dass er sich von grossem,
objektivem, alles Individuelle Gberragendem und uberstrahlendem Inhalt erfullen lasst, keines nar halb, sondern beides
ganz. Diese doppelte Orientierung der Erfahrung, die doch
im unmittelbaren Erlebnis, aber auch nur da zur Einheit wird,
ist schliesslich das Geheimnis aller Religion: aber sie ist
nirgends so klar in der Geschichte lebendig geworden wie in
Jesus und seinem Evangelium."
22 rbid., pp. 22, 94.
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developed on the basis of religious experience. 23
Dogmatics is understood as interpretation of religious reality.24
2.

In spite of the author's debt to Schleiermacher, he
is independent enough to take issue with the theological ideas of his master.25

3.

Man's relationship to God is
cognized as the
central affair of human life. 26 This relationship
is conceived and expressed in terms of the personal
I-Thou (Ich-Du) encounter.27

4.

The dynamic character of the author's thinking is
evident in his definition of personality: "Persanlichkeit ist individuell geistiges (werdendes)
Ich. 11 :l 8

5.

While not wholly unaware of their limitations, the
author operates with the categories of form and
content."29

23

It might come as a surprise to those who are not
familiar with Barth's early theology, to hear him say about
the concept of God: "es muss das ganze Darstellung, Erkl~rung
und Begrundung eines Gedankens aus dern religiosen Erleben
heraus sein und nur aus ihrn." Ibid., XXIV, 23. Or:
"Wir
finden die Wahrheit der Religion in ihrern Erlebnisgehalt, in
der Erfahrung, in der Praxis, in ihrern Unrnittelbaren, urn nur
einige der Bezeichnungen zu nennen, durch die wir die innere
Tatsachlichkeit des Lebens aus Gott und in Gott von seinern
gedanklichen Ausdruck unterscheiden." Ibid. XXIV, 21. Also
see pp. 22, 68, 87, 89.
24

Ibid., XXIV, 23-24.

25 Ibid., XXIV,
21.
26 Ibid., XXIV, 22.
27 Ibid., XXIV, 67, 68, 75.
28

Ibid., XXIV, 32.
action. Seep. 30.
29

Ibid., XXIV, 68.

Also "Geist-sein" is termed an
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6.

In view of Barth's later preoccupation with the
categories of subject and object, i t is of interest
to note that already at this early date (1913) the
author speaks of God as "Subjekt. 11 30

7.

As the author discusses and dismisses the possibility of an analogy between human personality and the
personality of God, he displays the seeds of the
growing analogia fidei versus analogia entis conflict.
He defines what might be labeled as
analogia historiae31 thus:

Nicht etwas aus hinaus Projiziertes kann der Gottgedanke der Religion sein, sondern nur die Spiegelung
einer Tatsache, die in uns hinein geschaffen ist.
Diese Tatsache ist das Leben aus Gott das uns geschenkt
wird durch unseren zusammenhang mit der Geschichte.
Diese unsere innere Bedingth ; t durch die Geschichte
ist die religi~se Erfahrung. 3
The Epistle to the Romans (1922)
The beginnings:

Romerbrief (1919)

In the autumn of 1916 in an address delivered at
Leutwil Barth asked:
We are aware of something like the tremors of an earthquake or like the ceaseless thundering of ocean waves
against thin dikes: but what really i~ i t that beats at
the barriers and seeks entrance here7 3
It turned out to be

II

a strange new world, the world of God. 1134

JOibid., XXIV, 66.
31 Balthasar, p. 227.
32 Barth, "Der Glaube an den personlichen Gott, 11 XXIV, 89.
33Karl Barth, The Word of God and the Word of Man,
translated with a new foreword by Douglas Horton (Harper
Torchbooks edition: New York: Harper & Brothers, 1957),
p. 29.
34 Ibid., XXIV, 33.
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With a joyful sense of discovery the young pastor of Safenwil
embarked upon listening to "the mighty voice of Paul. 11 35

As

a tentative step, as a "preliminary undertaking,·" 36 that
later reminded the author of the experience of a man who
makes his way up in a dark belfry and suddenly by accident
grabs the bell-rope for support, causing the churchbell to
peal out in mighty strokes, Barth completed his first edition of the R6merbrief. 37

The familiar phrase of Karl Adam

sums up the impact of the commentary well:

"it fell like a

bomb on the playground of the theologians. 1138

Soon after

the publication of the Ramerbrief, Barth's work was described
a s theolog y of crisis and, a little later, as dialectical
theolog y. 39
The first edition of the Romerbrief clearly indicated
that Barth's Nee-Protestant foundations of religious experie,oe,

-asKarl Barth, "The Preface to the First Edition," The
Epistle to the Romans, translated from the 6th German edition
by Edwyn c. Hoskyns (3rd impression: London: Oxford University Press, 1953), p. 2. Hereafter referred to as R2.
36 Ibid.
37 ChrD, p. ix.
38 0uoted by Jacob Werner Heikkinen, "A Comparative
Study of the Interpretations of Paul's Epistle to the Romans
by Martin Luther and Karl Barth in Terms of the Problem of
Hermeneutics" (unpublished Doctor's thesis, Princeton Theological Seminary, Princeton, New Jersey, 1950), p. 164.
39

Henri Bouillard, ~K~a~r~l:L~B~a~r~t~h~-~•~G~e~n~•~ses.'--5~~~1.,1,J.u...w~~
la theologie dialectigue Paris: F. Aubier,
p. 72.
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religious individualism, and historical relativism had been
thoroughly shaken.
that

11

Wilhelm Pauck is right in commenting

everything is now concentrated upon the one great

cosmic reality of God • • • " as it has been revealed in
Christ. 40
Human motives, intentions, experiences, personalities
and individualities--every type of subjectivity • • • •
They are illusions in the face of the one and only
reality: God. This is the new discovery. This is
the beginning of the new theology which has drawn the
attention of the entire Christian world to itself.41
Dynamic eschatology, the irreversible movement from the eon
of death to that of life in God, the apoktastasis of the
ideal primordial creation, Christ as the seed of life
planted into the cosmos are some of the ideas which Barth
developed with enthusiasm.

The garb for this Heilsokonomie

i s not primarily borrowed from Paul, Luther, or Calvin.

It

belong s rather to Plato, Hegelian philosophy and religious
socialism. 42

Although Balthasar is most severe in his anal-

ysis of Barth's first, and for that matter also his second
Romerbrief, he is right in calling the reader's attention to
the basic Platonic pattern of the work:

the ideal being, the

fall from it, and the eventual return to the ideal.
According to the first Rornerbrief the true existence of
man is his Sein in Gott.

Selbstsein and setting onself over

40 wilhelm Pauck, Karl Barth: Prophet of a New Christianity? (New York and London: Harper & Brothers, 1931), p. 5~
41 Ibid.
42 Balthasar, p. 71.
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against God is sin.
Sunde:

Barth comments:

"Es gibt nur eine

das Selbstst~ndigseinwollen des Henschen Gott

gegenuber. 1143

The distance between God and creation, that

is, the fall, is the origin of time, death, "Schein," "Luge,"
"Nicht-Sein, 11 "Chaos. 1144

As the fallen creature turns from

subjectivity and the sphere of the soul, through the Hell of
"Innerlichkeit" and the Inferno of Pietism, to the eternal
objectivity of the True and the Good,

45

he turns to the Ob-

jective Spirit, the Holy Spirit, who leads him into the
Kingdom of the Absolute Spirit. 46

Obviously Hegelian and

Platonic thought patterns underlie much of what Barth heard
in 1918 as he listened to Paul's Epistle to the Romans.
Rewriting the commentary (1922)
Three years later as Barth was rewriting the Ramerbrief
he was heard to say:

"Whatever its merits and failings, the

first edition can now disappear from the scene. 1147

After the

publication of the first edition Barth continued to study
Paul, listened attentively to Franz Overbeck, paid attention
to what could be culled from the writings of Kierkegaard and

43 Reproduced by Balthasar, P• 72.
44Karl Barth, Der Romerbrief (unaltered reprint of the
1919 edition; zUrich: EVZ Verlag, 1963), pp. 57, 59, 219, 222.
45 Barth used the phrase: "ewige Objektivitat des
Wahren und Guten, 11 ibid., p. 197.
46 Balthasar, p. 74.

4711 The Preface to the Second Edition," R2, p. 2.
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Dostoevsky, and established an even closer acquaintance with
the works of Plato and Kant. 48

The long hours of work on

Romans, which kept the young pastor in his study and caused
a "disturbing preoccupation" in his pastoral duties, resulted
in a modern theological classic. 49
Barth advises the reader of the second edition of the
Romerbrief that "the original has been so completely rewritten that i t may be claimed that no stone remains in its old
place. 1150

Quips Balthasar:

"Perhaps Barth has tidied up

too radically and therefore not carefully enough? 1151

Gone

are many of the provocative affirmations that merely tended
to shock.

The religious lyricism of serrnonic prose that

caused some critics to call his work a collection of sermons has given way to sharp dialectic and dissonant paradox:2
Hamer's judgment, however, is basically valid:

"Though

Barth reduced the volume of his voice, he did not change
the orientation of his thought. 1153

48

.

Ibid., pp. 3-4.

49 Ibid., p. 15.
SOibid., p. 2.
51 Balthasar, p. 75.
52Jerome Hamer, Karl Barth, translated by Dominic M.
Maruca (Westminster, Maryland: Newman Press, 1962), p. 114:
and Pauck, p. 54.
53

Hamer, p. 114.
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The theme
The infinite qualitative distinction between time and

~~

eternity and the otherness of God form the two foci of the
ellipse on which Barth's commentary on Romans rests.

The

author himself declares:
if I have a system, it is limited to a recognition of
what Kierkegaard called the "infinite qualitative
distinction" between time and eternity, and to my reg a rding this as possessing negative as well as positive
significance: "God is in heaven, and thou art on
earth." The relation between such a man and such a
God, is for me the theme of the Bible and the essence
of philosophy.54
The qualitative distinction between time and eternity, between this world and the Beyond, the kingdom of men and the
Kingdom of God, man and God, is most powerfully and persistently presented in the concept of the "absolute 'othernes s ' of God 1155 or "the Wholly-Other-ness of God. 1156

God

is qualitatively distinct from men and from anything human. 57
He is "the Unknown, 1158 the "unknown God, 1159 the "Hidden

54R2
_, p. 10.
55 Ibid., p. 162.
56 Ibid.,

P• 386.

57 rbid., p. 3311 also see pp. 39,
356, 361, 365.

so, · 202,

276, 355,

58 rbid., pp. 331, 347, 367.
59 rbid., pp. 55, 56, 60, 77, 79, 85, 91, 94, 95, 98,
114, 116, 150, 189, 192, 204, 219, 226, 230, 244, 250, 288,
303, 323, 377, 380, 453, 484, 493, 494, 505, 529.
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God,
11

1160

the "Wholly Other, 1161 "the altogether Other, 11 62 the

actus purus, 1163 "the pure Origin of all things, 1164 "the

hidden abyss, 1165

"the impossible possibility. 1166

Simply,

the distance between God and man is essential, sharp, acid,
and of ultimate significance. 67
God; 1168

"Men are men and God is

11 God is in heaven, and thou art on earth. 1169

With

this qualitative principle in mind Barth sees the affirmation of the Letter to the Romans as:
only. 1170

11 He is God, and God

The commanding emphasis on the otherness of God

does not, however, blur the author's vision of the evangelical tenor of the epistle.

He fully recognizes that Paul's

message is about men who are now imprisoned in tribulation,
yet live in a great hope. 71
sage of hope is:

The theme of the Pauline mes-

"Where the faithfulness of God encounters

the fidelity of men, there is manifested His righteousness.
There shall the righteous man live. 1172

GOibid., pp. 493,

__

sos.

61 Ibid .,
pp. 49, 249, 326, 380, 446; also cf. pp. 240,
250, 314, 446, 452.
62 Ibid.,

PP• 42, 367.

63 Ibid.,

P• 274.

64 Ibid.,

P• 79.

65 Ibid., p. 46.

66 Ibid., p. 79.

6 7rbid.,

68 Ibid.,

P• 49.

P• 63.

69 Ibid., p. 310.

?Orbid., p. 423.

71

72 Ibid.,

..!B.!,g., p. 32.

p. 42 •
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Dialectical method
Ba rth informs the reader that the matter contained in
the text cannot be released except by an "elastic application of the 'dialectical' method. 1173

In the commentary he

speaks of "dialectical truth, 1174 "dialectical knowledge, 1175
11

dialectical p a radox, 1176 "dialectical balance, 1177 and "dia-

lectical dualism. 1178

It is evident that the word "dialectic"

appears rather frequently. 79
What is dialectical thinking?

Professor Friedrich

Traub offe rs a dispassionate and useful treatment of the
question. 80

According to him one must distinguish four uses

of dialectics:

(1) dialectic or dialogical dialectic, corn-

mon to Pl a to and Socrates,

(2)

rhetorical dialectic, often

used b y P aul and Luther, (3) real dialectic, that is, a

7 3 Ibid., p. 8.
74 Ibid., pp. 116, 118, 120, 126.
7 5 ~ . , P• 135.
76 Ibid.,
p. 68.
77 Ibid.,
78

PP• 178, 180, 183.

Ibid., p. 358.

79 Ibid.,

PP• 60, 149, 164, 166, 177, 188, 405,

8 °Friedrich Traub,

465.

"Zurn Begriff des Dialektischen,"
Zeitschrift fur Theologie und Kirche, Neue Folge, X, Nr. 5
(1929), 380-88. Also see Gerhard Kruger, "Dialektische
Methode und theologische Exegese. Logische Bemerkungen zu
Barths 'Rornerbrief,'" Zwischen den Zeiten, V, Nr. 2 (1927),
116-57: Bouillard, pp. 73-75: Balthasar, pp. 79-93: Torrance,
pp. 80-90.
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real opposition of real factors (for example, man is both
flesh and spirit: God is both just and merciful), often used
by biblical writers, and (4) the dialectic of logical paradox which, according to Traub, appears in Hegel's and
Barth's work.

Barth uses all the four forms of dialectic

in his commentary without bothering to distinguish the usages.

He mingles the real dialectic with the dialectic of

the logical paradox to the extent that both seem to be one
and the same, and thus necessary for expressing theology. 8 1
Professor Traub disagrees with the opinion that logical
paradox is essential for theological thought. 82

Barth, how-

ever, has saturated his dialectical theology of the R~merbrief with the concept of the paradox. 83

He has tied the

major theological concepts explicitly to the paradox.

He

speaks of the paradox of existence, 84 the paradox of grace~5
86
the paradox of faith,
and the paradox of election and
.
87
re j ec t ion.

81 R2, pp. 94, 425.
82 Traub, X, 386.
83 The concept explicitly mentioned: R2, pp. 58, 100,
105, 153, 160, 166, 192, 194, 201, 241, 251, 274, 296, 322,
341, 347, 356, 392, 412, 420, 460, 469.
84 Ibid., p. 59.

126.

85 Ibid.,

P• 152.

86 Ibid.,

PP• 108, 111, 112, 113, 115, 116, 118, 120,

8 71.m:.,g. , P• 352.
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The French theologian Henri Bouillard has studied
Barth's use of the dialectic with unusual perceptiveness.
He distinguishes three uses of the dialectic.

The first

characterizes the concrete relationship between man and God,
the second applies to human discourse about that relationship, and the third concerns the ethical attitude that this
demands over against the world.BB

The theological dialec-

tic (la dialectigue theologic) concerning human discourse
about the Word of God calls forth an affirmation and a negation, a thesis and an antithesis, both of which bear witness
to the living center, the ineffable origin, the inaccessible
synthesis from which they proceed.

This is the dialectic of

the Yes and the No.B 9

It rests in a paradox which finds no
90
synthesis or solution except in God Himself.
The dialec-

tic which characterizes man's relationship to God (Adam and
Christ, sin and grace, death and resurrection, promise and
fulfilment, rejection and election), however, does not
merely indicate an opposition of terms but a movement of the
first to the second. Here is not simply a Yes and a No but
a Yes in the No. 91 In the divine negation God's reality is
manifested, and through it man is confirmea. 92

Thus the

88Bouillard, p. 73.
89 R2, pp. 288, 331, 409, 463, 484.
90 Bouillard, p. 74.
91 R2, pp. 38, 114, 176, 256, 283, 401, 464, 494, 513.
92 rbid., pp. 112, 125, 186, 321.
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negation is not merely a logical fact but a process of creation:

there is a dissolution for the paradox. 93

The

dissolution does not take place in history nor in man's
thought but in the eschaton, that is, in God. 94

It is ob-

vious that this dialectic which is akin to but different
from that of Hegel is dynamic in character.

Barth also

calls this dialectic the krisis, giving the word its primary technical meaning. 95

The krisis concept actually

dominates the pages of the commentary. 96

Interestingly

enough, Bouillard suggests that the dialectic of krisis
and the dialectic of paradox form a dialectic of their own
in the RcSmerbrief.

"The paradox is the only possible human

expression of the krisis; and the latter cancels and establishes the paradox. 1197
It is clear that for Barth dialectics does not simply
dissolve into a paradox.

Dialectics is not simply an extra-

neous philosophical method which molds theological truth.
Rather in Barth's theology it is used to set forth the essential Pauline dialectical thought.

To be sure, this is done

93 Note the Hegelian concept.
94 Bouillard, P• 74.
95 R2, pp. 69, 82, 175, 445.
186,
325,
454,
520,

96 Ibid., pp. 91, 106, 114, 118, 120, 123, 146, 148, 163,
197, 199, 203, 208, 221, 222, 225, 242, 243, 244, 246,
343, 346, 350, 363, 374, 425, 430, 436, 437, 447, 453,
455, 457, 460, 461, 476, 485, 504, 505, 506, 512, 513.
525, 526.
9 7Bouillard, p. 75.
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in the light of Luther's interpretation and in the garb of
Hegelian and Kierkegaardian philosophy.

It is very important

to Barth that dialectics does not begin to structure theology
but rather acts the role of John the Baptist in Grunewald's
celebrated Crucifixion painting. 98

Dialectics is to point

the way to the Truth.
Does Barth's dialectical method help to answer the
ultimate questions which the Epistle to the Romans raises?
Barth's concern is not so much to answer the questions as to
raise them.

"Busy thyself in asking questions, not in an-

swering them," he advises. 99 He believes that to think is
100
to f ormulate questions.
Therefore theologians should not
stop aski ng questions. 101
Influences
Barth's own judgment that Overbeck, Plato, Kant,
Kierkegaa rd, and Dostoevsky influenced him in preparing the
second edition of the Romerbrief is supported by the facts
as s een in the final product. 102

98Bouillard informs the reader that Barth has confided
in him that the famous Grunewald painting inspired his whole
theology of the R6merbrief period. Ibid., p. 75, note 3.

99 R2, p. 456.
lOOibid., p. 425.
10111 The straight-moving thought which we so earnestly
desire is not genuine thought at all," according to Barth.
Ibid.; also seep. 254.
102 Ibid., pp. 3-4.
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Soren Kierkegaard.-- As already indicated, Barth's guiding
pri nciple in the commentary was Kierkegaard's infinite qualitative distinction between time and eternity. 103

He

fr e quently quoted, with approval, from the works of the
Dani sh author. 104

Many Kierkegaardian phrases became

trademarks of the R~Hnerbrief.
a nd tre mbling, 11105 the

11

Such expressions as

II

fear

leap into the void, 11106 faith as

"leap into the dark, 11107 or as "final leap into the Absolute,11108 the "Either--Or, 11109 "sickness unto death, 11110
"pas sionate motions of eternity, ,.lll the "eternal Moment," 112
the "Mome nt, 11113 the mathematical point,

114

the tangent

l0 3 Ibid., p. 10.
l0 4 Ibid., pp. 116, 279, 438, 439, 442, 447, 494, 495, 496.
l0 5 Ibid., PP• 28, 94, 125, 137, 138, 152, 163, 252, 325,
356, 387, 404, 411, 413, 432, 448, 453, 455.
l0 6 Ibid., pp. 99, 107, 183.
l0 7 Ibid., p. 98.
lOSibid., P• 303.
l0 9 Ibid., PP• 283, 284.

Cf. p. 229.

llOibid., pp. 146, 148, 186, 244.
lllrbid., P• 149.
112 Ibid., pp. 343, 396, 404, 420, 497, 498, 501.
113 Ibid.,
PP• 111, 124, 125, 165, 166, 171, 176, 188,
190, 227, 237, 249, 319, 329, 360, 366, 376, 401, 406, 422,
440, 456, 476, 491, 499, 500, 501.
114 Ibid., p. 191.
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relationship of the divine and human worlds. 115 and the famous 11 paradox 11116 are constant reminders of Barth's affinity
to Kierkeg aard's thought at this time. 117

This, however,

does not mean that Barth is totally uncritical in his approach to the Dane's ideas. 118
Fedor. Dostoevsky.-- The nineteenth-century Russian novelist
deeply moved the heart of Karl Barth by allowing the sinners
habitually to wear the halo of sanctity and the utterly
guilty to hunger for eternity.

Barth felt that Dostoevsky,

the clear-sighted man, he called him, understood the ambig uity of human existence, the last stages of human nakedness,
the g uilt of the individual, the supreme sin of the Grand
Inquisitor--and the known Unknown, the Lord, the validity of
g r a ce. 119

He was impressed by the fact that Dostoevsky knew

no her oes save sinners under God's impenetrable grace.

It

s e e ms tha t the Grand Inquisitor episode from Brothers
Karamazov held a special fascination for the Barth of the
Romerbrief period.l 2 0
115 Ibid., p. 30.
116.!l2!.g., pp. 41, 58, and many others.
117 For a brief but useful survey of Kierkegaard's influence on Barth see Harner, pp. 229-54. The work tends to
exaggerate Barth's dependence on Kierkegaard.
Bouillard's
treatment of the subject is excellent. See Bouillard,
pp. 107-13.
118R2, pp. 27, 46.
8
119 Ibid., p. 505. Also cf. pp. 68, 185, 232, 292, 428.
120rbid., pp. 220, 232, 391, 393, 479, 480, 520.
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Franz Overbeck.-- Overbeck was a professor of critical theology at the University of Basel until 1897.

His concept of

Urgeschichte (Primal History), a sense of awe, and a biting
criticism of the institutionalized and historically-softened
church appealed to young Barth as well as to his friend
Eduard Thurneysen. 121

The name of this irreligious-religious

man, as Barth called Overbeck, appears often122 and mostly
with approva1 123 in the Romerbrief.

It is only in the later

work of Ba rth, however, that the concept of Urgeschichte
comes fully into its own.
Immanuel Kant.-- The K8nigsberg philosopher's influence is /
marked but subtle.

As a keen thinker about the boundaries

of human thoug ht, Kant avoided the mixing of heaven and
earth.

For this Barth was grateful to him. 124

He felt that

the philosopher possessed far greater insight than his relig ious opponents. 125

As another one of those irreligious-

religious men to whom Barth was drawn, Kant seemed to have a
126
"sense of reality" that the "amateurs in piety" lacked.

121 Ibid., p. 3.
122Ibid., pp. 29, 39, 100, 109, 118, 137, 162, 204, 252,
268, 447.
l23Ibid., pp. 39, 100, 118, 137, 162, 204.
124 Ibid., p. 432.
125rbid., p. 386.
126 Ibid., p. 267.
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Plato.-- In the Rornerbrief behind the scenes of the Kierkegaardian absolute distinction between God and creature stands
the Platonic idea of primal identity, a concept quite evident
already in the first edition of the commentary.

According to

Barth, men as creatures carry with them the anamnesis of
127
God.
The author's own words illustrate best his dependence on Platonic idealism:
Our lack of humility, our lack of recollection, our
lack of fear in the presence of God, are not in our
present condition inevitable, however natural they may
seem to us. Plato in his wisdom recognized long ago
that behind the visible there lies the invisible~~verse which is the Origin of all concrete things.
Man's destiny, according to Barth, is the return to God
through the anamnesis.

He speculates that "just in the midst

of the last and deepest skepticism • • • there may perhaps
exist that brokenness which is the recollection of God, aye,
of God Himself. 11129

In fact, the Gospel itself is the recol130
lection of God which is created by it.
The original
relationship between God and man "can be reestablished only

through the--clearly seen--memory of eternity breaking in
upon our minds and hearts. 11131

One who knows Barth as a

mature theologian may be surprised to hear him say in the
Romerbrief that "we encounter in Jesus the scandal of an

127 11 0ur memory of God accompanies us always as problem
and as warning." Ibid., p. 46.

128

-·
Ibid

lJOibid., p. 38.

129 Ibid., p. 167.
p. 48.
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eternal revelation of that which Abraham and Plato had indeed already see n. 132
11

On the basis of what has been said

it is clear that the Platonic stance of the R~merbrief is
beyond doubt.
Martin Luther and others.-- Besides the big five, Kierkegaard, Dostoevsky , Overbeck, Kant and Plato, others,
not a bly Luther, influenced Barth's thought at this time.
He is s o impressed by Luther's "penetrating insight 11133
tha t

t ime and a g ain he permits him to speak directly. 134

The refe rences and phrases he owes to the German reformer
f a r ex cee d those he owes to John Calvin. 135

Practically

wi thout exception the references to Luther, and to Calvin
f or tha t ma tter, are positive.
his l a ter works.
two g rea t

This is not so at all in

Besides the theological insights of the

sixtee nth-century reformers, Hermann Kutter's

critique of the church, 136 Johann Christeph Blu.mhardt's

132rbid., p. 277.
133 Ibid., p. 453.
134 rbid., pp. 144, 155, 429, 453, 454, and many others.
135A partial list of references to Luther: Ibid.,
pp. 28, 38, 39, 42, 93, 94, 99, 106, 117, 137, 141, 164,
166, 170, 176, 185, 190, 194, 210, 251, 253, 256, 263, 275,
282, 284, 295, 298, 302, 303, 305, 307, 311, 320, 368, 371,
414, 420, 421, 422, 428. References to Calvin: Ibid.,
pp. 80, 143, 151, 153, 162, 188, 192, 252, 268, 308, 313,
349, 350, 413, 511.
136

Ibid., p. 395.

Cf. PP• 151, 220.
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optimistic Kingdom-of-God-Religion, 137 and Leonard Ragaz's
revolutionary ideas against theology138 all had some influence on him.

It is interesting to note that Schleiermacher•s

name appears only a few times in the R6merbrief, 139 and St.
Anselm does not even appear in the index of the work. 140
Radical criticism
Many theologians have felt that Barth's Romerbrief was
primarily of negative significance.

It called in question

and subjected to radical criticism a number of cherished
notions of the church.

It is true that a salutary accom-

plishment of the Romerbrief was a comprehensive and radical
reexamination of contemporary theology.

Many a sacred idea

of Neo-Protestant liberalism lost its respectability on the
battlefield of Barth's commentary.
Man.-- Reacting against the popular Protestant idea of progress Barth boldly claimed that man is a sinner through and
through.

He contended that "Sin is the characteristic mark

of human nature as such • • • • 11141

Man's union with God is

so completely shattered that he cannot even conceive of its

137 rbid., pp. 252, 366.
138 rbid., p. 241.

Also cf. pp. 29, 211, 232, 312.

Cf. P• 435.

139 rbid., pp. 225, 258, 260, 266, 295.
140Anselm is directly quoted with approval at least
twice during the course of the work:
Ibid., pp. 177, 241.
141 Ibid., p. 173.
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restoration.

Barth said:

Their sin is their guilt; their death is their destiny;
their world is formless and tumultuous chaos, a chaos
of the forces of nature and of the human soul: their
life is illusiort This is the situation in which we
find ourselves. 2
For the natural man the No of God that encounters him is
truly a negation, it is the wrath of God. 143

Every devotion

by which man solemnly affirms himself and the world is
really a pious setting aside of the contradiction} 44
Religion.-- But what about the "religious" man?
better off than man in general?

Is he not

It is true that in religion

at its purest and noblest mankind reaches its highest pinnacle of human possibility, 145 its last step in human
progress. 146

But since religion is a human possibility is

really is only romantic unbelief, 147 an abyss, 148 a reign
of sin and death. 149

The "'things of religion' are pre-

cisely the things which Jesus passed by in order to die. 11150
So if religion is to be understood as a concrete historical
phenomenon in the world of sin and death i t must be abandoned.151

142
144

But since it cannot be abandoned, it must be

Ibid. p. 37
Ibid., p. 44.

143

145

Ibid., PP• 42, 48.

Ibid., p. 185.

14 6 Ibid., P• 254.

147 Ibid., p. 60.

148

149

150

Ibid., p. 253.
rbid., P• 160.

151

Ibid., P• 187.
Ibid., p. 184.
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borne as a yoke, 152 even though it "casts us into the
deepest of all prisons •• • • 11153
In his discussion of religion Barth shows that in spite
of the many daring statements he makes, he has not as yet
liberated himself completely from anthropocentric
presuppositions. 154
Religious experience.-- According to Barth's Romerbrief
faith must not be defined as religious experience155 since
it "lies beyond the positive content of history and of inner
religious experience. 11 156
religious experience. 157

Nor is the righteousness of faith
The Gospel is neither an experi-

ence nor an emotion, but rather "the clear and objective
perception of what eye hath not seen nor ear heard. 11158
Only those who are under the law have an experience of God
or a remembrance of such experience. 159

It finally comes

to this that when God's mercy is "thought of as an element
in history or as a factor in human spiritual experience, its
untruth is emphasizea. 11160

152 Ibid., p. 258.

15 3 Ibid., p. 276.

154The following two statements stand out: 11 Religion
is the ability of man to receive and to retain an impress
of God's revelation • • • • " Ibid., p. 183: and "All that
religion can do is to expose the complete godlessness of
human behaviour. 11 Ibid., p. 276.
155 Ibid., p. 135.

156Ibid., p. 132.

157 Ibid., p. 126.

158 Ibid., p. 28.

159 Ibid., p. 87.

160Ibid., p. 102.
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Natural knowledge of God.-- There is a kind of knowledge of
God "attainable through a simple observation of the incomprehensibility, the imperfection, the triviality of human
life • • • • 11 which men neglect. 161

What is this knowledge?

According to Barth's Romerbrief it is

11

our not-knowing what

God knows that is our temporal knowledge about God • • • • 11162
"What i s clearly seen in the works of God is His invisibility.

. .

. 11163

Our natural knowledge of God is that "we can

know nothing of God, that we are not God. • • • 11164 God is
the unknown God165 whose footprint is the world. But since
men choose scandal rather than faith "the footprint in the
vast riddle of the world is the footprint of His wrath. 11166
"The spee ch of God can always be heard out of the whirlwind.1116 7

But what man does is to assign to God a place,

albeit the highest pl a ce, in the world of time, and in so
doing he fundamentally places God on the same line with himself and with things. 168
Beginnings of positive theology
A careful study of the second edition of the Ramerbrief
leaves no doubt tha~ apart from its well publicized negative

161 Ibid.,

P• 47.

162 Ibid.,

P• 310.

163 Ibid.,

P• 422.

164Ibid.,

P• 47.

165 Ibid.,

P• 36.

166Ibid., p. 43.

167 Ibid.,

P• 46.

l68rbid., PP• 44, 47.
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task, it contains an embryonic positive theology which
struggles for birth.

These positive themes which were de-

veloped and modified later demand attention here.
The New World:

An eschatological reality.-- The "completely

closed circle 11 169 of the old world meets the new"world of
life

11170

in Jesus Christ.

As a result a dialectical rela-

tionship between the two is established. 171

Although the

line of intersection drawn by God Himself "can neither be
see n nor a pproached, and is always unbridgeable and disturbing • • • it points us always to the secret where God
Hims el f i s the Judge. 11172

It is a pure, absolute, vertical

mira cle when in the historical Jesus the line of intersection, t he p oint of meeting of the two worlds does become
observable. 173

The impossible possibility of the New World

is a pos s ibility of God. 174

Man is incapable of knowing
175
a nyth ing a bout that other wor1a,
but God has commissioned
Paul "to h a nd over to men something quite new and unprecedented, joyful and good,--the truth of God. 11176

"The Gospel

is the Word of the Primal Origin of all things, the Word
which, since it is eve r new, must ever be received with

1 6 9 ~ . , p. 187.

170 Ibid.,

P• 166.

171 Ibid.

172 Ibid.,

p. 70.

l ?3,Ibid., P• 29.

1 74 Ibid., P• 75.

1 7 5 ~ . , p. 30.

l 76Ibid., P• 28.
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renewed fear and trernbling. 11 1 77

Thus man comes to know the

Corning World which is really an eschatological possibility.178

Barth clearly expresses his strong eschatological

orientation when he says:

"If Christianity be not altogether

thorough-going eschatology, there remains in it no relationship wha tever with Christ. 11179
Revelation.-- Revelation occurs when God speaks. 180

The

years of A.D. 1 to 30 are the era of revelation and disclosure.

This era "sets forth the new and strange and

divine definition of all tirne. 11181

By virtue of this di-

vine definition, every epoch becomes a potential field of
revelation a nd disclosure. 182

Revelation is dynamic.

It

is not; it occurs and occurs eternally. 183

God speaks His

Word which is both creative and effective.

"The Word of

God is the transformation of everything that we know as
Humanity, Nature, and History. • • • 11184 The Word of God
addressed to man is the Christ in man. 185 When man hears
the Word of God in the Gospel, he hears the truth which sets
a question mark against all truths. 186

177

"The Gospel speaks

Ibid.

178 Ibid., pp. 467, 476, 491, 492, and many others.
179 Ibid.,

P•

314.

lSOibid., p. 66.

181 Ibid.,

P•

29.

182 Ibid.

183 Ibid.,

P• 76.

1 85 Ibid., P• 285.

184 Ibid.,

P• 278.

186Ibid., p. 35.
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of God as He is:
only. 11187

it is concerned with Him Himself and Him

By it the whole concrete world is dissolved and

establishea. 188

It is the fire alarm of a coming New

Worla.189
Jesus Christ.-- Jesus as Christ who is the End of history
can only be comprehended as Paradox, as Victor, as Primal
History. 190

In Him God is recognized as God.

As Problem

in history, he deprives man of everything but the existentiality of God.

191

It is Christ who "exposes the gulf

which separates God and man, and by exposing it, bridges
it."192
Triumph of grace.-- Grace is the promise of the Kingdom of
193
God.
It is the altogether Yes, 194 the fact of forgiveness,195 the real freedom of the will of God in men, 196 the
power of Resurrection, 197 the krisis from death to life, 198
199
the power of obedience.
Perhaps Barth best expressed his
idea of grace in the following words:

187112!.Q., p. 37.

188Ibid.,

189 Ibid., p. 38.

l 9 0ibid., P• 29.
192 Ibid., p. 31.

191 Ibid.,

P• 327.

P• 35.

193 Ibid., p. 193.

194 Ibid.

195 Ibid., p. 190.

196 Ibid.,

197 Ibid.

198Ibid., p. 225.

199Ibid., P• 213.

P•

213.
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The totality of our human will and intelligence, future
as well as past has been superseded by the pre-eminent,
ineffable, and invisible power of our eternal future
existence--Futurum aertenum--the future of the nonconcrete possibility of God. This is grace. 2 00
Barth's theme of theology is grace, 201 a grace that is victorious,202 even triurnphant. 203
Faith.-- When the grace of God abounds the very existence of
the world and God become "a question and a hope with which
and for which men must wrestle. 11204
l.. n

F a1.. th •

Man wrestles with God
It 1.s
. a h azard ous und ert a k.1.ng, 205 a r i s k , 206 a

le ap. 207

"To believe in Jesus is the most hazardous of all
hazards," says Barth. 208 To hear the No of God and to under209
stand it as His Yes is faith.
Of course this is no
product of historical or spiritual achievement. 210
it is both presumed and created by the Gospel. 211

Rather
It lives

of its own for it really is the ineffable reality of God. 212
It is its own presupposition and initiation. 213

Man cannot

manipulate or comprehend it, for "it is the paradox by which

2 00ibid.,

p. 191.

201

Ibid., p. 530.

2 0 2 Ibid., p. 213.

20 3 Ibid., pp. 94, 188.

204 Ibid.,

P• 31

206 Ibid.,

P• 99.

205 rbid., pp. 106, 202.
207 Ibid.,
pp. 98, 99.

208 rbid.,

P• 99.

209 Ibid., p. 123.

210 rbid.,

P• 58.

211 Ibid.,

212 Ibid.,

P• 58.

213

P• 28.

Ibid., P• 99.
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all direct and visible human being and having and doing is
limited and rendered questionable--and is established and
affirmed. 112 14
Divine election.-- In Barth's theology the idea of divine
election is intimately connected with the sovereign freedom
of God.

Both the freedom of God 215 and the sovereignty

of God 216 receive ample attention in the Romerbrief.

In

fact Barth claims that the very theme of the church is the
freedom of Goa. 217

In His freedom the sovereign God elects

men e ither to blessedness or to darnnation. 218

Thus the

reader often hears of the doctrine of "Double Predestination.

11219

The "ground of election is faith and the ground

of rejection is unbelief. 11220

According to Barth:

Pre destination means the recognition that love towards
God is an occurrence, a being and having and doing of
men, which takes place in no moment of time, which is
beyond time, which has its origin at every moment in
God Himself, and which must therefore be sought and
found only in Him.221

214 Ibid., p. 123.
215Ibid., pp. 220, 237, 257, 269, 270, 271, 336, 353,
355, 363, 373, 384, 386, 399, 401, 402, 421, 427, 433, 452,
494, 512, 514, 525.
216 Ibid., pp. 84, 91, 122, 187, 190, 373, 384, 386,
401, 420.
217 Ibid., p. 419.
218 Ibid., p. 243.
219 Ibid., pp. 250, 343, 346, 347, 415, 421, 514.
22 0ibid., p. 411.

221

Ibid., P• 324.
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It is well to note that for Barth "Double Predestination"
implies the Yes and the No of God. 222

God "rejects, in

order that He may elect. 11 223 So Barth concludes that men
do not know whether God's election "may not lie precisely
where we see his rejection • • • • 11224

This study needs

not answer the problem of whether or not Barth teaches
universalism.
Existential existence.-- In the first third of the Romerbrief
the word "existential" hardly ever occurs.

On the other hand

in the rest of the work, words and phrases such as existential,225 existentially, 226 existential existence, 2 27 and
exi s tentiality 228 occur frequently.

Barth has become con-

vince d that the whole theology must be understood existentially .

There is no room for spectators of life, for the

Word of God entails personal involvement.

From the base of

existential orientation Barth speaks of existentiality of
divinity , 229 the existential reality of the Spirit. 230

222

Ibid., p. 250.

224 Ibid.,

223 Ibid., p. 350.

P• 515.

225 Ibid., pp. 211, 219, 229, 233, 273, 300, 322, 325,
424, 425, 428, 438, 448, 452.
226 Ibid., pp. 210, 218, 226, 227, 235, 236, 272, 273,
282, 285, 315, 319, 327, 343, 393, 417, 434, 455.
227 Ibid.,
228 Ibid.,

PP• 216, 273, 452.

PP• 192, 277, 298, 382, 416, 422.
230 rbid.,
2291.Q!.g., P• 276.
P• 274.
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existentiality of divine grace, 231 existential truth, 232
existential knowledge, 233 existential deed, 234 and existential belonging-to-God. 235

For him the "possession of grace

means the existential submission to God's contradiction of
a 11 tha t we ourselves are or are not • • • • 11236
the conclusion is reached that Jesus Christ is

Finally,
11

my existen-

tial I . 11237
The church.-- Barth takes the church seriously.

"The Church

i s t hat visibility which forces invisibility upon our notice,
that huma nity which directs our attention toward God. 11238
It is "the fellowship o f ~ who proclaim the Word of God
and hear it. 11239

It is the fellowship of sinners dependent

upon forg iveness. 240

But one dare not forget that the

church o n this side of the abyss is "the place where the
e ternity of revelation is transformed into a temporal, concrete , directly visible thing in this world. 11241

Thus,

whether one likes it or not, 11 the Church is a vigorous and
extensive attempt to humanize the divine, to bring i t within
the sphere of the world of time and things • • • • 11242

231

Ibid., P• 194.

233 Ibid.·,

232

Ibid., pp. 334, 434.

P• 384.

234 Ibid.,

P• 300.

235 Ibid., p. 220.

236 Ibid.,

P• 216.

237

Ibid., p. 269.

239 Ibid., p. 241.
241 Ibid., p. 332.

This

238

Ibid., P• 337.

240ibid.,
P• 367.
242 Ibid.
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however, does not mean that man may desert the church.

Far

from it, says Barth.
We must not • • • hold ourselves aloof from the Church
or break up its solidarityi but rather participating in
its responsibility and share the guilt of its inev~~
3
able f a ilure, we should accept it and cling to it.
The church me ans suffering and not triumph.

Neither the

church no r ma n p ossesses God, but the latter stands, and
remains s t a nding , in the former as miserable, hesitating,
question i n g , ter rified creature. 244
Analogy o f faith
The concep t of the analogy of faith gains momentum as
Bart h' s t hought deve lops.

An explicit formulation of the

analog y doe s not occur in the Romerbrief.
howeve r, r ema ins:

Are seeds of the developing analogia

fidei a lready present in the commentary?
the case.

This seems to be

To be sure, at this time the expressions of the

analogy a re f a int.

a

The question,

Ba rth believes that man cannot discover

continuity of existence between himself and God.

245

But

faith as absolute Miracle, as pure Beginning, as Prime
Creation esta blishes a relationship between the known condi246
tion of human life and the unknown Goa.
Faith is the
ground of knowledge. 247

243 Ibid.,

P•

334.

245 Ibid., p. 296.
247 Ibid., p. 141.

It can penetrate the barrier of

__

244 Ibid , p. 335.
246 Ibid., p. 140.
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this world and establish an identity between the man of this
world and the new man which is radically and absolutely
"other. 11248

Thus it is not the category of creation but the

category of faith which enables man to overcome the abyss
between time and eternity.
It s e e ms that Barth is only a step away, a step which is
not t aken in the Romerbrief, from saying that by analogia
fidei man c a n know the unknown God.
"Schicksal und Idee in der Theologie" (1929)
In 1929 and 1930 Barth was particularly concerned with
epistemolog ical and methodological questions germane to theology .

Hi s Dortmund lectures of 1929 were devoted to

explori n g the relationship of the nature and reality of the
object and the thought about the object in philosophy and
theology.

The lectures raise the perennial problem rela-

tionship betwee n the particular and the universal, nature
and spirit, being and thought, realism and idealism, or as
Barth chose to put it, destiny and idea. 249

The theme of

the lectures revolves around the idea that while theology,
a science of God who is proclaimed in His church, is really

248

Barth's own words are: "The new subject, being that
which is radically and absolutely 'other,' must • • • be
contrasted with what I am • • • it is, in fact, what I am
not.
Nevertheless, I am this new subjecti because, since
faith is the predicate, an identity is established between
me and it."
Ibid., p. 149.
24911 Schicksal und Idee in der Theologie," VII, 309-48.
Also in Barth, Theologische Fragen und Antworten, pp. 54-92.
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a human science and as such shares with philosophy the instrument of human thought.

Consequently i t cannot escape

paying attention to the final goals of human thought and
the basic problem of philosophy. 250
reckon with realism and idealism.

Theology, too, must
The Dortmund lectures

are of such significance in understanding Barth's theology
that they demand close attention. 251
The relationship of theology and philosophy
Of common concern to both theology and philosophy are
the realistic and idealistic orientations of thought.

For

the realist knowledge is basically the knowledge of actuality gained by experience.

This knowledge can be gained

through external and inner experience.

252

A thorough-going

theological realist as was Thomas Aquinas concentrates on the
category of being as the avenue of knowing God.

Since a

similarity exists between God as Being itself and creation
that exists, God can and must be known from His creation. 253
This, according to Barth, makes God ontologically and noetically the destiny of man.

In the final analysis both

250 Ibid., p. 61.
251 Torrance recognizes the importance of the Dortmund
lectures and offers a careful albeit not particularly original or inspiring account of the material and its significance.
Cf. Torrance, pp. 148-80.
252 Barth, Theologische Fragen und Antworten, p. 63.
253 Ibid., p. 62.
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Pietism and Rationalism are forms of radical theological
realism, the former depending on the inner, the latter on
the external experience of God. 254

Yet Christian theology

cannot simply say no to realism just because the statement
"God is" is a realist affirmation. 255

However, theology,

in order to be really theology, has to think and speak of
God on the basis of the Word of God. 256
is known externally and internally.

To be sure, God

But He is not only the

object but also the subject of His knowledge.

A theologian

must be careful to insist that what is meant by external
experience of God is really the being known by the coming
God, and that the inner experience of God is the being
known by the Holy Spirit. 257
Whereas the realist's question concerns actuality, the
idealist is concerned with the truth of the matter.

The

idealist's questions seek to penetrate behind the given,
the objectifiable, the finite, behind all actuality to its
ultimate legitimation and substantiation, to the infinite
presupposition of what is given, to the all-inclusive
258
Idea.
"Idealism is self-determination of the spirit over
against nature. 11259

254

rbid., p. 63.

256Ibid.
258rbid., p. 72.
259 Ibid., p. 73.

It is the discovery of correlation

255 Ibid., p. 67.
257Ibid., PP• 70-72.
Cf. Torrance, p. 158.
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between thinking and truth. 260

A theology, such as

mysticism, which rests on the basic presupposition of the
direct knowledge of God is idealistic theology.

But just

as little as theological realism could be discarded, can
theological idealism be dismissed simply as a masked
philosophy? 261

The idealist principle of distinguishing

the given from the non-given is necessary in differentiating between God's revelation and that which is obvious.
Furthermore, since theology is concerned with understanding,
it has to come to terms with the reality of God in human
thought forms of abstraction and meaning. 262

However,

idealism is as dangerous as it is useful to theology.

The-

ology, and especially idealistic theology, must not be
permitted to forget that the accessibility of God is not a
human but a divine possibility. 263
Philosophy has the desire, and every right to this desire, to say the final word:
the real and the ideal. 264

to create a synthesis between
Theology, however, must forfeit

the desire for such a synthesis, because i t is not, and must
not be, an anthropology.

Theology is really theology when

it is reflection on the actuality and truth of the proclaimed Word of God and not merely a reflection on the

260ibid.

261 Ibid., p. 74.

262 Ibid., p. 75.

263 Ibid. , p. 78.

264

Ibid., p. 84.
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reality and truth of man. 265
is to be found in

The final synthesis of theology

God and in Hirn alone. 266

As long as

philosophy is philosophy, that is, remains in its own proper
domain, a peaceful and helpful coexistence with theology is
desirable and possible.

When philosophy, however, becomes

theosophy, a mortal combat must ensue. 267
Both p hilosophy and theology avail themselves of dialectical movement of thought because they both speak in the
same r e alm. 268

Like theosophical philosophy, theology con-

structs a concept of God and speaks about God.

According

to Barth, who calls on Luther as his witness, this can be
done only by the use of theological dialectics.

One must

be car eful, however, that this dialectic does not become a
Trojan horse, bringing theosophy into the realm of theology.
Theology a lway s faces the danger of becoming theosophy. 269
As it seeks to serve the freedom of the Word of God, real
theological dialectic must never forget that the Word of
God is free and can never be bound.

270

Analogia entis or analogia fidei?
In

II

Schicksal und Idee in der Theologie 11 Barth elabor-

ates on his understanding of analogia entis.

He turns to

265 Ibid., p. 85.

266

267 Ibid.

268 Ibid

p. 82.

269 Ibid., p. 88.

270 Ibid

p. 90.

-·
_.,
_.,
Ibid
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Thomas Aquinas as the classical representative of a theology
based on this analogy.

To say that God is, is to say that

He participates in being.

In fact He is Being itself, the

origin and perfection of all that exists.

From this follows

that all that exists participates in God.

This participa-

tion is in definite unlikeness as only creation is capable
of in relation to the creator, yet by that very reason also
in definite likeness, for it also participates in being. 271
Analogia entis means that all being (das Seiende) and we
men a s beings participate in the likeness of God.

Thus to

experi e nce God is a possibility and a necessity for man according to the category of being. 272

The analogy of being

establishes a positive relationship between creature and
creator.

The creature can and must seek and find God in

the given realities of this world which bear His likeness.
Thus analogia entis becomes the foundation on which natural
knowledge of God and natural theology are built. 273
Barth believes that analogia entis turns God into fate,
into nature.

274

He rejects this analogy as man's attempt

of creating a god who turns out to be an idol.

Man has no

natural capacity for knowing God, 275 nor does his own activity in any way prepare the way for knowing God.

God's

revelation and man's own knowledge stand in an either-or,

271 Ibid., p. 72.
273 Ibid., p. 72.
275 Ibid.,

P• 86.

_.,
274_.,
Ibid
272 Ibid

P• 68.

pp. 62-63.
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life and death, light and darkn~ss relationship.

A theology

which seeks to harmonize and complement divinely revealed
knowledge with natural knowledge of God forfeits its claim
of being a theology of revelation and faith. 276
is the solution'?
analogia fidei.

Can man know God'?

What then

Barth's answer is the

Although the concept is developed in

"Schicksal und Idee in der Theologie" it is not as yet
labeled as such.

To know God is to be known by God.

God

Himself is both object and subject in the knowledge of God.
Since this point is of fundamental importance to Barth's
theology , he himself ought to be heard:
Die Erkenntnis Gottes in seinem Wort ist die Erkenntnis
des Glaubens. Grade der Glaube aber versteht sein
Erkennen nicht als des Menschen eigene Tat und auch
nicht Gottes und Menschen, sondern als Gottes alleiniae
Tat, als des Menschen Erkanntwerden durch das Wort
Gottes.2 77
The likeness of God (similitudo Dei) is not something that
man possesses, albeit in a weak form, but something that is
given to him as a divine gift from above in the moment of
faith.

278

Thus it is the divine and free gift of faith

alone, by grace alone, that establishes a relationship between God and man.

This relationship which makes the

knowledge of God possible and in fact does establish the
knowledge of God is what Barth calls analogia fidei in his
later works.

276
277

Ibid., pp. 86-87.
Ibid., p. 80.

278 Ibid., p. 70.
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Theology of the Word
In the 1927 Prolegomena Barth already elaborated extensively on the theology of the Word of God.
lecture s continue this tradition.

The Dortmund

A few accents of this

theology need elaboration.
Word of God. -- When Barth speaks of the Word of God he has
three empha ses in mind:
r e veals His Word.
possibility of

QQg reveals, God reveals,

and God

According to him, revelation is a special

God and not a general possibility of man. 279

Theology i s only possible as a theology of the proclaimed
God, a God whom man does not have to seek first, but who has
given Himself to be found and who still does so, one who has
reve aled Himself and who still reveals Himself.

Only so far

as theology has God as its subject will it be able to have
.
f or an o b.Ject. 280
Him

This is so because God is Subject.

He has found a way to man, He has bound man to Himself, 281
He r e veals Himself on His own initiative, 282 He both reveals
and conceals Himself in His revelation, 283 He comes,
speaks Hi s Word which man can only repeat. 285

279

Ibid., p. 78.

280

Ibid., p. 56.

281 Ibid., p. 91.

282 Ibid., p. 56.

283Ibid., p. 70.

284 Ibid.,

285 Ibid.,

P• 79.

P• 72.

284

and

271
What has just been said suggests that the Christian God
is a God of revelation.

However, 0ffenbarung and Offen-

bartheit must not be confused.

God in His freedom is always

the former and never the latter. 286
His Word.

He reveals Himself in

The Word of God brings to man a new message.

It

proclaims forgiving and judging grace to the sinner: i t
brings li g ht into darkness. 287

The Word of God to man is

Jesus Christ Himself. 288
Freedom o f God.-- Barth's theology of the Word emphasizes
God's fre e dom. Neither God's grace nor His Word can be
bound.

Man's Yes of faith is a Yes to God's free, unde-

served, unbound grace. 289

The Word of God is His electionJ 90

Man himself can never decide for a real theology of the Word;
he can only be determined for it. 291

The concept of God in

the theology of the Word must not only include the idea of
predestination but must accord it a central position. 292
Christology.-- Barth concludes his Dortmund lectures on a
Christological note which foreshadows an important but later
development in his theology:

286 Ibid.,

P• 70.

287 Ibid., p. 69.

288 Ibid.,

P• 65.

289 Ibid., p. 92.

29 0ibid.,

P• 90.

-

291 11 zur Theologie des Wortes Gottes kann man nur entschlossen ~ . " .!J2!_g., pp. 90-91.
292 Ibid., p. 91.
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die Wahre Theologie immer dort anfange, ubi Christus
ipse incipit, nempe in utero virginis, in praesepe, in
uberibus matris, das heisst in der Konkretheit, in der
das Wort Gottes zu uns gekommen ist und zu uns kommt,
in Wa hrheit, weil es Gottes Wort ist, in Wirklichkeit,
weil es Fleisch geworden 1st, wahrer Gott und wirklicher
Mensch und ebe nso das eine, das gottliche, das bindende,
das rechtfe rtigende und heiligende Wort. Da ware ja
wohl die Theologie Theologie des Wortes, der Erwahlung,
des Glaubens, wo sie ganz und gar eben Christologie
ware.293
It i s noteworthy that the author clearly suggests that true
theology of the Word exists only when and where it is complete ly a Christology.
Obedience .-- The analysis of Barth's lectures here concludes
with a word on his concept of obedience.

The faith which

only knows God and which permits man to speak of God is no
dar i n g f e a t of man but simply an act of obedience.
must list en to the Word of God in obedience. 294

Man

However,

onl y then is obedience obedience when it understands itself
a s faith , as a human Yes to God's gracious Yes. 295
Anselm:

Fides Quaerens Intellectum (1931)

In 1939 Barth commented on his theological development
and his Anselmbuch as follows:

"The real document of this

farewell" ·(to the remnants of the anthropological foundations
of Christian doctrine)

293 Ibid., p. 92.
294 rbid., pp. 81-82.
295 Ibid., p. 92.
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is, in truth, not the much-read brochure Nein!, directed
against Brunner in 1934, but rather the book about the
evidence for God of Anselm of Canterbury which appeared
in 1931. Among all my books I regard this as the one
written with the greatest satisfaction. 29 6
Already in the preface to the first edition of the Anselmbuch, Barth commented that "I find more of value and significance in this theologian than in others. 11297

He described

Anselm's proof of the existence of God as "a model piece of
good, penetrating and neat theology," which he found instructive and edifying at every step of the way. 298

In 1958

Barth admitted that
in this book on Anselm I am working with a vital key,
if not the key to an understanding of that whole
process of thought that has impressed me more and more
in my Church Dogmatics as the only one proper to
theology.299
Commentators on Barth agree with the author that his study
on Anselm represents "the decisive turning-point in his
thinking, for it marks the final point in his advance from
dialectical thinking to Church dogmatics. 11300

Thus the

29 6i<arl Barth, "How My Mind Has Changed--1928-1938, 11
Christian Century, LVI (September 20, 1939), 1132.
297 Barth, Anselm,
P• 7.
298 Ibid., p. 9.
299 Ibid., p. 11.
300 Torrance, p. 182. In this connection also consult
John McIntyre, St, Anselm and His Critics: A Reinterpretatim
of the Cur Deus Homo (Edinburgh: Oliver and Boyd, 1954),
p. 25: John Baptist Mondin, "Analogy Old and New: An Analysis
and Criticism of Aquinas' Analogy of Intrinsic Attribution,
Tillich's Symbolism, Barth's Analogy of Faith, and an attempted Resolution of some Historical, Philosophical and
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Anselmbuch tells the reader as much about Barth's theological method as it does about the eleventh-century father of
scholasticism. 301
Barth's study on Anselm includes an extended treatment
of the latter's theological scheme and a commentary on the
proof of the existence of God based on Proslogion chapters
two to four.

Whether the author has been successful in

understanding Anselm and to what extent his analysis of the
church f a ther is deficient need not concern this study. 302
Suffice i t to say that Anselm scholars consider Barth's
contribution to the subject of real value. 303

The concern

here is prima rily with Anselm's theological methodology
and presuppositions which Barth expounds and accepts.
Theology:

Fides Quaerens Intellectum

Presupposition of theology:

fides.-- For Barth as well as

for Anselm, faith (fides) is the presupposition of theology~o4
In fact theology is considered to be the science of faith

Theological Problems Intrinsic to the Doctrine of Analogy . .(unpublished Doctor's thesis, Harvard University, Cambridge,
Massachusetts, 1959), pp. 183-841 Harner, p. xxviii,
Balthasar, p. 101.
301

Hans Michael Muller, "Credo ut intelligam: Xritische
Bernerkungen zu Karl Barths Dogmatik," Theologische Blatter,
VII (July 1928), 1697 Robert McAfee Brown, "Xey to Two
Giants," Christian Century, LXXVIII (July 26, 1961), 902.
302 see McIntyre, p. 36.
303

Ibid., p. 32.

304Barth, Anselm, p. 26.
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about faith. 3O5

Theology never questions but always assumes

the e xistence of faith. 306

Thus faith remains undisturbed

by the theological Yes and No . 3O7

By no means, however, is

faith to be considered irrational.

It is conceived and

acknowledged by the Word of Godi it is an assent to what is
preached as Truth for the sake of Christ who is its ultimate
Author . 3O8 But it definitely also is the grasp and understa nding of the Credo of the church.

The rational relation-

s hip o f the credo of the individual and the Credo of the
chur ch must not be weakened.

3O9

The very nature of faith is

s uch t hat it desires and summons to knowledge. 310
and me e t s the demand for intelligere. 311

It makes

While faith is

obedience to authority which is prior to knowledge, it
312
fo r ms the basis of knowledge.
On faith and faith alone
i s b ase d the confidence that there might be a valid use of
the human c apacity to form concepts and judgments--that there
could be a v a lid noetic rationality. 313
t he Proslogion is one of faith by faith.
tha t

Anselm's proof in
Both the faith

is proved and the faith that proves are presuppositions

tha t have been achieved by God, the former as divine donare
and the latter as divine illuminare. 314

The inquiries and

)OSibid., p. 171.

3O6 Ibid., pp. 17, 27.

3 o7 Ibid.,

)OSibid., pp. 22, 25.

3O9

P• 18.

Ibid., p. 24.

)lOibid., p. 18.

311 Ibid.,

P• 26.

312 Ibid.,

313 Ibid.,

P• 52.

314 Ibid., p. 170.

PP• 62, 64.
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demonstrations proceed sole ratione (not solitaria ratione).
This, however, does not in the least undermine the fact that
the article of faith to be proved is true independently in
faith.

Also the whole proof of the existence of God in

Proslogion is based on presuppositions accepted by faith.
The presuppositions that God exists 315 and that His nonexistence is inconceivable 316 are built on His revealed
name Quo maius cogitari neguit which is to be accepted by
f a ith. 317
Aim of theology:

intelligere.-- Intelligere is both desired

by and immanent in faith. 318
of intelligere . 319

Credere is the presupposition

Intelligere, derived from intus legere,

means to reflect upon what has already been given in the
Credo.

It means a traversing of the intervening distance

betwee n recognition and assent that must occur in the appropriation of truth; it means understanding the truth as
truth. 320

Intelligere is the explication and description

of the acceptance of the Credo of the church. 321

Since

intelligere is capable only of inadequate expression of its
object, i t can attain only scientific certainty. 322

315 Ibid., pp. 143, 150
317

318

316 Ibid., pp. 143, 150, 152.

rbid., pp. 142, 143, 152
Ibid., p. 16.

320Ibid., pp. 40-41.
322 Ibid., pp. 29-30.

Thus

319ll?__g.,
i
4
p. 2.

3211.121g., PP• 26-28.
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an advance in intelligere from ratio to higher ratio is
possible. 323

This, however, can take place only under

Scripture which is its determining norm as well as its decisive source. 324

The results of the intellectus fidei are

pro bare and laetificare. 325

"Anselm wants •proof• and •joy•

because he wants intelligere and he wants intelligere bec a use h e believe s," says Barth. 326

Any reversal of this

order of compulsion is impossible for Anselm.
Manner of theology:
above i t
in fides.

guaerere.-- From what has been said

is clear that the guaerere intellectum is inunanent
The quest for knowledge of faith and proof is a

demand for Anselm. 327

In questions of intelligere and

proba re, howeve r, nothing could be achieved by an appeal to
the authority of the Holy Scriptures.

To recite proof-texts

a s conf irmation would really mean little more than stating
t h e problem anew, with no contribution to its solution. 328
The quest has to proceed by ratio alone in the narrow
sense. 329

This is to say that no knowledge for the article

X which is to be proved is assumed.
process is sola ratione.

To that extent the

The problem is solved, however, by

means of the articles of faith a, b, c, d which are and must

be assumed as known truths. 33

°

From this point of view

323 Ibid., pp. 31-32.

324

325.!!2!9., p. 16.

326 Ibid.,

PP• 16-17.

327 Ibid.,

328 Ibid.,

p. 42.

329

P• 97.

Ibid., P• 44.

330

Ibid., p. 33.

Ibid., p. 55.
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Anselm's theological method really rests on sola fide.

The

theologian's function is not to fix the given a, b, c, d
but to select from the points f -i xed previously.

The real

task of the theologian, according to Barth's understanding
of Anselm's method, is:
the formulation, according to the rules of logic based
upon the law of contradiction (and within the limits
it permits), of the definitions, conclusions, differentiations and correlations necessary .for the resolution
of that x. And so--not mastering the object but being
mastere d by it--he achieves true noetic ratio, a real
comprehension of the ontic ratio of the object of
f a ith; he attains to the intellectus fidei.331
Such a process of theological activity is not designed to
lead men to faith, nor even to confirm their faith or destroy their doubt.

It is an attempt to make faith

comprehensible. 332

In other words, theology seeks to know

what is believed, that is, to prove it. 333
The Object and Subject of theology:

Quo maius cogitari

neguit.-- The aim of Proslogion is to prove the existence of
God. 334

This makes the existence of God the object of theo-

logical proof and God the object of theological inquiry.
However, a look at Anselm's proof makes it clear that it rests
on the revealed name of God quo maius cogitari nequit. 3 35

331 Ibid.

3 32 Ibid., pp. 17, 69.

333 Ibid., p. 84.

334 Ibid., p. 73.

335The proof itself proceeds as follows:
"since the
noetic ratio of faith follows the ratio of the object of
faith and consequently the ontic ratio; and since, therefore,
theology assents to that Name of God as an article of faith
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The name of God which is used as a rule for thinking about
.
God 336 is
actually an article of faith which comes to man
from God the Subject. 3 3 7

Thus theology is an assent to a

decision coming from its Object; it is an acknowledgment
and recog nition of the Lord's own communication of Himself
a s Subject.

Theological inquiry presupposes that the Object

of inqui r y stands over against the inquirer not as an "it"
o r a " he " but as "Thou" of the Lord. 338
o f t heology.

God is the Subject

The God who is Wholly Other, in a category

all His own, and only known to Himself, 339 is the One who
s hows Hi mself, who acts, who encounters man, who comes into
Hi s system as Object. 340

In the final analysis it is

Chri st , the r eal and ultimate Author of Truth and Himself
t h e Truth, who proclaims the Truth. 341
Chara cter of theology:

worship.-- Before a theologian can

have a r e al desire or ability to find answers, the question
of his d e dication must be raised.

In order to be capable of

and presupposes it for all that follows--it is able t o i l luminate the noetic necessity of faith {that means the
impossibility of denying the existence and the perfect
nature of the God designated by that Name) by the roundabout route of ontic necessity which is inseparable from ontic
rationality. Thus theology can know what is believed, that
is, prove it." Ibid., pp. 83-84.
336
337 Ibid.,
Ibid., p. 87.
PP• 77, 83.
338 Ibid.,
339 Ibid.,
P• 151.
P• 29.
34 0ibid.,
38, 39, 48, 52, 59, 71.
PP•

341

Ibid., P• 25.
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finding answers he must have "a purity of heart, eyes that
have been opened, child-like obedience, a life in the
Spirit, rich nourishment from Holy Scripture • • • • 113 42
Where faith is really faith, it is an obedience. 343

So

theology is devout obedience to the God who is Lord of the
church and as such the God of the inquiring theologian.
This attitude of obedience is very clear in Anselm's quest
f or intelligere.

Barth observes that even formally Anselm's

inquiry is distinguished by a "provocative lack of all
doubt, including all 'philosophic doubt,' of all anxiety,
including all apologetic anxiety.

11344

Since for

Anselm the Credo of the church is both the possibility and
the basis of the science of theology, it is quite understandable that his theology is characterized by an absence
o f krisis. 345
Actually Anselm intends his whole theological inquiry
t o be understood as undertaken and carried through in
prayer. 346

He speaks about God while speaking to Hirn.

The

knowledge which his theological work seeks to expound and
impart is the knowledge that is peculiar to faith, "knowl11347
edge of what is believed from what is believed.
Since
it is a knowledge which must be bestowed on man, it has to

342 Ibid., p. 34.

343 Ibid.,

P• 35.

344 Ibid.,

P• 151.

345 Ibid.,

P• 26.

346 Ibid.,

P• 150.

347 Ibid.,

P• 102.
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be sought in prayer. 348

But since, according to Anselm, no

theological problems are finally settled, prayer must continue, and continue in the sure hope of being heard. 349
Anselm's prayers must not be taken as mere rhetoric but as
theology itself. 350

The churchman stands coram Deo and

worships God as he strives for £ides intellectum in obedie nce to his Lord. 351
An a logia fidei and the knowledge of God
Attention must be given to the principle of analogia
fid e i by which Ba rth seeks to bridge the chasm between God
and man and make the knowledge of God a possibility and a
r e ality.

While the principle is not as yet worked out in

Christological terms in the Anselmbuch, it is clear that i t
has ma tured considerably in Barth's theology by 1931.

The

term itself does not appear in the work.
Strictly speaking only God has a conception of Himself.
He alone is true, real, unique, and in a category all his
352
own.
He alone is objective reality. The general category of existence is not the criterion of God's Existence~
rather His Existence is the criterion of general existence. 353
To be sure, God is a Being who exists.

348 Ibid.

349 Ibid., p. 159.

JSOibid., P• 168.
352
Ibid., P• 29.

351Ibid., pp. 152, 158.
353 Ibid., p. 155.
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But God alone, the Creator, is a being who exists in a
manner insoluble but beyond the power of thought to
deny, in relation to whom true and ,~iropriate existence is also given to other beings.
What God has in perfection, the creatures have only in
imperfection.

Thus a qualitative and not only a quantita-

tive distinction prevails. 355
How can man know such a God?

The man who is without

revelation and faith actually knows nothing about the God
whom the church confesses as the summurn bonum nullo alio
indi g ens et quo omnia indigent.

He does not know the God

who bears the name quo maius cogitari neguit.
Outside the Church there is in practice no conicere
Deum. There is nothing in the world which is simile
to human reason as such and per se, which is necessary
to it a nd which quite independently of anything outside of itself is also a medium for knowledge of God.
That there should be such media requires the existence
of the Church, revelation and faith.
In so far as man
is viewed in himself and apart from the Church, God is
in fact an object which he neither knows directly nor
indirectly.356
Barth does not mean to say, however, that within this world
man cannot know God or that the creation cannot become for
him a similia of God.

The world

11

is so constituted that

God's Nature can be manifest therein in speculo,

~

similitudinem, per analogiam, even if in fact it is manifest
to no one. 11357

Barth insists that the reality of the possi-

bility of knowing God is open to mankind.
he explains,

354 Ibid., p. 156.

355 Ibid.

356rbid., p. 117.

35 7 Ibid.

This possibility,
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does not reside in its created nature as such but in
the fact of its being created in the image of God in
creaturely dependjgae on the Son who from all eternity
knows the Father.
This potestas, this vestigiurn trinitatis which allows for
the potential recollection, knowledge and love for an
optimum et maximum omniurn, distinguishes man from animals
and makes man a man according to Anselm. 359

Because of the

Fall this possibility of knowing God, however, is of no
p ractical significance. 360
With its reve aled knowledge of God the church actuali z es the possibility open to mankind.

Within the church a

conicere, an inference from experience of the world as to
the nature of God, does take place just as surely as it does
not occur outside the church. 361
Of course, the knowledge of God in the realm of the
church and faith is not a direct one but per similitudinem~

62

"Every theological statement is an inadequate expression of
its object," says Barth with Anselm. 363

The Word of Christ

to man is not an inadequate expression of its object, but

358

rbid. The original text might be helpful: "Die
freilich nicht in deren geschaffener Naturals solcher
liegt, sondern in deren Geschaffensein nach dem Ebenbild
Gottes, in geschapferischer Gem~ssheit des Sohnes, der den
Vater kennt von Ewigkeit herl" Karl Barth, Fides Quaerens
Intellectum (Munchen: Chr. Kaiser Verlag, 1931), p. 131,
note 1.
359 Ibid., p. 20.
361
Ibid.
363 Ibid., p. 29.

360 Ibid., p. 117.
362rbid.
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every human attempt to reproduce that Word in thought or
spee ch is inadequate.

Barth continues with a most signif-

icant statement:
But just as everything which is not God could not
exist apart from God and is something only because
of God, with increasing intensity an aligua imitatio
illius essentiae, so it is possible for expressions
which a re really appropriate only to objects that are
not ide ntical with God, to be true expressions,~
a liguam similitudinem aut imaginem • • • even when
thes e e xpressions are applied to the God who can
n e ver b e expressed.364
Thu s in the r e alm of reve lation and faith, God, the summum
bonum, becomes accessible to man per analogiam as far as
God wills to reveal Himself and has in fact done so. 365
This principle which makes the knowledge of God possible is
c a ll e d analogia fidei in Ba rth's later work. 366

364

Ibid., PP• 29-30.

365 Ibid., p. 117.
366 cn, I/1, 11-12, 279-80.
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CHAPTER V
pt . 2PROLEGOMENA:

CHRISTLICHE DOGMATIK (1927) AND

KIRCHLICHE DOGMATIK (1932-1938)
The chapter at hand turns to the heart of this study:
an a n a lysis of the proleg omena in Ba rth's Christliche
Do gmatik a nd Kirchliche Dogmatik.

Here a discussion of the

character, content, and e volution of the two works is pres ent ed.

In Chapter VI there will be a comparison and

evaluat ion o f t h e author's aims and an attempt to answer to
what e x tent t he a uthor succeeded in recasting the prolegomena
of t he Ki r c h liche Dogma tik.
In Cha pter II the prolegomena were placed in the perspective o f Ba rth's theolog ica l development.

It may be

reca lled that Barth in hi s early forties, and feeling very
much a s a beginner in the dogmatic discipline, published his
f irs t volume of dogmatics in outline in which he covered the
prolegomena. 1

Five years later he felt it necessary to re-

cast and expand the work.

The material that follows

demonstrates that there is remarkable affinity and continuity in the theological substance treated in the two works.
The so-called false start of 1927 is basically only a
younger sister of the later work, and the close "family

lKarl Barth, Die Lehre vom Worte Wottes: Prolegomena
zur christlichen Dogrnatik, Vol. I of Die christliche Dogmat:ik
im Entwurf (Munchen: Chr. Kaiser Verlag, 1927), p. vi.
Hereafter referred to as ChrD •
.CONCORDIA SF.MIMARY LIBRARY

ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI
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ties" are quite evident.

This, however, is not intended to

imply that the role of the existing differences can be minimized.

More often than not, the differences appear in

nuance, emphasis, and accent rather than in substance.

The

form was changed considerably (although most of the topics
treated remained the same), however, the substance was only
slightly retouched.

This synoptic character of the two

works allows a simultaneous treatment of the subject matter.
Prolegomena and Dogmatics
Dogmatics
Nature a nd function of dogmatics.-- In 1927 Barth defined
dogmatics as:

11

Dogmatik nennen wir die Bemuhung um die

Erkenntnis des rechtmassigen Inhalts christliche Rede von
Gott und vom Menschen. 112
tion to read:

In 1932 he rephrased the defini-

"As a theological discipline, dogmatics is

the scientific test to which the Christian Church puts
herself regarding the language about God which is peculiar
to her. 113

It is worth noting how the accents changed while

the basic definition remained the same.

In 1927 Barth spoke

of "endeavor," of the knowledge of the "correct content," of
"Christian speech," and of language "about God and man."

2chrD. p. 1.

Also seep. 422.

3i<arl Barth, The Doctrine of the Word of God:
Prolegomena to Church Dogmatics. Vol. I/1 of Church
Dogmatics, translated by G. T. Thomson (Edinburgh: T. & T.
Clark, 1936), p. 1. Hereafter referred to as CD, I/1
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The key phrases in the 1932 version were dogmatics as "the
scientific test," as the work of the "Christian Church," and
as a scientific test concerning the "language about God."
For Barth dogmatics is a self-test of the Christian
church in respect to the content of its language about God. 4
It, however, cannot give this content .

What it can do is

offer guidance, indications, points of view, basic propositions, and limits for language correct by human standard.
In this sense dogmatics can be called "doctrinal law. 115
Thus dogmatics is human thinking, and only by God's grace
can it become God's thought. 6

Especi a lly in the earlier

v ers ion of the Prolegomena Barth spoke of dogmatics as dialectical and existential thinking. 7

Later he laid more

stress on the scientific and scholastic task of dogmatics.

8

He insisted that dogmatics is both a debate of dogmaticians
9
with each other and the praise of God. 10 In all this it is
not to be forgotten that dogmatics has a serious concern for
the purity of doctrine. 11 By its very nature, therefore, it

4 cn, I/1, 3, 11.

5 CD,

6 ChrD, p. 454.

7 Ibid., pp.

I/1,. 97.
454, 461.

8cn,

I/1, 3: Karl Barth, The Doctrine of the Word of God:
Prolegomena to Church Dogmatics, Vol. I/2 of Church Dogmatics,
edited by G. w. Bromiley and T. F. Torrance, translated by
G. T. Thomson and Harold Knight (Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark,
1956), p. 773. Hereafter referred to as CD, I/2.
9 cn, r/1, 87.

llcn,

I/2, 766.
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tends to be polemical.
has inherited. 12
fessionai.13

It must criticize and revise what it

It tends to be polemical because it is con-

There is no dogmatic tolerance.

Lutheran,

Catholic, and Reformed dogmas simply do not have an equal
right to exist. 14

Dogmatics can only be Christian and uni-

versal, that is, it can only be church dogmatics. 15

The

only one who is really and legitimately a dogmatician is a
Christian church dogmatician who is engaged in Christian
church dogmatics. 16 In his discussions Barth has demonstrated that he agrees with neither Rome nor modern
protestantism on this subject. 17
Barth has also some very definite ideas as to what
dogmatics is not.
It is not a system for it lacks a central
point. 18 Nor is dogmatics a "mere combination, repetition,
and summarizing of Biblical doctrine. 1119

It is not simply

just a reproduction of the theologies of the Bible. 20

It is

as little the exegesis of the Bible as it is the exegesis of

12cD, I/1, 92.
13chrD, p. 422.

14 Ibid., p. 441.

15 Ibid.

16 Ibid., p. 442.

17 According to Barth Rome defines dogmatics as unfolding
of the revealed truths immanent in the Churchi and Modern
Protestantism regards dogmatics as an exposition of the faith
of the men united in the Church. See CD, I/1, 304. Also
cf. I/2, 810.
18Barth uses the term 11 Einheitspunkt. 11 ChrD, p. 426.
Also see CD, I/2, 883.
19cD, I/1, 16.
20chrD, P• 438.
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Luther's or Calvin's confessional statements. 21
dogmatism is definitely precluded. 22

Comfortable

Rather dogmatics only

points as a sign to the coming Truth. 23

Barth makes his

point very clear as to what is good dogmatics.

He writes:

All the conclusions of dogmatics must be intended,
accepted and understood as fluid material for further
work.
None of the results of dogrnatics--really none at
all--can be important. The only important thing is the
activity of the Church, denoting by the results so far
attained, in its striving for purity of doctrine. Whatever stimulates, maintains and guides this activity is
good dogmatics: whatever checks it, lulling the Church
into a comfortable sleep, is certainly bad dogmatics,
even when the texts it repro~ices or itself originates
are in themselves excellent.
Dogmatics intends advance.

Its knowledge does not come

as a flash but requires laborious work from one partial human insight to another, always hoping and intending but
never guaranteeing an "advance. 1125

All this work, one must

not forg et, is not a private work of a theologian but that
of the church. 26
The formal task of dogmatics in regard to church proclamation consists in confronting it with its own law in all
its transcendence.

Dogmatics must remind church proclama-

tion that it is the Word of God because Jesus Christ and He
alone speaks in the prophetic and apostolic witness. 27

21 Ibid., p. 443: CD, I/2, 838.
22chrD, p. 437.

23cn
_, I/1, 14.

24cn
_, I/2, 769.

25cn
_, I/1, 14.

26CbrD, p. 444.

27cn
_, I/2, 802.
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dogmatics as such does not really inquire what the apostles
and prophets have said.

Rather it asks what must be said

now on the basis of the apostles and the prophets. 28

Since

the task of dogmatics is to call to question continually the
content of contemporary proclamation and to test it and
evaluate it, it is often not received gratefully.

Men

naturally, and this includes the church, prefer to remain
undisturbed in their proclamation. 29
Presupposition to dogmatics.-- Barth insists that dogmatics
is only possible as an act of faith and as obedience toward
Jesus Christ. 30

By faith, without question or reservation,

the De us dixit presupposition is to be accepted before dogmatic thinking can begin.

At no time in dogmatics may

historical, psychological or philosophical thought patterns
be allowed to cause the weakening or even denying of the
Deus dixit presupposition.

Just as the apostles and

prophets were witnesses rather than observers, essayists or
philosophers to Deus dixit, so the dogmaticians have to
start with this reality.

They speak because they believe.

The road to God does not start from history, religious experience, or any abstract concept.

God is not a problem.

Rather He is the Ground and Solution of all problems. For
'
\
V
~
this reason dogmatic thought must be 1-'.ot.r-' rov 1 /-'UT'7/I"
28cD, I/1, 16.
29cD, I/2, 804-5.

30cD, I/1, 18.
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or it is not dogmatic thinking at ali. 31

In the light of

the above it is quite understandable why Barth insists that
an attitude of prayer is indispensable for doing dogmatics. 3 2
Character and context of dogmatics.-- Dogmatics is both a
human and a divine activity.

On the one hand nothing super33 Theo1 ogy i s a
. to be expec t e d f rom d ogma t ics.
·
b uman is
fallible, human work, moving from insight to insight, and
rendering only a human service. 34 As such dogmatics exists
only as theologia crucis, which is certain in faith, but
only in faith, and for that very reason humble rather than
triumphant. 35
thought.

On the other hand dogmatics is also God's

Insofar as the truth is spoken in dogmatics it is

God Himself and He alone who, using man as His servant without incurring any oblig ation to him, has actually thought H:is
thoughts and spoken His Word. 36
theology.

God Himself is subject of

Barth likes to work within the subject--object

framework, where God the Subject in Jesus Christ gives Himself as object to faith and yet remains Subject. 37
explains it thus in terms of faith:

31 chrD, pp. 436-37.
3292, I/1, 25.

33 CD, I/1, 286.

34chrD, p. 454: CD, I/1, 2, 14: CD, I/2, 815.
35 cD, I/1, 15.
3 6 chrD, p. 454: CD, I/2, 884.
37 cD, I/1, 263.
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Man is the subject of faith.
It is not God but man who
believes.
But the very fact of a man thus being subject of faith is bracketed as the predicate of the
subject, God, bracketed exactly as the Creator embraces
His creature, the merciful God sinful man, i. e. so
that there is no departure from man's being a subject,
and this very thing, the Ego of man as such, is still
only derivable from the Thou of the Subject, God.38
The Swiss theologian also prefers to operate within the
f rame work of form and content.

Although the form of dog-

matics is human thinking and speaking of God, it can be what
it ought to be through God's sovereign action.

Since the

p oint is crucial to Barth, he himself should be heard:
Dog matics, too, can be what it ought to be through
God's sovereign action.
But, by God's sovereign grace,
dogmatics can be this definite sign co-ordinate with
Church proclamation~ and its created human character
will be the exemplary determination of its form as
human thinking and speaking of God which is entirely
dete rmined by the reve lation attested in Holy
Scripture.39
The content, the matter of dogmatics can only be an exposition of the work and action of God set forth in His Word. 40
Therefore the only legitimate theme of dogmatics is the Word
of God, nothing else. 41

Of course, dogmatics is not in a

position to bring the Word of God itself and as such before
the church. 42

Even in the material aspect, dogmatics is

what it is by the sovereign act of God alone. 43

38CD
_, I/1, 281.

39CD
_, I/2, 814.

40CD
_, I/2, 856.

41CD
_, I/2, 793.

42cn
_, I/2, 854.

43CD
_, I/2, 855.
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Barth insists also that ethics belongs in dogmatics.
He argues as follows:
Therefore the theme of dogmatics is always the Word of
God and nothing else. But the theme of the Word is
human existence, human life and volition and action.
This is challenged by the Word of God, questioned as
to its rightness, and brought into the right way.
It
is for this reason and in this sense, not in virtue of
its own previous competence, but by the Word of God,
that human existence acquires theological relevance.
But it does in fact acquire it by the Word of God, and
its problem so forces itself upon theology and also on
dogmatics, that neither theology nor dogmatics can be
true to itself if it is not genuinely ready at the same
t ime to be ethics.4 4
The subject matter of dogmatics is the totality of
wha t it hea rs from the church as its human speech about
God. 4 5

The all-important concern of dogmatics is to remind

t he church tha t Jesus Chri s t should be heard in His church
as t h e Lord of the church. 46

There fore dogmatics clearly

mus t be Chri s tocentric, argued Barth already in his first
Prolegomena. 47

Being Christocentric, however, means that

it must be dialectical because the person of Jesus Christ
is dialectical in His humanity and divinity. 48

The later

v e rsion of the prolegomena maintains the Christocentric approach to dogmatics but dee mphasizes its dialectical character.
Above all dogmatics must be thoroughly biblical, insists Barth.

As such i t wi ll have the vitality to serve as

44cn, r / 2, 793.
45cn, 1/2, 778.

46cn, 1/2, 806, 816.

47chrD, P• 457.

48 Ibid.
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an example to all church proclamation49 and as such it will
have the inner fortitude to speak the necessary damnamus
when the occasion calls for it. 50
What is the context of dogmatics?

In both Prolegomena

Ba rth insists that the place of dogmatics is in the sphere
of the church.

Both the dogmatician and dogmatics exist
only in the church. 51 Outside of the church dogmatics is
altog ether impossible. 52
Secondly, dogmatics is not timeless. 53

It reacts to

the message of the contemporary church proclamation, and it
nee ds to do so in every age.

Barth recognizes explicitly

in the Christliche Dogmatik that the given philosophical
context is not without influence.

All men have a world

view and thus they tend to mix philosophy with theology. 54
In the later Dogmatics he makes an effort to remove the
v e stiges of philosophical framework from his theology.

How

successful he has been in this must be postponed for later
discussion.

49 wrote Barth: "The first concrete requirement which
is made of dogmatics, and in obedience to which it has to be
an example to all Church proclamation, is that its investigations, formulae and demonstrations must have a biblical
character." CD, I/2, 816.
SOCD
_, I/2, 630-31.
SlchrD, p. 441: CD, I/1, 97.
52cD
_, I/1, 18.
53 chrD,

P•

54chrD,

PP•

444: CD, I/2, 841.
404-5.
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Thirdly, dogmatics, in order to be effective, must
orientate itself to the actual situation in the context of
which the me ssage of the church is preached.

The special

circumstances of contemporary society dare not be overlooked.
This is so because the preaching of the church is contemporary proclamation of the church in the context of
contemporary society. 55
Fourthly, the universal church is the context of
dog matics.

This means that church dogmatics must be

Evangelical dogmatics or it ceases to be church dogmatics.
By Evangelical dogmatics Barth understands the dogmatics of
the one, holy, universal, and apostolic church as it was renewed by the sixteenth-century reformers and fortified by
the confession which adopted their testimony and as it
listens to the Word of God as the only possible and normative
deterrnina tion. 56

This, however, does not mean that dogmatics

must try to be "Evangelical" in the sense of a specialized
dogmatics.

Quite to the contrary.

It is simply to be, and

to be propounded as such, "church" dogmatics.

It may serve

the dogmatician's own church but it need not do so
exclusively. 57

55CD
_, I/2. 840.
56CD
_, I/2, 825.

57 chrD,

P• 443.
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The relationship of dogmatics to Word of God, revelation,
Scripture, and church proclamation.-- In the proglegornena
Barth clearly draws an intimate relationship between dogmatics, reve lation, the Word of God, Scripture, and church
proclamation.

He provides several perspectives from which

to observe the relationship.
1.

Proclama tion--dogmatics--proclamation--Word of God
pattern stresses the fact that dogmatics both begins a nd returns to church proclamation. The goal
of dogmatics is to see to it that church proclamation is unequivocally pure doctrine, that is, that
proclamggion should be said and heard as the Word
of God.

2.

Word of God--proclamation--dogmatics sequence
asserts that the work of dogmatics begins with the
h e aring of the Word of God. This hearing takes
place through the proclamation of the chusijh which
becomes raw material for the dogmatician.

3.

Scripture--dogmatics--proclamation lineup stresses
that dogmatics occupies the middle position between
Holy Scripture and proclamation. It supplies the
vital link between the record of divine revelation
and the anticipated and promised Word of God in
proclamation.60

4.

Re velation--Scripture--proclamation all form the
context of dogmatics.
Barth puts it thus: "The
e v e nt of God's reve lation has to be understood and
expounded as it is attested to the Church of Jesus
Christ by the Holy Scripture.
It is within this
concrete relationship that theology has to work. 116 1

The relationships reviewed above reveal the vital role
of dogmatics in the church.

58

CD, I/2, 798.

60cn, r/2, 77 2.

The biblical writers bear witness

59

cn, I/2, 775.

61cn, 1/2, 200.
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to God's revelation as the Word of God.

The proclamation

of the church must set forth the Word of God according to
these Scriptural witnesses.

The task of dogmatics in this

is to test the church proclamation as to its loyalty to
biblical witnesses.

It must endeavor to promote ultimate

loyalty to Scriptural teaching, pure doctrine, which means
that the Word of God is said and heard in the church.

Thus

it becomes evident that proclamation is the presupposition,
the raw material, and the goal of dogmatics.

In itself,

howeve r, proclamation is neither the content nor the task
of dogmatics. 62

In the light of the above, one hardly needs

to underscore the significance which Barth attaches to
church dogmatics.
The aim and goal of dogmatics.-- Dogmatics cannot afford the
luxury of wishing to be an end in itself. 63

The church pur-

sues dogmatics in order to know what it must proclaim. 64
The purity of doctrine, the hearing of the Word of God, is
at stake. 65

The goal of dogmatics is church dogma, that is,

agreement between church proclamation and revelation attested
in the Holy Scriptures. 66

Barth believes that "the existence

of an orderly Church dogmatics is the unfailingly effective

62cn, 1/2, 200.
63 cn, I/1, 94.

64cn, 1/2, 770.

65cn, I/2, 766, 798.

66cn, 1/1, 304. 307.
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and only possible instrument of peace in the Church. 11 6 7
Dogmatics must exist because proclamation is fallible human
work. 68

The church cannot afford to be untheological and

undogmatic--one of its real temptations.

According to

Barth the church stands or falls with what is sought for in
dogmatics.

The inquiry is imperative. 69

To deny interest

in dogmatic questions is tantamount to denying the church
itself. 70
Method of dogmatics
Barth defines dogmatic method as follows:
We understand by dogmatic method the procedure which
dogmatics must adopt if it is successfully to handle
its material task, i.e., the unfolding and presentation of the content of the Word of God.71
According to this definition the Word of God alone dictates
dogmatic method.

Barth says:

"The autonomy in which dog-

matics has to c h oose its method must consist solely in the
recognition of its theonomy, i.e., in its free sul:xnission
to the sovereignty of the Word of God alone. 1172

This means

that dogmatic method should be without any human presupposition.

Not even a human conception of the Word of God

but the Word of God itself determines dogmatic method. 73

67cn
_, I/2, 807.
68cn
_, I/1, 91.

69cn
_, I/1, 315.

70_,
cn I/1, 86.

7lcn
_, I/2, 853.

72cn
_, I/2, 866.

73cn
_, I/2, 866, 878.
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The assertions just cited affirm a divine dimension in dogmatic method.

As becomes clear soon they are not intended

to deny the truly human dimension.
What Barth believes the dogmatic method to be and what
it is in his hands will be discussed in terms of the form
of dogmatic method, the character of this method, and the
method in a ction.
Form of the method.-- Barth emphatically denies in both the
first and the s e cond Prolegomena that dogmatics is worked
out in terms of a system. 74

Systematization, according to

h im, implies self-will and that in turn sug gests error.
Although unauthori z ed s y stematization may be forgiven, the
p rocedure should not be authorized eve n though dogmatics
worked out in conformity to such a method may even disclose
a "shadow of the truth. 1175
The method which Barth uses and approves is the tried
and tested loci method of Melanchthon and Calvin.

He calls

i t "the only truly scholarly method in dogmatics. 1176

Ac-

cording to this the basic dogmatic tenets do not pretend to
procee d from any higher unity than that of the Word of God,
nor do they e xpress any higher synthesis than can arise out
of the Word of God, nor do they claim to be held together
and rooted in any higher system than that of the Word of

74fh!:Q, p. 451: CD, I/2, 883.
75 cn, I/2, 869.

76cn, 1/2, 870.
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God.

The actuality of the Word of God freely precedes and

underlies all views and dogmas.

The differentiation of the

loci is attained in reference to this actuality.

Barth makes

a special point of denying that this is the role of the doctrine of the Trinity.

In fact, the doctrine of the Trinity

itself is derived from the same source, the work and activity of God in His reve lation. 77

This, howeve r, does not

warrant the assumption that the role of the doctrine of the
Trinity may be minimized.

Quite to the contrary, this

doctrine is confirmed by the actuality of the Word which it
in turn confirms and safe guards a g ainst misunderstanding. 78
Says Ba rth:

"To put the doctrine of God first in dogmatics

necessarily exercises a calming and leve lling effect on
eve rything tha t follows •..79
Ba rth pursues what he calls regular dogmatics, that is,
school dogmatics, which is calculated carefully and comprehensively to confront eve ry aspect of the content of
Christian proclamation.

He is perfectly willing to concede

that this dogmatics cannot claim superiority over irregular,
occasional dogmatics such as Luther's to which it must listen
ever a g ain.

Still he emphasizes the legitimate role of reg-

ular dogmatic work.so
Professor Barth has attempted to follow with fidelity
the form of the dogmatic method he has outlined in the
77 co, I/2, 878.
79co, r/2, 000.

78co, I/2, 879.
8Oco, I/1, 320-21.
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Prolegomena.

To what extent he makes use of the divine-human

Jesus Christ as the controlling principle of the form of dogmatic method, especially beginning with Church Dogmatics I/2
is not easy to determine.

In later volumes of the Dogmatics

the concept of Jesus Christ definitely tends to replace the
actuality of the Word of God as the controlling factor of
dogmatic architecture and the methodological tool of the
dogmatician.
Cha r a cter of the method.-~ To begin with, dogmatics must be
biblica l, insi s ts Ba rth. 81 This does not imply the use of the
proof-text method.

In fact Barth believe s that dogmatic re-

f lections and definitions cannot nece ssarily be grounded and
e s t a blished on definite biblical passages or references to
specific biblical contexts.

Nevertheless, dogmatics remains

continually a nd consistently responsible to the text of the
Scriptures.

It c e rtainly may not be developed in contra-

diction to the biblical witness nor must the biblical text
be denied the function of calling it to order.

Since, how-

ever, dogmatics is not directly concerned with the biblical
text but rather with church proclamation based on this text,
it should not usurp the function of a biblical theology of
the Old and New Testaments. 82

On the other hand, exegesis

and study of individual Bible passages can be most helpful
to the dogmatician.

81CD, I/1, 330.

Barth says,

11

for the task of dogmatics

82CD, I / 2, 821.
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in certain circumstances more can be achieve d by simply adducing a single passag e from the Bible or from the Fathers,
than by most tho~oughgoing dialectical discussion. 1183
Secondly, dogmatic method should be scientific.

Scien-

tific thinking does not imply a surrender of profound
conformity with revelation. 84

In fact, says Barth, to

engage seriously in theology means to awaken to scientific
self-consciousness. 85

When theology calls itself a science

it implies that like other so-called sciences it is a human
effort after a definite object of knowledge, it follows a
de fi nite, self-consistent p a th of knowledge, and it is in a
position of being accountable for this path to itself and
to anyone following this path. 86

It, however, cannot claim

member ship in the gene ral genus of other sciences because it
must refuse to submit to the measurement by the canons valid
for other sciences.

The scientific method employed by the-

ology cannot be based on a definition of science which
exclud e s good theology.

Barth says, for example, "the

Christian Church at least does not have Aristotle for its
ancestor. 1187

It is well to remember in this discussion that

theology, contrary to other sciences, must refuse to regard
itself as a member of an ordered cosmos~ i t is only a

83cn, I/1, 324.
84cn, I/2, 27.

85 cn, I/2, 771.

86 cn, I/1, 7.

87 cn, I/1, 11.
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stop-gap in an unordered one. 88

One critic has discussed

Barth's understanding of the scientific character of theology at length and has found it inconsistent and inadequate. 89
It

seems, however, if one pays close attention to the defin-

i tion of s cience as it is applicable to theology, the
c r i t icisms tend to lose force.

When one takes into account

Barth' s f ondness for rhetoric and dialectic, the difficulties
are probabl y more apparent than real.
Thi r dly, dogmatic thinking seeks to be rational.

The

c red e re must force its way through to intelligere in dogmatic s. 90
i n telligam.

Bar th operates with the principle of credo ut
By t his he meant that in fact God's objective

t rut h has met and mastered the theologian .

Under the in-

struction o f this truth dogmatics seeks to give an account
o f the e ncounter in rational thought and speech. 91

Barth

maint a i ns that God's revelation demands man's attempt to
u nder stand it.

He puts it as follows:

If we could be merely aware without wanting to understand, merely let ourselves be told without also
telling ourselves what had been told, merely have

88cn, I/1, 9.
Barth discusses at some length Heinrich
Scholz'sconcept of science ("Propositional Postulate,"
"Coherence Postulate," "Controllability Postulate," "Congruity Postulate," "Independence Postulate"). He concludes
that this concept is unsuitable for theology.
See CD, I/1,7-8.
89 Gordon H. Clark, Karl Barth's Theological Method
(Philadelphia: Presbyterian and Reformed Publishing Company,
1963), pp. 51-75.
90 cn, I/2, 26.

91 cn, I/2, 9.
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faith without knowledge, it would certaingJ not be
God's reve lation with which we had to do.
The dogma tician's attempt to question himself and to receive
what is told him as the ans wer to his questions must not be
understood as rationalism as long as the whole undertaking
t akes place under the r e ality of reve lation which precede s
a ll questioning a nd answering a nd does not seek to take
precedence ove r this reality. 93

The critics who decry

Ba rth' s irrationalism should remember that in his dogmatic
method the author seeks under s tanding and does not claim to
have a rr i ved already a t ultima te understa nding. 94
Certa inly a dogrnatician is obliged to use his rati o.
As a con s equence dogmatic formulae are rational and so is
dogmat i c p rocedure.

Dogmatics can be called rationalistic

only if it is shown that it is controlled and determined by
the pri ncip les of a definite philosophy. 95
Fourthly, dogmatics uses the vehicle of human thought
a nd languag e.

At its best, however, it is filled with the

r e v e lation attested in Holy Scripture.

If this were not the

case the thinking and speaking would be undogrnatic. 96
form in which God's Word is communicated is language. 97

92CD
_, I/2, 26.

93CD
_, I/2, 26-27.

94 see Clark, pp. 124, 128, 135.
95CD
_, I/1, 340.
96cn
_, I/2, 855.

97cD
_, I/1, 152.
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This form signifies a "riddle," a veiling of the Word of
God. 98 There is no similarity or correspondence between
form and matter.

Because it contradicts the matter, the fonn

is actually an unsuitable means for the self-presentation of
God.

Thus the this-worldly form of the Word of God stands

in contradiction to God.

In itself it has as little capac-

ity to reve al God as man has capacity to know God in it. 99
Except for God, a synthesis betwee n human form and divine
content is an impossibility.
s elf.lOO

It is a miracle of God Him-

Yet the form cannot be separated from the content~

there can be no question of a consideration of the content
apart from the human form. 101 What the above amounts to is
that dogmatics must make use of a form, human language,
which as such is quite unsuitable and incapable of the content.

But it must risk it and commit the dilemma to God in

prayer. 102
Some critics have been dismayed about Ba rth's assessment of the potential of language.

They have suggested that

if Ba rth is right in his estimate of the frailty of language
then God would contaminate His message by its use. 103 This

98CD
_, I/1, 189, 204.
99cn
_, I/1, 189-90.'

lOOcn
_, I/1, 200.

lOlcn
_, I/2, 493~ CD, I/1, 203.
102cn, I/1, 200.
l0 3c1ark, p. 120. See a lengthy discussion on the
general topic, pp. 109-50.
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conclusion need not be drawn if one pays close attention to
what Barth is actually saying.
the point does not belong here.

An exhaustive discussion of
For the purpose of this

study it is necessary to keep in mind that Barth suggests
that dogmatic method has to operate with the tool of human
language which in itself is unsuitable for the content of
theology, the Word of God.
Fifthly, dogmatic thinking i s a dialectic dialogue.
St a tement a nd counterstatement, question and reply stand
side b y s ide so tha t the dialog ue continues ceaselessly.
The dogmatic r eply is always a new question. 104

This im-

p lies that in dogmatics there is basically no last word. 105
In the 1927 Prolegomena Barth writes:
Irnmer b est e ht gerade die e igentliche Substanz der
dogmatischen Arbeit in d e m rfisti gen Gehen und
Zuendeg ehe n dieses Weg es vom Wort zurn Gegenwort und
z urnck und wieder zurnck. Und alle dogmatischen
Irrtfuner und Bosheiten, alle dogmatischen Plattheiten
und Dunkelheiten haben darin ihren methodischen Grund,
dass man es im Grossen oder im Kleinen, im Ganzen
oder im Einzelnen, konsequent oder zu seinem Heil
inkonsequent, aus Schwachheit oder in Mswilliger
Verstockung versaurnt, diesen Weg zu gehen, dass man
vergisst, oder nicht wissen will, dass unsere Theologie theologia viatorum ist und sein muss und statt
dessen ~hnt, sich aus dieser Bewegung von Rede und
Gege nrede in den sicheren Hafen eines Wortes flfichten
zu kornmen, von dessen heimlicher Dialektik (sie wohnt
ihm ja sicher innel) man sich dann derntttig oder hochmtttig die Augen verschliesst. Gewiss muss jedes
menschliche Gesprach praktisch einmal abgebrochen
werden • • • • Es gibt aber grundsatzlich kein
Abbrechen des Gesprachs • • • • 106

104
chrD, p. 78.
105Ibid., p. 456.

l0 6 Ibid., p. 459.
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Only God Himself is the Truth.

He alone speaks the undia-

lectical Word. 107
In the later Prolegomena Barth has recast the discussion
of the character of dogmatic method and has omitted the empha sis on dogmatics as dialectical dialogue.

Also in practice

the sharp dialectic of the 1927 version appears subdued in
the 1932-1938 edition.

He remains convinced, however, that

theology is a theologia viatorum where the final human word
i s impossible.

Dogmatics is an ongoing task. 108

And finally, dogmatics is open to new truth.

Barth

i nsi s ts that e s sentially dogmatic method consists in the
ope nne ss to receive new truth.

Unceasingly and in ready

v igil a nce dogmatics should see to it that its object is able
t o speak for itself.

No former store of knowledge can con-

f ront on equa l terms and finally withstand the new insights
fo r which dogmatics must be open and ready. 109
Method in action.-- Dogmatics gives an account of that which
is revealed in the Word of God as the past, present, and
110
future activity of God.
It unfolds and presents the content of the Word of God.

This activity cannot be based on

107Ib'd
__i_., PP• 459-60.
108This is evident even in his late work. Cf. Karl
Barth, Evangelical Theology: An Introduction, translated by
Grover Foley (New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1963),
p. 203.
109cn, I/2, 867.

llOCD, I/2, 883.
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the arbitrary will of the human subject concerned.

Rather

it depends solely on the dogmatician's encounter with the
work and activity of God. 111
Dogmatics also elucidates.

It inquires after the

g round on the basis of which the church speaks in the way
i t does.
is mea nt.

The question goes beyond what is said to what
As a consequence dogmatics seeks to elucidate

a nd ultimately correct the proclama tion of the church.112
Another function of dogmatics to which its method
mu s t be suitable is to establish definiteness and coherence
i n wha t the church proclaims.

By the method employed it

hop es to effect the disclosure of the sequence of the
tru th . 113
Likewise, the dogmatic method used must lend itself for
i nterpretive function.

Just as definitely as the question

of interpretation must follow rather than precede the question of fact, it a ctually must follow and not be omitted.
Otherwise the question of fact would be both put and answered incorrectly. 114
Dogmatic method must also be capable of warning the
church of the danger of the emergence of new heresy.

It is

not the business of dogmatics to establish and proscribe
heresy or stigmatize individual personalities and movements

lllCD, I/2, 860.

112cD, I/2, 778.

113
cD, I/2, 868.

114
cD, I/2, 26.
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in the church.

This is the task of the church.

It must

serve the church by preparing it for such decisions.

Like-

wise, dogmatic method must lend itself for preparing the way
for credal statements in the church without attempting to
establish creeds for which it lacks authority. 115
Dogmatic method must allow dogmatics to listen and
learn from the church of the past and present.

Dogmatics

cannot afford to rely on authorities~ it needs to learn
from them. 116

In the second version of the Prolegomena

Barth does considerably more listening and learning from
the voices of the past than was the case in 1927.

More will

be said on this point later.

Frequently Barth's dogmatic method is calculated to appeal to the reader's heart rather than his intellect.

He

uses rhetoric, wit, sarcasm, and emotive language to win the
audience.

Perhaps one would not be far wrong to call his
117
method a homiletical dogmatics.
Place of prolegomena in dogmatics
What is prolegomena7-- Barth's treatment of the meaning and
task of prolegomena to dogmatics underwent a serious change
from 1927 to 1932.

He did not deny much of what he had said

earlier, but he chose to recast the treatment of the topic
significantly.

llSCD, I/2, 811.
116chrD, p. 444.

117

Cf. Clalk, P•

a.
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The 1927 definition reads:

"Prolegomena zur Dogmatik

nennen wir den Versuch einer grundsatzlichen Verstandigung
ffber den Sinn und die Moglichkeit der dogmatischen Aufgabe.µa
By 1932 the formulation had been changed to read:

"Prole-

gomena to Dogmatics is the name we give to the introductory
part of Dogmatics, in which it is our business to explain
its particular path to knowledge. 11119

One notes that the

emphasis has shifted from the prolegomena as such to prolegomena as part of dogmatics.

The question of epistemology

is prominently raised and discussed in the later version,
whereas it is practically ignored in the earlier counterp a rt.

Although the definition does not explicitly reflect

it, the 1932 version of the Prolegomena, in contrast to the
1927 version, devotes considerable space to the discussion
of the role of apologetics.
Need for prolegomena.-- In 1927 Barth considered it a sign
of soundness of theology on the part of the "classical" dogmaticians that they devoted little if any space to
prolegomena. 120

A theologian who is sure of the truth does
not need to justify it but will let it speak for itself. 121

Thus the ultimate goal of contemporary prolegomena, if there

118ChrD, p. 10.

119cn, I/1,

26.

120Barth made reference to the dogmatic works of John
of Damascus, Thomas Aquinas, Peter Lombard, Melanchthon,
Zwing li, and Calvin. Cf. ChrD, pp. 11-12.
12lchrD, p. 13.
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is to be one at all, is to enkindle the assurance of dogmatic truth and thus make future prolegomena superfluous. 122
This is how Barth justified his own work which he chose to
call Prolegomena.
By 1932 Professor Barth regarded dogmatic prolegomena
as essential. 123

This must not be taken to mean that now

Ba rth proposed to begin the study of dogmatics with a discussion of De natura theologiae or De religione or the
g eneral questions of the existence of God and the reality of
His revelation.

Now he rejected the contrast between the

"classical" age of dogmatics which bypassed prolegomena and
the contemporary "decadent" age with its extensive treatment
of prolegomena as romanticizing philosophy of history.1 2 4
But he did dee m prolegomena to be necessary.
said:

In fact he

"we are forbidden today to come to the point in dog-

matics without g iving an express and explicit account of the
125
question as to the way to knowledge."
The necessity of
prolegomena, however, is not apologetic but epistemological.
The "necessity for giving an explicit account of the special
path of knowledge to be trodden by dogmatics, to be authoritative, must be an inner necessity, grounded in the thing
itself. 11126

In faith unbelief somehow reports itself verbally

and claims a hearing, thus creating a conflict of faith with

122 Ibid., p. 14.
123.fQ, I/1, 27.

124 Ibid.

125Ibid.

126cn .. I/1, 33.
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i·t self • 127

The purification of faith from existing heresy

in respect of the path of knowledge to be trodden is the
inner need laid upon contemporary dogmatic prolegomena.128
Barth emphatically refuses independent apologetics as
the raison d'~tre of prolegomena.

All intended apologetics

has bee n irresponsible and therefore ineffective. 129

This

is the case because in apologetics faith must take unbelief
seriously and itself not quite seriously, because the need
for apologetics implies that dogmatics has already sufficiently completed its task, because independent apologetics
may offer false security to dogmatics over a g ainst the
standing menace to all its pronouncements. 130
Prolegomena as dogmatics.-- What does prolegomena consist
of?

In keeping with his definition of dogmatics (Erkenntnis

des rechtmassigen Inhalts christlicher Rede vom Gott und vom
Menschen) Barth suggested in 1927 that one must inquire after
a critical principle that is a corollary to the concept of
Christian speech.

This principle is the norm by which dog-

matics must measure all that falls into the category of
Christian speech.

A clarification of the essence and meaning

of this principle naturally would also be the desired understanding of the meaning and possibility of the theological

127 Ibid.

128cn, I/1, 37.

129 For an extended discussion of the subject see Clark,
pp. 76-108.
130cn, 1/1, 31-32.
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t as.

131

This is what Barth promises to do in his

Prolegomena.

The principle that he talks about cannot be

isolated abstractly but must be discovered in concrete in
the work of dogmatics itself.

He says:

Pro-leg omena zur Dogmatik konnen formell nur sein:
ein das Ga nze illustrierender Ausschnitt aus den
Legomena der Dogmatik selbst, Demonstration des Wesens
und der Be deutung des kritischen Prinzips der christlichen Rede an etlichen Einzelentscheidungen.132
Thus prolegomena to dogmatics is actually already dogmatics
itself.

In the 1927 version Barth promises to present his

Prolegomena exclusively as a study of the doctrine of the
Word of God. 133
In 1932 Barth a pproached the subject somewhat differently when he asked:

"How can we come to a preliminary

understa nding as to the p a th of knowledge to be trodden in
dogmatics? 11134 A point from which this path is visible and
comprehensible must be discovered.

He refused to identify

this point with an anthropological or ontological primus.
There is no essence-context or scientifc problem-context
which is superior to dogmatics. 135

The point of departure

must be from the direction of Jesus Christ as the essence
of the church.

Only from Him can one expect free personal

131ChrD, p. 14.

132 Ibid., P• 16.

134cn, I/1, 38.
133rb
·d
===1.=•,
p. 17.
135 aarth offers an excursus here against Bultmann's
and Heidegger's existence-philosophy as well as a critique
of natural theology. Cf. CD, I/1, 41-43.
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decision as to what ought to be the proper context of Christian language and what should be the way to the knowledge of
it.

Here again Barth concludes that prolegomena to dogmatics

is possible only as a portion of dogmatics itself.136

The

church must realize that "all its knowledge--even the very
knowledg e of the rightness of its knowledge--can only be an
event, but c a nnot be c e rtified as right knowledge from a
p osition apart from and above this event. 11 137
The s t art ing point for dogmatics and prolegomena is the
fact that the Christian church ventures to regard its languag e as the languag e about God.

It does so in connection

with a Word of God spoken previously to the church that
speaks about God. 138
Thus the prolegomena to dogmatics must inquire into the
Word of God as into the criterion of dogmatics.

136
CD, I / 1, 45.

The inquiry

137CD
_ , I / 1, 45-46.

138Barth argues thus:
"The right she has to make it and
the sense in which she makes it is then obviously identical
with the norm for measuring what she states, the norm of the
r e maining content of her language about God. The knowledge
of this right and meaning is identical with the knowledge of
the rightness of things she knows, of the proper path she
has to tread in criticising and revising the things she knows.
If there is to be special reflection concerning this path as
such--and we have see n that there should be--then it must
consist of the question (in itself already the dogmatic question) as to the proper content of the presupposed assertion
concerning the language about God to be found in the Church.
This assertion possesses a proper content, if connected with
a Word of God spoken previously to the Church that speaks
about God.
If and so far as such a word is spoken by God
Himself to the Church, then and only then is there any right
or any meaning in speaking in the Church about God. 11
CD, I/1, 46.
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necessitates a study of the revelation of the Triune God,
de scriptura sacra, and church proclamation, and it includes
a thorough discussion of the doctrine of the Trinity and
essential portions of Christology.

Barth carried out this

task in various lengths and depths in his two Prolegomena.
Prolegomena:

Theology of the Word of God

Reality a nd knowability of the Word of God
In both the 1927 and the 1932 Prolegomena Barth moves
from the reality of the Word of God to the possibility of
139
its knowledge.
The significance of the sequence, by no
means accide ntal, will become clear from what follows.

The r e ality of the Word of God.-- Barth has no doubt that
the r e ality of the Word of God is based solely on itself. 140
To begin with, Barth turns to the form of God's Word.
f inds tha t the form of the Word of God is threefold.

He
He

puts it thus:

139 In ChrD, Barth speaks of the form of the Word of God
beginning with paragraph 4 (pp. 37-47) and only much later
comes to the knowledge of the Word of God in paragraph 7
(pp. 82-112).
In CD, I/1 he begins a discussion of the
threefold form of the Word of God in paragraph 4 (pp. 98-140)
and the nature of the Word of God in paragraph 5 (pp. 141-21~
and later comes to the knowability of the Word of God in
paragraph 6 (pp. 213-83).
14011 Die Wirklichkeit des Wortes Gottes beruht aber
schlechterdings in sich selber." ChrD, p. 82~ "The reality
of the Word of God in all its three forms is based only upon
itself. 11 CD, I/1, 213.
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The presupposition which makes proclamation to be
proclamation and therewith the Church to be the Church,
is the Word of God. It attests itself in Holy Scripture in the word of the prophets and apostles, to whom
it was originallyliid once for all uttered through
God's revelation.
The Word of God is the presupposition of the event which
makes proclamation proclamation.

From time to time as this

event occurs, proclamation becomes proclamation.1 42

Barth

describes the relationship between the Word of God and proclamation in what he calls four concentric circles:

(1) "The

Word of God is the commission upon the givenness of which
proclamation must rest • • • • 11143

(2) "The Word of God is

the object which as such must be given to proclamation in
order that it may be real proclamation. 11144

(3) "The Word

of God is the judgment in virtue of which proclamation can
a lone become real proclamation. 11145

(4) The Word of God "is

the e vent itself, in which proclamation becomes real proclamation.11146

Real proclamation is the event of the Word of

God proclaimed in man's language about God which according

14lcn, I/1, 98. The 1927 version put the same thought
thus: "Als Mittel des Wortes Gottes ist das Menschenwort der
kirchlichen Predigt begrundet, erm~chtigt und geleitet durch
dasselbe Wort Gottes, das sich in der heiligen Schrift in den
Worten der Propheten und Apostel bezeugt, nachdern erurspronc;r
lich durch Gottes unrnittelbare Offenbarung gesprochen worde."
ChrD, p. 37.

142cn, I/1, 98-99.
143cn, I/1, 99.

144cn, I/1, 101.

145cn, I/1, 103.

146cn, I/1, 104.
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to God's own judgment is true language and which deserves
hearing and demands obedience.
controlled by man.

God's judgment cannot be

In a free event of God man's language

about God ceases to be only man's language and becomes also
and eve n primarily and decisively God's own language. 147
In the 1927 Prolegomena Barth had not as yet worked out
this relationship explicitly, although the basic ideas were
a lready there .

At that time he emphasized that the church

preaches God in concrete and not in abstracto.

Barth meant

by this tha t the church does not proclaim a God who is but
r a ther one who acts.

This God (

in Hi s Word, His Being.
the church.

~

~l!.O,S )

offers His Word, and

In the Word of God He exists for

In Hi s self-reve lation God turns to man and by

i t make s po ss ible and real the bracketing together of "God

a nd ma n. 11148

Here Barth's interest in the dynamic activity

of God over a g ainst a simple, static existence is noteworthy.
Church proclamation, according to Barth, can be ventured upon only in recollection of past and in expectation
of future r e v e lation.

The recollection for the church is

the prophetic and apostolic Word of the Scriptures.

As the

Bible "grips" man he becomes reminded, and recollection is
achieved.

The author himself should be heard here:

147 Ibid.
148Barth writes: "Diese Zuwendung Gottes zu uns, der
unserseits keinerlei Anspruch an ihn entsprechen kann, in
der er sich selber dem Menschen gibt, in der ~ die Zusarrmenstellung 1' Gott und der MenschJ' mOglich und wirklich macht.
• • • 11 ChrD, p. 38.
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That this happens, that the Bible speaks to us of the
promise, tha t prophets and apostles tell us what they
have to say , that their word is imposed upon us, and
that the Church from time to time becomes what she is
because she is faced with the Bible, is God's decision a nd not ours--that is grace and not our work.
The Bible is God's Word so far as God Iigs it be His
Word, so f a r as God speaks through it.
Although preaching is contemporary, it relies on the
h istorical datum of the canonical record of divine revelat ion.

In this datum t h e church recogni z es its marching

order.

Christian prea ching could not happen without the

p rior witness o f the apostles and prophets.

The Word of

God as p rocl amation occur s as a response to the Word of
God a s atte s ted to in the historical reality of t h e record
o f r eve l a t i on.150
Ba rth doe s not believe t h at the Bible is directly and
univoca lly God's reve lation.

Ra ther, as it becomes God's

Word it a ttests God' s past revelation and, there fore, is
God's p ast

revelation in t h e form of attestation.

151

Where

t h e Word of God becomes an event then and there revelation
a nd the Bible are one in fact, and word for word one at
tha t.

152

Re v e lation itself is an act of God's free grace.

It does not differ from the Person of Jesus Christ, nor from
the reconciliation that took place in Him.
r e ally means, "The Word became flesh. 11153

149cn
_, I/1, 123.

Reve lation
This assertion

lSOChrD, PP• 39-41.

15lcn
_, I/1, 125: Cf. ChrD, P• 44.
152cn
_, I/1, 127.

153CD
_, I/1, 134.
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must be under s tood in a Trinita rian context. 154

In the 1927

Prolegomena Ba rth stres s ed the difference betwee n the pregn a nt, primary De us dixit, Dei loguentis persona and the
hi s toric a lly condit i oned r e lativism and ambiguity of the
written r e cord, Literae, verba caro sunt.

He wrote:

Of f e nbarung a ber--revelatio immediata--bedeutet • • •
d as ursp runglichste, d as eig entliche Rede Gottes ohne
d a s Me dium des Schriftwortes , ohne den Dienst der
Kirche, d as Re de Gotte s an s ich , d a s jenes Medium und
d iese n Dien s t in Anspruch nimmt, da s Rede Gottes, das,
gewi s s in der Geschichte • • • aber in der mehr a ls
g e s c h ich tlich e n Urgesc h ich te, von der Propheten und
Apo s tel zeugen, ein fur allemal s t a ttg efunden hat.
Das s d i e s in der Schrift bez eug t i s t, dies p rag nate,
pri mar e , e xklu s ive De us dix it, De i logue ntis persona,
der nich t nur a uthenti s c h e Kunde von sic h gibt, s ondern
selbe r fu r sich s elber reden z ur Stelle ist, das macht
die Schr i f t z um Worte Gottes • • • • 155
The t h r eef old form of the Word of God does not i mply
t h ree Words o f God . 1 5 6

The r e is neither di s tincti on of de-

g r e e nor v a lue betwe en the three forms.

A useful ana logy

her e , Bar t h b e lieve s , is the thre e-in-oneness of God, Fa ther,
So n, a nd Holy Spirit. 157
Secondly , Ba rth turns to the nature of the Word of God.
The b eginning s ummary statement of the 1932 Prolegomena conc erning thi s matter r e a d s :

1 5 4said Ba rth: "namely , by the Will of the Father, by
the mis s ion of the Son a nd of the Holy Spirit, by the eternal
decree of the Triune God, i.e. not otherwi s e tha n as the
knowledg e of God f rom God, a s knowledg e of the Lig ht in the
Lig ht.
The result is the same when instead of "Jesus Christ"
we s ay concrete ly "God with u s . 11 CD, I/1, 134.
155chrD, P• 45.
156 rbid., p. 47; CD, I / 1, 135.

157 cD, r/1, 136.
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The Word of God is in all its three forms the language
of God to man.
For that very reason i t happens, holds
g ood, and operates in the act of God on man.
But precisely as such i t h a ppens in God's way, which is
different from all other happening, i.e. in God's
mystery.158
Three major ideas sugg est themselves:

the Word of God as

God's language to man; the Word of God as God's act on man;
a nd the Word of God as God's mystery.
For Ba rth the Word of God is God's lang uage to man.

The

Word of God means orig ina lly a nd irrevoca bly that God speaks.
This implies lang u age.

God has chosen to realize in His

church a correspondence between His Word and the human lang u age which is beset with brokenness and human inadequacyl 59
To s ay tha t

"God speaks" is to emphasize the spirituality of

the Word of God.
ural

To be sure, the Word of God is also nat-

nd corporeal since i t has entered the creaturely

sphere where pure spirituality is impossible.

Nevertheless,

and in spite of its form, one may call i t God's language and
by tha t

imply the prima ry spirituality of the Word of God.

The inconceivable, not irrational, event takes place in
which divine reason communicates with human reason, the divine person with human person.

No ma tter how problematic

this event may be from the human standpoint, faith hears,
understands, and obeys God's speaking. 160

158cn, r/1, 141.
159cn, I/1, 1so.

160cn, I/1, 153.
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To say that God speaks is to imply the personal chara cter of the Word of God.

11 God's Word is not a thing to be

described, nor is it a concept to be definea. 11161
truth, because God's Person is speaking.
pos s ibility of divine spee ch.

It is the

This is no formal

Its fulfilment is a reality.

God's Word must be regarded in identity with God Himself.
"God's revelation is Jesus Christ, God's Son. 11162

The

s tatement that God's Word is God's Son rules out anything
doctrinaire in rega rd to the Word of God. 163 Personalness
implies being a free subject.

God, the Lord of the verbal

chara cter of His Word, is not bound to it~ r a ther it is
bound to Him.

He can choose to use or not to use the Holy
164
Scripture, and use it in one way or another.
To say that God's Word means "God speaks" is to imply
the character of an address.

Man knows the Word of God only

as the Word directed to him.

The real content of God's

speech is not a general truth but a Person to person communication.

It is a genuine inescapable e ncounter which

touches man in his existence, renews the original relationship between him and God and promises God to him as the
165
content of his future.

l61CD
_, I/1, 155.
1621.B!g.

163cn
_, I/1, 156.

164cn
_, I/1, 157.

l65cn
_, I/1, 160-61.
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The Word of God is God's act on man.

God's speaking,

that is, God's Word in all its three forms, is God's act.166
This implies the contingent contemporaneousness of the Word
of God.

There was the time of the original utterance of God

in Jesus Christ, there was the time of the testimony of the
prophets and apostles, and there is the time of the church
in which the derived proclamation is the medium of God's
revelation.

The Word of God, Jesus Christ, becomes con-

temporary to man, by the free act of God:
as God's act implies power to rule.

The Word of God

As the Lord speaks to

him, man comes under divine Lordship.

The Word of God al-

ways declares to man that he is not his own, but that he is
God's property. 167

The hearing of the Word of God draws man

into the sphere of the real power of Lordship. 168
of God as God's act also implies a decision.

The Word

Either the

Word of God is understood primarily as a decision, or it is
not understood, declares Barth.

This means that it is to be

understood as a divine act which is not affected by the sic
et non so characteristic of human acts.

The Word of God is

a free act of a God who is Lord and above whom there is no
other person or thing.

The act is as free as the God who

acts, because He Himself is in the act.

Barth warns that one

would ill understand the Word of God without the unconditioned freedom in which i t is spoken. 169

God's act as

166cn, I/1, 164.

167cn, I/1, 110.

168cn, I/1, 174.

169cn, I/1, 179.
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decision implies choice.

This brings the dogma of predes-

tination on the horizon.

The choice, believes Barth, finds

justification in itself as a divine decision.

Thus a man

is altogether the man he is in virtue of God's decision.
But in virtue of God's decision he is by his own decision a
.
b e 1 iever
or an unbel'iever. 170
The Word of God is God's mystery.

If the Word of God

is sui generis and, therefore, different from all other
kinds of speech and action, how could man utter a syllable
about its nature?

Granted, this is a human impossibility:

yet a divine possibility.

The possibility is there because

the Word of God was spoken to man first as God's Word.
this sense the language of God is God's mystery. 171
and remains God's mystery in its worldliness.
"The veil is thick.

In

It is

Barth says:

We do not possess the Word of God

otherwise than in the mystery of its worldliness. 11172

Pro-

fessor Barth makes his point very explicit when he says:
Thus in all applications of the proposition that proclamation, Scripture or revelation is the Word of God,
we shall need to have regard to the fact that it is
true only in this twofold indirectness, that when the
Word of God is spoken and becomes apprehended, what is
involved is not merely an act of God generally, and
not merely an act of God in creaturely reality as such,
but an act of God in the reality which contradicts God,
veils God, in which His revelation is not only His act,
but His miraculous act, the rending of an unrendably
thick veil: in other words, His mystery.173

17Ocn, I/1, 184.

171cn, I/1, 187.

1 72 cn, I/1, 100.

173cn, I/1, 191.
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The author also holds that God's language is and remains God's mystery in its onesidedness.

He refers here to

the relationship of veiling and unveiling conditioned by the
"worldliness" of the Word of God.

The onesidedness is in-

tended to suggest that the Word of God in being addressed to
man and grasped by him meets him not partly but fully veiled
or unveiled.

In fact, the very veiling may absolutely

change for him into unveiling and the very unveiling change
absolutely into veiling. 174

Barth reminds the reader that

the removal of the distinction between worldly form and divine content of the Word of God cannot be achieved by man.
What is discernible to man is either form without content
or content without form.

Faith recognizes that a synthesis

cannot be achieved, commits the matter to God, and finds it
in Him. 175
Finally, God's language is and remains God's mystery in
its spirituality. 176

This statement ties expressly the na-

ture of the Word of God to the concept of the Holy Spirit.
Man's positive relation to the Word of God is not a human
177
possibility but a divine miracle of the Holy Spirit.
The above material on the nature of the Word of God is
a radical departure from the 1927 Prolegomena where no explicit section on the subject appeared.

Instead, Barth

1 74cn, I/1, 198.

175cn, I/1, 200.

176cn, I/1, 201.

177cD, I/1, 208.
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devoted two sections (paragraphs 5 and 6) to man as preacher
and hearer.

Afte r discussing the threefold form of the Word

of God, Barth decided that if he was going to relate the
Word of God to man, he had to turn from phenomenological to
existential categories.

In order to understand the encounter

between the Word of God and man, the latter, Barth felt,
should be viewed in the concrete existential situation of
proclaiming and hearing.

Thus he turned his focus of atten-

tion from Christian speech and sermon to the preaching and
hearing man. 178

By 1932 Barth realized that this approach

was somewhat worse than unrewarding.

His intentions had

bee n misunderstood by the critics and he had set forth an
anthropology, albeit a church anthropology, as ground of
knowledg e for the decisive propositions about the Word of
God. 179 The material had to be radically recast. Instead
of a study of the proclaiming and hearing man, in 1932 Barth
scrutinized the nature of the Word of God as discussed above.
Knowability of the Word of God.-- Barth summarizes the substance of the discussion in the lead paragraph:
The reality of the Word of God in all its three forms
is based only upon itself. So, too, knowledge of it by
men can consist only in acknowledgment of it, and this
acknowledgment can only become real through the Word
itself, and can only become comprehensible if we start
with itself.180

178
ChrD, pp. 48-49.
179cn, I/1, 143.

180cn, I/1, 213.
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The corresponding section in the 1927 work read:
Der Sinn und die Moglichkeit der Dogrnatik ist das Wort
Gottes. Die Wirklichkeit des Wortes Gottes beruht
aber schlechterdings in sich selber. Wir erkennen sie,
indem wir in ihr erkannt sind. Wir konnen sie also nur
beweisen, indem wir ihren Selbstbeweis anerkennen. Wir
anerkennen ihn damit, dass wir mit ihr zu denken anfangen, fortfahren und nicht aufhOren.181
The subject will be explored under the topics of reality
versus possibility of the knowledge of God: Word of God and
man: knowledge and acknowledgment: and knowledge as divine
miracle.
Barth concerns himself with the reality versus the possibility of the knowledge of the Word of God.

The concepts

of church proclamation and dogmatics as previously defined
take for granted that it is possible for man to hear, to
utter, and so to know the Word of God. 182

If no man were ever

able to know the Word of God then the entire conception of it
would have to be designated as a meaningless and selfdeceiving product of human imagination.

Both in proclamation

and dogmatics as meaningful activity it must be taken for
granted that the knowledge of the Word of God is attainable
by men.

By the knowledge of an object by men is meant the

proof of their acquaintance with its reality in respect to
its existence and nature.

This implies that the existence

and nature of the object in question becomes with some measure of clarity, while true in itself, also true for these
men.

11

A knowing becomes knowledge when the man becomes a

18lchrD, p. 82.

182cn, I/1, 213.
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responsible witness to its content. 11183

Thus the question

to be asked is "How can men know the Word of God7" and not
"How do men know the Word of God7"

The latter would imply

a question as to the reality of such knowledge.
only answer would be proclamation.

Here the

But in order to eluci-

date that this is the case, the question of the possibility
of the eve nt must be raised. 184

The question is not to be

raised in terms of how men in general can know the Word of
God.

The concern here is with man in the church where the

Word of God is known and, therefore, can become known.
Neither will the question, "How do Christians know the Word
of God7" do.

The question actually is "How is it possible

that men can become called and chosen and thus real
Christians1 11185
In the 1927 version of the Prolegomena Barth discussed
at some length why the reality with which theology must begin was the Word of God and not Christian faith.

He

concluded that "der Sinn und die Moglichkeit, der Gegenstand
der Dogmatik, ist nicht der christliche Glaube, sondern das
Wort Gottes. 11186

In order to support his thesis that God

Himself has to teach man before he is able to embark on a
quest for seeking and finding Him, Barth appealed to Anselm's
.
187
P ros 1 ogion.

Judging by the treatment of the same material.

1 83cn, I/1, 214.

184cn, I/1, 21s.

185
~ , I/1, 216.

1 86chrD, p. 87.

187Ibid., pp. 97-98.
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in 1932, the threat of modern Protestant theology did not
loom as threatening in the nineteen thirties as it had been
earlier.
This leads to the discussion of the Word of God and
man.

The Word of God which the church hears and proclaims,

and which makes it the church, is God's Word directed to
men.

One must clearly keep in mind, however, that it is

man who becomes comprehensible as the knower of the Word of
God and not vice versa. 188

The Word of God faces man with

the anthropological problem as to how man as man can be an
addressee of the Word of Goa. 189 Barth denies man's capacity for knowing the Word of God and insists that this
ability is a pure fact of God's grace.

Since the point is

crucial to understanding Barth's theology, he himself should
be heard.
It is with the real content of the real Word of God
man is • • • informed, that any power on his part to
listen or understand or know, any capacity which he the
creature, the sinner, the one who waits, might have to
meet this Word with, and so any possibility in the
first sense, does not enter into consideration, but
that the possibility of knowing corresponding to the
real Word of God has simply come to him, man, that it
sets forth a quite inconceivable novurn in direct contrast to all his ability and capacity, and is only to
be regard8d as a pure fact, like the Word of God
itself. 1 9

188cn, I/1, 217.
189cn, I/1, 218: ChrD, pp. 70-71.
190cn, I/1, 222. A passage that generally corraborates
the point from the 1927 Prolegomena reads: "Wird er aber
sich selber zur Frage, dann hat er nicht menschliche Worte
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This method of theology implies self-certainty to be based
on God-certainty and the former is to be measured by the
latter.

A theologian must begin with God-certainty without

waiting for this beginning to be legitimized by selfcertainty.191
of God.

Thus in the Word of God man can know the Word

A capacity of this knowing in abstraction of the

Word of God, however, must be vehemently denied.192
As indicated above, Barth devoted two sections of his
1927 Prolegomena to the relationship of the Word of God and
man as proclaimer and hearer.

There he emphasized the exis-

tential I-Thou encounter which confronts man as an insoluble
crisis as he dares to speak of God and man in his relation
193
to God.
He elaborated on the human impossibility and divine possibility of such speaking which finds its ultimate
synthesis in the Word of God. 194

He emphasized that the Word

of God is directed toward the individual in his naked humanity and total isolation before God, and not to a general
audience. 195

Barth's interest in the category of the

Uber Gott, sondern durch das Mittel seiner menschlichen
Worte das Wort Gottes selber gehort. Dann ist Erkenntnis
Gottes durch Gott selber an ihm Ereignis geworden. Wirklich
von Gott reden horen, heisst also Gottes Wort horen. Weil
dem so ist, kann die Predigt, die Rede von Gott und von des
Menschen Beziehung zu ihm, um wirklich zu sein, was sie sein
soll, nur als Zur6stung und Wegberitung auftreten, als
Versuch durch Menschenworte Gottes eigenem Wort die Bahn
zu brechen. 11 ChrD, p. 75.
191cn, 1/1, 223.
19 2cn, I/1, 224.
194 Ibid., p. 56.

193
ChrD, pp. 50-51.
195 Ibid., pp. 66-67.
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existential, the distance between God and man, Krisis.
dialectic, either-or, and the paradox indicate that in his
thought-form he was still attached to the days of the Romerbrief.196

Much of this somewhat obscure and philosophically

oriented language and thought categories made room for biblical terminology and thought patterns in 1932.
Barth sees a close tie between knowledge and acknowledgment.

If it is true that the knowledge of the Word of

God becomes possible for men, this must mean that they can
have an experience of the Word of God--they can be what they
are, as dete rmined by the Word of God. 197

Man's experience

of the Word of God implies the determination of his existence
as man by the Word of God. 198

This is not to be confused

with any sort of a human self-determination although it, too,
always takes place in that act.

There is no cooperation be-

twee n the acts of self-determination and determination by
God.

If a man lets himself be told by the Word of God that

he has a Lord and that he is His creature then the content
of the experienced Word will forbid him to ascribe to himself the possibility of such an experience or

11

to equate

dialectically with a possibility proper to himself the divine pessibility which is realised in such experience. 0199

19 6 Ibid., pp. 55, 67, 69, 71, 80.
197cn, I/1, 226.
198cn, I/1, 227.

199 Ibid.
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Man's self-determination needs the determination by God in
order to be an experience of His Word. 200

This implies the

possibility that in their self-determination men may be determined by the Word of God.

Barth suggests that no unusual

or recondite anthropological centers are necessary for the
e xperience of the Word of God.

The will, conscience, feel-

ing, intellect and all other anthropological centers which
may qualify as possibilities of human self-determination
must be taken seriously and, in totality, regarded as determined by the Word of God and affecting the entire man. 201
Of what does the experience of the Word of God, that
is, determination of the whole self-determining man by the
Word of God, consist?

The answer here is acknowledgment. 202

Acknowledgment involves the concept of knowledge, since the
Word of God is primarily and predominantly language, person
to person communication directed to man's ratio.
sonal relationship implied here is significant.

The perThe

determination of man's existence by the Word of God is a
determination by God's person and thus an acknowledgment.
The acknowledgment of the Word of God by man consists in
the admission on his part that he is ready to 'bow before
the purposes of God as expressed in God's Word.

"To have

experience of the Word of God is to give way before its
superiority. 11203

Acknowledgment also implies decision.

I/1, 228.
202cn
_, I/1, 233.

201CD
_, I/1, 230-32.
203cn
_, I/1, 235.
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Experience of the Word of God is an experience of divine
freedom and choice, a decision about man which manifests
itself by characterizing man's decision as a decision for
204
or against
·
o bedi e nce.
The act o f acknowe
1 d gment must
remain an enigma because of the worldliness of the Word of
God.

The acknowledgment of the Word of God is also a human

act which implies letting oneself to be led continuously by
the experience of the mystery of the Word of God.

As man

acknowledges the mystery of the Word of God he has a Christian experience.

In this act he yields to the authority of

another, the authority of the Word of God.

Ultimately, how-

eve r, the acknowledgment of the Word of God is a gift of the
Holy Spirit. 205
It is clear now that the possibility of knowing the
Word of God lies solely in the Word of God itself.
act of the fre e grace of God.

It is an

The knowability of the Word

of God stands or falls with the act of really knowing it,
which is not at man's disposal.

Only in faith can man pos-

sess, know and affirm the possibility of knowing the Word
of God. 206
In the 1927 Prolegomena one finds similar thoughts.
Barth stated that the knowledge of the Word of God is a one
way street from above down.
edgment.

Knowledge here means acknowl-

He put it thus:

204co, I/1, 235-36.
205co, I/1, 236-37.

206co, I/1, 257.
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Wir erkennen das Wort Gottes nicht durch uns selbst
und in uns selbst, sondern wir erkennen es durch Gott
und in Gott. Oder anders gewendet: wir erkennen es
nicht, sondern wir werden in ihrn erkannt. Gegenstand
unseres Erkennens ist unser In-ihrn-erkanntsein.207
Knowability of the Word of God is a divine miracle.
Barth maintains that man has no natural capacity for the Word
208
of God.
Faith, however, takes place in real knowledge of
the Word of God and makes this knowledge possible. 209

Faith

takes its absolute and unconditional rise in the Word of
God.

This happens independently of inborn or inherited

cha racteristics and possibilities in man.

There is no open-

ness, no positive or negative point of contact, for the Word
of God in man.

Howeve r, in faith a conformity of man to God

take s place.

This conformity is an adaptation of man to the

Word of God.

By apprehending the Word of God in faith man

is made fit to apprehend it.

By the divine act, in faith, a

point of contact between God and man is established.

Pro-

fessor Barth argues this crucial point as follows:
Apprehension of the Word of God could not take place,
were there not in and along with this event something
in common between God who speaks and man who hears, an
analogy, a similarity, for all the dissimilarity involved in the difference between God and man, a "point
of contact"--now we may use this concept too--between
God and man.210

207 ChrD, p. 102.

208cn, I/1, 272, 276.

209cn
_, I/1, 261.
210CD
_, I/1, 273. On the same page Barth also states:
"This point of contact is, therefore not real outside faith
but only in faith."
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The resemblance, the analogy, which exists between the human
possibility of grasping God's promise in faith and the divine possibility of its realization Barth calls analogia
fidei. 211

Extremely important is his statement:

It is precisely when we regard man's conformity with
God which takes place in faith, and the "point of contact" with the Word of God posited in this conformity,
not as an inborn or accessory attribute of man, but
as the sole work of the actual grace of God, that the
only final word left us at this point is that God acts
in His Word on man.
It is because man's work in faith
is the thing to which God's work happened, that man
can know the Word of God. He knows by being known of
God. 212
Thus the Word of God becomes knowable to man by making itself knowable.

This possibility of knowing the Word of God,

howeve r, is a miracle of God in and on man just as the Word
of God itself and its utterance is a divine miracle. 213

The

knowability of the Word of God is an inalienable affirmation
of faith and as such it denotes the miracle of faith which
can only be recalled and anticipated.

The possibility of

knowing the Word of God is exclusively a divine miracle of
faith. 214
In the 1927 Prolegomena Barth did not discuss the
"point of contact" between God and man, nor did he use or
develop the principle of analogia fidei.

211 CD, I/1, 278-79.
Catholic analogia entis.

He clearly stated

He opposes this to the Roman
CD, I/1, 279.

212cD, I/1, 280.
213cD, 1/1, 202.

214cD, I/1, 283.
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tha t God's address to man comes about through God Himself. 215
He was more concerned here how God's message could take on
human form than with man's potential to hear that message. 216
It is significant that he admitted explicitly that his epistemological foundations took the form of the petitio
principii, an admission which is omitted from the 1932 version.217

He concluded the section by relating the question

of the possibility of the knowledge of the Word of God to
the doctrine of the Trinity and by declaring that the
testimonium internurn spiritus sancti is necessary for comprehending the truth discussed. 218
The Trinitarian structure of the theology of the Word of God
Barth is sensitive to the fact that his theology, which
is intended to be systematically without presupposition, except tha t

it is to be an unfolding of the work and activity

of God in His revelation, may seem to be structurally controlled by the doctrine of the Trinity.

In order to dispel

this conclusion he points out that the differentiation of
the four loci, De Deo, De creatione, De reconciliatione, and
De redemptione was not derived from the doctrine of the

215 chrD, P• 112.
217 Ibid., p. 106.
216 Ibid., p. 111.
218 said Barth: "Der Vater ist der Sprechende, der Sohn
ist das Sprechen, der heilige Geist ist der Spruch." Ibid.,
p. 112.
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Trinity but from the work and activity of God in His revelation.219

He says emphatically that

the organizing and controlling center of dogmatics is
not, then, the doctrine of the Trinity, but it stands
outside the series of loci to which the doctrine of
the Trinity belongs, as part of the doctrine of God.220
One wonders whether the doctrine of the Trinity does not play
a more significant role in Barth's theology than he would
care to admit.

After all, he himself suggests in the same

context that the actuality of the Word of God precedes and
underlies all theology. 221

But the doctrine of the Word of

God in i t s threefold form, which constitutes the substance
of his Prolegomena, is clearly Trinitarian in structure as
will be shown below.

True, Barth did not start with the

doctrine of the Trinity and then evolve his theology, including the theology of the Word of God.

The theology of

the Word of God (prolegomena), which is fundamental to
Barth's dogmatics, is in practice structurally Trinitarian.
This suggests a significant role for the doctrine of the
Trinity in his theology.

The being of God in His work and

activity, the activity of the Word of God in His revelation
which, according to Barth, precedes and underlies all views
and dogmas will now be shown to receive a structurally
Trinitarian treatment in his theology of the Word of God.

219cD, I/2, 878.
220cn, 1/2, 879.

221.!B!,g.
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God reveals Himself as Lord.-- Barth is fond of this statement as a summary of the form and content of biblical
revelation. 222 His opening summary statement on God in His
revelation reads:
God's Word is God Himself in His revelation. For God
reveals Himself as the Lord and that according to
Scripture signifies for the concept of revelation that
God Himself in unimpaired diff~rence is Revealer,
Re velation, and Revealedness.223
The e arlier version put it somewhat more briefly:
Wort ist Gott in seiner Offenbarung.

Gott offenbart sich

al s der Herr. Er allein ist der Offe nbarer.
Off e nbarung.

"Gottes

Er ist ganz

Er selber ist das Offenbarte. " 224

The biblically attested concept of revelation must be
r e garded in its uniqueness.

This means that biblical testi-

mony demands that the approach must be from the side of its
subject who is God.

Biblical revelation implies the revela-

tion of Him whom the Old Testament knows as Yahweh and the
/

New Testament as

Bt:.o,s

and

,,

Xt.l~'-'

o.5 •

The revelation, which

is really self-revelation, implies these questions:
this God?

How did this reve lation happen?

effe ct of the eve nt?

\vho is

What is the

The answer to each of these questions

is essentially identical.

It is God who reveals Himself: He

r e veals Himself through Himself: and He reveals Himself. 225

222co, I/1, 360.
339, 353, 382, 431.
223 cD, I/1, 339.
2249!!:!2, p. 126.

Also cf. ChrD, PP• 126, 132: CD, I/1,

22592, I/1, 340.
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The subject God, the Revealer, is identical with His act of
revelation and with the effect of this act.

This provides

a hint that the doctrine of revelation must begin with the
doctrine of the Triune God. 226

The God who, in unimpaired

unity, is Reve aler, Revelation, and Revealedness is also, in
unimpaired variety, in Himself this threefold mode of being.
By considering the unity and variety of God in His revelation one is confronted with the problem of the doctrine of
the Trinity. 227

This prompts Barth to put the doctrine of

the Trinity at the head of dogmatics. 228
One may summarize the biblical concept of God in His
revelation by the statement, God reveals Himself as the
God alone is the Re v e aler. 229

He is and remains in-

dissolubly Subject of revelation. 230

He alone can speak of

Lord.

God. 231

When the Deus dixit is heard in the sermon then

God Himself is heard exclusively.

God, Dei loguentis persona,

is the Reve aler also in the appearance of the historical figure of the Reve aler, Jesus Christ.

Actually the answer to

the question of the Subject of reve lation is the doctrine of
the Trinity. 232
226cn, I/1, 340; ChrD, P• 128.
227
CD, I/1, 344.
228 Barth realizes that this approach has not been a
widely used practice in the past. 92, I/1, 345.
229chrD, p. 134.
230£Q, I/1, 339, 340, 438;
23lchrD. p. 418.

£!2, I/2, l; ChrD, 134.
232cn, I/1, 436, 440.
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God reveals Himself, that is, the Lord speaks.
means that He is Revelation.

This

Revelation according to the

biblical witness means the self-unveiling of the God who
according to his nature cannot be unveiled to man.

He makes

Himself present, significant, and known to man as God.
His revel a tion the self-revealing God takes form.
activity, this event, is His self-unveiling.
scrutable also in His revealed nature.

In

This

God is in-

Barth says:

It is the Deus revelatus who is the Deus absconditus,
the God to whom there is no way and no bridge, of
whom we could not say or have to say one single word,
had He not of His own initiative met us as Deus
reve latus. Only when we have graspe d this as the
meaning of the Bible do we take in the bearing of its
pronouncement that God reveals Himself, i.e., that He
has assumed a form for our benefit. 2 33
Even in the form which He assumes in revelation, God
is fre e to reve al or not to reveal Himself.

His unveiling

in each instance is God's own act in which He Himself reveals Himself.

"It is not the form that reveals, speaks,
11234
comforts, works, helps, but God in the form.
God's

presence is always contingent on His decision to be present.235

Either revelation is revelation in the full sense

of the term or it is not biblical revelation. 236

Biblical

revelation is a historical event in the sense that it

233cD
_, I/1, 368.
234cD
_, I/1, 369.
235co
_, I/1, 372.
236
chrD, p. 137~ CD, I/1, 369.
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implies a concrete r e lation to concrete men.

Scripture al-

ways means by revelation a unique event, occurring in a
g iven place at a given time. 237
God reveals Himself as Lord means that in reve lation
God reve als Himself as the Revealedness.
both Object and Subject of Deus dixit. 238

God Himself is
He can reveal

nothing that would be more worthy of faith than Himself.
He is the Lord of revela tion in the sense that He has the
p o wer to a s sume a form suitable for revelation: in the
s e n s e that He r e mains free in this form: a nd also in the
s ens e that he has the fre e dom to become the God of such and
such men. 239

This free Lordship of God is a major accent

in Ba rth' s theolog y. 240
The statement "God reveals Himself as Lord" accommod a tes the three e lements in the biblical witness to
reve lation which may be labeled as unveiling, veiling, and

237 cD, I/1, 374.
238ChrD, p. 139. For God as subject see also ChrD,
pp. 82, 170, 215, 216, 217, 218, 220, 271, 287, 355, 357:
CD, I/1, 67, 157.
239cD, I / 1, 381.
240 The freedom of divine Lordship is implied or stated
in many connections in the Prolegomena. Only a few references must suffice: the freedom of God's grace, CD, I/1,
103: God's fre e act, CD, I/1, 123, 168: God is free, ChrD,
p. 420, CD, I/1, 132,178, 260, 226: God addres s es man in
free dom as Lord, CD, I/1, 197: God's good pleasure, £}2, I/1,
235, .fh!:!.}, p. ix: divine e lection, CD, I / 1, 53, 58, 59: a n
unrestricte d God, CD, I/1, 59: sovereignty of God, CD, I / 2,
688, 855: sovere ign Word of God, ChrD, p. 451.
-
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impartation, or form, freedom, and historicity, or the Son,
the Father, and the Spirit.

If by this statement one has

really said thrice the same thing in three indissolubly
different ways then the conclusion can be drawn that revelation must be regarded as root or ground of the doctrine of
the Trinity. 241

What has been said is that the biblical

doctrine of revelation is implicitly, and in places also
explicitly, an indication of the doctrine of the Trinity.
This doctrine cannot be derived from anywhere else. 2 42
Dogmaticians of the p a st have tried to find illustrative
copies of the Trinitarian God, the so-called vestigium
trinitatis, in the creaturely reality.
thetic to such attempts.

Barth is unsympa-

He believes that the real

vestigium trinitatis is just the form assumed by God in
revelation. 243

What man hears when he listens to God's

revelation, what he apprehends in Scripture and church proclamation is in a threefold way the one voice of the Father,
the Son, and the Holy Spirit.

Thus God Himself is present

for man in His revelation, and thus He has created Himself
a vestigium of His three-in-oneness.

Nothing new is added

when it is said that He is present for man in the threefold
form of His Word, in His revelation, in Holy Scripture, and

241 cn, I/1, 382; ChrD, pp. 140-41.
242 cn, I/1, 384.
243 cn, I/1, 390.
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in church proclamation.

In maintaining this vestigiurn,

Barth believes, the single root of the doctrine of the
Trinity is protected. 244
In the main, Barth's 1927 treatment of "God reveals
Himself as Lord" provided a reliable pattern for the 1932
Prolegomena.

One significant departure stands out.

In the

earlier version Barth had developed the phrase Deus dixit
in terms of its subject, predicate, and object, suggesting
a connection with the doctrine of the Trinity. 245

Since this

was in some quarters understood as a grammatical proof of the
doctrine of the Trinity, Barth lost interest in its use.246
The Triune God.-- The first step in dogmatics as a critical
reflection on the proper content of the proclamation which
seeks to become the Word of God is the doctrine of the Trinity.247

This is so because the Subject of revelation is the

Triune God who has revealed Himself in unimpaired unity and
variety thrice in a different way. 248

The Christian concept

of revelation includes in itself the problem of the doctrine
of the Trinity.

Neither the concept of revelation nor the

doctrine of the Word of God can be analyzed without first
trying to give expression to the doctrine of the Trinity. 249

244cn
_, I/1, 399; cf. ChrD, pp. 148-49.

__

245ChrD , p. 127.
246co
_, I/1, 340-41.

247co
_, I/1, 440.

248co
_, I/1, 353.

249co
_, I/1, 349.
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This doctrine is not merely an interpretation of the revelation: it also is an interpretation of the God who reveals
Himself.250

A look at Barth's interpretation of the doc-

trine of God in His three-in-oneness adds weight to the
contention that his theology of the Word of God is Trinitarian in orientation.
Barth opens the discussion of God's three-in-oneness in
the 1932 Prolegomena with the following summary statement:
The God who reveals Himself according to Scripture is
one in three of His own modes of existence, which consists in their mutual relationships, Father, Son, and
Holy Spirit. In this way He is the Lord, i.e., the
Thou who meets man's I and unites it to Himself
as the indissoluble Subject, and who actually thus
and thereby becomes manifest to him as his God.251
In 1927 Barth had employed the following wording:
Gott offenbart sich als der, der in drei ebenso
unzertrennlich zusammengehorigen wie unaufhebbar
unterschiedenen Weisen der Herr 1st: Gott Vater,
Sohn, und heiliger Geist. Grade in seiner Offenbarung erweist und best~tigt er sich als das Du,
das dem Ich des Menschen als unaufl~sliches Subjek;
entgegentritt und eben sound darin sein Gott ist. 52
Barth suggests that the concept of lordship of God may be

-

/

equated with what is called the essence of God ( ovot,CI(
essentia, natura, or substantia).

,

The essence of God is the

godhead of God or the being of God as divine being. 253

The

name of Father, Son, and Holy Spirit implies that God is one
in a threefold repetition in a way that this repetition

25092, I/1, 358.

251cn, I/1, 400.

252~, p. 149.

253cn, I/1, 401.
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itself is grounded in His Godhead.
ation in His Godhead.

This suggests no alter-

His Godhead stands or falls with the

truth that in this repetition He is the one God. 25 4

From

the above it is clear that the doctrine of the Trinity emp h a sizes the unity of God and monotheism of Christian
theology.
God.

There is, howeve r, a threeness in the oneness of

Barth prefers to call the distinctions "modes of be-

ing .11255

The traditional term 11 person, 11 he feels, tends to

be too closely associated with personality to be useful. 2 56
In the doctrine of the Trinity the concern then is with
God's oneness in threeness and threeness in oneness.

To

summarize this, one might say that the concept of three-inone nes s of God is unde r discussion.

This comprehensive term

can never be more than the dialectical union and distinction
in the mutual relation between God's oneness in threeness
and threeness in oneness which in themselves would be onesided and, there fore, unsatisfactory. 257

To the oneness of

the modes of existence in God corresponds the outward oneness of essence and operation.

Although it is true that

God's operation is His essence, it is necessary to distinguish the two in order to stress the point that His operation

254co, I/1, 402.

255 co, I/1, 407.

256 co, I/1, 403, 420-21.
In the 1927 version Barth
already had his doubts about the usefulness of the term but
acquiesced to its use. ChrD, pp. 159, 165.
257 co, I/1, 423-24.
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is of free grace based on free divine decision and that God
remains free in making Himself known.

On this freedom rests

the distinction between His essence as such and His essence
as the self-manifesting Operator.

Also on this freedom

rests the inadequacy of all knowledge of the revealed God.
Even the three-in-oneness of God is revealed to man only in
His operation.

In God's free grace the event of the bridg-

ing of the gulf between divine and human conceivability
takes place within the sphere and limits of human conceivability.

Only thus a true knowledge of the essence of God

and His three-in-oneness takes place, and it happens only
within these limits and in this sphere.

Because of the rev-

elation that takes place within the sphere and limits of
human conceivability, it is legitimate to distinguish the
three modes of existence of the one God. 258

Of course, man

can only believe, not prove, that the distinctions in the
operation of God as Creator, Reconciler, and Redeemer, take
place within the limits of human conceivability.

One must

remember that even here they do not properly and primarily
signify the ultimate word in the hidden essence of God.
The assumption that the conception of essence is identical
to that of operation leads to the error of tritheism. 259
Barth summarizes the matter as follows:

258co, I/1, 426-27.
259£.Q, I/1, 428.
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By the doctrine of the Trinity we understand the Church
doctrine concerning the oneness of God in the three
modes of existence of Father, Son, and Holy Spirit, or
concerning the threefold otherness of the one God in
the modes of existence of Father, Son, and Holy
Spirit.260
The doctrine of the Trinity cannot be found explicitly
in the text of the biblical witness to God's revelation,
says Barth.

It belongs to the work of the church and thus

is a theologurnenon. 26 1
it,

Was the church right in formulating

Barth takes the voice of the church through the cen-

turies seriously because he believes that in a measure it
h as been faithful--but also unfaithful--to its essence when
it tried to answer the question of revelation by formulating
the doctrine of the Trinity.

The doctrine was intended to

communicate that He who reveals Himself is God.

Barth is

ready to admit the self-enclosed, circular nature of the
doctrine.

Its decisive interest is to state adequately and

a s complete ly as possible that the Revealer is God.

It is

intended to say that the three moments in God do not mean a
more and a less in the Godness of God (against subordinationism) nor tha t the three elements are foreign to the
Godness of God (against modalism).

Pending better

260co, I/1, 431.
261 The church was right in saying that it did not invent the doctrine but discovered it in biblical witness.
ChrD, P• 151.
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instruction, for the time being Barth is willing to follow
the voice of the church in the Trinitarian formulation of
the doctrine of revelation. 262
Jesus Christ as the objective reality and possibility of
revelation.-- The Trinitarian doctrine of God gives the answer to the question about the subject of revelation.

The

biblically attested revelation of God distinguishes the
Father from whom it proceeds, the Son who fulfills it objectively (for us), and the Holy Spirit who fulfills it
s ubjectively (in us).
ject of revelation.

God is and remains the constant SubHe is not the object of man's existence

and action in His Son in whom He manifests Himself nor in
t he Holy Spirit in whom He is manifest.

The very becoming

and being is and remains God's act and work in all cases.
Thus the objective fulfilment of revelation concerns
itself with the incarnation of the Word, that is, with
Jesus Crist
as Go d' s reve1 a t'ion f or man. 263 Barth sumrnah ·
rizes the matter:
According to Holy Scripture God's revelation takes
place in the fact that God's Word became a man and
that this man has become God's Word. The incarnation
of the eternal Word Jesus Christ, is God's revelation.
In the reality of this event God proves that He is
free to be our God.264

262 cn, I/1, 440.
In the 1927 Prolegomena Barth suggested five points that must be consid~red before the
Church's formulation of the doctrine of the Trinity could
be discarded or replaced. ChrD, pp. 169-70.
263 cn, I/2, 1.

264 Ibid.
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In the 1927 version of the Prolegomena Barth began the
treatment of the subject with a discussion of the objective
possibility of revelation.

By 1938, the publishing date of

the second half of the new Prolegomena, the author made a
point of discussing the objective reality of revelation before turning to the topic of objective possibility of
reve lation.
Jesus Christ is the objective reality of revelation.
How far is God free for man in His revelation?
He fr ee to reve al Himself to man7

How far is

To begin with, it must be

stressed that God's freedom for man is the central content
of the doctrine of Christ.

The first part of this doctrine,

incarnation, properly belongs to the doctrine of the Word of
God and thus to prolegomena.
The question as to how the encounter of God's revelation with man is real in the freedom of God is a pri mary one.
Only after this question has been faced can one turn to the
second question of the possibility of the encounter in the
freedom of God.

The question of interpretation may not pre-

cede the question of fact. 265
The simple once-for-all reality of Jesus Christ is
decisive.

The statement, the Word or Son of God became Man,

called Jesus of Nazareth: therefore the Man Jesus of Nazareth
was God's Word or God's Son, is the theme to be pursued here.
265fQ, I I 2, 3, 7-8.
Barth claims that here he lets the
Holy Scripture dictate the form and method of theology. Cf.
CD, I/2, 5.
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Barth notes that the twofold expression does not appear frequently in the New Testament witness.

The statements about

the divinity and humanity of Jesus Christ belong to those
e lements of the New Testament witness best described as
secondary in relation to the name Jesus Christ itself.

The

incarnation is not the proper content of the New Testament.
The name Jesus Christ, the Word of God, which stands for the
once-for-all reality it names is. 266

That the name Jesus

Christ is the primary fact a nd tha t the twofold Christologica l confession is secondary is shown by the character of
the confession.

Only the name Jesus Christ can bear witness

to the original light which is refracted in the Christological confession.

To be able to speak on the subject at all

means the adoption of the language and thought of the New
Testament. 267

The New Testament witnesses who confessed that

the Son of God was the man Jesus did so not on the strength
of a prior definite conception of God, the Son, or the Word
which was confirmed and fulfilled in Jesus.

Rather they de-

rived their conception of the Son, the Word of God, from
J e sus Himself. 268 They confessed that the man Jesus was the
Son of God.

Contrary to Ebionite Christology this did not

imply the deification of a man.

The knowledge of the divin-

ity of Jesus Christ preceded their experience and vague

266cn
_, I/2, 14-15.
267cn
_, I/2, 15.
268CD
_, I/2. 17.
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awareness that they had met God and heard His Word.

The

movement of thought was from above downward, not vice
versa. 269

The two statements, Jesus is God's Son and the

Word became flesh, are both self-authenticating. 2 70

To call

the man Jesus the true God, or God a true man, is a penultimate word.
word.

The name Jesus Christ is alone the ultimate

The penultimate words point to the ultimate Word

which can be explained only in terms of the reality thereby
indicated.
Jesus Christ is the objective possibility of revelation.
In the objective reality of divine revelation its objective
possibility is presupposed, grounded, and brought within
man's knowledge. 271

Says Barth, "By visualising the possi-

bility presupposed and made available to knowledge in the
reality of the revelation of God, we regard the reality as
the answer to a question which we must put. 11272

The reality

of Jesus Christ thrusts upon man the inquiry as to how far
the existence of Jesus Christ is identical with God's freedom for man.

Man cannot do anything else except let himself

be told by the reality that this is the case.

Barth com-

ments, "We do that • • • only if we hear it as an answer
embedded in the question which the thing itself puts to us~ ,
and if at the same time we hear it as the answer to the

269 cD, I/2, 21.

270cn, I/2, 22.

271 cn, I/2, 2s.

272cn, I/2, 26.
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question. 11273

If a genuine interpretation of reality is to

t a ke place, man must not only let himself be told but also
be able to tell himself what has been told to him.

Credere

must force its way through to an intelligere.
The question of objective possibility of revelation
must be raised.

How far can the reality of Jesus Christ,

the unity of God and man, indicated by this Name, be God's
r eve lation to man?

This question must be r a ised in order to

affirm its reality .

The inquiry is really about the actual

pos s ibility, presupposed and grounded in reve lation and
through reve lation, and only known in and from it.

One

mig ht p a r a phra se the inquiry and ask, How far is the reality
of Jesus Christ an adequate ground for the fact that God's
r evelation encounters man and is effective in operation1 274
The re are other legitimate ways to put the question.2 7 5
an s wer remains the same.

The

The existence of Jesus Christ is

it s elf the objective possibility of reve lation in God's
fre e dom.

This means that the task is to try to understand

the e xi s tence of Jesus Christ as the objective possibility of
revelation.
To begin,when the Bible attests the reality of God's
revelation, it also implies restrictively that God is free

274cn, I/2, 27.
275 Barth sugg ests that the proper way to put the question is: Wherein does it have it? In what does it consist?
What is its suitability for this specific work and for this
specific effect? How far does it require this same reality
for this work and for this effect? CD, I/2, 28.
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for man in the man-ness of God and the God-ness of the Man
Jesus and nowhere else.

This means that in the reality of

revelation in which God shows His freedom for man, He also
makes clear that He is not there for man to attain or to
have. 276

On the basis of the reality of Jesus Christ Barth

demonstrates that the possibility of revelation is
discernible
(1) in the condescension whereby God in Jesus Christ
becomes identical with a reality different from Himself, (2) in the fact that Jesus Christ is identical
with God's Son or Word, (3) in Jesus Christ's belonging actually to the cosmos of reality familiar to us,
(4) in Jesus Christ's belonging without diminution to
God Himself, (5) ;n the man-ness, i.e., the flesh-ness
of Jesus Christ.2 7
In the above argument Professor Barth consciously attempts
to read off the possibility of revelation from its reality.
He attempts to answer the question cur Deus homo? by
strictly following the method of credo ut intelligam.
The 1927 Prolegomena reflects the objective possibility
of reve lation.

In 1927 Barth followed a different path in

treating the topic of objective revelation.

Paragraph four-

teen of the Prolegomena was entitled "The Objective Possibility of Revelation."

No comparable paragraph appeared on

the objective reality of revelation.

Within paragraph four-

teen the author moved from the necessity to the meaning and
only then to the reality of incarnation.

His summary state-

ment read:

277 cn, I/2, 44.
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Offenbarung Gottes an den Menschen wird von Gott aus
sound nicht anders mOglich, dass Gottes Sohn oder Wort
Mensch wird, und zwar Mensch in demselben Sinn wie wir
Alle es sind, als Fleisch d. h. Tr~9 r unseres Widerspruchs zu Gott und zu uns selbst. 8
In treating the necessity of the incarnation Barth
began with the reality that God is indissoluble Subject.
The reality of revelation raises the question about its possibility.

He worked with the ideas that Deus revelatus is

Deus absconditus and Deus absconditus is Deus revelatus.2 7 9
These statements are true as long as God is a free Lord.
While r e maining God the Subject, He is able to take on in
inexplicable condescension a form in which He can be a knowable Object and thus encounter man as a Thou.

The non-

reve lation becomes revelation when God veils His unapproachable
"I."

The question remains whether God could not also become

something other than man in order to reveal Himself.
said Barth.

Not so,

All otherness, objectivity, non-revelation be-

comes unequivocal in the problem of man.

Besides, no other

type of creation can really encounter man and become an indissoluble Thou which can be grasped by him. 280

Therefore, God

a ctually had to become man in order to encounter man.

In

discussing the meaning of incarnation Barth suggested the
following five points:
ing,

(1) God had to be God also in veil-

(2) it was God's Son, the Word, who became man,

(3) it

278~, p. 214.
279rbid., pp. 216-17.

28 0ibid., pp. 218-19.
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had to be a true manhood in which God veiled Himself,
(4) God had to become ma n in a manner that his true humanity
a nd divinity would be regarded in unity and also in inseparable differe nce, and (5) the incarnation is an unrepeatable,
unique ·eve nt. 281

As a result of such an incarnation, God,

without ceasing to be God, could be heard and seen in His
revelation. 282
In the sub-section on the reality of revelation Barth
demonstrated that his previous discussion of the incarnation
was based on the a priori reality apprehended in faith. 283
He expressed his debt to the theological methodology of
Anselm and the editors of the Heidelberg Catechism as he
discussed the possibility of incarnation. 284

He had not

really developed the possibility of revelation, he contended,
a s much as the possibility of thinking about the revelation.285

There is no reason to doubt his word, especially

in the light of the following rather emphatic statement:
das Wort, den Sohn Gottes, Jesus Christus selber, die
Wirklichkeit der Offenbarung, ohne die wir gar nicht
in der Lage waren, ilber ihre MOglichkeit uns Rechenschaft zu geben, den Gegenstand der Denkbestimmungen,
nach denen wir gefragt haben. ware die Offenbarung
nich wirklich, ware das fleischgewordene Wort nicht
auf dem Plan, bezeugt von den Propheten und Aposteln,

281

Ibid., pp. 220-24.

283Ibid., p. 228.

282 Ibid., p. 225.
284 Ibid •• p. 226.

285Barth speaks of "Moglichkeit" and "Denkmoglichkeit. 11
Ibid.
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verkundet von der Kirche, ware uns die Aufgabe nicht
gestellt, hier sachgernass zu denken und zu reden, wir
wtirden alles Konstruieren unterlassen.286
A comparison of the two Prolegomena shows that no real
disagreement obtains.

Both treatments of the topic presup-

pose the objective reality of revelation in the discussion
of the objective possibility of revelation.

The priority

in sequence, however, is emphasized by the structure of the
1938 verson.

A more extended treatment of the subject in

the second Prolegomena permits the author to devote attention to such concerns as the Christological orientation of
anthropology. 287

In spite of the existing differences, it

still holds true that the two versions of the Prolegomena
tend to be synoptic.
The Holy Spirit as the subjective reality and possibility
of revelation.-- It has already been shown that the doctrine
og God's three-in-oneness provides the answer to the subject
of revelation.

In revelation all three modes of God's ex-

istence are involved in such a way that revelation proceeds
from the Father and is fulfilled objectively by the Son and
subjectively by the Holy Spirit.

The section at hand con-

centrates on the subjective reality and possibility of
revelation and thus deals with the outpouring of the Holy
Spirit as God's revelation in man.

The only answer to the

question, how the state of revealedness is achieved for

286 Ibid., p. 228.

287 cD, I/2, 40-41.
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man, is the one true God and Lord Himself in the "person"
of the Holy Spirit, that is, in His own state of revealedness for man.

The question can be put in several forms.

To what extent in the occurrence of revelation are men free
for God?

To what extent is there in this event a human re-

ceptivity for divine revelation?
Barth summarizes his ideas on the freedom of man for
God as follows:
According to Holy Scripture God's revelation occurs
in our enlightenment by the Holy Spirit of God to a
knowledge of His Word.
The outpouring of the Holy
Spirit is God's revelation.
In the reality of this
event consists our freedom to be the children of God
and to know and love and praise Hirn in His revelat:ion.~88
The Holy Spirit is the subjective reality of revelation.

In what sense is it real that God's revelation reaches

man in his freedom?

This freedom can only be created by God

and given to man in the act of divine revelation.
this freedom is God's own.

Ultimately

The question of reality of this

freedom must precede its possibility.

If the sequence is

not strictly observed, a parlous obscuration of the subject
matter might result. 289
Biblical record bears witness to the existence of men
who render faith and obedience ~o the Word of God.

This

288cn, I/2, 203.
289As will be indicated below, this is exactly what
happened in the 1927 Prolegomena where Barth did not elucidate the subjective reality of revelation but turned directly
to the discussion of the subjective possibility of revelation.
CD, I/2, 205-6; ChrD. PP• 284-301.
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also is a part of the content of the biblical witness to
revelation.

Scripture takes the subjective reality of rev-

elation as seriously as it does the objective.

The fact of

the fulfilment of grace constitutes an integral part of the
biblical testimony to revelation.
"God with .B.2" must stand.
be made on man's own part~

Both "God with us" and

These statements, however, cannot
God's revealedness among men and

in men comes to man in revelation.

"Not God alone, but God

and man together constitute the concept of the Word of God
attested in Scripture. 11290

This relationship does not imply

equal partnership, nor is it reversible.

God and biblical

man confront one another as the Lord confronts the servant.
The biblical witness indicates that by God's election
and calling, by hearing of the Word, by the witness of the
Spirit, the man who stands coram Deo and receives His revelation is distinguished both invisibly and inwardly but also
very visibly and outwardly.

Revelation does not encounter

man in a general way but confronts each individual in a
particular time.

When men receive divine revelation they

become special men with a unique, visible, outward position.
They belong to the church in which Jesus Christ is present
as the acting Subject.

Of course, it is God and not church

membership that turns men into recipients of revelation.

He,

however, has chosen to operate in the definite area of the
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church. 291 . God is not bound to the church, but the recipients of His revelation are.

By church Barth means both the

inward and invisible coherence of those whom God calls His
own and the outward and visible coherence of those who confess that in Christ they are God's.

The reception of

revelation takes place within this twofold coherence. 292
Reference is made to this coherence when the church is
described as "the area by which the subjective reality of
revelation is enveloped. 11293

Even though men are the

church, it, nevertheless, is the reality of God's revelation
for man and thus God's own act. 294

The decisive point in

the existence of the church involves the outpouring of the
Holy Spirit by which God adopts man in such a way that He
Himself makes man ready to listen and speak the Word.
The problem of subjective reality of revelation itself
has an objective and subjective dimension.

The former deals

with how revelation comes from Christ to man and the latter
concentrates on the aspect of how it comes into man.

The

solution to both questions is imbedded in the doctrine of
the outpouring of the Holy Spirit.
In its subjective reality God's revelation consists of
definite God-given signs of its objective reality.

The

function of these signs is to veil revelation in creaturely

291cn, I/2, 210.

292cn, I/2, 211.

293cn, r/2, 221.

294Ibid.
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rea l i·ty. 295

Their capacity to be or become testimonies does

not lie in themselves nor in analogia entis, but solely in
their divine institution.

This giving of signs is the ob-

jective side of the church where God's revelation is
subjectively real. 296

The subjective side of the subjective

reality of revelation consists in the existence of men who
in faith are brethren of the Son and, therefore, hearers
and doers of the Word of God.

That this is the case is not

explainable but simply the work of God the Holy Spirit. 297
In the believers the impossible leap from God to man is a
reality of revelation.

These believers are not autonomous

partners with God who cooperate in the work of revelation.
Only in the light of divine condescension by virtue of which
the Word assumed flesh do they become revelation.

What this

means is that men can be caught up into God's revelation in
which they are revealed to themselves as children of God. 298
Subjective revelation can consist only in the fact that
objective revelation comes to man and is recognized and acknowledged by him as such.

The Holy Spirit opens the eyes

of men so that in thankful self-surrender they recognize and
acknowledge that this is so. 2 9 9

295 cD, I/2, 223.
296CD, I I 2, 224, 228. When Barth speaks of these signs
he has inmind preaching, baptism, and Lord's Supper.
CD, I/2, 227.
29792, I/2, 232-33.
298cD, I/2, 237-38.

299cD, I/2, 239.
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The Holy Spirit is the subjective possibility of revelation.

Barth moves from the subjective reality of revelation

to its subjective possibility.

The question must be faced

as to how it is possible for God's revelation to reach man
in his freedom.

To what extent has the Spirit of God the

possibility or power to accomplish this work?
not meant to be open-ended.

This query is

Its concern is limited to the

possibility and power already recognized and acknowledged in
reality.

To begin, the reality of the Holy Spirit in His

work on man has also a negative dimension.

Man is free for

God only in the Holy Spirit and nowhere else. 300

To receive

the Holy Spirit implies the admission of spiritual helplessness and recognition that man does not possess the Spirit.
The subjective reality of revelation has the distinctive
character of a miracle.

"In the actual subjective reality

of revelation it is finally decided that apart from it there
is no other possibility of being free for God. 11301
As was the case with the objective reality of revelation--only in the knowledge of Jesus Christ does man learn
to know that God is hidden--so also in the subjective
revelation one comes to know that the God who by the Holy
Spirit takes up His abode in man separates Himself from man
with such power and finality that the unity of God and man

300cn, r/2, 243.
30lcn, r/2, 244.
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can be understood only as a unity of the free grace of God.
11 The Holy Spirit puts God on the one side and man on the

other.

And then He calls this God our Father and man the

child of this Father. 11302

Only in the Holy Spirit can man

know a real togetherness with God.
togetherness really exist?

But how far does the

The answer may be drawn from the

fact that God cannot and does not accomplish it on the basis
of human possibility.
bility.

It is solely based on His own possi-

The possibility exists in the outpouring of the

Holy Spirit.
In it the Word of God is brought to man's
.
303 Of course, the capacity of hearing revelation
h earing.
is the capacity of the Word Himself.

Christ, the Word of

God, is brought to the hearing of men by the outpouring of
the Holy Spirit, who is man's possibility of being the recipient of divine revelation.

Thus the revealedness of God

for man is really itself revelation and, therefore, the
triumph of grace. 304

Secondly, by the outpouring of the

Holy Spirit it becomes possible for man in the freedom for
revelation to meet God.

Man is explicitly told by God's

Word that he possesses one possibility of his own for an encounter with God.

This possibility is not based on human
305
capacity, but on the power and mercy of God.
Thirdly,
11 By the outpouring of the Holy Spirit it becomes possible

302

cn,

I/2, 245.

304cn, I/2, 249.

303

cn,

I/2, 246.

305 cD, I/2, 258.
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for man in his freedom to be met by God's revelation, because
in it the Word of God becomes unavoidably his master. 11 306
From what has bee n said above, one can conclude that the divine reve aledness of "God became man" is actualized miraculously in man as

11

man has God.'' 307

In this event man becomes

a participator in the divine possibility in that he becomes
fre e for God.

This suggests several implications.

To accept

Jesus Christ as ma ster means (1) to have found someone from
whom he as man can no longer withdraw: 308 (2) to have discovered that he is responsible to God in his obedience and
disobedience: 309 (3) to be subject to a command which leaves
no room for subterfuge or excuse: 310 (4) to exist in an
ultimate and profound irresponsibility (this means that the
Word of God claims an achievement which is not an autonomous
work, but one in the fulfilment of which man is covered by
the work of God: 311 (5) to be subject to a definite formation and direction (that is, man does not lose his thinking,
willing and feeling or his being a sinner: yet in coram Deo
he is subject to the Word of God and thus directe d and
formed by the Word) : 312 (6) to have no concern of his own
above that of Christ's. 313

306cn
_, I/2, 265.

307CD
_, I/2, 270.

308rbid.

309cn
_, I/2, 271.

310cn
_, I/2, 272.

3llcn
_, I/2, 274.

312cn, I/2, 276.

313cn
_, I/2, 278.
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Barth allotted only a modest amount of space to the
topic of the subjective possibility of revelation in 1927.
He opened the discussion by probing the relationship of possibility and reality of grace, discussed the conditions for
the possibility of grace, and concluded with a section on
bpa tism as the ground of knowledge of grace.

He began with

the following summary paragraph:
Offe nbarung Gottes an den Menschen wird vom Menschen
aus sound nicht anders m~glich, dass er durch den
heiligen Geist in der Taufe wird und ist was er aus
sich selber nicht werden und in sich selber nicht sein
kann: ein Horer und Tater des Wortes Gottes.314
As he had done in 1927 in organizing the material on objective reve lation, Barth again started with the subjective
possibility of revelation and only then turned to its
reality.

At all times, though, the divine reality was re-

garded as an a priori.

However, the way the material was

prese nted left room for misunderstanding. 315
Barth raised the question as to how human receptivity
could correspond to divine spontaneity.

His solution was:

Ein erneuerter Rekurs auf die Wirklichkeit Gottes kann
ja selbstverstandlich auch hier die allein rn~gliche
Antwort sein, und die Wirklichkeit Gottes in dieser
Beziehung ist eben der heilige Geist. Er ist der
Inbegriff der Aufrnerksarnkeit, Aufgeschlossenheit,
Aufnahrnefanigkeit des Menschen fur die Offenbarung.
Er ist der Grund und die Wahrheit des Glaubens und
des Gehorsarns, in dern der Mensch Gott begegnet, wie
Gott in Jesus Christ ihrn begegnet. ~f ist die subjective Moglichkeit der Offenbarung. 6

314~, P• 284.

315rbid., pp. 285, 290.

316r b 1 d., p. 285.
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To put it another way, it is grace when man is there for God
as God in Jesus Christ is there for man.

Man must realize

his own impossibility for revelation in order to receive the
revelation of God. 317 Only through divine revelation can
man know revelation.
ity.

God Himself must provide the possibil-

He alone must be the beginning, center, and end of the

human activity of apprehending divine revelation. 318

As is

the case in creation and incarnation, so also in subjective
revelat~on man encounters God's own miracle performed in His
free dom and majesty.

This miracle is the real ground of

being and knowledge of revelation. 319

As a result of the

work of the Holy Spirit a real togetherness of God and man
becomes a reality.

Barth said:

Er [Gott der heilige Geistj ist es, der • • • als der
Erlosergott jetzt und hier schon eintritt fur unsere
im Widerspruch gefangene Me nschlichkeit. In Ihm sind
wir horend, sehend, empfanglich fur die Wirklichkeit
des Wortes Gottes. Als Beziehung zwischen Ihm und dem
Worte sind der Graube und der Gehorsam des Menschen
qualifi~iert als seine wirkliche Gemeinschaft mit
Gott.320
The man who encounters the revelation of God recognizes in
its light his own nakedness, poverty, and incapacity for the
divine (non capax infiniti). 321

This estranged man can come

to God only through the Holy Spirit. 322

But the divinely

demanded and blessed activity of faith and obedience has to
317 Ibid., p. 287.
319Ibid., p. 290.

318Ibid., P• 289.
32 0ibid.

321.!l2!..Q., p. 291.

322 Ibid., p. 293.
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be really man's own. 323

This activity, and consequently the

relationship between God and man, has to be regarded as
dynamic and existential. 324

Through baptism man's real

existence is placed under the sign of grace.

Baptism in

itself is not the r e ality of grace, said Barth.

It signi-

fies the grace which God the Word and Holy Spirit alone
325
bestow.
In the 1927 Prolegomena Barth did not develop the role
of the church in subjective revelation to any significant
extent.

The sacra mental aspect, the objective side of the

subjective revelation (a term which does not appear in 1927)
of reve lation was limited to baptism.

In 1938, the role of

the sacrament was enlarged to include preaching and the
Lord's Supper.

The first Prolegomena also lacked a discus-

sion of the believer as the subjective aspect of subjective
r e velation.

Structurally speaking there is a marked simi-

larity in the treatment of the objective and subjective
r e velation in the two Prolegomena.

There is also a signif-

icant similarity in the changes introduced in 1938 on the
two topics.

323

Ibid., p. 294.

324 Ibid., p. 295.
325Ibid., p. 299.
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The form of the Word of God
According to Barth the Word of God is the living, personal, free God. 326

Actually an identity between God and

His Word exists. 327

But the Word of God is also God's person

speaking, Dei loguentis persona. 328

Since the Word of God

is identical with Deus dixit, it is clear that one deals
with a sui generis event in which its spirituality is
stressed.

On the one hand, the spirituality of the Word

must be distinguished from naturalness, corporeality, and
any physical event, on the other, it must be stressed that
there is no Word of God without a physical event.329

What-

ever enters the creaturely sphere cannot be spiritual without
also being natural and corporeal.

This Word of God, a free

subject, comes to man, touches him in his existence, faces
him as a decision, and effects when and where it wills the
original relationship between God and man. 330
power to rule and to make history. 331

It has the

It is both a rational

and a personal event. 332

326cn
_, I/1, 226.

327cn
_, I/1, 349.

328cn
_, I/1, 155: cf. p. 150.
329cn
_, I/1, 151. The physical events Barth has in mind
are the man Jesus, Scripture, preaching, sacraments.
330cn
_, I/1, 157, 160, 161, 178.
33lcn
_, I/1, 173.
332cn
_, I/1, 153, 155.
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The only way to know it is to acknowledge it as the
Word directed to man from above.

Its knowability stands or

falls with the act of really knowing that it is not at man's
but God's disposal. 333

It is spoken in unconditional free-

dom and it becomes a reality only by its own decision.3 34
In God's free decision the Word of God is capable of
becoming man's possession in the mystery of its worldliness.355

It can and has appeared in the threefold form of

revelation, Scripture, and church proclarnation.33 6

Barth

outlined the inner relationship among the three forms in
terms of their knowability.
The revealed Word of God we know only from Scripture
adopted by Church proclamation, or from Church proclamation based on Scripture.
The written Word of God we know only through the revelation which makes proclamation possible, or through
the proclamation made possible by revelation.
The proclaimed Word of God we know only by knowing the
revelation attested through Scripture, or by knowing
the Scripture which attests revelation.337

333

CD, I/1, 257.

334CD
_, I/1, 179, 181.
335CD
_, I/1, 188.
336see the above discussion on the ''Reality of the
of
God."
Word
337CD
_, I/1, 136.
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Revelation.-- Revelation primarily is God Himself who speaks
and makes Himself known. 338
loguentis persona. 339

It is Deus dixit and Dei

Scripture and church proclamation in

order to be God's Word must become revelation.
so with revelation. 340

This is not

"In it reposes and lives the fulness

of the original being of the Word of God, existent in itself.11341

There is no higher or deeper ground above or

behind reve lation.

It simply is a ground in itself.

This

means that for man there is no higher authority possible. 342
Revelation is God's self-unveiling to man. 343 One must remember, howeve r, that to speak of "God reveals Himself" is
to d e scribe the occurrence of a real event.3 44

Barth sum-

mari z ed his thought on the subject:
God reveals Himself as the Lord" means that He reveals
what only He Himself can reveal, Himself. And so, precisely as Himself He possesses and exercises His
freedom and lordship, He is God, He is the ground
without grounds, with whose word and will man can but
begin without asking Why, in order therein and thereby
to receive everything worthy the name of true and good.
It becomes and is true and good because we receive it
11

338co, I/1, 129. Barth wrote in 1927: "Der Inhalt der
Offenbarung ist doch, von allem, was er £Ur uns bedeutet
abgesehen, vor allem und primar Gott selbst: seine Pers~nlichkeit, sein Name, seine Herrschaft, seine Herrlichleit,
sein Bund mit dem Menschen, in allem, was er fur uns bedeutet,
grundlegend und uberlegend das: alles, was er fur uns bedeutet
in sich schliessend, aber nicht in diesen Inhal t aufzul6sen.
ChrD, p. 326.
11

339co
_, I/1, 129, 349.

340co
_, I/1, 131.

34lco
_, I/1, 351.

342co
_, I/1, 350.

343co
_, I/1, 362, 368.

344co
_, I/1, 373: co, l/2, 45.

369
from Him, because God as Himself is with us, with us
as only a man who says I and addresses us as Thou is
with another man, yet with us as Him who He is, as
the Lord who is the Free. God's being with us in this
way is according to the Bible the event of revelation.345
Revelation means the incarnation of the Word of God: to say
reve lation is to say the Word became flesh. 346

It does not

differ from the Person of Jesus Christ nor from His reconciliation.347

God's revelation is God's Son who once came

. 348
an d some d ay wi·11 come again.

Therefore, revelation is

the presence of the Word of God between the times. 349
a happening between God and certain men. 350

It is

Revelation, ac-

cording to Barth, "is originally and immediately, what the
Bible and church proclamation are derivatively and mediately,
God• s Word.'' 351
Scripture.-- According to Professor Barth, Scripture is a
witness to God's revelation and a presupposition of church
proclamation. 352

Revelation and Scripture cannot be equated

345CD
_, I/1, 353.
346cD
_, I/1, 192.
347cD
_, I/1, 134: CD, 1/2, 307.
348cD
_, I/1, 155, 159.
349cD
_, I/1, 334.
350CD
_, I/1, 342.
35lcD, I/1, 131. Also see what was said on the subject
above in the section on "The Trinitarian Structure of the
Theology of the Word of God."
35292, I/1, 47.

CD, 1/2, 457, 463, 469.

370
unconditionally.
revelation. 353

The Bible is a human expression of God's
In it, Barth said:

"we meet with human words

written in human speech, and in these words, and therefore by
means of them, we h e ar of the lordship of the triune God. 11354
The Bible is a sig n which points to a superior authority.
This sign must be taken seriously because at every decisive
point the answer to the question of revelation is taken from
t he Bible. 355

If the church dared to abandon this sign,

which should dominate its worship and instruction, the end of
Protestantism would be at hand. 356
Barth took both the divinity and the humanity of the
Scriptures seriously.

Scripture is the Word of God, but si-

multa neously it also is "a very human literary document. 11357
In God's own event, the human word of the Bible can become
t he Word of God. 358
posal of man. 359

This event, howeve r, is not at the dis-

"The Bible is God's Word so far as God lets

it be His Word, so far as God speaks through it. 11360

Barth

did not consider the Bible to be God's past revelati on.

By

attesting past revelation and by promising future revelation

353cn
_, I/2, 473.

354cn
_, I/2, 463.

355cn
_, I/2, 457.

356cn
_, I/2, 460.

357cn
_, I/2, 501; cf. also PP• 464, 466-67, 499.
358cn
_, I/2, 514; CD, I/1, 123.
359CD
_, I/2, 469.
360cn
_, I/1, 123.
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the Bible is the Word of God. 361

As a human witness it is

vulnerable to error which extends to its religious, that is,
theological content. 362

Although Barth was aware that it

was better to talk of the biblical writers' "capacity for
error" than "error" he did not hesitate to speak of the
historical and scientific inaccuracies, theological contradictions, uncertainties of tradition, and Judaisms in the
Scriptures. 363

The prophets and apostles were not only

capable and actually guilty of error in their spoken and
written word,

but they • • • have been at fault in every
364
word • • • • " declared Barth.
However, he does not pro11

p o s e to separate the fallible from the infallible element
in order to get to the authoritative Word of God.

Far

from it. 365

Rather, the text must be permitted to speak in
all its humanity and diversity. 366 The miracle is that the
"fallible men speak the Word of God in fallible human

361 cn, r/1, 125.
362cn, I/2, 509. In 1927 Barth spoke of the "broken
form" of the Scriptures. ChrD, p. 366.
363 cn, r/2,

sos,

531.

364cn, r/2, 529-30.
365 cn, I/2, 531.
"We are absolved from differentiating
the Word of God in the Bible from other contents, infallible
portions, and expressions from the erroneous ones, the infallible from the fallible, and from imagining that by means
of such discoveries we can create for ourselves encounters
with the genuine Word of God in the Bible.
366cD, I/2, 533.

372
words. • • • 11367

Si nee t h e Old and New Testaments do not

distinguish between fact and value, between history, saga,
and legend, a stumbling block for contemporary man is
erected. 368

This, however, does not give the reader li-

cense to play off one biblical authority against another
nor seek infallible truth alongside or behind the text. 369
Of the book as we have it, we can only say: We recollect that we have heard in this book the Word of God:
we recollect in and with the Church, that the Word of
God has been heard in all this book and in all parts
of it: therefore we expect that we shall hear the
Word of God in this book again, and bear it even in
those places where we ourselves have not beard it
before.370
Some b e lieve that only a humanly infallible inspired
text can invest the Bible with authority. 371
not share this view.

Barth does

He insists that he accepts the doc-

trine of verbal inspiration. 372

As he understands it,

367 cn, I/2, 529.
"For that reason every time we turn
the Wordof God into an infallible biblical word of man or
the biblical word of man into an infallible Word of God we
resist, i.e., the truth of the miracle that here fallible
men speak the Word of God in fallible human words--and we
therefore resist the sovereignty of grace, in which God
Himself became man in Christ, to glorify Himself in His
humanity."
368cn
_, I/2, 509.
369cn
_, I/2, 509-10, 533.
370cn
_ , I/2, 530.
371Klaas Runia, Karl Barth's Doctrine of Holy Scripture
(Grand Rapids, Michigan: William B. Eerdmans Publishing
Company, 1962), pp. 174-75; Robert D. Preus, "The Word of
God in the Theology of Karl Barth, Concordia Theological
Monthly, XXXI (February 1960), 113.
11

372cn, r/2, 532.
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"verbal inspiration does not mean the infallibility of the
biblical word in its linguistic, historical, and theological
character as a human word. 11373

He definitely resists the

s e v e nteenth-century doctrine of inspiration.374

There is

no room in biblical theology for verbal inspiredness, according to Barth . 375

For him inspiration means "that the

f a llible and f a ulty human word is as such used by God and
has to be rece ived and heard in spite of its human fallibility.11376

This statement clearly indicates that for Barth

the fallible text is no threat to the authority of Scripture.
Inspiration, theopneustia, is important because it implies
on the p a rt of the biblical writers a special attitude of
obedience, 377 and "an actual d e cision which takes place in
the my stery of God as His work and miracle, and which has to
be r e collecte d and expected in faith and obedience and in
faithful exegesis. 11378

373cD, r/2, 533.

3 7 4chrD, p. 345: CD, I/2, 525.

375 cD, I / 2. 532.

376cD, I/2, 533.

377 cD, I/2, 505. In the same context Barth also said:
"In whatthey have written they exist visibly and audibly
before us in all their humanity, chosen and called as witnesses of revelation, claimed by God and obedient to God,
true men, speaking in the name of the true God, because they
have heard His voice as we cannot hear it, as we can hear it
only through their voices. And that is their theopneustia."
CD, I/2, 505-6. Also note: "that the doctrine of inspiration will always have to describe the relation between the
Holy Spirit and the Bible in such a way that the whole reality of the unity between the two is safeguarded no less than
the fact that this unity is a free act of the grace of God,
and therefore for us its content is always a promise."
CD, I/2, 514.
37892, I/2, 534.
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Biblical revelation is central in Barth's theology.
His statements on natural revelation range from extreme
caution 379 to explicit and outright deniai. 380

He insists

that one must learn to understand revelation as grace and
grace as revelation and, therefore, turn away from all
11

true" or

11

false 11 theologia naturalis. 381

Revelation out-

side the Bible is best described as myth, man debating with
himself. 382 As observed alx>ve, Barth denies the necessity
of natural knowledge of God for a point of contact with man.
God Himself creates such a point of contact.

The bridge be-

twee n God and man, however, is God's revelation through the
medium of the Scriptures. 383

Barth's answer to the question

of how God's Word comes to man in Holy Scripture and how it
exercises sway in the church of Jesus Christ is free grace~ 84
Thus natural revelation poses no threat to the function and
authority of Scripture in his theology. 385
379 cD, r/1, 381.
380CD, I I 1, 448, 468, 504.
381 Barth has been most explicit on this point in a
joint effort with Brunner: Karl Barth and Emil Brunner,
Natural Theology, translated by Peter Fraenkel and introduced by John Baillie (London: Centenary Press, 1946), p. 71.
382cD, I/1, 381.

3B3cD, I/1, 426-27.

384£Q, I/2, 666.
385 For an extended discussion of the knowledge of God
see Karl Barth, The Doctrine of God, Vol. II/1 of Church
Dogmatics, edited by G. w. Bromiley and T. F. Torrance,
translated by T. H. L. Parker, et al. (Edinburgh: T. &. T.
Clark, 1957), pp. 3-254. Hereafter referred to as CD, II/1.
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The question of the extent of the authoritative biblical
record cannot be bypassed.

Barth asserts that the canon of

the church in its totality, the sixty-six canonical writings
of the Old and New Testaments, has to be taken with utter
s e riousness because it cannot be denied without error that
God may use all of it or any part of it as a witness of revelation.386

It was not the church who formed the canon but

only confirmed it as it received it. 387
the unity of Scripture. 388
tween the t wo Testaments. 389

Barth also stressed

This implies a real unity beThe Christ of the Old is also

the Christ of the New Testament.

Anyone unwilling to accept

thi s proves that "he has already substituted another Christ
for the Christ of the New Testament. 11390

Those who prefer

to take the Old Testament lightly, reminded Barth, will do
well to keep in mind that originally the Old Testament formed
the canon for the Christian church, to which the Ne w Testament documents were later added and not the other way
around. 391

Therefore, it is the task of the church, which it

may not neglect, to expound and apply the Old Testament witness and respect its authority as the Word of God. 392
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_,

I/2, 476.

387cn
_, I/2, 473.
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_, I/2, 482, 485.
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_, I/2, 491.
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_, I/2, 488-89.
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_, I/2, 488.
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As far as the church partakes of its true nature it
stands in relationship of obedience to Jesus Christ, the
Word of God. 393

If it would see Jesus Christ,

it is directed and bound to His primary sign and therefore to the sign of this sign--if it would see Jesus
Christ, it is directed and bound to Holy Scripture. In
it His authority acquires and has that correctness as
an authority higher than the Church, which arrests the
apparently irresistible revulsion of obedience to selfgovernment.394
Therefore, Scripture has a priority over all other writings
and authorities, even over that of the church.

With the

church it must be confessed that "Holy Scripture as the original and legitimate witness of divine revelation is itself
the

Word of God. 11395

Those who fear that the acknowledg-

ment of the priority of the Bible in the church is detrimental
to the living God and living faith need only to ponder the
existence of the living church through the ages under the
Word of God. 396
The genuine church, one that stands in obedience under
the Word of God, has authority which is not open toques.
397 The Word of God is not spoken to individuals.
t ion.
Rather, it is spoken to the church and to individuals in the
church. 398

The Word itself demands this community of hearing

and receiving.

Man would not hear and receive the Word of

393cn
_, I/2, 542.

394cn
_, I/2, 583.

395cn
_, I/2, 502.

396 Ibid.

397cn
_, I/2, 587.

398cn
_, I/2, 588.
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God if he tried to withdraw from this community.399
is then the authority of the church?

What

Barth said,

The authority of the Church is the confession of the
Church in the narrower meaning of the concept, i.e.,
the voice of others in the Church reaching me in specific agreements and common declarations and as such
preceding my own faith in the documented presence of
such agreements.400
The Fathers and contemporaries in the church have also a
definite authority, the authority of prior witness of the
Word of Goa. 401 It is impossible to speak in the church
without h a ving heard in the church, for all speaking is a
response to the Fathers and brethren in the church. 402

Thus

the leg itimate authority of the church and prior witness in
the church pos e no threat for the primary authority of the
Word of God.

The church is only the church as long as it is

obedient to the higher authority of the Word of God. 403
In the 1927 Prolegomena Barth opened the discussion on
Scripture with the following summary statement:
Gottes Wort ist Gott in der heiligen Schrift. Im
Menschenwort der berufenen und bevollmachtigten Zeugen
ist das Wort Gottes in seiner Offenbarung der Kirche
aller Zeiten gegenw~rtig, wahr und massgebend kraft
der Identitat des Heiligen Geistes, der in diiBin
Zeugnis redet und im Glauben der Kirche hOrt.
This statement is synoptic with its 1938 counterpart. 405

399 Ibid.

400cD
_, I/2, 593.

40lcD
_, I/2, 573.

4 0 2 Ibid.

403cf. CD, I/2, 575.

404 chrD, p. 334.

405See CD, I/2, 457.
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Barth emphasized that the Scriptures are both man's word and
the voice of the Holy Spirit. 406

In the concealed form of a

historical document the Word of God encounters man in the
Bible.

Thus, the Holy Scriptures function as a medium of

the voice of God which in a unique event the biblical writers
heard and to which they have borne witness in a written record of the e v e nt. 407

Barth drew a parallel between the

incarnation and the Bible.

In both cases the Word of God

veiled Himself in a tangible form. 408
Barth distinguished between contemporary witnesses to
divine r e velation and biblical witnesses.

The latter e njoyed

an immediate relationship to God's revelation, whereas the
former relied on the witness of the biblical record. 409
Contemporary witnesses cannot go beyond the written witness
to the original fact. 410

Revelation occurs in the biblical

text, not behind it.

Thus revelation is indirectly identical
with the reality of the Bible. 411 Barth emphasized that the
Scriptures do not encounter man with a divine oracle but
rather with an existential decision on the razor's edge betwee n faith and unbelief. 412

It is the living God in His

Word who forms the content of the Bible and guarantees its
truthfulness. 413

How does man know that this is so?

406chrD, pp. 334-35.

407 Ibid.,

40 8 Ibid., p. 338.

409 Ibid., p. 341.

4lOibid., p. 343.

4llrbid., p. 344.

41 2 Ibid., p. 345.

4 13Ibid., p. 355.
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Barth

379
turned to the circular argument of the testimonium internurn
spiritus sancti for the reply. 414

Through the work of the

Holy Spirit man's word is God's Word.

The Holy Spirit Him-

self speaks through the voice of the prophets and apostles,
and He Himself accepts this voice as God's own in man.415
Barth worded it thus:

11 Gott redet dort und Gott hart bier,

und darum und insofern redet die Bibel Gottes Wort und hOren
wir, hort die wahre Kirche aller Zeit Gottes Wort in der
Bible. 11416
What has been said thus far does not differ significantly from the 1938 treatment of the topic.

However, there

is a shift in emphasis from the earlier to the later work.
The earlier version took special pains to stress the divinity
of Scripture.

Much was made of the fact that the word of

man can become the Word of God and that God Himself revealed
Himself through the Scriptures.

Practically nothing is said

about the humanity of Scripture and the problems that arise
in this connection, beyond merely asserting the broken character of the word of man. 417

The 1938 version was more

sensitive to the humanity of the Scriptures, even to the
point of elaborating on the alleged contradictions and errors
of the biblical witnesses.

Over the ten years from 1927 to

1938 Barth's own theological development and new shapes in
his theological environment caused the change.

414 Ibid., pp. 356-57.

415Ibid., p. 358.

416 Ibid., p. 361.

417 Ibid., p. 366.
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Proclamation.-- According to Barth the final and really
critical point in the doctrine of the Word of God, forming
both its startin_g point and end, is the Word of God as the
preaching of the church. 418 He summarized his ideas as
follows:
The Word of God is God Himself in the proclamation of
the Church of Jesus Christ. In so far as God gives
the Church the commission to speak about Him, and the
Church discharges this commission, it is God Himself
who declares His revelation in His witnesses. The
proclamation of the Church is pure doctrine when the
human word spoken in it in confirmation of the biblical
witness to revelation offers and creates obedience to
the Word of God. Because this is its essential character, function and duty, the word of the Church
preacher is the special and immediate object of dogmatic activity.419
Proclamation is and will be man's word, but it will also be
when and where God so wills God's Wora. 420

The Word itself

is the event in which proclamation becomes real proclamation.421

However, the identification of the church

418co, I/2, 743.
419 rbid. The 1927 version, synoptic with the later
11
version, put it thus:
Gottes Wort ist Gott in der
Verkilndigung der Kirche.
Indem in seiner Gemeinde von ihm
geredet wird, will er auch heute selber reden, wie er zu
den Propheten und Aposteln geredet hat und durch sie noch
immer redet. Unsere Predigt ist dann reine Lehre, wenn
unser Wort dem Worte Gottes, der Selbstrnitteilung der Offenbarung in der Gegenward, Raum schafft. Sofern es das tut,
oder tun sollte, ist das Wort des Predigers der Gegenstand
der dogmatischen Arbeit." ChrD, p. 411.
420co, I/1, 79: ChrD, p. 413.
421 cD, I/1, 332-33.
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proclamation with the Word of God is not man's responsibility.422

All he can do is to accept that it is so and allow

it to be true. 423
speaks. 424

Through human language God Himself

Said Barth:

From Church proclamation, and therefore from both
preacher and hearers, it is required that they should
accept as the exclusive possibility and the exclusive
norm of their reflection and action the fact that, in
what Church preaching says of God, God Himself speaks
for Himself. It is on this fundamental truth that
dogmatics has to insist i~ he matter of Church proclamation and its content. 25
By grace God commits Himself with His eternal Word to the
preaching of the Christian church. 426

He does it in a way

that preaching is not merely a proclamation of human ideas
and convictions.

Like Jesus Christ and like the testimony

of the biblical witnesses on which it is founded and by
which it lives, proclamation is God's own proclamation. 427
Proclamation can take several forms.
proclamation.

Preaching can be

One might define preaching as an attempt by a

called person in the church to express in his own words and
in the form of an exposition of a portion of the biblical
testimony to revelation in a responsible manner the promise
of God's revelation, reconciliation, and calling as they are
expected here and now. 428

Also sacrament can be proclamation.

42 2chrD, p. 417.
423co
_, I/2, 749: CD, I/1, 101.
424co
_, I/1, 47: ChrD, pp. 412, 418.
425co
_, I/2, 800.

426chrD, p. 413.

427 co, I/2, 745-46.

4 28co, I/1, 61.
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Barth described it as a symbolic act consummated in the
community of the church according to the directions of
biblical witnesses.

Its aim is to attest the event of

God's revelation, reconciliation, and calling in a way that
the sacramental act does not only fulfill but proves that
divine promise. 429 Other forms that proclamation can take
are prayer, active love, instruction, and theology. 43O
One must remember that proclamation cannot claim to be
grace--the Word of God is that.
of grace. 431

Proclamation is the means

To hear the Word of God in church proclamation

is a risk to which the third form of the Word summons man. 432
A successful encounter with this risk presupposes faith and
obedience, that is, grace of the Holy Spirit.

Therefore,

for Ba rth the last word in theology is God the Holy Spiritf33
Christological orientation of the theology of the Word of God
Most serious students of Barth's theology agree that
his dogmatic thought is Christologically oriented. 434 Seldom

429cn, I/1, 61-62.
430cn, r/1, 58-59.

431 cn, I/1, 57.

432chrD, p. 417.

433Ibid., p. 418.

434 Barth himself has provided the clue that his theology
is increasingly Christologically oriented. See Karl Barth,
"How My Mind Has Changed--1938-1948," Christian Century, LXVI
(March 16, 1949), 334. Among others the following have noted
Barth's Christological preoccupation: Hans Urs van Balthasar,
Karl Barth: Darstellung und Deutung seiner Theologie (Kaln:
Verlag Jacob Hegner, 1951), pp. 35, 124-3li Gollwitzer in
Karl Barth, Church Dogmatics: A Selection, edited by Helmut
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however, do they elaborate on the point.

The topic deserves

attention in terms of Barth's Prolegomena.
Christ and the Word of God:

A Christological bridge between

God and man.-- Barth identified the Word of God and Jesus
Christ. 435

It stands to reason then that the theology of the

Word of God has to be understood Christologically.

Jesus

Gollwitzer and translated by G. w. Bromiley (Harper Torchbooks edition: New York and Evanston: Harper & Row, 1962),
p. 19 ("the concept of the Word has been increasingly filled
out by the concrete name of Jesus Christ." "There is thus
achieved a christological concentration unparalleled in the
history of Christian thought • • • • 11 pp. 19-20): Hans Kting,
Justification: The Doctrine of Karl Barth and a Catholic
Reflection, translated from the German by Thomas Collins,
Edmund E. Tolk, and David Granskou (New York: Thomas Nelson
& Sons, 1964), p. 4 ("Barth thinks from above, from the real
and factual and concrete, and especially from that Concretissimum which is God and his revelation in Jesus Christ."):
Georges Casalis, Portrait of Karl Barth, translated from the
French with an introduction by Robert Mc A"fee Brown ( Garden
City, New York: Doubleday & Company, 1963), p. 110 ("But the
thing that makes Barth's theology most distinctive and revolutionary is the centrality given to the doctrine of Christ,
not only in Volume IV, but in all the preceding volumes."):
in the same work McAfee Brown wrote in the "Introduction":
"The center of Barth's theological method, the 'Christological concentration' • • • " p. 29: Will Herberg wrote in the
introduction to Karl Barth's Community, State, and Church
(Garden City, New York: Doubleday & Company, 1960), p. 17,
'' From the beginning, Barth' s thought has been radically
Christocentric--the self-disclosure of God is self-disclosure
in Jesus Christ, the word of God is the word of Jesus Christ,
the act of God is the act in Jesus Christ. This thoroughgoing Christocentrism becomes more pronounced and explicit
in Barth's later writings • • • • ": G. c. Berkouwer, The
Triumph of Grace in the Theology of Karl Barth, translated
by Harry R. Boer (Grand Ra pids, Michigan: Wm. B. Eerdrnans
Publishing Company, 1956), p. 37, r1 Barth's theology is an
exposition of this Christologically determined and Christologically filled Yes of God to His creation."): John Godsey,
"The Architecture of Karl Barth's Church Dogmatics," Scottish
Journal of Theology. IX (September 1956), 248 ("Barth's
dogmatic thinking relates every part of dogmatics to its
Christological center. 11 ).
435 ~, I/2, 883.
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Christ is the self-revealing God in the flesh. 436

He is

both true man and true God and as such a bridge between God
437
and man.
Barth indicated that "We are not saying too
much when we say that really and originally only Jesus
Christ is man who is flesh, and then derivitively and secondarily those who in faith are one flesh with Him. 11438 God
is an absolute and inaccessible Spirit. 439 When He speaks
His Word (Deus dixit) He establishes the possibility of a
relationship, a bridge, between Himself and man. 440

This

revelation takes concrete form in the Person of Jesus
Christ. 441
Christ as Revelation.-- According to Barth, Jesus Christ is
442
God's revelation to man.
He speaks and is heard in the
443
church.
He is the self-manifestation of God who negates
all human avenues to God.

Barth said:

Jesus Christ does not fill out and
ferent attempts of man to think of
Hirn according to his own standard.
offering and self-manifestation of
completely outbids those attemits,
shadows to which they belong. 4 4

improve all the difGod and to represent
But as the self
God He replaces and
putting them in the

436cD, I/1, 442: CD, I/2, 156.
437 co, I/1, 475: CD, I/2, 44: ChrD, P• 25.
438 co, I/2, 44.
439 chrD, p. 208.

440rbid., pp. 25, 289, 291.

441 Ibid., p. 218.

442co, I/1, 155: CD, I/2, 72.

443co, I/1, 45.

444co, 1/2, 308.
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In obedience to Jesus Christ the biblical writers bear witness to the original act of revelation in which the apostles
and prophets were confronted by the Crucified and Risen Lord
or His prototype Yahweh. 445

Jesus Christ is not one element

in the New Testament witness alongside others.

It is the

name that has been known and is to be known alone.

Jesus

Christ is the reality of revelat1on. 446
Christ and Scripture.-- To quote Barth, "In general • • •
the witness of Holy Scripture to itself consists simply in
the fact that it is witness to Jesus Christ. 11447

The object

of the biblical witness is the name Jesus Christ.

Biblical

texts can be understood only when their content is determined by Jesus Christ.448

Both the content and theme of the

Old Testament is Jesus Christ. 449

Likewise, the meaning of

the New Testament must be sought in the event of the reality
of Jesus Christ. 45O

Both Old and New Testaments were called

into existence by Jesus Christ.451
ture are intimately related.

Thus Christ and Scrip-

The Bible points to Christ and

in it Jesus Christ comes to expression. 452

445CD
_, I/2, 542.

446CD
_, I/2, 11.

447cn
_, I/2, 485.

448CD
_, I/2, 727.

449cn
_, I/2, 83-84.

45Ocn
_, I/2, 158.

451cn
_, I/1, 129.

452cn
_, I/1, 126, 169.
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Christ and the church. -- Jesus Chris·t is the foundation, end,
and content of the church. 453
essence of the church. 454

According to Barth, He is the

hs such He is the criterion of

Christian languag e in past, future, and present.

The lan-

guag e about God in t h e church has the proper content when it
co n forms to Jesus Christ. 455

Jesus is the heavenly Head of

t h e c h urch which is His earthly body.

He J?OSsesses the

c h urch in Hi mself, but the church does not possess Him.
relationsh ip is that of master and servant.

The

Jesus Christ is

i manent in the church only because ge transcends it.

This

ma k es its recollection of God's past revelation different
f ro m one of reflection upon an essential ground timelessly
its own.

It has pleased God in His freedom to be the God of

the church in Jesus Christ. 456
Dogmatics as Christology.-- Ba rth has discussed the topic in
the Prolegomena.

The following words of his are crucial:

These are the things which dogmatics has to say about
the content of the Word and therefore about the work and
activity of God. God is active in His Word: therefore
dogmatics must remain bound to His Word, and can undertake only to give an account of that which is revealed
in the Word of God as the past, present and future activity of God, of that which is an event in the Word,

453 cn, I/1, s.

. .

454 11 God in Jesus Christ is the essence of the Church
. 11 CD, I/1, 12. Also cf. pp. 16, 18, 33, 43, 44, 45.
4 55 cn, I/1, 11.
456cn, I/1, 113: cf. pp. 295, 299, 301.
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with all the force of what occurred yesterday, occurs
to-day and will occur to-morrow. And God's Word is His
Son Jesus Christ. Therefore in the most comprehensive
sense of the term dogmatics can and must be understood
as Christology.457
Since the Scriptures reveal Christ, and Hirn alone, dogmatics
must be Christology alone. 458 Here the term Christology is
not to be taken in the limited sense.

Rather, Jesus Christ

means the Triune God who reveals Himself.

The theological

favoritism of the so-called Christocentrism of Pietism is
to be avoided as much as the one-sided enlightenment emphasis
on God the Father or the narrow veneration of the Spirit of
the holiness groups.

One must remember that "We cannot call

God the Father, without the Son and the Spirit, and we cannot
call the Son Savior or the Spirit Comforter, without implying
the Father in both cases. 11459

Yet Christology must be dom-

inant and perceptible in church dogmatics.

"If dogmatics,"

said Barth, "cannot regard itself and cause itself to be regarded as fundamentally Christology, i t has assuredly
succumbed to some alien sway and is already on the verge of
losing its character as church dogmatics. 11460

The concern

of dogmatics must be to see to it that Jesus Christ is heard
in the church as the Lord of the church. 461

457 cD, I/2, 883.
458cn, I/2, 872.

4S9cn, r/2, 453.

460cn, r/2, 123.

46lcn, r/2, 806.
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The 1927 Prolegomena was not as richly Christocentric
as its later counterpart.

It too, however, recognized the

necessity of see ing theology in Christological perspective.462

In methodology Jesus Christ was regarded as the

basic pattern for dialectical dogmatics.

Wrote Barth:

"Das

Urbeispiel • • • das die ganze Dogmatik zwangslaufig dialektisch macht, ist kein anderes als:
der Person des Versohners:

Gott und Mensch in

Jesus Christus. 11463

Character of the theology of the Word of God
Grace centered.-- To Barth Christianity is a grace-saturated
faith.

Professor Berkouwer has popularized the notion that

Barth's theology ought to be characterized as triumph of
grace. 464

There is much in the Dutch theologian's judgment

that is sound.

Barth himself has said that Christianity is

the religion of free grace.

He wrote:

We describe the victorious grace of God as the mystery
of the truth of the Christian religion • • • • Christianity claims particularly to be the religion of free
grace, i.e., a religion whose doctrine and life is now
directly concentrated upon the reality described in the
concept "grace. 11 465
According to Barth in the Christian church men are confronted
with the revelation and grace of God.
live by grace. 466

There by grace they

To say "by the grace of God" is actually

462chrD, PP• 178, 179, 193, 203.
463Ibid., p. 457.

464 aerkouwer, passim.

465cn, I/2, 339.

466cn, I/2, 338.
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identical with the expression "through the name of Jesus
Christ. 11467 Grace is an event of the personal approach of
468
469
God.
It is the presence of God.
Again, it is the
personal free Word of God in which God encounters man and
by which His voice is heard by faith. 470 This grace is not
humanly bound but is free. 471 It is God's grace. 472 By
unmerited grace 473 God bestows the grace of faith 474 and
translates man into the realm of judging and reconciling
g r a ce. 475

Grace means that man is no longer left to himself
but is placed into the hands of God. 476 The locus of this
gra ce is the church where man can experience the grace of
b aptism and come to know God as He objectifies Himself in
the fre e dom of His grace and thus makes obedience of grace
poss ible. 477

467cD
_, I/2, 345.

468CD
_, I/1, 44.

469cD
_, I/1, 74.

470cD
_, I/1, 75.

47lcD
_, I/1, 19, 131, 132, 159, 257, 259: CD, I/2, 40,
101, 233, 245, 339, 443, 453, 454, 755, 761, 765.
472cD, I/1, 18, 132, 256, 258: CD, I/2, 3, 528.
473cD
_, I/2, 101.
474cD
_, I/1, 259.
475cD
_, I/1, 51, 65, 272, 509.
476CD
_, I/1, 170.
477cD
_, I/1, 2, 103, 259.
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Already the frequency with which Barth uses the term
grace offers a clue to its significance in his theology. 478
Truly it is a theology of the triumph of free grace. 479
Dynamic.-- Barth has made it clear that the theology of the
Word of God is a theology of God who speaks. 480

Deus is

identical with Deus loguens: God's act and Person coincide1 81
The dynamic Word of God meets man in revelation. 482

The en-

counter betwee n God and man takes place as an event from time
to time when and where God desires it to happen. 483

Thus the

God man relationship is an event rather than a static state
of being.

In the Prolegomena Barth spoke of the event of
the promise of God, 484 of the event of the Word of God, 485

182,
256,
238,
363,
446,
868,

478CD, I/1, 52, 53,
183, 184, 196, 197,
257, 276, 303, 307,
327, 332, 333, 337,
367, 384, 393, 400,
636, 704, 711, 720,
884.

57, 66, 67, 75, 123, 161, 176, 178,
201, 205, 221, 227, 229, 235, 252,
326, 483, 533: CD, I/2, 37, 200,
338, 344, 345, 349, 350, 356, 362,
409, 432, 433, 436, 437, 440, 441,
731, 746, 752, 766, 767, 809, 810,

479 cD, I/2, 249.
480 chrD, p. 63.
481 rbid., p. 138: CD, I/1, 150.
482 cD, I/1, 250.
483 The encounter idea is prominent in Barth's work.
See ChrD, pp. 279, 294, 295; CD, I/1, 77: CD, I/2, 301 339,
340, 341, 365, 589, 701, 737, 860, 875. The fact that encounter event occurs from time to time, see CD, I/1, 75, 98,
103, 123, 124, 156, 159, 221, 285, 286, 325.-That divine
event occurs only when and where God wills it to happen, for
example, is indicated at ChrD, p. ix and CD, I/1, 79, 127.
Also see CD, I/2, 280.
484cD, I/1, 67.
485cD, I/1, 104, 308, 333.
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of the event of the Bible as the Word of God, 486 of the
event of divine election, 487 of the event of faith, 488 of
man's neighbor as an event, 489 of the church as the event of
the Word of God, 490 of pure doctrine as event, 491 of grace
as event, 492 of Jesus Christ as pure event, 493 and of proclamation as event. 494

The dynamic mode of his theology is

underscored by such expressions as the word becomes God's
Wora, 495 proclamation becomes the Word of God, 496 the church
becomes what it is, 497 and proclamation becomes proclamation.498

For Barth the Word of God was definitely an act. 499

It comes to men who are not disposed for its service. 500

To

acknowledge the Word means to be continually in movement. 501
Such expressions as there is revelation and there is faith
are simply untenable. 502

Objective revealedness of God is
theologically illegitimate. 503 The proclamation of the God

486CD
_, I/1, 122, 127.

487CD
_, I/1, 53.

488co
_, I/1, 278, 285, 299, 300, 303.
489co
_, I/2, 420.

490co
_, I/1, 299.

49lco
_, I/2, 768.

492co
_, I/1, 44.

493co
_, I/1, 131.

494cn
_, I/1, 113.

495 chrD, P• 641 CD, I/1, 156, 160. 124.
497cn
496cf. CD, I/1, 104.
_, I/1, 123.
498cn
_, I/1, 98.

499cn
_, I/1, 163.

500cn
_, I/2, 701.

50lcn
_, I/1, 237.

502co
_, I/1, 44.

5 0 3 Ibid.
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who acts and who comes must be ventured on in recollection
of past and in expectation of future revelation. 504

The

above demonstrates to the satisfaction of the writer that
Barth's faith is dynamic. 505

This is reflected in his dram-

atic, strugg ling theology. 506

For Barth "Truth comes in the

faith in which we begin and in the faith in which we cease
(and begin all over aga in) to know. 11507

From this follows

tha t also the method of dogmatics must be dynamic.

Accord-

ingly, for Barth theological answers must be full of questialS
and not prete nd to be ultimate expressions of truth.sos
Free .-- There is merit in characteriz ing Barth's thinking
as a theology of free dom.

In characteristic manner he wrote

in the 1938 Prolegomena:
i n the fr eedom of their faith and witness the prophets
and apostles are copies attesting the freedom of Jesus
Christ Himself, but at the same time they are prototypes attesting the freedom of all human faith and
witness in the Church founded by their Word. In their
freedom, the Church must recognise and honour the fre e dom of their Lord in which the freedom of its members,
as members of His body, is grounded. 5 09
In Christian theology one deals with the God who is free and

504cn, I/1, 111, 162, 221; also cf. pp. 122, 123, 136,
171, 176, 284.
SOSchrD, pp. 296, 345, 359, 421, 439.
506Ibid., pp. 296, 313.
SO?cD, I/1, 14.
508chrD, p. 79; cf. p. 3.
S09cn, r/2, 671.
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remains free in operating and giving Himself. 510

In the

freedom of His grace He exercises His freedom for man and
in man. 511

"God's faithfulness to His Church," Barth said,

"consists in Him making use of His freedom to come to us in
His Word, and in reserving to Himself the freedom to do this
a g ain and a g ain. 11512
of men. 513

God is definitely not at the disposal

In divine freedom the Word encounters man when

and where it pleases God and effects man's freedom as a real
dependence on God. 514 It must not be forgotten that, as far
as Barth was concerned, God is not bound to the Bible.
is the Lord of the verbal character of the Word.

He

He can

use it or not use it, and use it in one way or in another in
freedom. 515 Human freedom, contrary to that of God, is
neither something which is proper to man nor something which
man assumes in reaction to the Word of God.

"It is an event,

in which the Word of God, in the freedom of God Himself, assumes the fre e dom to found and maintain and govern the
Church. 11516

SlOChrD, pp. 296, 400: CD, I/1, 426, 447, 516: CD, I/2,
205, 276, 665.
5llcD
_, I/1, 103, 483: CD, I/2, 2, 514, 767.
512cD
_, I/1, 158.
513cD
_, I/2, 227.
514cD
_, I/2,, 667: cf. CD, I/2, 135.
515cD
_, I/1, 157.
516cD
_, I/2, 697: cf. CD, I/1, 96.
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Eschatologically oriented.-- Barth did not consider eschatology to be a mere appendix to the doctrine of atonement.
He held that Jesus Christ in His New Testament totality can
only be understood properly as the Savior who is to come. 517
Eschatological faith sees in Jesus Christ the beginning and
the end of man's age and history. 518

Everything depends on

understanding the eschatological trend of the New Testament
if one is to understand the Christian faith at all. 519

All

New Testament pronouncements are a definite recollection, and
as such are implicitly or explicitly eschatological. 520

One

of the key passages of Barth reads:
The New Testament speaks eschatologically, when it
speaks of man's being called, reconciled, justified,
sanctified, redeemed. That is the precise way in which
it speaks really and properly. We must understand that
God is the measure of all reality and propriety, understand that eternity exists first and then time, and
therefore the future first and then the present, as
surely as the Creator exists first and then the creature. He who understands that need take no offence
here.521
Regeneration of man, justification, sanctification,
church and sacraments, in fact the whole existence and the
whole work of Jesus Christ in the present age are eschatological.

Their actuality is to be sought only in the coming

Redeemer. 522

This, of course, does not negate their

517.92, I/2, 875.

518cn, r/2, 680.

519cn, I/2. 117.

520cn, 1/2, 113.

521cn, I/1, 531.

522cn, 1/2, 876.
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existence here and now or in the New Testament times. 523
But it is true that everything that is to be said about man
who receives the Holy Spirit is in the New Testament sense
an eschatological pronouncement. 524
Barth's dogmatic work is intentionally eschatologically
oriented. 525

He regarded Christian dogma as an eschatolog-

ical concept. 526

Theology does not remain with the cross

but moves beyond it to the resurrection of Christ, and in
the light of the latter, to man's resurrection. 527

One must

kee p in mind that "whatever God may say to us, it will at
all events always be said too in • • • final consummating,
eschatological relationship. 528
Life-related.-- Christian faith is an obedience to the call
of Jesus Christ: an obedience to the essence of the church. 529
Man's respon s e by God's grace to God's grace is faith and

523 cD, I/2, 95.
524 Barth defined his use of the term as follows:
"Eschatology means, not'with an improper or unreal intent,' but
'related to the l' tr,K'411. r11 v, ' i.e., to what from our point of
view is still in arrears for our experience and thought, to
the ete rnal reality of the divine fulfilment and completion."
CD, I/1, 530-31.
525 chrD, PP• 206, 259, 421, 327, 352, 376, 377, 452:
CD, I/2, 657, 676, 680, 692.
526chrD, p. 460: CD, I/1, 309, 314.
527 CD, I/2, 159: cf. also pp. 426, 499, 678, 680, 685,
689, 744-,-747, 749, 752.
528cD, 1/1, 162.
529cD, I/1, 18-19.
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obedience or obedience of faith. 530

As is well known, Barth

incorporated ethics into his dogmatic work.

He said, "Dog-

matics itself is ethics: and ethics is also dogmatics. 11 531
A separation of the two is not permissible from the point of
view of dogmatics, and highly dubious from the perspective
of ethics. 532 A methodological separation could easily occ a sion a change of focus and result in a fatal interchange
o f the subjects of God and man.

Man should never be an in-

dependent object of thought in Christian theology.

"He

exists only in the course of the existence of the holy God
and o f the study of His speech and action. 11533

Barth's

s entiments are summarized thus:
A direct inclusion of ethics in dogmatics has the adv a ntage of greater consistency, unambiguity and clarity.
If once it is fundamentally realised that dogmatics
itself must be ethics and that ethics can only be dogmatics, then it does not seem quite clear why even
externally we should not proceed in accordance with
this insight.534
Since Barth conscientiously related the Christian faith to
life, his theology is eminently life-related and practical.
It has a greater kinship to the worshipping and witnessing
community than to the proverbial "ivory-tower" er. the scholar.

53 0ChrD, pp. 105 293, 294 295 296 320, 321, 322,
325, 329, 354, 356, 390, 393, 410, 417, 418, 321, 424, 440,
441, 447, 453, 454: CD, I/1, 183, 184, 287: also see pp. 75,
79, 236, 311, 315.
531 cn, I/2, 793.
532cn, I/2, 788., Barth here is heir of Ritschl, Hermann,
and TroeITsch, p. 786.
533cn, I/2, 790.

534cn, I/2, 795.
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Polemical.-- Barth believed and practiced his conviction
that Evangelical dogmatics of necessity must oppose both
Roman Cathol•i cism and Neo-Protestantism. 535

His critique

of the Roman tradition was so sharp as to call it a heresy.536
He clearly lacked sympathy for modern Protestantism, theological liberalism, and pietistic-rationalism. 537
however, was not the extent of his polemic.

This,

He was convinced

that where adversaries oppose each other with genuine dogmatic intolerance there the possibility of genuine and
profitable discussion exists. 538

This helps to explain why

Professor Barth was so fond of sharp attacks on his near and
far colleagues.
Scripture oriented.-- Barth was unequivocal:
alone has to be heard in the Church. 11539

"Holy Scripture

The content of

dogmatics must be the exposition of the work and action of
God as it takes place in the Word and is attested to by the
biblical witnesses. 540

The index of biblical quotations

shows that in the 1932-1938 Prolegomena Barth made over

5 3 5 co, I/2, 010;

536co, I/1, 36. Also cf. pp. 15, 43, 71, 116, 298,
304, 312, 385~ CD, I/2, 653.
537co
_, I/1, 36, 288, 290, 298, 304.
538co
_, I/2, 827.
539co
_, I/2, 672.
540co
_, I/2, 856.
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sixteen hundred references to New Testament and over two
hundred eighty to the Old.

Statistics are not available on

the use of Scripture in the 1927 verson, but it is evident
that Barth already then frequently referred to and cited the
biblical text.541
Gollwitzer suggests that with the exception of Augustine,
Luther, and Calvin no major Christian thinker has more
clearly displayed the exegetical character of his theology,
nor worked out his dogmatics in terms of express exegesis of
the whole Bible.

According to Gollwitzer, Barth prepared

the exegetical passages before he turned to the composition
of the thematic exposition of dogmatics.
ical work was fitted into the text.

Later the exeget-

From this methodology

Professor Gollwitzer infers that.
if the temporal priority of exegesis shows the heteronomy, the dependence of theological thinking, its
spatial priority in print shows it autonomy, freedom
and individual responsibility, not as slavish repetition, but as the free expression after humble listening,
of its own understanding--the freedom of those who are
bound. • • • 542
A contemporary Reformed theologian has claimed that no theologian has so thoroughly and painstakingly grounded his
theology in the Holy Scripture as Barth has done. 543

541chrD, pp. 178-70: also pp. 150, 151, 171, 243, 306,
455.
542 Gollwitzer in Barth, Church Dogmatics: A Selection,

P• 7.
543Arthur c. Cochrane in Otto Weber, Karl Barth's Church
Dogmatics, translated by Arthur c. Cochrane (Philadelphia:
Westminster Press, 1953), p. 13.
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Creative.-- Barth did not conceal his debt to Calvin and the
Reformed tradition from which he wrote, nor did he hesitate
to call upon Luther and the great medieval thinkers for ecumenical breadth.

But in spite of the counsel of others to

whom he readily lent his ear, especially in the later version
of the Prolegomena, Professor Barth was responsible for many
highly individual ideas. 544

No theologian before Barth had

worked out the prolegomena to dogmatics in terms of the theology of the Word of God.

In 1927 he was already very much

aware that he was travelling a lonely road. 545

He continued

his creative efforts, never seeking to avoid the responsib i li ty of fresh theological thought.
Churchly and discipline.-- Barth wrote in the 1927 Prolegomena:

"Das dogmatische Denken ist im Blick auf seinen

Gege nstand existenzhaftes, verantwortliches Denken.
ist eine Funktion der Kirche. 11546
both a science and an art.547

Dogrnatik

Dogmatics for him was

It was a science in that it

was disciplined, responsible reflection on and exposition of
the biblical testimony of the apostles and prophets.

This

thinking was a function of the church which was carried on in

p.

s.

544Gollwitzer in Barth, Church Dogmatics: A Selection,
545 chrD, p. vii.
546 Ibid., p. 462.

547 Ibid.
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church and by the church. 548

Therefore it is quite under-

standable that for Barth dogmatics must be church dogmatics.549
Joyful and beautiful.-- Barth's theological work, like that
of Anselm, is joyful, almost a prayerful hymn of praise to
God whose grace has triumphed.

Gloomy "Calvinism" or pie-

tistic asceticism do not mar his theology.

The divine Yes,

that is, Jesus Christ, dominated all aspects of his theology
of the Word of God.

The well-known Barth interpreter von

Balthasar has called his theology beautiful.
The theology of Karl Barth is beautiful. Not merely in
the external sense that he writes well. He writes well
because he unites two things, namely, passion and objectivity. And his passion is for the object of
theology, and his objectivity that which is proper to
so stimulating an object. Objectivity means immersion
in the theme.550
One tends to agree, without argument, with those who claim
that the Church Dogmatics is architecturally beautiful. 551
Prolegomena in Evolution, 1927-1938
Critique of the 1927 Prolegomena
Barth's own evaluation.-- Professor Barth was aware that his
Prolegomena zur christlichen Dogmatik, the first volume of a

548

Godsey, p. 248.

549More will be said on this in Chapter VI.
550 Balthasar, p. 35. The translation is Gollwtizer's,
to be found in Barth, Church Dogmatics: A Selection, p. 1.
551 Godsey, p. 248: Gollwitzer in Barth, Church Dogmatics:
A Selection, p. 4.
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proposed dogmatics, was an attempt of a beginner in the
discipline, not the mature formulation of a lifetime of
research, teaching, and study. 552

He was also conscious of

the deficiencies of the technical equipment he brought to
the treatment of the subject.

However, he felt that to wait

for thirty years in order to produce a polished and definitive work would not be wise.

No matter how ungainly the

r e sult, the issues had to be clarified at this time.

What

made his work doubly difficult was the lack of help from
contemporary systematic scholarship.

For two hundred years

dogrnaticians had followed the path of liberal Protestantism
with premises unacceptable to Barth. 553

He could not even

build on the theology of his honored teacher Wilhelm Herrmann
but h a d to take a solitary road as he was breaking new ground
in the discipline. 554
Ba rth made it clear that the Prolegomena of 1927 was
not what he would consider a regular dogmatics text, but
merely an outline of one.

Regular dogmatics would have to

be more disciplined, more complete, and more developed than
he was able to produce at the time. 555

His major concern

was that the right problems of the so-called "New theology"
would be raised and placed particularly before the younger

552chrD, p. v.

553Ibid., p. vii.

554Ib"d
.
__
1_., p. vi.

555Ibid., p. vii.
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theologians who were likely to take the issues seriously. 556
Professor Barth was also aware that his dogmatic, if not
scholastic, Prolegomena might offend those who expected him
to wear a prophet's mantle.

His reply was simple:

"Ich

war und ich bin ein gewonlicher Theologe, dem nicht das Wort
Gottes, s ondern bestenfalls eine 'Lehre vom Wort Wottes' zur
Verfungung steht • •

. . 11557

When the stock of four thousand copies of the 1927
Prolegomena was depleted and Barth was faced with the task
of preparing a revised edition, it became clear that alt h ough he wanted to say what he had said before, he no
longer could say it the same way. 558
radica l recasting.

The work demanded

The result was a substantially longer

v e rsion with some changes in content. 559

In the new version

the author voiced criticisms of his earlier effort.

To

these attention must now be focused.
In 1927 Barth had stated that i t was a sign of theological well-being that the older theologians like Peter
Lombard, Thomas Aquinas, Melanchthon, Zwingli, and Calvin
did not devote much attention to prolegomena but more or
less began with the subject matter itself.

Barth hoped that

556 Ibid., pp. vi, viii.
557 Ibid., p. ix.
558co, I/1, vii.
559co, I/1, ix. This matter will receive further
attention in Chapter VI.
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by establishing the seriousness of the subject matter--the
proper content of prolegomena--he would make all future prolegomena unnecessary.

That such work was necessary at all

seemed to Barth a sign of weakness of contemporary theology.560

In 1932 he was more cautious about removing the

necessity of prolegomena.

Now he was unwilling to call that

age "classical" which had dispensed with prolegomena in contrast to what he had labeled the contemporary "decadent"
a g e.

His later judgment was "I made myself responsible for

a romanticising philosophy of history from which I now wish
to resile. 11561
Secondly, in discussing the nature of the Word of God,
Ba rth departed from the 1927 version in two significant
a s pects.

First, . after having discussed the Word of God in

its three fold form, Barth had passed over from the phenomenological to the existential mode of dealing with the
subject.

He had turned "from the thought of one who deals

with things from without to the thought of one who by his
existence participates in things. 11562

By 1932 he had come

to realize that whatever the content and mutual relationship
of these terms, they could not in any way make or signify
decisive salients in the path of dogmatic thinking as assumed before.

Theology simply could not afford to accept

560chrD, p. 14.
56lcn
_, I/1, 27.
562cn
_, I/1, 141.
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material instruction from philosophy if it desired to maintain its own theme and not exchange it for a philosophical
one. 563

Now Barth considered the use of these philosophical

terms, although originally well intended, a superfluous and
dangerous game. 564

Secondly, the arrangement of the mater-

ial had bee n such that the analysis of the situation of man
as preacher and hearer of the Word of God was followed by
an analysis of the peculiar knowledge of the Word of God in
general.

This gave the impression that an anthropology--

eve n though a church anthropology--was set up as the ground
of knowledge for decisive propositions about the Word of
God.

In 1932 Barth confessed that by dealing with such

existential thinking,
I showed reverence on that occasion to the false gods,
although only after the manner of the libellatici of
the Decian persecution.
If there is something the
Word God certainly is not it is not a predicate of
man, even of the man who receives it, therefore,
neither of man who speaks, hears, and recognizes it
in the sphere of the Church.565
He admitted that he had been on the way to "proper anthropology" in analyzing the knowledge of the Word of God.
he was anxious to avoid now.

This

Barth was convinced that there

was a way from Christology to anthropology but not vice
versa.

No anthropology, not even an apparent one, could be

allowed to come forward as the basis for understanding the

563 Ibid.
564cn, 1/1, 142.
S 6 5cn, I/1, 143.
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Word of God.

Therefore the material of paragraphs five and

six of the 1927 Prolegomena were completely dropped in 1932;566
Thirdly, in discussing the Word of God as God's language, God's address to man, Barth had said in 1927:

"der

horende itensch ist im Begriff des Wortes Gottes ebenso

ein-

geschlossen wie der redende Gott. Er ist in ihrn 'mitgesetzt'
wie der Schleiermacherische Gott im schlechthinigen Abh~ngigkeitsg efuhl. 11 567

Here a change had occurred by 1932.

Barth

denied that man was "co-posited" in the Word of God in a
Schleiermacherian sense.

It was by free grace of God that

man was co-posited in the concept of the Word as a factual,
. l necessi' t y. 568
no t a s an essen t ia
Fourthly, in covering the topic of God in His revelation Ba rth had in 1927 pointed out the Trinitarian implications of Deus dixit in terms of the subject, object, and
predicate of the phrase. 569 This had given rise to the
suspicion that his intention was to offer a grammatically
oriented rationalistic proof of the doctrine of the Trinity.
Ba rth denied this.

Although he did not withdraw this line

of argumentation, he considered it expedient not to use i t
in the 1932 Prolegomena. 570
566 cn, 1/1, 148.
567 chrD, p. 111.
568cn, I/1, 159.

Also see pp. 194-98.

5 69 chrD, P• 127.
570 co, I/1, 340-41.
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Fifthly, as indicated earlier, in the 1927 Prolegomena
Barth had devoted paragraph fourteen to the objective possibility of reve lation, without first discussing the objective
rea lity of reve lation.

The latter was simply assurned. 571

This methodologi cal procedure was promptly misunderstood.
For the sake o f clarity Barth devoted a substantial section
on the exposition of the objective reality of revelation before turning to Jesus Christ as its objective possibility in
his 1938 Prolegomena.5 7 2
Sixthly, the considerations just mentioned suggested
structural alterations in the treatment of the subjective
r e ality a nd possibility of revelation.

Once again Barth

consider ed it prudent in 1938 to discuss explicitly and at
g r eat leng th the subject of the Holy Spirit as the subjective r e ality of reve lation before turning to its possibility.
He accepted mee kly the blame for ambiguity which his earlier
v e rsion h a d create d. 573
Seve nthly, borrowing the category of Urgeschichte from
Franz Ov erbeck, Barth had given the impression in the 1927
Prolegomena as if he considered revelation to be a dee per
ground and content of human history.

To speak of primal-

historical event of revelation suggested tha t

revelation was

571 chrD, pp. 214-29.
572co, 1/2, 1-25: 25-44.
573co, I/2, 205-6: also see ChrD, pp. 284-91:
203-79.

fB, I/2,
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a predicate of history.
the reverse was true.

This Barth denied; he insisted that
In 1938 he was ready to admit that

the earlier terminology had been unfortunate. 574
Eighthly, in the 1927 Prolegomena Barth had spent considerable amount of space on discussing the significance of
the absence of sexual function of the male in incarnation. 575
The later version deemphasized this discussion by labeling
.
1

t on l y a s a p a rergon. 5,7 6

Ninthly, in 1938 Barth stressed the fluid character of
the b as ic biblical tex t and saw the mode rn Scripture translations a s exp lanations of the t e xt.

He had conclude d that

a textu s rece ptus was not a matter of church confession nor
wa s the church to invest any single translation with special authority . 577
vi e ws .

This stand differe d from his earlier

In 1927 Ba rth had advocated the adoption of an

a uthori z ed tra nslation as the Holy Scripture. 578
And, fin a lly, in order to avoid misunderstanding, especially on the part of the Roman Catholics, Barth decided
to discuss the ma tter of authority in the church under the

574co, I / 2, 58; ChrD, PP• 230-32.
575 chrD, PP• 277-81 • .
576cD, I/2, 192-93.
577 cD, I/2, 602-3.
578chrD, PP• 271-73.
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heading of "Authority under the Word. 579
11

Previously, in

1927, he h a d entitled the discussion, "Die Autorit:it der
Kirche. 11580
This discussion indicates that Barth was not afraid to
alter his views in the interest of the church.

He was even

willing from time to time to acknowledge shortcomings and
mistakes.

But the overall picture indicates a remarkable

consistency of thought without radical theological upheavals.
Judgments of colleagues.-- One of the significant evaluations
of Ba rth's 1927 Prolegomena came from Friedrich Gogarten, a
Luthera n theolgian from Germany with whom Barth had shared
r e spons ibility in publishing the journal Zwischen den
Zeiten. 581

On the whole the review was friendly.

Gogarten

a llowed tha t Barth had properly identified the real theme of
theology (Deus dixit).

Furthermore, he agreed that God was

and must remain Subject in and 0f theology. 582

He appreciated

Professor Ba rth's Trinitarian approach to theology and applauded what the Swiss theologian had to say on the authority
in the church. 583

Basically he felt he could share Barth's

579cD, I/2, 697, 585-660.
58 0chrD, pp. 362-88.
581 Friedrich Gogarten, "Karl Earths Dogrnatik," Theologische
Rundschau, Neue Folge, I, Nr. 1 (1929), 60-80.
582Ibid., I, 60, 64, 65.
583Ibid., I, 65, 79.
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theological intentions. 584

However, he also offered signif-

icant criticisms.
Gogarten did not share Barth's aversion to prolegomena
as a legitimate part of dogmatics.

He believed that it was

here tha t the pre-understandings concerning the meaning and
possibility of dogmatic work had to be discussed and where
theological terms were to be defined.

He registered sur-

prise that Barth had called the treatment of the doctrine of
the Word of God a prolegomena since it was part of dogmatics
itself. 585
Furthermore, Gogarten thought Barth to be guilty of
f a tal unclarity when the latter insisted that the subject
with which theology worked was church proclamation.

It

seemed to Gogarten that it was impossible to speak meaningfully of church proclamation without becoming involved
simultaneously with the content of the message. 586

Without

an introductory prolegomena the proclamation and the content
of the proclamation (Christliche Sache selbst) would create
an ambiguous entity.
Gogarten was also skeptical about the usefulness of the
categories of form and content which Barth had employed at
several difficult and crucial junctures in the Prolegomena.

584 Ibid., I, BO.
585 Ibid., I, 62.
586Ibid., I, 63.
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The form-content dichotomy did not seem to offer fruitful
suggestions as to how one could have a science about a subject which never would become object. 587
He accused Barth of ambiguity in developing the idea
that the second person of the Trinity, the Logos, was the
starting point of Trinitarian thinking.

He remained uncon-

vinced by the arguments Barth had mustered. 588
Proba bly the most serious criticism, however, was
Barth' s lack of a proper anthropology. 589

This lack,

according to Gogarten, led Barth toward philosophical indifferentism.

He thought it unfortunate that Barth refused to

d e vote s e rious attention to a careful differentiation of
theolog ical and philosophical concepts. 590
Other criticisms of Gogarten included a note on ambiguity of terms.

The reviewer thought that Barth should have

e xercised g reater care in using theological vocabulary. 591
Gogarte n a l s o felt that Ba rth had not done justice to the
discuss ion of God the Creator. 592 He objected to Barth's
use of the distinctions of objective and subjective categories in connection with the knowledge of the Word of God.593
Neither was Gogarten happy with Barth's discussion of the

587 Ibid.
588 Ibid., I, 66.

589 Ibid.

59 0ibid., I, 67, 80.

591 Ibid., I, 67, 77.

592 Ibid., I, 71.

593 Ibid., I, 72-73.
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problem of history and revelation.

The term Urgeschichte,

he thought, was an unfortunate category.

It seemed to him

that Barth was speaking on matters that were outside God's
revelation and thus inaccessible to rnan. 594

In discussing

the subjective possibility of revelation Barth had suggested
that the sacrament of baptism was the ground of the knowledge of God's grace.

Gogarten felt that the reference to

baptism was unwarranted and arbitrary. 595

He accused Barth

of engaging in metaphysical speculation about God as such.
It seemed to him that at times Barth would speak of a God
other than the revealed God-for-us. 596
Another sharp critique of Barth's Prolegomena appeared
in Theologische Blatter by Hans Michael Muller from Jena.
After a concise review of the content of the book

Professor

Muller raised three major concerns.
First, Barth's methodology was dependent on his "patron
saint" Anselm. 597

Unfortunately, Muller felt, Barth had mis-

understood the intentions of the eleventh-century schoolman~98
Barth erred in confusing the problem of faith-provided assurance of reality with the epistemological problem of the

594 Ibid., I, 75.
595 Ibid., I, 77.
596 Ibid., I, 78.
597 Hans Michael Muller, "Credo, ut intelligam: Kritische
Bemerkungen zu Karl Barths Dogmatik, 11 Theologische Bl~tter,
VII (July 1928), 169.
598Ibid., VII, 170-71.
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possibility of grasping reality.599

Secondly, Barth's

epistemological presuppositions actually placed him into the
company of Neo-Protestant theologians whom he had severely
criticised.

As Muller saw it, Anselm, Schleiermacher, and

Ba rth all subscribed to credo, ut intelligam. 600

Thus,

Barth's assurance of grace would not be far from the "unheard
of assurance" of Protestant modernism which he had denied. 6 01
Thirdly, Muller tried to demonstrate kinship between Barth
and Roman Catholicism.

He said:

"Wer die Wirklichkeit von

Offenbarung und Glauben fur das theologische Denken voraussetzt, stimmt grundsatzlich rnit Schleiermacher uberein und
ist prinz ipiell katholisch. 11602

While Barth was saying

credo, ut intelligam, Luther would say tentabor, ut credam~03

599 said Muller: "Barth verquickt die Tatsache der
sakramentalen, im glauben gegebenen Wirklichkeit mit dem
Erkenntnisproblem ihrer DenkmBglichkeit und-notwendigkeit.
Ibid., VII, 170.

11

GOOibid., VII, 171.
60111 Macht man Offenbarung und Glauben zur Voraussetzung
des Systems--intellektualistisch, emotionalrealistisch,
voluntaristisch; unmittelbar oder mittelbar (der "Mittler"l}-meint man das in sich absolut konstante Weisen des Menschen
und all seiner Systeme mit der Verheissung verknUpft, die
vielm mehr dem Tode dieses Wesens und all seiner Systeme
gegeben ist, so gibt affenbar von einem jeden solchen System
das, was seinerzeit von den Heilssystemen der Werkgerechtigkeit und Schwarmerei • • • gesagt worden ist. Ein solches
mit der Offenbarung kontinuierliches System ist die Theologie
von Karl Barth." Ibid.
G02Ibid., VII, 173; cf. VII, 173-75.
603 rbid., VII, 174.
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Muller's parting question was:

Is Barth already beyond

criticism in his commitment to the petitio principii
method: 604
The respected German theologian Hermann Diem replied
to Hans Muller's criticisms. 605

His article, "Credo ut

intelligam," was geared against Muller's views and thus was
only indirectly linked with Barth's Prolegomena.

Diem

stressed that Barth's theology must be taken seriously in
view of the contemporary theological situation. 606
main concerns ran as follows.

His

First, Diem granted that

Muller's assessment of Anselm had been historically correct
to some extent. 607

True, Anselm did not have the same type

of struggles of faith as Barth had in mind.

Although both

Ba rth and Anselm shared the methodological motto credo ut
intelligam, they understood it differently.GOB

As long as

Barth had not explained the differences between his dialectic and scholastic realism it might have been wiser not to
call on Anselm in the manner he had done. 609

Secondly,

Muller was mistaken in insisting that Barth had constructed
a theological system.

This had prompted him to stamp Barth's

G0 4 Ibid., VII, 175-76.
605 Hermann Diem, "Credo ut intelligam: Ein Wort zu Hans
Michael Mullers Kritik an Karl Barths Dogmatik, 11 Zwischen den
Zeiten. VI, Nr. 6 (1928), 517-28.
606Ibid., VI, 517.

60?Ibid., VI, 519.

608Ibid., VI, 520.

6 09Ibid., VI, 521.
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theology with the label of Neo-Protestantism. 610

Mnller

should know that it was impossible to have a theology without the presupposed revelation and faith.

Such assurances

do not simply place theology in the modernist camp. 611
Thirdly, Diem was convinced that Muller's criticism of
Ba rth's alleged Catholic tendencies were ill taken.

Kinship

with Rome is not established on the basis of mutual presuppositions of faith and revelation in theological work. 612
Pa rticularly significant was Diem's clarification of
Barth' s use of Anselm.

One wonders, however, whether his

analysis of Barth is not more favorable than the e vidence
allows.
Professor Traub of T1lbingen was frankly critical of
Ba rth 's Prolegomena. 613

From the formal standpoint, he

lacked appreci a tion for the lengthy Trinitarian and Christolog ical discu s sions in the Prolegomena, nor was he impressed
by the excursion the Incarnation and the Virgin Birth.

As

he s aw it, the former were out of place in an introduction
to dogmatics and the latter infringed on the mystery of
God's divi nity.

He also accused Barth of failing to inter-

pret correctly the dogmatic work of Wobbermin, Ihmels,

GlOibid., VI, 522.
611 Ibid., VI, 524.
612 Ibid., VI, 526-27.
613Friedrich Traub, "Karl Barths Dogmatik, 11 Monatschrlft
fur Pa storaltheologie, XXV, Nr. 2 (1928), 78.
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Troeltsch, Bruhn, Scholz, Heim, Schader. Ludemann, Seeberg,
and Brunstadt.

These theologians, he insisted did not

construct their thought on the foundations of human faithexperience, as Ba rth had implied, but insisted that
theological reality was apprehendable by faith alone. 614
Traub's major critique centered around three concerns:
(1) how does man come to know the reality of God?
is the Word of

(2) what

God? and (3) what is the meaning of dialec-

tical method in theology?

He concluded that Barth had

failed to answer the first question.

In the discussions, he

had demonstrated a tendency to depreciate man's role in the
God-man encounter by virtually ignoring the role of man. 615
Professor Traub registered surprise that Barth had not adequately explained what the Word of God was.

To call

Scripture both the infallible Word of God and the fallible
word of man see med a logical contradiction.

Since Barth had

explicitly rejected the self-authenticating character and
authority of the Word from within, the only solution left
was to appeal to the external authority of Scripture after
the manner of Orthodox Protestantism.

This, too, Barth had

rejected, but according to Traub, he had done so unsuccessfully.616

Furthermore, Professor Traub lacked sympathy for

614Ibid., XXV, 79-80.
615 1bid., XXV, 82.
6 16Ibid., XXV, 83-84.
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the dialectical method of the Prolegomena.

In his opinion

Barth had contributed to ambiguity by failing to differentiate between paradox of judgment, paradox of reality, and
paradox of expression.

Traub allowed the legitimacy of the

second, denied the meaningfulness of the first, and que-stioned the usefulness of the third.

How could Barth know

that the Word and Counterword in dialectical tension were
incapable of solution into a final answer in the realm of
history?

Certainly dialectical thought processes could not

afford such a solution.

It seemed to him that Barth's para-

doxes would ultimately lead to an end of all logical and
meaningful theological thought. 617 When Barth realized,
suggested Traub acidly, that his dialectic failed he had to
fall back on orthodox dogmatic formulations of the past.
Since he had rejected an inner measuring rod of truth in the
content of revelation, he was forced to succumb to the ortho618
dox assensus as authority.
In the article "Problematik der Gegenwart" the gifted
Roman Ca tholic theologian Erich Przywara only incidentally
turned to Barth's Prolegomena.

Following criticisms emerged.

Przywara was critical of Barth's treatment of the doctrine
of the Trinity.

He felt that the author of the Prolegomena

had dissolved the Trinity into Revelation, Revealer, and

617 Ibid., XXV, 84-86.
61 8 Ibid., XXV, 86-87.
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Revealedness.

619

Furthermore, it seemed to Przywara that

justification and fulness of eternal life were reduced to a
dialog ue between God and man. 620

Also he believed that while

explor ing the relationship between God and man, Barth had
pulled the l a tter up to the reality of God through a
revelation-dialogue.

This dialogue actually seemed to con-

stitute the nature of God for Barth. 62 1
Writer's evaluation.-- Here is not the place for an exhaustive critique of the 1927 Prolegomena.

Many valid criticisms

h a ve a lrea dy emerged from the comments of his colleagues and
from Ba rth's own pen.

Only the most significant issues must

b e r a ised here .
Much o f what Karl Barth accomplished on his "maiden
voyage" of dogmatics deserves commendation.

In the light of

the nineteenth and early twentieth~century theological concerns Barth's Prolegomena served as a reminder what the real
tas k of dogmatic theology ought to be.

When he centered his

work on the reality of God's Deus dixit he once again established a sound foundation on which to build dogmatics.

The

r e discovery of the evangelical theme of the Word of God as

619 Erich Przywara, "Problematik der Gegenwart," Stimmen
der Zeit, LIII {November 1928), 105.
62 0ibid.
62111 Aber der Mensch wird in das Wesen Gottes hinaufgezogen, weil das Wesen Gottes selbst als das 'OffenbarungsgesprM.ch' bezeichnet wird." Ibid.
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proper subject of theology must rank as a major accomplishment in modern dogmatics.
Barth's emphasis on the gracious God was both biblically
sound and pastorally apt.

Centuries ago Luther's exegetical

di s covery of the gracious God initiated an evangelical revolution.622

Barth occasioned something of the same when he

str essed that the gracious God who reveals Himself as Lord
establi s h e s a relationship with man in which His Yes becomes
acces s ible to man .

This happens by grace alone and in Jesus

Chr i st a lone and through the witness of the biblical record
a lone a nd is apprehended by faith alone.

In their own way

a nd t ime both men recalled the church to the gracious God
i n Chri s t.
The t heological methodology of fides guaerens
intellectum, which in a general way Barth shared with
Anse lm, is a s ound one.

This needs to be stressed in the

mi dst o f contemporary methodological uncertainty.

While at-

t empting to shed all human assurances, Barth, without
apology, rested his case on the reality of revelation and
God-initiated faith.

This faith-assurance, so evident in

622Martin Luther, "Martinus Luther pio lectoris," in
D. Martin Luthers Werke (Weimar: Hermann Bohlaus Nachfolger,
1928), LIV, 186. Also, Martin Luther, "Preface to the Complete Edition of Luther's Latin Writings," Career of the
Reformer IV, Luther's Works, edited by Lewis w. Spitz
(Philadelphia: Muhlenberg Press, 1960}, XXXIV, 337. Cf.
Gordon Rupp, The Righteousness of God (New York: Philosophical Library, 1953), pp. 121-371 Ernst Bizer, Fides ex auditu
(2nd revi s ed editioni Neukirchen: Neukirchen Verlag, 1961
pp. 9-19.
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the Prolegomena, deserves commendation as a valid theological
a priori.
earnest.

With this given, theological work can begin in
Faith must seek understanding.

Some ser ious difficulties also emerge in the Prolegomena.
Instead o f eliminating the need for future prolegomena, Barth
c r e a ted one .

In the prolegomena a dogmatician must define

h is t erms and e xplain his epistemology.
at least , f ailed here.

Barth, in a measure

For instance, he offered no adequate

a n d conv i n cing explanation for his favorite Subject-Object
an d f orm-content dichotomies.
smoot h , t oo smoot h.

Architecturally his work was

One wonders whether it is possible to

dev e lop a t heology out of the grammatical construction of
Deu s dixit wi t hout undue simplification.

Another shortcoming

o f Barth was his seeming access to God's secret counsel beyond Hi s r eve lat ion. 623

It is simply impossible to speak as

i ntimately of God's mysteries as Barth does without special
s upernat ural knowledge.
Ba rth's anthropology.

Another point of criticism concerns
Generally, his critique of Schleier-

macher's followers was well taken.

This, however, did not

excuse him from offering a biblically tenable anthropology.
In the 1927 Prolegomena Barth failed to take man seriously,
seldom bothering to check whether his theological deductions
correspond to man as he knows himself.

Thus the danger of

623cf. Wilhelm Pauck, "A Brief Criticism of Barth's
Dogmatics," The Heritage of the Reformation (Glencoe,
Illinois: Free Press of Glencoe, 1961), p. 355.
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theological idealism was never far from his work.

Neither

is it to the credit of Barth that his epistemology makes
dialog ue between Christianity and culture difficult.

He

participated in the political and esthetic spheres personally, but his broad involvement was not a necessary consequence of his theology.
own personality .

Rather, it was a reflection of his

Barth would disagree, but his arguments

to the contrary remain unconvincing.

Furthermore, the 1927 v

Prolegomena lacked adequate Christological development.
This was duly remedied in the later version.

Another weak-

nes s of the early version was the overabundance of
existentialisms and paradoxical expressions.
on this considerably in the rewritten text. 624

Barth improved
Finally, the

Person and work of the Holy Spirit were not considered adequately in 19~7.

The testimonium spiritus sancti internum

was used as a convenient solution to theological difficulties
without rigorous definition and reflection on the meaning of
the phrase. 625

624 see Chapter VI.
6 25chrD, pp. 176, 299-300, 354, 357. This vulnerability, of course, is not unique to Barth's theology.

CHAPTER VI
PROLEGOMENA:

CHRISTLICHE DOGMATIK (1927) VERSUS

KIRCHLICHE DOGMATIK (1932-1938)
In 1932 Barth wrote in the "Author's Foreword" to his
second version of the Prolegomena:
My experience of twelve years ago in re-editing the
Romberbrief was repeated.
I could and I wanted to say
the same thing as beforei but now I could no longer say
it in the way in which I had said it before. What else
was left me, except to begin at the beginning and, true,
to say the same thing over again, but the same thing
over again in quite a different way?l
He intended in the new Prolegomena to offer greater clarity,
to stres s the fact that dogmatics is bound to the sphere of
the church, to show that analogia entis and natural theology
do not belong to Christian dogmatics, and to remove the appearance of giving theology a basis, support, or justification
in the way of existential philosophy. 2

In what follows, an

attempt will be made to evaluate whether and to what extent
he succeeded in the task he set for himself.

~arl Barth, The Doctrine of the Word of God: Prole ornena
to Church Dogmatics, Vol. I 1 of Church Dogmatics, translated
by G. T. Thomson (Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, 1936), p. vii.
Hereafter referred to as CD, I/1.
2

co, I/1, viii-x.
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Has Barth Gained Greater Clarity?
Brevity and ambiguity versus greater explicitness and clarity
Barth was aware in 1927 that his Prolegomena was merely
an outline.

It lacked strength, discipline, and development

to qualify as proper dogmatics. 3

After a seventeen-page in-

troduction dealing with the task of dogmatics and the concept
of "prolegomena" to dogmatics, Barth plunged into developing
the doctrine of the Word of God.

All the material was

covered in less than five hundred pages and thus was not
verbose.

Unfortunately, the development of ideas suffered.

This was so, as Barth admitted, because he was not adequately
versed in dogmatic discipline and because he was forced to be
creative due to lack of relevant contemporary theological
work. 4

When his Prolegomena was published it met both

friendly and unfriendly criticism. 5

The printed version

convinced him that he needed to learn more in the fields of
history of dogma and systematic theology.
After arming himself with considerably broader acquaintance with the theologies of the past teachers of the church,

3Karl Barth, Die Lehre vom Worte Gottes: Prolegomena
zur christlichen Dogmatik, Vol. I of Die christliche Dogmatik
im Entwurf (Munchen: Chr. Kaiser Verlag, 1927), p. vii.
Hereafter referred to as ChrD.
4

Ibid., p. vi.

5 supra, pp. 285-420.
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he began rewriting the Prolegomena.

As he traversed the

same material he discovered that, during the past five years
which separated him from the first version, problems had assumed richer, more mobile, and more difficult aspects.
simple revision was impossible.

A

Broader foundations needed

to be laid and extensive studies had to be completed. 6
Barth decided to incorporate extensive exegetical excursi
and studies in history of dogma into the new Prolegomena.
Often he reproduced in extenso passages from the Scriptures,
the Fathers, and more recent theologians in order,
to give all readers an opportunity, more directly
than would have been possible by mere reference, to
hear the very voices which rang in my ears as I wrought
out my own text, which guided, taught, or stimulated
me, and by which I wish to be measured by my readers.?
The result was that the dimensions of the new Prolegomena
far surpassed the 1927 version.

The 1932-1938 rendition ex-

tended nearly over fifteen hundred pages. 8

Barth hoped that

the thorough treatment would enhance simplicity and clarity,
and to some extent he was successful. 9
opment he employed was spiral.

The method of devel-

He studied and explained the

Deus dixit or Jesus Christ the Lord phrases from several
v a ntage points, covering the same material many times.

The

6 cn, I/1, viii.
7 Ihld.
8 There are 1444 pages of text and introductions, indeces,
etc.

9cn,

I/1, viii.
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somewhat redundant character of the work was purposely
planned by the author.

He hoped in this way to remove mis-

understandings that had plagued the earlier version.10
Unfortunately the great length of the work has discouraged
some from reading him at first hand and has caused others to
turn to compendia of his thought. 11
recommending such anthologies. 12

Barth is cautious about

He has tried to facilitate

the use of his own work by providing brief and easily spotted
summary p a ragraphs throughout.

The excursi appear in small

print a nd can be avoided by the casual reader.

Although

s eve ral hundred pages of reading can be saved in this manner,
more pag es remain than is generally appreciated.

Barth in-

sists tha t this could not be avoided, since he was unable to
achieve both clarity and brevity simultaneously. 14
Exegetical excursi
Barth believed he stood with the church when he insisted
that the Holy Scriptures had priority over all other writings.

lOAn example would be Barth's discussion of the "Nature
of the Word of God, 11 CD, I/1, 142.
11The best-known condensations are Karl Barth, Church
Dogmatics: A Selection, edited by Helmut Gollwitzer and
translated by G. w. Bromiley (Harper Torchbooks edition: New
York and Evanston: Harper and Row, 1962): Otto Weber, Karl
Barth's Church Dogmatics, translated by Arthur c. Cochrane
(Philadelphia: Westminster Press, 1953).
12Weber, p. 10.
13 Barth demands of those who presume to criticize him
that they read his work in entirety, ibid., p. 9.
14co, I/1, viii.
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"We b e lieve ," he said, "in and with the Church that Holy
Scripture as the original and legitimate witness of divine
revelation is itself the Word of God. 1115
aware that he was not an exegete.

He was acutely

But as long as many

exegete s p ride d themselves on being utterly unconcerned
with dogmatic p resuppositions and unwittingly read them into
their work, he as a dogrnatician had to run the risk of working out his own proofs from Scripture.

Actually this opus

a lienum p rovided him considerable joy. 16
with the Old and the New Testaments.

He worked both

"Whether we like it

or not," he remarked, "the Christ of the New Testament is the
Christ of the Old Testament, the Christ of Israel. 1117

Anyone

who denied this showed that he had substituted another Christ
for the New Tes tament one.
Already in the 1927 Prolegomena Barth made frequent
r e f e r e nce to Scripture texts, but biblical quotations did
not dominate the work. 18

In the 1932-1938 version almost two

15Karl Barth, The Doctrine of the Word of God: Prolegomena to Church Dogmatics, Vol. I/2 of Church Dogmatics, edited
by G. w. Bromiley and T. F. Torrance, translated by G. T.
Thomson and Harold Knight (Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, 1956),
p. 502. Hereafter referred to as CD, I/2.
16Karl Barth, The Doctrine of Creation, Vol. III/2 of
Church Dogmatics, edited by G. w. Bromiley and T. F. Torrance,
translated by Harold Knight, et al. (Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark,
1960), p. ix.
17 CD, I/2, 488.
133,
175,
207,
371,

18chrD, pp~ 19, 43,
140, 150, 151, 152,
176, 178, 182, 183,
208, 209, 243, 144,
452.

66, 68, 70, 102, 103, 105, 106, 109,
153, 154, 166, 169, 171, 173, 174,
186, 188, 189, 200, 201, 202, 203,
146, 252, 260, 266, 281, 293, 358,
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thousand Scripture references appeared.

By far the New

Testament received more attention, but the Old was not
neglected.

Especially the books of Psalms, Genesis, Isaiah,

and Exodus were frequently consulted.

The biblical excursi

were often substantial and lengthy. 19 The Scriptural witness was always taken seriously 20 but not accepted
uncritically. 21
Historical continuity
Fa thers and brethren.-- Barth does not regard church history
a s an independent theological discipline.

Rather, he sees

it as an indispensable auxiliary science to exegetical, dogmatical, and practical theology. 22

Others have made greater

claims for the discipline of church history, but few have
used it more e ffectively in theology. 23
prolegomena are historically oriented.

Both versions of the
Barth contends that

an intimate relationship exists between church history and

19 Examples: CD, I/1, 459-60, 514-15, 516-17, 519-20,
520-21, 522-23, 530i CD, I/2, 18-19, 53-54, 72-73, 156-57,
3-3-7, 328-31, 365-67, 377-78, 406-7, 494-95, 638, 642, 648.
20cn
_, I/1, 534i CD, I/2, 2, 174, 203, 204, 207, 377.
2lcn
_, I/2, 70, 509, 529, 531.
22cD
_, I/1, 3.
2311 Church history is the most extensive and, including
the sacred history of the Old and New Testament, the most
important branch of theology," Philip Schaff, History of the
Christian Church, Vol. I (Grand Rapids, Michigan: William B.
Eerdmans Publishing Company, 1950), p. 20.
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exegesis.

To quote him, "Church history is the history of

the exegesis of the Word of God and therefore of the ever
recurrent menace of doing violence to it. 1124

Church history

is also the history of criticism of the work of biblical
interprete rs.

The same close affinity also holds true for

dogmatics and church history.

The former must be in conver-

sation with the latter in order to be responsible.

It "will

find itself in conversation not only with the Church of its
own g ene ration," say s Barth, "but also with that of all the
p revious 'presents' which have become 'past. 11125

Theologians

a s i ndividuals can and must learn from many sources. 26

The-

ological speaking must be a response to the prior witness of
t he father s and' brethren in the church. 27

Barth wrote,

The present-day witnesses of the Word of God can and
should look back to the witnesses of the same Word who
preceded them and away to those contemporary with them.
In this matter it is impossible to speak without having
first heard. All speaking is a response to these fathers
and brethren. Therefore these fathers and brethren have
a definite authority, the authority or prior witnesses
of the Word of God, who have to be respected as such.28
When theological work finds itself in a position where it

24cn, I/2, 681.
25cn, I/2, 779.
26cn, I/2, 613.
27cc. Jaroslav Pelikan, "Fathers, Brethren, and Distant
Relatives: The Family of Theological Discourse," Concordia
Theological Monthly, XXXIII (December 1962), 710-18.
28cD, I/2, 573.
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has no fathers behind it or brethren beside it, it no doubt
takes place outside church fellowship and thus outside the
church. 29
Barth recognized the existence of church fathers as men
with a definite ecclesiastical authority. 30

Older and more

experienced fellow-pupils he called church teachers. 3 1

A

church teacher must not be essentially an improviser and
individualist.

He must state his case and bear his witness

to the whole church.

He is one

who has stood before the whole Church with God and the
Bible and the writings of the Reformers, and is therefore confident and competent to speak not only to
himself or to an incidental or select circle, but intelligibly, responsibly and authoritatively to the
whole Church.32
Barth was convinced that dogma, as the church knows it, is
in principle fallible and therefore neither final nor unalterable.33

Its authority is that of the word of the

fathers and brethren and therefore it is strictly spiritual!4
But the faith of the fathers and brethren and therefore the
dogma of the church cannot be taken lightly.

Barth himself

took the dogma of the church so seriously that he suggested
that he was glad to appropriate not only the content but also
the form of the dogma with specific formulations and wordings

29

cn, I/2, 647.

30
cn, I/2, 603, 609.

3lcn, 1/2, 607.

32cn, 1/2, 615.

33cn, I/2. 657.

34£.Q, I/2, 653.
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unless good reasons compelled him to the contrary.

Such an

approach, he felt, pointed to the unity of faith in the
church. 35
Ba rth received the confession of the church with trust
a nd respect. 36

He r e alized that no one had ever read the

Bi ble only with his own eyes and no one ever should. However,
a priority of interpreters must be established.

Barth, for

e xample, did not agree that the systematized version of
h istorical-critical theology had a greater affinity to the
Holy Scriptures than the Apostles' Creed and the Heidelberg
Catechism and as such assumed a privileged position. 37

He

beli e ved tha t next to the Scriptures stood the church confes sions .

The a ssumption was that they had something unique

t o s a y as the solemnly gathered deposit of the significant
experi e nce o f the church with the Scriptures.

After a prior

listening to church confession the theologian begins to work
out his own way of understanding, exposition, and application

3 5 cn, I / 2, 657.
"And in order that we too may point to
the unity of faith, unless there are compelling reasons to
the contra ry, we will gladly say exactly what was said there
and then, appropriating not only the content but also the
form of the dogma, not only the direction but with the direction statements, maintaining not only faith in general but
the particular faith of the dogma as defined in its wording.
It is only in this way that we can continue discussion with
it: that it retains its critical power over against us: that
the possibility remains that the meaning and the understanding in which we have affirmed it can be corrected by it:
that the faith of the fathers and brethren has more than
eve r before to say to our own faith."
36CD, I / 2, 591.

37co, I/2, 649-50.
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of the Bible.

38

In this connection Barth stressed that not

those who repeate d the doctrine most literally but those
who reflected on it most faithfully and made it their own were
really true to the heritage of the church. 39

With due re-

spect to the past, it must, however, be kept in mind that not
eve rything said in the organized church is useful.

Barth de-

fined the limits as follows:
Ecclesiastical history can be heard and respected as
ecclesiastical authority only when there is discussion
on the basis of a common hearing and receiving of the
Word of God, and in that discussion one of those agreements, and in the documenting of that agreement a
common confession, in matters of faith--hence, only
when answers are given to the question of a true faith
by way of speech and counter-speech, agreement and a
common declaration in the face of Holy Scripture.40
Barth's use of church confessions.-- In the Prolegomena
Barth carried on a dialogue with most major confessions of
Christian faith.

The number of references to credal state-

ments increased sharply as he revised the Prolegomena.

Of

the cre eds of the early church most frequent reference is
made to the Apostles' Creed, 41 the Nicene and the NicenoConstantinopolitan Creed, 42 the Chalcedonian Creed, 43 and
38cD, I/2, 650.
39cD, I/2, 619.
40cD, I/2, 594.
41 chrD, pp. 34, 167, 179: CD, I/2, 51, 89, 188, 174,
196-97,~, 629, 631, 650, 655.
42chrD, p,_p. 192-93, 209, 213, 380: CD, I/1, 484-85,
536-37: en, r 1 2, 114, 191, 200, 200, 626-,-629.
43chrD, PP• 229, 257, 380: CD, I/2, 126, 139, 627, 654.
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the Athanasian Creed. 44

As might be expected the creeds of

the Reformation, both Lutheran and Reformed, were frequently
cited.

By far the most popular evangelical confessions were

the Heidelberg Catechism45 and the Augsburg Confession. 46
The First Helvetic Confession, 47 the Second Helvetic Confession,48 the Gallican Confession, 49 and the Formula of
Concord 50 were also frequently cited.

Other Reformed con-

fessions that received mention include the Tetrapolitana, 51
Confession de la Foi (Geneva), 52 Consensus Tigurinus, 5 3
Scottish Confession, 54 Westminster Confession, 55 and

44chrD, pp. 33, 155, 158: CD, I/1, 96, 401, 406, 534,
543: CD, I / 2, 38, 185.
45 chrD, pp. 77, 149-50, 226, 241, 269, 362, 381: CD, I/1,
62, 146, 268, 357, 471: CD, I/2, 9-10, 76, 168, 216, 293, 295,
379, 547, 608, 638, 648,819, 868.
46ChrD, pp. 24, 378: CD, I/1, 24, 78, 80, 414: CD, I / 2,
227-28, 459, 547, 554, 608, 627, 637, 640-41, 648, 657, 761,
777, 833.
47 chrD, P• 359: CD, I/1, 80: CD, I/2, 460, 523, 540, 604.
48chrD, pp. 26, 379: CD, I/1, 56, 99, 268: CD, I / 2, 535,
637-38.
49 chrD, PP• 27, 339: CD, I/1, 60: ~ , I/2, 474, 477, 547,
638, 658.
50cD, I/2, 364, 460, 547, 626-27, 629, 640, 826. The
Book of Concord is referred to in ChrD, p. 380: CD, I/2~26,

640.

51CD
_, I/1, 37: CD, I/2, 459.
52CD
_, I/1, 477: CD, I/2, 460, 636.
53cD
_, I/2, 836.
54cD
_, I/2, 658.

55 chrD, p. 86.
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decisions of the Synod of Dort. 56

Of Lutheran confessions,

references appear to the Apology of the Augustana, 57 Luther's
59
Catechism, 58 and Smalcald Articles.
Surprisingly, Barth
cited quite frequently important Roman Catholic documents
of faith.

Practically all the citations, however, appeared

in the later v e rsion of the Prolegomena.

Most frequent ref-

ere nces were to the Decrees of the Council of Trent, 60 the
Missale Romanorum, 61 decisions of Vatican r;' 2 and the Roman
Catechism. 63
Barth's use of the fathers of the church.-- Barth's use of
the work of the fathers of the church is extensive and impressive.

As his own theological horizons broadened, his

references to earlier theologians multiplied.

One of the

r e ally characteristic features of the 1932-1938 Prolegomena
is its wealth of historical material.

It is evident that

during the y ears which separate the two Prolegomena, Barth

56cD, 1/2, 557-58.
57 chrD, p. 90: CD, I/2, 784.
58chrD, pp. 179, 379, 381.
59CD, I/2, 659.
60cD, I/1, 74, 76, 105, 118: CD, I/2, 141, 460, 476,
547, 551, 554, 558, 564, 569, 602, 608, 614, 626, 638.
6lcD
_, I/1, 73, 424, 473, 485, 538, 540, 558: CD, I/2,
36, 38, 138, 141, 173, 478.

__

62chrD ,

P•

379: CD, I/2, 146, 474, 566-67, 626.

63cD
_, I/2, 557-58.
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had delved deeply into history of Christian thought and had
become acquainted with a broader representation of Christian
theologians than had been the case earlier.

Also he deepened

his understanding of the historical figures already familiar
to him.

It is of interest that Luther, Calvin, Augustine,

Schleiermacher, and Aquinas are the most frequently cited
teachers of the church. 64

Also frequently acknowledged are

Ouenstedt, Melanchthon, Ritschl, John Gerhard, Irenaeus, G.
Wobbermin, Athanasius, Bartmann, Troeltsch, Tertullian, and
Zwingli. 65
Ba rth shows both appreciation and a spirit of critical
independence when he consults the wisdom of the fathers of
the first five centuries of the Christian era.

On the one

hand, for example, he informs the readers that the best way
to understand the New Testament statements about the divinity
of Christ is to retrace the thought in harmony with the early
fathers. 66

On the other hand, he is capable of being criti-

cal of the early theologians, as Gregory of Nyssa, concerning
Christological statements. 67

In another connection he sug-

gests that "Already the doctrines of inspiration of the

64

Counting references in ChrD . and CD, I and II: Luther
with 170 references: Calvin with 142: Augustine with 107:
Schleiermacher with 96: Aquinas with 79.
65 This includes references in ChrD and CD, I

and II:
Quenstedt with 39: Melanchthon with 38: Ritschl with 33:
John Gerhard with 32: Irenaeus with 28: G. Wobbermin with
24: Athanasius with 22: Bartrnann with 22: Troeltsch with
21: Tertullian with 20: Zwingli with 19.
66CD, I I 1, 475.

67 CD, I / 2, 153.
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Early Church were leading to a rather naive secularization
of the whole conception of revelation. 1168

Obviously this

is no insignificant critique.
Of the individual early fathers, Barth has p a id closest
atte ntion to Augustine.

The references to this church fa-

ther of the West are too numerous to afford specific comments.
Alrea dy in the first Prolegomena Barth referred frequently to
t he Bishop of Hippo and many of the references explicitly exp re s s ed warm a ppreciation. 69

However, Barth did not fail to

notice Augustine's Platonisms. 70

As Barth continued in his

studies and deve lop ed the second Prolegomena, the references
to Augu s tine multip lied.

The eighty-nine refe r e nces reflect

the extent of the African church father's influence.
The two other fathers with whom Barth worked extensively
were Irenaeus and Athanasius.

It is quite significant that

neither of these received extended attention in 1927.

Of the

twenty-eight references to Irenaeus only two appeared in the
early Prolegomena. 71

This suggests that Barth had come to a

greater appreciation of Irenaeus' theology by the 1930s.

68
CD,I/2, 519.
69 of the eighteen references to Augustine in the
Christliche Dogmatik the following are particularly friendly:
pp. 144, 146, 159, 168, 341, 406.
70ChrD, p. 406.
71 The references to Irenaeus are: ChrD, pp. 151, 241:
CD, I/1, 34, 108, 115, 222, 276, 305, 362, 389, 443, 494, 497,
502, 516: CD. I/2, 37, 39, 75, 140, 182, 212, 479, 518, 548,
566, 602, 608, 807.
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The work of Athanasius, however, had occupied Barth's
attention already in 1927.

He continued to consult this

fourth-century champion of orthodoxy also in the new
Prolegomena. 72
Only a few other writers of the early church are considere d in the first Prolegomena, and references to them are
infrequent.

It is peculiar that figures of questionable

orthodoxy , such a s Arius, Marcion, and Sa bellius receive as
much if not more atte ntion than Gregory of Na ziansen, and
Gregory of Nyssa. 73

This does not hold true of the later

v e r s ion where the Ca ppa docian fathers rece ive considerably
more a ttention. 74

Many early fathers only appear in the

second v e rsion of the Prolegomena.

There Barth paid consid-

erable att e ntion to what Ignatius of Antioch, Te rtullian,
Cyprian, Ambrose, Cyril of J e rusalem, Ephraim Syrus, and

72 Re f e r e nce s to Athanasius: ChrD, pp. 128, 197, 205.
368i CD, I / 1, 310-19, 451, 497, 502, 506, 528, 534, 552i CD,
I/2, 34, 135, 147, 169, 208, 549, 604, 614, 641.
73 Re ferences to Arius: ChrD, pp. 127, 157, 194, 363:
to Marcion: ChrD, pp. 70, 241, 368: to Sabellis: ChrD,
pp. 127, 157, 159, 162-63: to Gregory of Naziansen: ChrD,
pp. 143, 165, 170: to Gregory of Nyssa: ChrD, p. 213.
74 Refe r e nces to Arius: CD, I/1, 356, 405, 506, 510:
CD, I/2, 621, 628-29, 653, 654: refere nces to Marcion: CD,
I/2, 73, 74, 488: references to Sabellius: CD, I/1, 405.
More r e f e r e nces are to Gregory of Naziansen: CD, I/1, 419,
424, 543, 546: CD, I/2, 517, 604: refe rences to Gregory of
Nys s a: CD, I/1-,-107, 310, 317, 470, 472. Also several
references appear to Origen: CD, I/1, 317, 405: CD, I/2,
160, 212.
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Basel of Caesarea had to say. 75

Mention also ought to be

made of Clement of Rome, Athenagoras, Clement of Alexandria,
Jerome, Chrysostom, and Cyril of Alexandria who appear,
though infrequently, in the second Prolegomena. 76

It is re-

markable that such Latin fathers as Tertullian, Cyprian,
Jerome, and Ambrose did not figure at all in the first
Prolegomena.

The important Greek father Justin Martyr was

tota lly absent from the same work and only barely mentioned
.
77
i. n th e 1 ater v e rsion.

The most creative of the Greek

fathers, Origen, does not exert extensive influence on either
Prolegomena.
The evidence just cited indicates that Barth was no
stra nger to patristic literature.

However, he concentrated

on the better known authors and did not exhibit a comprehensive mastery of early literature.

At times his choice

75 Refere nces to Ignatius of Antioch: CD, I/1, 108, 128,
207, 305; CD, I/2, 36, 74, 138-39, 147, 212, 884; references
to Tertullian: CD, I/1, 13, 108, 115, 190, 305, 401, 408,
419, 424, 492, 516, 534; CD, I/2, 140, 156, 160, 228, 333,
387, 549, 558; references to Cyprian: CD, I/1, 108, 305;
CD, I/2, 32, 212, 549, 586, 769-70; references to Ambrose:
CD, I/1, 97, 107, 305, 401; CD, I/2, 140, 604, 783; references to Cyril of Jerusalem: CD, I/1, 92, 310, 317, 407,
449, 476, 489, 493, 494; CD, I/2, 38, 862; references to
Ephraim Syrus: CD, I/1, 546; CD, I/2, 33, 137, 163, 169,
201, 495, 783; references to Basel of Caesarea: CD, I/2, 148,
548, 604, 783.
76c1ement of Rome is referred to in CD, I/1, 115; refe rences to Athenagoras: CD, I/2, 518, 524; references to
Clement of Alexandria: CD, I/2, 517; references to Jerome:
CD, I/2, 549, 604; references to Chrysostom: CD, I/2, 173,
387, 549, 604; references to Cyril of Alexandria: CD, I/1,
310, 546; CD, I/2, 139.
77 References to Justin Martyr:

CD, ]/2, 140, 160, 200, 517.
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of references seems to be dictated by his acquaintance with
the fathers rather than by the demands of the subject matter.
It is, however, true that especially the second Prolegomena
established Barth as a serious student of patristics.
It is quite extraordinary for a Protestant theologian
to listen as attentively to the voices of medieval theologians as Barth has done.

This breadth of scope helped to

establish him as an ecumenical theologian and has promoted
his work among the Roman Catholic scholars.

The three to

whom Barth p a id closest attention were Thomas Aquinas,
Anselm of Canterbury, and Peter Lombard.

All were repre-

sente d in both versions of the Prolegomena.

Particularly

Aquinas was frequently considered, being the fifth most
often quoted author in Barth's work.

His work was seriously

treated, frequently quoted at some length, and sometimes
78
censured.
Anselm, in a special way, was a favorite of
Barth.

Already in the first Prolegomena the eleventh~century

churchman appeared frequently. 79

Barth was fascinated with

Anselm's theological method and approved the theological
movement from credere to intelligere. 80

In the second
81
Prolegomena Anselm's full significance became clear.

Peter

78For criticism of Aquinas see CD, I/2, 373, 376.
79ChrD, pp. 4, s, 97-98, 102-3, 1.10, 114, 226-27, zn, 375.
80
ChrD, p. 34. Also see pp. 227, 252.
81 Barth has at least 33 references to Anselm in the sec~
ond Prolegomena.
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Lombard was the third medieval scholastic who was consulted
in both Prolegomena.

His significance, however, decreased

as Barth's knowledge of medieval studies broadened. 82
Bonaventure a nd John of Damascus also appeared significantly
in bot h Prolegomena. 83
p a s s ing a ttention.

Other medieval writers received only

For example, Hugh of St. Victor and

Joachim of Flora were mentioned only in the first, while
Be rna rd of Clairvaux, Duns Scotus, Hilary, Benedict of
Nursia, Francis of Assisi, and John Scotus Erigena appear
only in the s econd v e rsion. 84
From wha t has been just said, it is evident that Barth's
attitude toward the scholastics was friendly, but criticai. 85

82 Ref e r e nces to Pete r Lombard: ChrD, pp. 8, 11, 128,
144-45, 158-59, 166, 210-11; CD, I/1, 23, 27, 270, 317, 345,
388, 389, 395, 407, 425, 538; CD, I/2, 33-35, 202, 374, 783.
83 Refe r e nc e s to Bonaventure: ChrD, pp. 6, 8, 67, 128,
156, 373, 375; CD, I/1, 20, 23, 262, 345, 388, 402, 428;
CD, I / 2, 141, 604, 614; references to John of Damascus:
ChrD, pp. 11, 166, 212; CD, I/1, 26, 317, 425, 497, 531, 537,
5 43; CD, I / 2, 38.
84 Ref e r e nce to Hugh of St. Victor: ChrD, p. 143; referencesto Joachim of Flora: ChrD, pp. 143, 162; references
to Bernard of Clairvaux: Q2,r7I, 275; CD, I/2, 141, 166,
604; refere nces to Duns Scotus: CD, I/1, 95, 218; CD, I/2,
134, 141; refere nces to Hilary: CD, I/1, 406, 407, 497, 502;
reference to Be nedict of Nursia: CD, I/2, 783; references
to Francis of Assisi: CD, I/2, 250, 340, 496; references to
John Scotus Erigena: CD, I/2, 134, 284.
85A typical example here is Peter Lombard who was favorably quoted and discussed i n ~ , I/1, 407 and I/2, 202. But
not eve n he escaped criticism: CD, I/2, 374.
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Anselm's special influence should not be missed. 86

Barth

maintained that the early scholastics were not products of
idle and irrelevant cleverness, but rather they attempted
to understand the spiritual in a spiritual manner, and thus
took t h e right course in the decisive task. 87
Ba rth owes more to the Reformation theologians than to
any other group of fathers.

To him Luther and Calvin were

the r e al guide s of the church. 88

The theology of the Re-

formers, and for that ma tter of older Protestantism, was a
free investigation of the truth. 89

This freedom depended

on its own inexhaustible object. the Word of God.

That ob-

ject guarantee d that theology remained true to itself.

As

usual, Ba rth was not blind to the weaker aspects of the
period.

He found little inducement in the Reformers for an

e s cha tologically-centere d dogmatics, and believe d that t h is
was the weakest aspect of their thought. 90

Aware of this

weakness, he refused to be narrowly bound by the sixteenthcentury f a thers of the eva ngelical camp.
In the first Prolegomena Barth relied heavily on
Luther's ideas.

He exhibited a broad acquaintance with the

German Re former and usually refere nces to him were positive.

86 see e specially CD, I/1, 14, 17, 94. 314.

B7 cn, r/2, 202.

88cn, I/2, 613.

89 cn, I/2, 293.

90cn, I/2. 876.
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although critical comments were not altogether absent. 91

In

the s e cond version some of the exhuberance for Luther diminished, yet Luther remained the most frequently quoted author
and an extremely influential force.

It is noteworthy that

a lth ough Luther was more often criticized than Ca lvin, he
was at times prefe rre d to the latter.9 2

Quite understand-

ably Ca lvin exerte d a major influence on Barth.
evident in both Prolegomena.

This is

In the first version Calvin

was the most frequently mentioned author, with forty-two
ref e r e nc e s to his credit, practically all of them with approval.

The writer noticed only one clearly negative
refere nce to the f a ther from Geneva. 93 In the second version the tre nd of good will continued, although Luther

gained in prominence. 94
Le s s attention was paid to Ulrich Zwingli.

Of the few

times tha t he was discussed in the first Prolegomena, it was

91 Examples from ChrD where Barth refers to Luther approvingly: pp. 87, 1r,r:-137, 167, 178, 234, 245, 248, 255,
327, 330, 341, 368, 371, 387. For negative comments concerning Luther see ChrD, pp. 327, 340, 341, 356.
92 Luther is criticized: f.Q, I/1, 386, 387: CD, I/2,
168. Luther is warmly appreciated: CD, I/1, 431, 473, 498:
CD, I/2, 148-49, 166, 467: Luther is preferred to Calvin:
CD, I/2, 531.
9 3chrD, p. 128. For approving comments see especially
ChrD, pp. 128, 155, 240, 245, 248, 330, 333, 338, 341, 344,
346, 349, 357, 361.
94calvin quoted with approval, for example, CD, I/1,
402, 415, 416: ~, I/2, 467: Calvin warmly praisea: CD, I/2,
240, 293, 467: Calvin explicitly criticised: CD, I/2, 419.
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done in a negative manner. 95
second version. 96
Reformer.
mized.

The same holds true of the

Barth simply was no admirer of the ZOrich

Also Melanchthon's influence should not be mini-

While the first Prolegomena already took note of

Melanchthon's work, the later version showed that Barth continued to grow in Melanchthon studies. 97
That Barth learned considerably about the late sixteenth
and seventeenth-century theology between 1927 and 1932 is
evide nt from the two Prolegomena.

The first edition shows

a relatively superficial contact with the Lutheran and Reformed fathers.

The most frequently consulted dogrnatician

was the Lutheran John Gerhard (1582-1637). 98

The Lutherans

Martin Chemnitz (1522-1586), Abraham Calov (1612-1686), and
Johannes Andreas Quenstedt (1617-1688), and the Reformed
Andreas Musculus (1514-1581), Marten Micronius (died 1559),
Zacharias Ursinus (1534-1583), Heinrich Bullinger (1504-

1575), Johannes Coccejus (1603-1669), Johannes Wolleb (15861629), Samuel Maresius (1599-1673), Francois Turretini
(1623-1687), Peter Martyr (1500-1562), Wilhelm Arnesius
(died 1633), Johann H. Al.sted (1588-1638), and Samuel

95 chrD, PP• 11, 42, 71, 85, 114, 249, 251, 404.
96co, I/1, 27, 171, 3171 CD, I/2, 139, 454, 476, 496,
540, 728, 836.
97 While the first Prolegomena shows only half a dozen
references to Melanchthon, the second Prolegomena boasts of
no fewer than thirty-one entries.
98chrD, pp. 11, 42, 128, 142-43, 160, 268.
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Werenfels (1657-1704) received passing mention.

Bartholomaus

Keckermann, however, was referred to several times. 99

This

listing indicates a certain lack of wide use of Lutherans.
Barth's continued studies in the era of orthodoxy became
evident in the 1932-1938 Prolegomena.

His comments were not

always flattering concerning these fathers.

For example, he

explicitly criticised the seventeenth-century theology of
t he Word of God.lOO

But he moved with ease among the many

theological systems of the period.

John Gerhard and

Johannes Andreas Quenstedt remained his favorite sources of
orthodox Lutheranism.
nine references.

Quenstedt merited at least thirty-

While Chemnitz and Calov were not forgotten,

the new names of David Hollaz (1648-1713), Andreas Osiander
(1498-1552), Nicholas Amsdorf (1483-1565), Johannes Brenz
(1499-1570), Andreas Bodenstein of Carlstadt (1480-1541),
Georg Major (1502-1574), and Heinrich M. MUller (1631-1675)
appearea.lOl

With the exception of Hollaz, the newcomers

.
l
102
p l aye d on l ya minor
roe.

Among the Reformed Heinrich

99 References to Keckermann: ChrD, pp. 44, 86, 129, 142,
195, 220, 264. The later version paid less attention to him:
see CD, I/1, 346, 388, 394: CD, I/2, 164, 784.
100cD, I/2, 768.
101 References to Chemnitz: CD, I/1, 95, 218, 265, 270,
346, 354: CD, I/2, 460, 604: references to Calov: CD, I/1,
347: CD, I/2, 287, 524, 526, 605.
102References to Hollaz: CD, I/1, 6, 14, 20, 25, 59,
124, 129, 136, 497: CD, I/2, 78, 153, 161, 164, 287, 525,
605, 658.
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Bullinger, Johannes Coccejus, Francois Turretini, Johannes
Wolleb,

w.

Bucan, and Abraham Heidanus (1597-1678) were
significantly represented. 103 There is evidence to prove

that in 1927 Barth was a harsh critic of the Lutherans. 104
As he learned to know them better, his appreciation of their
theologizing grew.
Barth's acquaintance with the history of modern Protestantism is praiseworthy.

Although it was already evident in

1927 that Barth was well read in modern theology, the frequent references to these theologians in the second
Prolegomena pushed it almost beyond manageable length.

His

intimate knowledge, however, only confirmed his distrust in
the results of the work of the past two hundred years.

He

wrote in 1938:
All these more or less radical and destructive movements in the history of theology in the last two
centuries are simply variations on one simple theme,
and that theme was clearly introduced by van Til and
Buddeus: that religion was not to be understood in
the light of 0~velation, but revelation in the light
of religion. 1

103 References to Bullinger: CD, I/1, 98, 128: CD, I/2,
638, 836: references to Coccejus: CD, I/1, 1, 13, 219, 547;
CD, I/2, 94, 285, 287: references to Turretini: CD, I/1, 5,
24, 129, 139, 218, 355, 360, 543, 547; references to Wolleb:
CD, I/1, 6, 270, 355; CD, I/2, 149, 163, 229, 285, 286, 460,
475, 535, 698, 784, 787, 863, 866; references to Bucan:
CD, I/1, 129, 270: CD, I/2, 285, 460, 474, 485, 523; references to Heidanus: CD, I/1, 16, 20, 24, 59, 112; CD, I/2,
286, 523, 605.
104chrD, pp. 261, 283-84, 326-27, 380, 449.
105cD, I/2, 290-91.
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The philosophy of religion of the Enlightenment, beginning with Gotthold Ephraim Lessing (1729-1781) and extending
by way of Immanuel Kant (1724-1804) and Johann Gottfried
Herder (1744-1803) to Johann Gottlieb Fichte (1762-1814) and
Georg Wilhelm Friedrich Hegel (1770-1831) assumed the intolerable dist i nction betwee n the eternal content and the
histor ical vehicle, thus inaugurating the modern misunder106
sta nding of the Bible.
In the Prolegomena Barth defined
exactly how hi s thinking stood in antithesis to modern
theologi z ing.
S ince the age of Enlightenment was not conducive to
dogmatic work, Barth's refere nces to its theologians in both
Prolegomena were f ew and not very important.

A few more

i mportant men were Friedrich Christoph Oetinger (1702-1782),
David Johann Michaelis (1717-1791), Johannes Albrecht Bengel
(1687-1752), August H. Francke (1663-1727), and Johann Franz
Buddeus (1667-1729).

107

The philosopher-dramatist Lessing

and philos q:,hers Herder, Kant, and Fichte were not discussed

106
cD, I / 1, 378.
107 References to Oetinger: ChrD, p. 438: references to
Michaelis: ChrD, pp. 360-61: CD, I/2, 537: references to
Bengel: ChrD, pp. 260, 438: CD, I/2, 39, 609: references to
Francke: CD, I/1, 21, 25: references to Buddeus: CD, I/1,
6, 20, 24,89: CD, I/2, 4, 288, 290 i
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in depth in either version of the Prolegomena, although more
attention was given to them in the later work.lOS
The impact of nineteenth-century theology on Barth was
considerable.

It was the context in which his own work was

conceived and against which he later rebelled so eloquently.
The most important representative of the early part of the
c e ntury was Friedrich Schleiermacher (1768-1834).
Barth:

Said

"He is not the inaugurator, he is the great ripe

classic of Modernism, which, if it understands itself, will
neve r let itself be turned away from following him. 11109
Recognizing Schleiermacher's significance, Barth carried on
an extensive dialogue with him in both Prolegomena.

Although

Barth frequently quoted Schleiermacher, he was convinced
tha t he h a d to reject his theological system. 110

Other

nineteenth-century theologians form a complicated pattern.
Already in the first Prolegomena Barth had shown appreciation for conservative Lutheran theologians such as the
biblicist Gottfried Menken (1768-1831), the Confessional

l0 8 References to Lessing: ChrD, p. 247; CD, I/1, 118,
166, 388; CD, I/2, 9, 298, 560; references to Herder:
CD, I/1, 166, 191, 219; CD, I/2, 79, 126-27, 496, 526; references to Kant: ChrD, pp. 97, 392, also see 39, 324, 332;
CD, I / 1, 166, 220, 394; CD, I/2, 9, 20, 48, 291, 560, 571,
728, 785; references to Fichte: ChrD, p. 101; CD, I/2, 20,
41.
109 cD, I/1, 38.
llOThere are at least 96 references to Schleiermacher.
He was frequently referred to in the early Prolegomena.
In
the second version his name tends to appear less frequently.
Barth's criticism of him is reflected in CD, I/2, 799, 813.
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Lutheran August Friedrich Christian Vilmar (1800-1868),
repristination theologian Christopher Ernst Luthardt (18231902), and the TUbingen biblicist Tobias Beck (1804-1878).111
In passing he also referred to the conservative Erlangen
dogmatician Franz Hermann Frank (1827-1894) who had produced
a commentary on the Lutheran Formula of Concord. 112

Of the

more liberal Lutherans, Barth listened to Philip Konrad
Marheineke (1780-1846) and Isaak August Dorner (1809-1884)~ 13
Still other Lutherans that were touched upon were the pietistic Schleiermacher disciple Richard Rothe (1799-1867), the
politically oriented liberal Friedrich Naumann (1860-1919),
and the New Testament
We iss (1863-1914).

and early church scholar Johannes

Barth also remembered the two Danish

Lutherans, dogmatician Hans L. Martensen (1808-1884) and
theological and social critic S5ren Kierkegaard (1811-1855).
As has already bee n observed, Kierkegaard used to be one of
the significant influences on Barth.

This, however, was no

longer true at the time of the writing of the first Prolegomena.114

The Doctrinal Theology of Heinrich Schmidt (1811-

1885) served Barth as a source book for Lutheran orthodox

111 References to Menken: ChrD, pp. 373, 377, 438:
references to Vilmar: ChrD, pp. vi, 37, 115: references
to Beck: ChrD, pp. 29, 87, 377, 404, 438: references to
Luthardt: ChrD, pp. 83, 87, 449.
112Reference to Frank:

ChrD, p. 29.

113 References to Marheineke: ChrD, pp. 102, 118-19:
references to Dorner: ChrD, pp. vi, 93, 198.
114References to Kierkegaard:

ChrD, pp. vi, 72, 404.
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theology in 1927.

By 1932 Barth abandoned the work in favor

of sources themselves. 115

A similar experience occurred with

Heinrich Heppe's (1820-1879) work for Reformed dogmatics.
Alexander Schweizer's work was used in both Prolegomena.116
Albrecht Ritschl (1822-1889) who received considerable attention in the 1932-1938 Prolegomena, was only noticed in
passing in 1927. 117 Also, only minor influence was exerted
in 1927 b y the liberal Lutheran Johann Christian Konrad von
Hofmann (1810-1877), church historian Karl Heinrich
Wei zsacker (1822-1899), rationalist Aloys Emanuel Biedermann
(1819-1885), the Schleiecmacher admirer Friedrich August B.
Nitzsch (1832-1898), and the Ritschlian liberal Richard
Adelbert Lipsius (1830-1892).

The historian Franz Overbeck

(1837 - 1905), whom Barth had cited often in earlier work, cont i nue d to be heard in the first Prolegomena.

References,

howeve r, became infrequent to him as the work was recast. 118
Other than what has already been alluded to, the 19321938 Prolegomena brought no surprises in theological dialogue.
As indicated, Ritschl became a frequently discussed writer

115References to Schmidt:
193, 284.

ChrD, pp. 83, 128, 131, 156,

116References to Alexander Schweizer: ChrD, pp. 29,
83, 88, 442; also see CD, I/1, 41, 128, 317, 323, 324, 348;
CD, I/2, 610, 616, 830, 879.
117 References to Ritschl:

ChrD, pp. 12, 97, 105.

118References to Overbeck: ChrD, pp. vi, 110, 230;
CD, I/1, 28; CD, I/2, 58, 494; also see ChrD, pp. 231, 264,
272, 273, 335-36.
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and Schleiermacher continued to attract attention.

Conserva-

tives Menken, Vilmar, Beck, and Luthardt appeared only
119
occasionally.
Much the same was the case with Alexander
Schweiz er, Marheineke, Dorner, Biedermann, Lipsius, von
Hofmann, Rothe, and Ludemann.

Naumann's name disappeared

altog ether, and references to Kierkegaard were kept at a
minimum. 120

Of the newly introduced men the most interesting

were Wilhelm Ma rtin Leberecht De Wette (1780-1849), the militantly Lutheran Claus Harms (1778-1855), the moderately
liberal He inrich Julius Holtzmann (1832-1910), and the
biblica lly -oriented Lutheran systematician Martin Kahler
(1835-1912) . 121
Dialogue with contemporaries
As Ba rth worked out his Prolegomena he made lively use
of contemporary authors, some of whom were his seniors while
others were younger men.

In 1927 frequent reference was

made to Ernst Troeltsch (1865-1923), his teacher Wilhelm
Herrmann (1846-1922), and the liberal Reformed theologian
Georg Wobbermin (1869-1943).

While the other two mainly

119 References to Menken: CD, I/1, 319: CD, I/2, 154,
607: references to Vilmar: CD,I/1, 6, 79, 89, 324: references to Beck: CD, I/2, 608-9, 728, 821: references to
Luthardt: CD, I/1, 28: CD, I/2, 291, 862.
120References to Kierkegaard: CD, I/1, 21, 126: CD, I/2,
385-86, 496.
121References to DeWette: CD, I/2, 79, 787, 830: references to Harms: CD, I/1, 72, 79: references to Holtzmann:
92, I/2, 546, 555, 558, 559: references to Kahler: CD, I/2,
58, 64, 786.
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served as examples of unsound theological method, Herrmann's
work was given a friendlier hearing. 122

Barth also listened

to and learned from his former Berlin professor Harnack
(1851-1930) • 123 Also reference was made, usually in disagreement, to his former teachers Julius Kaftan (1848-1926)
from Berlin and Theodor von Haring (1848-1928) from
Tubingen. 124

A modest debt was evident to the Lutheran
historian Reinhold Seeberg (1859-1935). 125 The work of neoProtestant Erich Sch~der (1861-1936) received considerable
attention, and professors Adolf Schlatter (1852-1938) of
Tubingen and Martin Rade (1857-1940) of Marburg were not
neglected. 126

Minor consideration was given to the Lutheran

Erlang en theologians Ludwig Ihmels (1858-1933) and Hermann
Bez zel (1861-1917), the Reformed Hermann Bavinck (1854-1921),
the Luther scholar Otto Scheel (1876-

), Lutheran theolo-

gians Johannes Weiss (1863-1914) and Rudolf Otto (1869-1937),
Friedrich Loofs (1858-1928), and Hans Hinrich Wendt (18531928).

Barth's mentors of the days of the Romerbrief

12 2References to Herrmann: Qll:,Q, pp. v, 12, 34, 84-85,
88, 93, 396: references to Troeltsch: ChrD, pp. v, 30, 52,
84, 115, 117, 129, 387, 405, 445, 449~ references to
Wobbermin: ChrD, pp. v, 11, 52, 54, 84, 88, 93.
123 References to Harnack:

ChrD, pp. 151, 173-74, 241-4~

124References to Kaftan: ChrD, pp. 84, 379, 449: references to Haring: ChrD, pp. 29, 84, 93, 129.
1 2 5References to Seeberg:

ChrD, pp. v, 29, 52, 302.

126 References to Schader: ChrD, pp. 53, 55, 92-93, 96-':17,
107: references to Schlatter: ChrD, pp. 13, 93, 142~ references to Rade: ChrD, pp. v, 36, 129.
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Christoph Blumhardt (1842-1919), Hermann Kutter (1863-1931),
and Leonhard Ragaz (1868-1945) did not figure prominently in
either of the Prolegomena. 127
In the later Prolegomena Wobbermin, Harnack, and
Troeltsch continued to be Barth's objects of frequent criticism.

Troeltsch, however, was less frequently mentioned

than previously.
tention.128

Also Haring and Sch~der received less at-

Surprisingly enough, Wilhelm Herrmann was

pr a ctically neglected. 129

The historical studies of Reinhold

Seeberg continued to be appreciated, and the Lutherans Karl
Holl (1866-1926) and Carl Stange (1870-1959) were introduced.130

Kaftan, Ra de, Otto, Bavinck, and Weiss continued

to be heard infrequently, and the names of Ihmels and Loofs
di s appeared altogether.

By 1927 the younger contemporaries of Barth had not
distinguished themselves as yet to deserve extended comment.
H. Emil Brunner (1889-1966) and Friedrich Gogarten (1887were not discussed at all, while Rudolf Bultmann (1884) and Paul Tillich (1886-1965) shared three references.131
127 References to Blumhardt: ~ , p p . v i , 1141 92, I/1,
319, 321: references to Kutter: Qll;:!2, pp. vi, 1141 CD, I/1,
82, 83, 319: references to Ragaz: CD, I/1, 82-83.
128References to Haring: CD, I/1, 348: CD, I/2, 8791
references to Schader: CD, I/1, 239, 249, 290.
l29References to Herrmann:

CD, I/1, 96, 290: ~ , t/2, 786.

130References to Holl: CD, I/1, 191, 223, 227, 405,
526: references to Stange: CD, I/2, 789, 828.
131References to Bultmann: £bl:12, pp. 235-36: references to Tillich: ~ , PP• 34, 385.
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Karl Heim (1874-1958) was the one to whom Barth turned most
frequently among his immediate contemporaries. 132
Stephan (1873-

Horst

), Heinrich Scholz (1884-1956), Friedrich

Brunstad (1883-1944), and Paul Althaus (1888-

) were also

mentioned.
By 1932, like Barth, his contemporaries had already
produced significant theological literature.

In comparison

to such famous church teachers as Luther, Calvin, Augustine,
or Schleiermacher they still occupi·ed a place in the background, but the work of Brunner, Bultmann, and Althaus was
beginning to make a significant contribution.

More often

than not Barth was critical of the younger theologians. 133
For example, he called Tillich's theology "ultimately uninteresting" and condemned him as an incorrigible heir of
liberal theology. 134

Other contemporary theologians with

whom Barth kept in touch were Wilhelm Vischer (1895Karl Heim, Eduard Thurneysen (1888-

),

), Martin Dibelius

(1883-1947), Gerhard Kittel (1888-1948), Horst Stephan, and
Heinrich Scholz.

Unwisely, however, Barth chose to ignore
the Lutheran Erlangen theologian Werner Elert (1885-1954) •135

132References to Heim:
39,
CD,
CD,
70,

ChrD, pp. 53, 55, 96, 437.

133 critic'ism of Brunner: CD, I/1, 27, 28, 29, 30-31,
273: CD, I/2, 183-84, 290-91: criticism of Bultmann:
I/1, 40, 42, 145, 146, 196, 459: criticism of Althaus:
I/2, 180-81: criticism of Tillich: CD, I/1, 52, 68, 69,
83, 150, 156, 209-10.
134 See CD, I / 1, 68, 83.

135only one reference to Elert appears in the Prolegomena.
See CD, I/2, 837.
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While quite capable and responsible in reconstructing his
contemporaries' views, he tends to repudiate their contribution by harsh criticism.

It must be said that a summary

dismissal of others rather than a fruitful and constructive
dialogue often weakened Barth's work.
Dialogue with Roman Catholics
The story of Barth and the Roman theologians is an
interesting one.

Perhaps no work of a Protestant dogmatician

is as sincerely appreciated by the Catholics as Barth's
Church Dogmatics.

He certainly did not attempt to gain ap-

proval and admiration by flattery.

Quite to the contrary,

he has frequently expressed dissatisfaction with the individual dogmas of the Catholic church.

He wrote once:

There is a whole series of dogmas of the Roman Catholic
Church which we could not acknowledge as dogmas, such
as that of justification coinciding with sanctification, or that of purgatory or that of seven as the
number of the Sacraments or that of the infallibility
of the Pope.136
Already in 1927 Barth took the Roman church to task for
mariological and other nonbiblical developments. 137

In the

second Prolegomena he criticised Catholic predilection for
natural theology, analogia entis, and the use of power in
the church. 138

He called the Catholic mariology

11

a diseased

136cn, I/1, 356.
137 chrD, pp. 265, 281, 346, 347, 349, 352, 386, 375,
432, 445.
138cn, I/1, 385~ CD, I/2, 146, 688.
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construct of theological thought. 11139

Why then the good will

toward Ba rth on the part of the Catholics?

Partly the answer

must be sought in the many favorable references to the
catholic scholastic tradition of Anselm and Aquinas.

No

Protestant theologian had listened to these fathers as attentively before.

Partly the answer is to be found in

Barth's vi e w of divine revelation and dogmatic method which
resemble significantly the ideas of the great system builders
of the Middle Ages.

Yet another reason was Barth's respect

for recent Roman Catholic theology.
In the 1927 Prolegomena Barth engaged in limited dialogue with the nineteenth and twentieth-century Catholics.
Rome wa s represented by Matthias Joseph Scheeben (1835-IB88),
Hug o Hurter (1832-1914), and especially Bernhard Bartmann
(1860-1938). 140

In the second Prolegomena Barth continued

to use Scheeben's and Bartmann's work more extensively and
widened the circle of Catholic sources by including Franz
Diekamp (1864-1943), Karl Adam (1876-1966), and Erich
Prz ywara (1889-

). 141

Occasionally Catholic dogrnaticians
142
J. Broun, J. Pohle, and J. Kuhn were also consulted.
139cn, I/2, 139.
140 Reference to Scheeben: ChrD, p. 348: references to
Hurter: ChrD, pp. 17, 347-48: references to Bartmann: ChrD,
pp. 161, 214, 268.
141References to Diekamp: CD, I/1, 13, 43, 295, 305,
306, 391, 411, 414, 420, 501, 544: CD, I/2, 32, 137, 141:
references to Adam: CD, I/1, 118: CD, I/2, 142, 145-46, 546:
references to Przywara: CD, I/1, 44, 152, 196: CD, I/2,
144, 564.
142cD, I/1, 420, 425, 497.
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Barth knew that the church was no debating club. 143

The

debate exists under the binding purpose of union in true
faith.

This was the context in which his dialogues must be

interpreted.

One must commend Barth for his extensive con-

tact with past theology, especially after 1932.

His work

would have bee n helped if he would have listened to English
speaking theologians and established a closer rapport with
non-Christian religions. 144

The former was impossible for

Barth because of his relatively late acquaintance with the
English language, the latter was excluded on principle that
non-f a ith must not be taken seriously.
Why Church Dogmatics?
The s econd version of the Prolegomena reflected a
cha nge in the title:

the Christliche Dogmatik had become

the Kirchliche Dogmatik.

Barth explained:

When the word 11 Church 11 replaces the word "Christian"
in the title of the book, that means firstly that with
regard to renouncing the light-hearted use, so much
combated by myself, of the great word "Christian" I
might proceed with good precedent--but also the material fact that a priori I might point to the circumstance
that dogmatics is not a '' free" science, but one bound
to the sphere of the Church~ where and where alone i t
is possible and sensible.14~

143cn, r/2, 592.
144This writer knows only of one reference to an English
work in the Prolegomena: Wilhelm Pauck's Karl Barth, Prophet
of a New Christianity, See CD, I/1, 291.
145cn, I/1, ix.
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Dogmatics as Christian speech
In 1927 Barth defined dogmatics as:

"Dogmatik nennen

wir die Bernuhung urn die Erkenntnis des rechtmassigen Inhalts
christlicher, Rede von Gott und vorn Menschen. 11146

At this

time the term "Christian speech" was used frequently. 147
Barth explained what the term meant to him:

"Wir rneinen,

wenn wir christliche Rede sagen • • • das besondere Reden
• • • was die Christen zu Christen rnacht, von der christlich
v ers tandenen Beziehung von Gott und Mensch. 11148

Barth ar-

gued tha t the discipline of dogmatics depends on the
as sumption that Christian speech does not exist on its own,
that error does actually occur, and that there is proper and
improper speech in this matter.

It is also assumed that the

quest for a ~ of Christian speech about God and man is
legitimate and actually offered by such speech.
measuring rod is to be used.

No alien

The inner logic of Christian

speech has to be recognized as its norm.

Thus Christian

speech must put itself in question in order to be, or better,
to become, what it purports to be:

Christian speech.

wise, dogmatics is also God's accomplishment.

Like-

Here, too, the

assumption is that Christian speech can and must be taken

146chrD, P• 1.
147 see ChrD, pp. 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9, 10, 14, 18, 19,
25, 26, 30, 34, et al.
148 Ibid., p. 2.
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seriously.

Within human limitations this speech may expect

to convey the proper content of Christian speech.

With this

presupposition dogmatics stands under, over, and by the
Christian spee ch.

It is under it insofar that it recognizes

that the material with which it works must come exclusively
from the Christian speech~ it is over it in the sense that
it tests the spee ch as to its proper content~ and it stands
by the s p e e ch in witnessing to its content of Christian
truth. 149
While e mphasizing the role of Christian speech, Barth
d i d not neglect the church.

He recognized that the latter

was the f ellows hip of those called to utter Christian speech
a s witnesses of the God-man relationship set forth in the
kerygma.

Barth knew that when the church, or the individual

member of the church, spoke in the name of the church then
kerygma happened.
church members.

This Christian speech was demanded from
One may say that such speaking is respon-

sible, because it happens in the context of promise and
expectation that truth is spoken.

Christian speech is

worthy of belief whether it is uttered by a corporate confession or by the individual speaking for the church.
Although church proclamation is the only type of Christian
spee ch which deserves faith, it is actually the individual
in the church who utters church proclamation. 150

149

Ibid., PP• 2-3.

150 Ibid., pp. 22-23.
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It is clear from the above that Barth established a close
tie between the church and Christian speech and thus between
dogmatics and the church.

References to the church in dog-

matic thinking were quite numerous in the 1927 Prolegomena,
howeve r, the term church dogmatics was seldom used.

At this

time he prefe rred to speak of Christian dogmatics in the
151
context of the church.
Barth consistently maintained
t h a t the p reacher as well as the dogmatician must speak
h 152
f rom wi. t h i. n th e c h urc.
Dogmatics as science in the church, by the church, and for
the church
In the 1932 Prolegomena Barth defined dogmatics as follows :

"As a theological discipline, dogmatics is the

s cientific test to which the Christian Church puts herself
rega r d ing the language about God which is peculiar to her. 11153
One notices the absence of the phrase 11 Christian speech."
This was not accidental since it is also absent in the e ns uing discussion.

Now the emphasis is that dogmatics tests

the language of the church.

What does Ba rth intend to ex-

press by the new emphasis on the church7
be threefold.

The answer seems to

Barth does not want the reader to miss that

151 Ibid., P• 443.
152 Ibid., p. 441.
153c::D, I/1, 1.
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dogmatics is possible only in the church, that it must be
engaged in by those who are within the community of the
church, and that the discipline of dogmatics serves the
church and, as such, also the world.
In the church.-- Dogmatics must be church dogmatics because
only in the church is there Christian proclamation, revelation, the Word of God, and salvation.

Barth insisted that

God alone turns man into a recipient of divine revelation.
He does this in the area of the church.

Both the Old and

the New Testament, felt Barth, bore witness to this fact.
Barth said:

154

"Revelation singles out the Church as the locus

of true religion . 11155

He even claimed that 11 the Church can-

not be thought of otherwise than the reality of God's
revelation for us. 11 15 6

By this he meant that the church

stood in direct relationship to the revelation of God.

Al-

though revelatory, this relationship was a subordinate one
for the church.

God alone is the One who initiates the re-

lationship by His free act.

In another connection he spoke

of the church as a sign of revelation, but cautioned that it
157
ought not to be equated with the Word of God.
But God's
Word remains free:

11 The freedom of God's Word is its freedom

to found for itself a Church. 11158

Dogmatics is the function

154co, 1/2, 210-11.
155co, I/2, 298.

156cD, I/2, 221.

157 co, I/2, 500.

158co, I/2, 687.
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of the hearing church and as such stands under the Word of
God.

This means that the task of dogmatics is to listen and

to call the church to listen afresh to the Word of God.

This

leads Ba rth to conclude that dogmatics, properly understood,
is a function of the learning church in which the Word of
God is both the only norm and the only legitimate subject
mat ter. 1 59
Dogmatics must be church dogmatics because only in the
church is s alvation obtainable.

Barth wrote cautiously:

We must, of course, make many reservations in face of
the Roman Catholic interpretation of the necessity of
the Church to salvation. But the necessity itself it
would be unwise whether to reject or to avoid.
Indeed, it is necessarily prescribed for us, when we ask
concer ning the subjective reality of revelation.1 6 0
The subjective reality of revelation, which is the
r e a l ity o f the church, is the realm of grace.

This realm

i s unfailing where men are God's children for Christ's sake.
Wi t hout this truth there can be no salvation.

This estab-

lishe s the truth that extra ecclesiam nulla salus. 161

It

f ollows that for dogmatics to be soteriologically relevant,
it must work in the sphere of the church.

By the church.-- Dogmatics is properly church dogmatics because it is produced by the community, or rather, individual
representatives of the community of believers.

Barth re-

minded the readers that, first of all, there is the church,

159cn, I/2, 797.
l60cn, I/2, 213.

161cn, I/2, 216.
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and only then, through it, there are believers.
of priorities is not reversible. 162

The order

Barth wrote:

for the Word of God is not spoken to individuals, but
to the Church of God and to individuals only in the
Church. The Word of God itself, therefore, demands
this community of hearing and receiving. Those who
really hear and receive it do so in this community.
They would not hear and receiyg it if they tried to
withdraw from this community. 3
Of course the members of the church are not a mass of interchangeable specimens.

Within the context of their relation164
ships to one another they maintain their individuality.

The context of the church is essential.

The isolated

65
individual cannot be a father or a brother in the churchf
Thus a dogmatician must first become a member of the community of hearers and believers before he can exercise his
s pecial task of testing the faithfulness of the message in
the church.
Barth is aware that the individuals in the church to
whom the Word of God is entrusted partake of human weaknesses.166

The human dimension of the church must not be

minimized. 167

In a measure, it can, and already has, been

unfaithful to its essence.

Barth put i t well:

We can and must say, of course, that where the Church
is, there also we have always this church which is not
the Church, i.e., that in the Church the work of sin
and apostasy is always going on as well. There is no

162cn, r/2, 211.

163cn, I/2, 588.

164cn, r/2. 703.

165cn, 1/2, 591.

166cn, I/2, 746.

167cn, I/1, 100.
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time at which to a greater or less degree the Church
does not also have the appearance of such a church.
There is no time at which to a greater or lesser degree it is not actually a church in this sense.168
The unfaithfulness of the church is only one aspect of its
existence.

Its faithful obedience to the Lord bears wit-

ness to the Word of God which it has heard in the past and
which it expects to proclaim in the future.

Barth took

pains to point out that only when the Word of God comes to
the individual in the church, can he hear it as the Word
which was spoken to the church. 169

Barth described his ex-

perience as a Christian and as a dogrnatician as follows:
In confessing, I make known in the Church the faith
I have received by and from the Word of God. I declare that my faith cannot be kept to myself as
though it were a private matter. I acknowledge that
general and public character of my faith by layina it
before the generality, the public of the Church. 170
This does not, of course, imply that the dogrnatician may
foist his ideas on the church.

Barth observed:

On the contrary, I do it to submit it to the verdict
of the Church, to enter into debate with the rest of
the Church about the common faith of the Church, a
debate in which I may have to be guided, or even opposed and certainly corrected, i.e., an open debate
in which I do not set my word on the same footing as
the Word of God, but regard it as a question for general consideration according to the Word of God
commonly given to the Church.1 7 1
The Word of God itself demands this community of hearing,
receiving, proclaiming, and theological testing which is
the proper task of the dogrnatician.

l68cn, I/2, 213.

169cn, I/2, 703.

l?OCD, I/2, 588.

171

Ibid.
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Dogmatics is church dogmatics because it is produced by
a very special and limited part of the church.
Barth maintained that dogmatics could not withdraw from
the visible listening church and escape into an imagined
unity of the so-called invisible church which transcended
church distinctions and divisions.

It would only be a faith

of fantasy which sought to stand above and beyond the various separated churches.

The place from which dogmatics,

even ecumenical dogmatics, is worked out can be only a
specific place in the divided reality of the church.

Barth

outlined the specific character of the vantage point for
dogmatics:
Therefore the place from which dogmatics, even ecumenical dogmatics, is to be pursued, can only be a
specific place of this kind: specified by the experience through which the Church has here been founded
and maintained; specified by these fathers and this
dogma; specified as this place from which, without
prejudice to faith in the invisible una sancta, but
in obedience to the one Lord of the one Church, other
places and the dogmatics pursued in them, are to be
seen, understood and valued, not simply and neutrally
as other and therefore interesting varieties of the
same genus, but seriously in all their differentiation,
perhaps in their strangeness, perhaps even in their
heretical separatedness.172
For Barth church dogmatics was of necessity Reformed
dogmatics.

By this he meant a dogmatics of the peculiar

church which was purified and reconstructed by the work of
Calvin and the testimony of the Reformed confessions.

No

sectarian sense is intended where the emphasis would be on

172cn, r/2, 824.
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certain historical peculiarities.

Therefore Reformed dog-

matics may not be nor should it wish to be called "Reformed."
Church dogmatics or simply dogmatics will suffice.

Barth

argued:
No matter what Lutherans or Anglicans may say on the
same point, when it is a matter of the meaning and
reach of confessionalism in the antithesis between the
Evangelical Churches, our own attitude tells us that
when we speak of the Lutheran, Reformed or Anglican
Church, we are not speaking of three different
Churches, but of the three present forms of one and the
same Church--the Evangelical Church, the one holy,
catholic and apostolic Church.173
Barth was unwilling to say Anathema sit either to the
Anglican or to the Lutheran doctrine.

He believed that

neither was opposed to the essence of the Reformed teaching,
but onl y in debate with it. 174

When Barth spoke of the

"Evangelical Church" and the "church" in his Church Dogmatics, he meant the Evangelical Reformed Church in conformity
with the position of the fathers and the dogma of that church
in obedience to the Word of God.

He maintained that the

loyalty to this place in the church must be maintained unless
the Word of God dictated otherwise. 175

This view, however,

was not intended to militate against the stance that where
dogmatics exists, it must do so only with the will to be a
church dogmatics, that is, a dogmatics of the ecumenical
church.

Barth wrote:

173cn, r/2, 831.
174cn, I/2, 832.
175cn, I/2, 830.
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The only dogmatics which can speak convincingly to the
whole Church is one which is seriously aware of its
responsibility towards the whole Church, so that it
is not concerned with any idiosyncrasies and peculiarities~ but with the one truth which is universally
valid.1 1 6
Dogmatics is properly church dogmatics because it is
faithful to the Lord of the church.
Barth's Prolegomena makes it clear that the church has
no reality apart from Jesus Christ. 177

In the sphere of the

church of Jesus Christ the Evangelical confession of faith
178
is, wills to be, and will be present at all times.
In
Christ the church overcomes its incapacity and unworthiness,
and becomes worthy and capable of speaking about God. 179
Barth knows that not many Scripture references refer explicitly to the church as such.
are:

The ones that come to mind

Rom. 12:3: 1 Cor. 12:4: Eph. 4, and 1 Peter 2:5.

This

indicates that the Scriptures identify existence in Christ
with the existence in the church.

Barth cleverly added that

"the difference between them is as that between existence in
heaven and existence on earth. 11180
Barth demands that church dogmatics, if it really seeks
to be that, must summon the courage to set itself free from
alien dominion of general truths and surrender itself for the

176CD
_, I/2, 823.
177cn
_, I/2, 214.

178CD
_, I/2, P• 573.

179cn
_, I/2, 757.

1socn
_, I/2, P• 212.
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Christian freedom in Christ.

In order to restore the proc-

lamation of the church to truly Christian truth, dogmatics
must have the fortitude to place Christology and the doctrine
of the Trinity at the head of its pronouncements. 181

This

makes it clear that the Christological orientation of Barth's
Church Dogmatics was not a theological accident.

To con-

elude, dogmatics, in order to be truly dogmatics, must be
Christologically oriented and obedient to Jesus Christ as
the Lord of the church.
For the church:

dogmatics is church dogmatics because it

functions for the church.-- According to Barth, dogmatics is
the equipment for church proclamation.

It must formulate

the propositions to be pondered before the preacher casts
the church proclamation into propositions.
practical side to dogmatics.

Thus there is a

Dogmatics as gnosis, without

refere nce to the task of the church, that is, dogmatics as
metaphysics, however profound, spiritual, and logical, is
not scientific or churchly. 182

Scientific dogmatics inquires

into the agreement of past and future church proclamation
with the revelation attested to in the Holy Scriptures.

It

formulates church doctrine so that church dogma might be
proclaimed in the witness of the church. 183

181cD, I/2, 124.

Barth speaks of

182cD, I/1, 321.

183 Barth frequently spoke of "Church doctrine." See
CD, I/1, 382, 399, 400, 403, 426, 431, 436.
He also speaks
of "Church dogma." See CD, I/1, 448, 475, 4847 CD, I/2,
173, 174, 203.
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the practical nature of dogmatics when he says:

"The system

of Christian truth can be the task of dogmatics only so far
as it is a matter of the Christian truth proclaimed and to
be proclaimed • • • • 11184

Thus dogmatics uses church proc-

lamation as raw material to test it and measure it, and to
ready i t for future church proclamation. 185

Said Barth:

"The normal and central fact with which dogmatics has to do
is, very simply, the Church's Sunday sermon of yesterday
and to-morrow, and so it will continue to be. 11186

Since the

church is a fallible, human entity, it needs to listen to
church dogmatics from which it will learn how to speak about
God, revelation, and faith.

It must be, however, remembered

that church dogmatics cannot establish what God, revelation,
and faith are as such. 187
It has been established that dogmatics is a function of
the church and that it lives in it. 188
that dogmatics relates to the world.

But i t is also true

This is so because, "It

is impossible to be absolutely outside the Church, to have
absolutely no part in it. 11189

How so?

Professor Barth ex-

plained that every man is actually related to the church by
the fact that he exists with i t in the space between the
ascension and the parousia of Jesus Christ.

By virtue of the

184cn, I/1, 321.

185cn, I/1, 88.

186cn, I/1, 91.

187 cn, I/1, 95-96.

188cn, I/1, 97.

189cn, I/2, 423.
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reconciliation effected in Jesus Christ, the existence of
the church in the world has a representative significance.
Even though all men do not belong to the church, they should
not be regarded as untouched by or not participating in the
mission for fellowman which man acquired in the church.
11

The existence of the Church means, 11 says Barth, "that a

summons is given to the humanity which is around it but does
not belong to it.

It means that a character indelibilis is

imparted to man as such. 11190
Have Analogia Entis and Natural Theology
Been Completely Disowned7
Analogia entis versus analogia fidei
In the 1927 Prolegomena Barth did not work with the
terms analogia entis and analogie fidei.

The former was

totally absent and the latter was used in a general, nonBarthian sense. 191

It will be recalled from Chapter IV that

at the time of the writing of the second ROmerbrief, Barth
was developing his ideas which came to be known as analogia
fidei.

Barth began to insist that the divine human rela-

tionship which was established by God alone and apprehended
by faith alone was possible only in the context of Christian
faith.

He continued to develop these ideas during the years

190cn, I/2, 422.
19lchrD, P• 372.
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that elapsed between the two Prolegomena.

This was evident

in "Schicksal und Idee in der Theologie 11 (1929) and Anselm:
Fides Ouaerens Intellectum (1931).

However, the specialized

Ba rthian term analogia fidei was not used until the second
Prolegomena.

The analogia entis and its Roman roots and

theological dangers were already discussed in

11

Schicksal und

Idee in der Theologie."
Although Barth did not discuss the analogia entisanalogia fidei conflict in the 1927 Prolegomena, it is evid e nt tha t he did not build his knowledge of God on the
similarity of God and man in the category of being.

Simi-

larly , while not defining the analogy of faith, he insists
throughout the work that revelation occurred on God's initiative and through God's act, and thus knowledge of God
was possible only as the result of a definite divine act.
After Barth had had some time to reflect on his 1927 effort,
he decided that the new version of the Prolegomena must inelude an extensive discussion of the analogia entis-analogia
fidei conflict in order to forestall any misunderstandings.
The new version rejected the analogia entis relationship
explicitly and proposed that man can know God and talk meaningfully about Him only in view of analogia fidei.
Barth stated in the 1932-1938 Prolegomena that language
about God had the proper content when i t conformed to the
essence of the church.

He found support in Rom. 12:6,
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from where he borrowed his term analogia fidei. 192

As long

as dogmatics performed its task by calling upon the measure
which it found in Jesus Christ and which was rooted in the
event of the divine action in accordance with the promise
given to the church, it truly would lead to the knowledge of
the truth. 193

Barth insisted that Christian language had to

be investigated as to its conformity to Christ.
take place only in the context of faith.
only in faith,

11

This could

"In faith and

Barth said, "is human action related to the

essence of the Church, to the revealing and reconciling
action of God. 11194

In Christ the proper content of the

language about God becomes a certain reality.

The event

which proceeds from God and its human conceptual formulation
in speech can become one in faith, but must always be distinguished from one another in the context of faith.

God

remains God and man remains man, but communication becomes
possible which is absent without the divine event. 195

This

means that a conformity of man to God takes place in faith.
By apprehending the Word of God in faith, man is made fit
for apprehending it.

One must, however, keep in mind that

this conformity is not a human possession which warrants
boasting; it is a gift bestowed on man to be used by him.

192cn, I/1, 11.

193cn, I/1, 12.

194cn, I/1, 10.

195see CD, I/1, 12.
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Barth has pointed out that the apprehension of the Word would
be impossible if in and along with this event no analogy, no
similarity , between the speaker and the hearer were established.

But, in spite of all dissimilarity, a point of

contact is established which the biblical writers call the
image of God in man.

This possibility for God was annihi-

lated in the catastrophe of the Fall, insisted Barth.
capacity for God by nature was lost.

Man's

After the Fall, the

point of contact, if it is to be at all, must be awakened
through Christ.

This restored or, better, newly created

rectitudo in Christ is as real as the newly created possibility for the Word of God.

The reconciliation of man with

God in Christ includes this freshly established point of
contact.

From this it is clear that the point of contact

is unreal outside the context of faith.
In faith a man is created .!2Y the Word of God for the
Word of God, existing in the Word of God, not in himself, not in virtue of his humanity and personality,
nor from the standpoint of creation, for what is possible from the standpoint of creation from man to God
has actually been lost through the Fall. Thus this
point of contact also, like everything becomes real
in faith1 i.e., through the grace of reconciliation
. . . 1~6

.

Barth was willing to call the possibility of apprehending
the Word of God conformity with God.

He was aware that his

position was similar to that of the Roman Catholic analogia
entis, and he cautioned that the two should not be confused.
Analogia entis, with its effect of turning grace into nature,

196cn, I/1, 273-74.
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affirms the actuality of the likeness of the creature to his
God even in the fallen condition.

The profane "es gibt"

(there is) becomes applicable even to God and divine things.
This would establish a continuous relationship between God
and man, and the objective revealedness of God. 197

Barth

s trongl y rejecte d the analogia entis, suggesting that it was
the b est reason for refraining from Roman Catholicism. 198
According t o Ba rth, it was not the category of being but
tha t o f act ion which the creature has in common with the
Creat or, a s the human decision, in faith and amidst all diss i mil a rity, becomes similar to the decision of the grace of
God.

Not a n ontological similarity but a divine dynamic

decision, accomplished in Christ and apprehended by faith,
b r ackets man to God.
It is clear that Barth did not oppose the concept of
a n a logy as s uch.

He e xplained:

We do not oppose the Catholic doctrine of the analogia
entis b y a denial of the concept of analogy. But we
say that the analogy in question is not an analogia
entis, but according to Rom. 12, 6 the ~VOI...AoJ-[oL r;J.s
;rta-rL'-4,)S', the correspondence of the thing known with
the knowing, of the object with the thought, of the
Word of God with the word of man in thought and in
speech, even as it distinguishes true Christian prophecy taking place in faith from all that is untrue.
This analogia fidei is, of course, also the meaning of
the wonderful Pauline passages in which human knowledge
of God is converted into man's being known by God.
Paul
calls the Christians 0 ;,-tvTE,3 t1e,.o~, only to amend it

197 cn, I/1, 44.
198cn, I/1, x: also see pp. 192, 198.
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Obviously it
is this 4 ,; «.J 6 t!J?-.Y-. e,.. that distinguishes their ,y1,ytIJ~KCW
as Christians from their g~rlier heathen non-knowledge
about God (Gal. 4, 8f.). 1

Even in a Christian the divine possibility of being known by
God remains distinct from man's possibility of knowing God.
The l a tter cannot exhaust the former~ only an analogical relationship exists.

To see God without dissimilarity is only

a n eschatological possibility.

Robert McAfee Brown has

summed up the matter instructively:
We cannot • • • look at man and derive conclusions
about God. But we can look at God (since he has revealed himself) and derive conclusions about man. This
is the analogia fidei, the analogy of faith~ in which
God is the analogue and man the analogate.2u0
Knowledge of God:

reve lation versus natural knowledge

Barth's attitude of extreme caution, if not open rejection of natural theology, is well known.

A study of both

Prolegomena confirms that no part of his theology is based
on natural knowledge.

Summarizing what he had to say on God

in revelation, Barth wrote in 1927:
in seiner Offenbarung.

"Gottes Wort ist Gott

Gott offenbart sich als der Herr.

Er allein ist der Offenbarer:
selber ist das Offenbarte. 11201

Er ist ganz Offenbarung.

Er

Barth explained that revela-

tion means that "the Lord speaks,." and thus reveals Himself

199cn, I/1, 279.
200 Georges Casalis, Portrait of Karl Barth, translated
from the French with an introduction by Robert McAfee Brown
(Garden City, New York: Doubleday & Company, 1963), p. 15.
20lchrD, P• 126.
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who He is.

It is illegitimate to assume that partial knowl-

edge of God is the true knowledge.

Barth indicated that in

the 1927 Prolegomena was not the place where the problem of
natura l theology, natural religion, and natural knowledge
ought to be discussed.

However, he made it clear that he

did not share the confidence of the Roman Catholic and
sixtee nth-century Protestant theologians in natural theology.
For him the r e velatio naturalis could mean no more than the
question of man's recognition of the problem of revelation.
If revelatio naturalis was assumed to reveal the Lord, even
p a rtly, then he wanted no part of such revelation.

As far

a s he was concerned, either revelation is the Truth or it is
no reve lation.

Wrote Professor Barth:

Die Wahrheit, die wirklich a Spiritµ sancto ist, kann
dann nicht eine particula veri, eine Teilwahrheit sein.
Sie ist dann entweder die ganze Wahrheit, oder sie ist
nicht Offenbarung. Man getraue sich die Behauptung,
dass man die Stimme des einen wahren Gottes, des Gottes
Abrahams, Isaaks und Jakobs, des Gottes und Vaters Jesu
Christi, des Gottes der Kirche gehort habe, vom Sternenhimmel her, im Gewissen, in der Heidenwelt--getraut man
sich das nicht, dann schweige man von Offenbarung. Gott
ist ganz in seiner Offenbarung.202
Barth believed that to speak of God means to let God Himself
speak of Himself.2o 3

Thus the knowledge of God becomes pos-

sible only through the Word of God as witnessed to us through
Scriptural testimony and as proclaimed in the sermon.

2 0 2 Ibid., pp. 136-37.
203 Ibid., pp. 336-37.
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In the 1932-1938 Prolegomena Barth explicitly resisted
the temptation of natural theology.

The self-revealing God,

he said, must be known in the process of his revelation in
order to be known at ali. 204

Man can and does know God, but

this knowledge happens only i n faith in Jesus Christ. 205
This fa i th gra sps the promise of being led into all truth
a nd recogni z es that the knowledge of God is His fre e , undeserved g race. 206
His Word .

The truth is that God reveals Himself in

But God's Word ceases to be grace, in fact, grace

ceases t o be grace, if one ascribed to man "a disposition
t oward thi s Word , a possibility of knowledge independent of
i t a nd peculiar in itself, over against this Word. 11207
The p o ssibility of knowing God, like God Himself, comes to
man by f ree grace.

Men can and do know the Word of God and
208
God Hi mself because, and only so far as, God wills it.

A general human capacity to know God and His Word is impossible.

The r e ality of the knowledge of God exists in faith

alone. 209
Barth did not allow for a negative point of contact for
210
the Word of God in natural man.
Even the event of the
Incarnation, he felt, did not prove a special property in

204cn
_, I / 1, 343.
2oscn
_, I/1, 12.

206cn
_, I/1, 135.

207cn
_, I/1, 221.

208cn
_, I/1, 223-24.

209cn
_, I/1, 261.

21ocn
_, I/1, 271.
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man to become a bearer of the revelation of God. 211

God

alone, insisted Barth, creates the possibility, power, and
capacity for Himself, and then assigns it to man. 212
Barth raised the question of natural knowledge in terms
of Rom. 1:18-21 and concluded that it was not Paul's intention to teach natural theology.

The very words which are

usually alluded to as proving the existence of non-biblical
reve lation are in reality a constituent part of the apostolic
ker ygma.

"It is from a knowledge of God," said Barth, "a

knowledge of Him on the basis of revelation, that men always
start when revelation comes to them in Christ (Rom. 1:19) • 11 213
It is clear that Barth did not deny the general relig iou s capacity of man.

He wrote:

We cannot, therefore, interpret the attempt as a
harmonious cooperating of man with the revelation of
God, as though religion were a kind of outstretched
hand which is filled by God in His revelation. Again,
we cannot say of the evident religious capacity of man
that it is, so to speak, the general form of human
knowledge, which acquires its true and proper content
in the shape of revelation. On tyf contrary, we have
here an exclusive contradiction. 2
Exercising his religious capacity man would not come to know
God as Lord.

His knowledge would not be Truth but fiction,

with no relationship to the true God.
an anti-God.

He simply would create

This, however, can become clear to him only in

God's true revelation. 215
211GD
_, I/2, 43.
212CD
_, I/2, 199.

213CD
_, I/2, 306.

214co
_, I/2, 303.

215 Ibid.
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Barth further limited man's role in the event of revelation by insisting that God and man are not independent and
equal partners in the event.

The doctrine of the divinity

of the Spirit and the independence of the Spirit's divine
mode of existence show that man is called in question "in
his own house.

11

Man has no privilege or claim against God.

"The dogma of the Holy Spirit means that in every respect
man can only be present at God's revelation, as a servant is
present at his master's action • • • • 11216

This divine work

of God places a claim on man which precludes both an overoptimistic or pessimistic self-assertion.

Just as little as

man should flaunt before God his accomplishments and indulge
in self-glorification, so also he should refrain from withholding his humanity from the service of grace on the pretext
.
217
o f un f 1tness.
Barth also denied the role of history in natural revelation.

He denied that revelation was the ultimate and

deepest content and meaning of history.
revelation is not a predicate of history.

To put i t otherwise,
In this connection

Barth repudiated his own statement of the 1927 Prolegomena
where, following Overbeck, he had called revelation "primehistory" or

11

qualified history. 11218

In the new Prolegomena

Barth insisted that history is a predicate of revelation.

216cn, I/1, 535-36.
218cn, I/2, 58.

217cn, I/2, 102.

Also see ChrD, pp. 230-31.
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Biblical revelation is a historical event.

This means that

the Bible regards revelation as a concrete relation which
occurred to concrete men in history. 219

Of course, a his-

torical event as human event is not in itself revelation.
Barth clarified his view:
Millions in the ancient East may once have heard the
name Yahweh and sometime or another have seen His
temple. But this historical element was not revelation. Thousands may have seen and heard the Rabbi of
Naz areth.
But this historical element was not revelation. Even the historical element at the resurrection
of Christ, the empty grave regarded as an element in
this event~ that might possibly be fixed, was certainly
not revelation. This historical element, like everything historical, is admittedly susceptible of an even
higher trivial interpretation.220
According to Barth neither was religion a part of
divine reve lation and a stepping stone to the knowledge of
God.

For him religion was a human attempt to anticipate

what God in His revelation willed to do and has accomplished.
The divine r e ality is replaced by a concept of God arbitrarily and willfully evolved by man. 221

To take one's starting

point in religion is to build on anthropological foundations
to the detriment of divine revelation.

Although the attempt

may be interpreted as a work of sincere piety and good intentions, it essentially leads to man creating God for
himself and after his own irnage.

222

Does all the above then mean that revelation outside
the Bible is an absolute impossibility,

Barth would not

219cn, r/1, 374.

220cn, I/1, 373.

22lcn, r/2, 302.

222cn, I/2, 6.
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agree altogether.

God can, and perhaps has, used natural

vehicles for revelation, but they can become revelation only
in the light of the biblical Word.

Revelation, properly

speaking, is the Word of God, and God can be known only when
this Word is heard. 223
Deus revelatus to Deus absconditus
Already in 1927 Barth was aware that in order to come
to know the Deus absconditus the Christian church must turn
to Deus revelatus.

This movement is not reversible.

In

His revelation, and particularly there, God is a hidden
God.

224

So one has to come to know the Deus revelatus in

order to come to know the Deus absconditus.

The hiddenness

is not due to a deficiency in man, but because of the absoluteness by which God gives Himself.

The living, absolute,

creator God is and remains the indissoluble Subject of
revelation.

In order for this God to be known, He must

become, and He has done so, the Deus absconditus in order
to reveal Himself as God, in order that Deus revelatus might
be known. 225

In 1927 Barth spoke on the matter as follows:

Der verborgene Gott (Deus absconditus) 1st auch der
offenbare Gott (Deus revelatus), so gewiss immer auch
das Umgekehrte zu sagen ist. ~K r"l~v~ ,'vYCV(f'"l(o~v
l Kor. 13, 9, wir erkennen ihn nur bruchstUckweise,
d. h. in dieser Brechung, dialektisch, von Gott aus

2-23 See CD, I / 1, 381.
224_
_ , P• 216 •
chrD

225 Ibid., pp. 243-45.
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.....

gesehen ist aber zu sagen: Gott gibt das 71'V~ ..J~oi...
nicht &i<. ,.v..,il7-' o v , nicht in Quanten, Joh. 3, 34,
sondern ganz oder gar nicht und von demselben 77~~v~~:
es erforscht '1iol-//' ;-o,1. K li>(C:,. rd- 1.3,;i 0?,
r"
Be Q ,{} ,
1 Kor. 2, 10, und von Christus: In 1.hm wohnt ii~ y ro
,,;., 1~ -.,...c-c, o<:.
0, OT'/ ros C..J,,J,,L,04.rt.K<,Js Kol. 2, 9.
Wer den offenbaren Gott erkennt, der und nur der erkennt
auch den verborgenen Gott. 2 ~ 6

v

ii~

In the second Prolegomena Barth built on what he had
done in 1927.

There was no nee d to repudiate the line from

Deus revelatus to Deus absconditus.

What needed to be done

was to build on this scheme and amplify, explain, and apply
it more fully.

This Barth proceeded to do.

He stressed the

hiddenness of God by pointing out that both the Old and the
Ne w Testament were witnesses to the revelation in which God
remained a hidden God, indeed declared Himself to be the
hidden God by revealing Himself. 227
mystery , insisted Professor Barth. 228

God is ever and again a
The miracle is that

from the De us absconditus proceeds revelation without a disa ssociation from divine mystery, and, secondly, that in the
r e v e lation a real procession of God from His mystery takes
place. 229

The mysterium is the veiling of God in which He

mee ts men by actually unveiling Himself.
self:

To hear Barth him-

"The facts are that God Himself veils Himself and in

the very process--which is why we should not dream of intruding into the mystery--unveils Himself. 11230

By saying

226rbid., p. 137.
227 cn, I/2, 84.

228cn, I/1, 369.

229cn
_, r/1, 380-81.

230cn, I/1, 192.
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that God's unveiling happens in veiledness, it is underscored that it was God's revelation that came to man rather
than man coming to God.

The latter alternative would lead

to theological shipwreck.231
By insisting on the movement of faith from Deus
revelatus to Deus absconditus, Barth once more has stressed
his disavowal of anthropological foundations in the theology
of the Word of God.

The writer is convinced that analogia

entis and natural theology never played a role in either of
the Prolegomena.

Where the change has occurred in reworking

the Prolegomena is that Barth# partly due to Anselm studies,
developed and explicitly formulated his concept of analogia
fidei which helped him to sharpen his antipathy to any kind
of anthropological foundations and gave him the theological
cutting edge with which to remove every and all possible
ambiguities that seemed to remain.
Have Remnants of Existentialism Been Removed?
Barth, philosophy, and Existentialism
Barth knows that no expositor has ever allowed the
Scriptures alone to speak.

Even a good biblicist like J. T.

Beck patently failed to do this. 232

In reading the Scrip-

tures, as in all other interpretive hearing and reading, men

231 cD, I/1, 193.
232_,
cn I/2, 728.
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use some sort of a key or scheme of thought as a "vehicle." 233
It is actually something of a grotesque comedy, suggested
Barth, when some critics point their finger to all other
theologians, past and present, accusing them of falling victim to one philosophy or another, while they, by implication,
wholly abide by the facts which their own two sound eyes
have beheld.

No one is free from a philosophical framework,

because such freedom is not humanly attainable.

Neither is

it true that a theologian exists who does not mingle the
Gospel with some philosophy except that which happens by a
divine free act in faith. 234

Thus, there is little point

in a theological criticism if i t simply rests on the affirmation that a theology or theological statement betrays more
or less obvious traces of the philosophical context of its
author and that i t uses a certain philosophical system of
ideas.
1

The question of legitimacy arises in regard to the

'how 11 of the use of philosophy. 235

Barth explained:

Every philosophy which is posited absolutely leads
necessarily to a falsification of Scripture because
to posit absolutely what is man's own and is brought
by him to the Word is an act of unbelief which makes
impossible the insight of faith and therefore a true
interpretation of the Word.236
A philosophical system must not become an end in itself.

A

theologian who is truly faithful to the Word of God cannot

233co, r/2, 729.

234co, r/2, 728-29.

235co, r/2, 729-30

236co, r/2, 732.
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afford to become an exponent of only one mode of thought.

To

allow oneself to be bound to one philosophy and ascribe to it
a universal necessity has the effect of claiming partnership
for it with the Word of God, and thus imprisoning and falsifying the Word. 237
Many contemporaries of Barth, notably Rudolf Bultmann,
have claimed for existentialist philosophy a special place
in the workshop of the theologian.

Existentialism is claimed

to be the right philosophy because it endeavors to deve lop
in suitable concepts the understanding of existence. 238
Ba rth has neve r b een warm towards Bultmann's preoccupation
with Ex ist entialism and the philosophy of Martin Heidegger
(born 1889), but undeniably he, too, has come in contact
with Existentialism.
Existentialism has been variously defined.

F. H.

Heinemann who introduced the term Existenzphilosophie in
1929 insists that his intention was to discredit Cartesianism
by suggesting that the philosophical study of man must begin
with the subject standing in a threefold relationship with
man, the universe, and God. 239

Carl Michalson defines i t

as "a way of life which involves one's total self in an

237 cn, I/2, 733.
238 see _John Macquarrie, An Existentialist Theology:
A Comparison of Heidegger and Bultmann (New York: Harper
& Row, 1965), p. 10.
239 F. H. Heinemann, Existentialism and the Modern
Predicament (Harper Torchbooks edition: New York: Harper
& Brothers, 1958), p. 1.
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attitude of complete seriousness about himself. 11240

Mac-

quarrie's definition is simply a "philosophy of being. 11241
He argues that since a theologian cannot escape ontological
assumptions, he cannot afford to bypass the disciplined
thinking of Existentialism.

What is more, contends

Macquarrie, Existentialism is not so much a philosophy as
a type of philosophy.

It is so broad that it has claimed

into its fold the atheism of Sartre, the Catholicism of
Marcel, the Protestantism of Kierkegaard, the Judaism of
Buber, and the Orthodoxy of Berdyaev. 242

Perhaps the best

known existentialist is Martin Heidegger, who has endowed
the movement with a vocabulary that tends to confuse rather
than enlighten the neophyte.

It is well known that the New

Testament scholar Rudolf Bultmann leaned heavily on his
colleague Heidegger in attempting to use Existentialism in
interpreting biblical thought for modern man.

For both

Bultmann a nd Heidegger two preliminary conceptions,
Fragestellung and Begrifflichkeit, were decisive.

They

became the main distinguishing characteristics of the exist e ntial approach to theology.

Fragestellung treats theolog-

ical questions as primarily questions of man's existence in
relation to God and interprets Scripture as statements which

240 carl Michalson, editor, Christianity and the Existentialists (New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1956), p. 4.
241Macquarrie, p. 8.
242 Ibid., p. 16.
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concer n man's existence.

The Begrifflichkeit, a system of

basic concepts derived from the philosophy of existence,
claims to have a nalyz ed in suitable concepts the understanding o f exist ence which is given with it.

The vast majority

of conte mp ora r y theologians who have found Existentialism
congenial to t h eir work, approach theology with the vocabul a r y d erived f rom the Heidegger-Bultmann tradition.
i s not

s o with Barth.

This

Although Barth and Bultmann shared

s ome common concerns in their caree rs, and although they
have wat ched each other's work with interest, Barth's theology a lmost f rom the start has pulled him in a different
d irection.

All this has bee n adequately traced by James

Sma rt . 243

As Ba rth wa s turning to the exploration of the

s ource o f God' s living Word in the Bible and the church,
Bul t mann b e c ame more convinced than ever that man can know
not hing o f God e x cept what is reflected in the e xistence of
man as h e re s p onds in faith to the e xistential confrontation
with the unknown God. 2 44
Ba rth's encounter with Existentialism occurred via the
prole ptic Danish thinker SOren Kierkegaard (1813-1855).
Kierkegaard, Heinemann claims correctly, was the originator
of the philosophical school of the existentialists and also

243James D. Asmart, The Divided Mind of Modern Theology:
Karl Barth and Rudolf Bultmann 1908-1933 (Philadelphia:
Westminster Press, 1967), passim.
244 Ibid., p. 136.
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the founding father of Barth's and Brunner's dialectical
theology. 245

Kierkegaard's dialectical method, his attack

on Christendom through contrasting the true Christianity
with a perverse one, his profound concept of the depth of
sin, and guilt, his emphasis on the individual, and his
stand for the subjectivity of truth made a deep impression
on Barth at the time of the Romerbrief.
that this was discussed in Chapter IV.

It will be recalled
Armed with the

Kierkegaardian principle of the infinite qualitative difference between God and man, Barth entered into the world
of existentialisms.

Borrowing ideas and vocabulary from

Kierkegaard, Overbeck, and Dostoevsky, Barth shocked the
theologians of the day and became a powerful force in reshapi ng the directions of twentieth-century religious
t h ought.

Many thought they recognized a prophetic spirit

in his message of evangelical theology which simultaneously
reflected orthodoxy and the language pattern of existentialist dialectic.

Barth, however, refused the dubious honor of

the prophet's mantle, and assured that he was only an "ordinary" theologian. 246

The course of his life, theological

teaching and thinking led him into Christliche Dogmatik, a
turn of events which he knew would not appeal to all his
earlier followers.

As already indicated and as will become

245 Heinemann, p. 30.
246ChrD, p. ix.
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increasingly evident below, Barth brought to his first dogmatic effort considerable existential vocabulary and even
ideas which owed a debt to Kierkegaard.

When in 1932 he

had decided to recast his Prolegomena one of his avowed intentions was to rid his dogmatics from existentialisms,
which h e f e lt contributed to obscuring his theological
intentions.

Barth proclaimed in the Foreword to the

Prolegomena of 1932:
I think I now have a better understanding of some
things ( a mong them my own purposes), in that to the
best of my ability I have cut out in this second
iss u e of the book everything that in the first issue
might give the slightest appearance of giving to
theology a basis, support, or even a mer e justification
in the way of existential philosophy.247
The question is, what does this program entail and how succes s fully was it carried out?
Voc a bulary of Existentialism and the Prolegomena
There was no lack of existentialist vocabulary in the
first Prolegomena.

Many of the expressions of the days of

the s econd ROmerbrief were v e ry much with Barth.

The vocab-

ulary was not primarily borrowed from Heidegger, but the
typical Heidegger terms were not altogether lacking.

Barth

spoke of "Dasein, 11248 "Existenz Frage, 11249 "existentiell, 11 250

247

cD, I/1, ix.

249 rbid., p. 79.

248
ChrD, pp. 274, 275, 300.
25 0ibid., pp. 224, 295, 296.
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"Existentialbewusstsein, 11251 and "das Risiko der Existenz. 11 252
Martin Heidegger's name, however, was not mentioned.

This

perha ps is not so strange since Heidegger's influential work
Sein und Zeit a ppeared simultaneously with Barth's
Prolegome na.
Also Kierkegaard was seldom mentioned by name in the
1927 Prolegomena, although it was stated in the Preface that
his theology wa s congenial to Barth. 253

The theological in-

f luence o f Kierkegaard diminished as Barth embarked on the
dogmatic work of the first Prolegomena, but the Kierkegaa rdian dialectic vocabulary was still much in evidence.
Ba rth s poke o f "the great Paradox, 11254 "the Wholly Other, 11 255
"dialectical courage, 11256 "the Moment, 11257 "Krisis, 11258
"Distance, 11259 " the qualitative difference, 11260 "EitherOr, 11 261 "loneliness before God, 11262 and "paradox. 11263

In

addition to Kierkegaardian existentialisms Barth was

251 Ibid., p. 300.

252 Ibid., p. 296.

253 Ibid., p. vi.

254 Ibid., p. 338.

255 Ibid.,

256Ibid.

P• 346.

257 Ibid., p. 382.
258 Ibid.,
PP• 51, 69, 120, 349, 352, 387, 432, 434,
450, 451.
259 Ibid.,

P• 409.

261 Ibid., pp. 74, 80, 363.

26 0rbid., p. 458.
262 Ibid., pp. 67, 68.

263Ibid., PP• 80, 140, 166, 217, 220, 225, 226, 227,
232, 256, 257, 259, 269, 287, 288, 290, 292, 388, 410.
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£ascinated with Overbeck's concept of Urgeschichte. 264

He

used this difficult term in order to relate history to divine r e velation.
In the second version of the Prolegomena both Kierkegaard's a nd Overbeck's vocabulary assumed a decidedly
s ubservient role.

This was due partly to the misunderstand-

ing of Ba rth's use of Overbeck's term Urgeschichte in 1927
which h a d led some critics to assume that revelation was intended a s predicate of history. 265

Of the few references

made to Heidegger in 1932, practically all were negative.
For Barth H. E. Eisenhuth's book Das Irrationale als
philo s ophische s Problem (1931) brought to a close the theologica l valuation of the philosophy of Martin Heidegger. 266
Barth concluded that the possibility of faith and unbelief
r e g a rding the Word of God must be dealt only from the vant age p oint of a theological anthropology.

No help may be

ex p ecte d from existential thinking in experiencing the Word
o f God. 267

There is no existential ontological prius to the

ontic existential thinking. 268

The Word of God alone is

a ble to aim at and touch man in his existence. 269

Thus in

the second Prolegomena when Barth used the vocabulary of

26 4Ibid.,
PP• 43, 46, 81, 230, 231, 233, 262, 264, 272,
273, 320, 335, 336.
265cn
_, I/2, 58.
266CD
_, I / 1, 183.

267 cn, 1/1, 256.

268cn
_, I/1,

269 cn, I/1, 160.
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Existentialism it was only to refute the contributions of
Existentialism to theological thinking.

Also gone were the

many Kierkegaardianisms of the R6merbrief and the 1927
Prolegomena.

Kierkegaard no longer was the trusted theo-

logical mentor, and the term "paradox" was not frequently
used.

Ba rth explained:
Just because the Word of God alone fulfils the concept
of paradox with complete strictness, whereas in all
other thinkable "paradoxes" the opposition between
communication and form is such that it can be dissolved from some superior point of vantage, it is to
be recommended that in theology more sparing use should
henceforth be made of this concept now that it has done
its part, not without causing all manner of confusions.270

Occasionally the vocabulary of the dialectical period still
appeared.

This was evident, for example, in the Trinitarian

dialectic. 271

Such use, however, was severely curtailed.

In the Prolegomena of the Church Dogmatics Barth concentrated
on biblical expressions.
Existentialisms which Barth abandoned
Phenomenological and existential mode of thinking.-- In the
task of removing existentialisms the first problem that Professor Barth faced was to recast what he had done in sections
five, six, and seven of the 1927 Prolegomena.

It will be re-

called that there Barth attempted to deduce the nature of
the Word of God from an analysis of the concrete situation

270cn
_, r/1, 276.
271 cn, I/1, 424.
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of man as p reacher a nd hearer of the Word. 272

What had hap-

pened was tha t a fter discussing the Word of God in its
three fold form, he h a d passed from the phenomenological to
the ex istential mode of dealing with the subject.

After

d e aling with the thought of one who is involved with things
f rom wi t hout, he turned to the existential participant.

By

1932 it s e e med to Ba rth that even the terms used in this
discuss ion were unsuita ble, if not dangerous. 273

Theology

simpl y could not a fford such aid and instruction from philo s op hy without f a lling into the danger of surrendering its
own theme and content.

What had happened was that ~he im-

pression h a d been give n that an anthropology was established
as a ground of knowledge for the Word of God.
had not

intended.

This Barth

He emphasi z ed that the Word of God was in

no sense a predica te of man, not eve n a Christian man.

But

he kne w tha t he had, so to speak, shown reve r e nce to the
fa l se god s . 274

Ba rth's course of action was to delete sec-

tion f i v e, six, and seven and replace them by sections on
" Th e Na ture of the Word of God" and "The Knowability of the
Wo r d of God."
An anthropological foundation.-- Another existentialism with
which Barth was concerned was his concession to the

272 This matter was alluded to in the previous chapter
whe n Ba rth' s e v a luation of his first Prolegomena was considered.
27 3 cn, I / 1, 142.

274co, I / 1, 143.
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anthropological basis of the Word of God.

He had stated

in 1927 that ''der horende Mensch ist im Begriff des Wortes
Gottes ebenso eingeschlossen wie der redende Gott. 11275
This led him to conclude that the Word was a concept which
was only a ccessible to existential thinking.

Barth cor-

rected his former position in 1932:
Thus man who hears, as the object of the purpose of
God who spe aks, is included in the concept of the
Word of God as a f a ctual, but not as an essential
nece ssity .
He is not--as I had stated in most amazing
fa s hion on p. 111 of the first edition--"co-posited"
in it, like Schleiermacher's God in the feeling of
utter dependence.
It is God's free grace that he is
co-posited in it as a factual necessity.276
Whereas Ba rth h a d earlier counseled that a Christian must
t ak e t h e God of the church as seriously as his own existence,
he l a t e r rea liz ed that man's existence gains significance
only in the light of God's Word. 277
From possibility to reality of revelation.-- By removing
what s eemed a concession to Existentialism in sections fourteen and seventeen, Ba rth intended to improve his Prolegomena.
In section fourteen Barth had discussed the objective possibility of revelation without first inquiring into its
objective reality.

Similarly, in section seventeen he had

treated the subjective possibility of revelation prior to

275

cn, I/1, 111.

276cn, I/1, 159.
277 chrD, p. 462.
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considering its reality.

This order of priorities led to

ambiguity and misunderstanding.

Some critics surmised that

Barth had intended to derive the objective and subjective
reality of revelation from existential situations.

For

clarity structural alterations needed to be made.
In the second Prolegomena Barth showed that he was
keenly aware of the ambiguities in the earlier work.

He

said:
It may be asserted very definitely that no matter
whether a theology claims to be liberal or orthodox,
it is not a theology of revelation in so far as i t
rests openly or secretly upon this reversal, in so
far as it a sks first what is possible in God's freedom, in order afterwards to investigate God's real
freedom.278
This reversal seemed to be a temptation for all ages.

The

question of interpretation must always follow the question
of fact and under no circumstances must i t claim to precede it. 279

Said Barth:

"The possibility of revelation

is actually to be read off from its reality in Jesus
Christ. 11280
program:

This seemed also to be Anselm's theological

credo ut intelligam. 281

Individual in the church.-- In the fourth place, Barth had
to deal with real or seeming existentialisms in the individual versus the corporate body of Christians in relationship

278cn, I/2, 4.

279co, I/2, 3.

280cn, I/2, 31.

28192, I/2, 44.
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to the Word of God.

The Existentialism of both Kierkegaard

and Heidegger showed excessive bias toward the individuai. 282
One recalls that Kierkegaard claimed:
individual. 11 283

"My category is the

In the Romans Commentary Barth had also

shown interest in the individual and had attempted to expose the human predicament by removing the protective
insulation of the corporate church around the individual.
He had insisted that every Christian must stand corarn Deo.
The statement as such is good and even Lutheran, as has
284

been ably demonstrated by the British scholar Gordon Rupp.
An overemphasi s on the individual can do harm to the doctrine of the church.

Macquarrie has demonstrated, for ex-

ample, that this is the case with the Existentialismi nspired Bultmann, whose treatment of the church shows
s eri ous inadequacies.285

In the 1927 Prolegomena Barth had

continued to stress the individual.

The point was that man

as an individual hears the Word of God. 286

In 1932 Barth

sought to balance the legitimate concern for the individual
with a consciousness of the corporate body of Christ.

The

difference here is one of degree, not an exclusive choice

282Macquarrie, p. 215.
283
Michalson, p. 12.
284 Gordon Rupp, The Righteousness of God (New York:
Philosophical Library, 1953), pp. 81-256.
285Macquarrie, pp. 215-24.
286ChrD, p. 66.
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between the individual and the church.

Barth, who has made

it amply clear in the Church Dogmatics that the individual
is bound to the sphere of the church where alone dogmatics
is possible, 287 has also felt free to express himself thus:
"not in virtue of our common humanity, but in virtue of our
particular humanity as this or that man, we have a capacity
for communion with the Word and therefore a claim to that
communion. 11288

It remains true that each man individually

is responsible to God, but i t is also true that the Word of
God is heard and proclaimed in the context of the church,
which therefore must be the home of the individual. 289
Existentialisms which Barth retained
Overt existentialisms, especially the kind that take
the e xistence of man as the starting point, were successfully discarded by Barth.

However, there are more subtle

influences that Existentialism has exerted on contemporary
theology.

All of this has not been to its detriment since

influences have emerged which have helped to clarify the
dynamic nature of God's Word.

What follows does not refer

to the overt existentialisms of Kierkegaard and Heidegger,
but deals with those aspects of existential thought which
have helped to sharpen theological understanding of biblical
thought.
287 cn, I/1, ix.
288cn, I/2, 704.

289 cn, 1/2, 707.
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Word of God as an event.-- In the 1927 Prolegomena Barth,
emphasized that the Bible as God's Word is an event that
must constantly happen, that must constantly be received,
if it is to be effective. 290

He maintained the same posi-

tion also in the second Prolegomena.

There he maintained

that under no circumstance is the Word of God a reality in
the general sense of the term. 291
the divine decision. 292

Its reality is only in

The Word of God is a reality only

by its own decision. This event happens only when and where
293
God will s it.
Thus the Word of God is not a static object which might be subject to scientific investigation.
Rather it is a dynamic event. 294

Barth also maintained that

the Bible is the Word of God as God's own free event. 295

If

the dynamic character of the Word is considered an existentialism, or at least a concession to Existentialism, then
Barth must be judged as being influenced by this philosophy
also in his Church Dogmatics.
Theology of contemporaneity.-- Already in 1927 Barth established his predilection for· a theology of contemporaneity as

__

290chrD ,

P• 345.

291cD
_, I/1, 180.
292cD
_, I/1, 181.
293see CD, I/1, 79, 127~ CD, I/2, 280.
294CD
_, I/1, 104, 308, 333.
295cD
_, I/1, 122, 127.
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he wrote:
Das Verhaltnis zwischen Gott und Mensch in dem nun also
wirklich Gottes Offenbarung mir, dem Menschen, zuteil
wiirde, dieses Verhaltnis mnsste auch in dem Sinn ein
freies, nicht ein statisches sein, dass auch seine
Konstanz nie e twas anderes bedeuten durfte, als, die
Konstanz einer nicht nur fortlaufenden, sondern in jedem
Augenblick in vollem Ernst mit dem Anfang anfangenden
Handlung. Es durfte nie als schon gegeben, schon
bestehend, nie unter dem Gesichtspunkt eines Naturgesetzes oder auch einer mathematischen Funktion
aufgefasst werden, sondern immer als aktuell, d. h. in
der vollen Labilitut einer sich soeben ereignenden
Ta t.296

I

I

I

I

As Barth sees it, a God-man relationship is not something that is established and then enjoyed in comfort, rather
it is constantly fought for as if one stood on the razor's
edge.

In this existential moment of decision God and man

become contemporaries. 297

The Christ in the flesh, the

Bible a s a book, the word of the preacher are veiled forms
in which God speaks to man.

When and where God so wills i t

the divine Thou becomes man's contemporary as it encounters
the human I. 298
In the later version of the Prolegomena Barth retained
the e mphasis that through the Word of God as a divine act
God becomes man's contemporary.

He assured his readers

that:
we can regard His self-unveiling in each separate instance only as H i s ~ in which to man who has no power
to unveil Himself in a definite form, but Himself

296chrD, p. 295.
297Ibid., pp. 296-97.

29Sibid., pp. 111-12.
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reveals Himself. Revelation always means to reveal.
even in the form, even in the means of revelation. The
form as such, the means, does not take the place of
God.
It is not the form that reveals, speaks, comforts, works, helps, but God in the form.299
In other words , God's presence is always God's decision to
be present .

In His sovereign freedom He unveils Himself.

Yet God is and remains a mystery.

On the other hand, reve-

lation i s e ver and again revelation in the full sense of the
ter m.

Her e one e ncounters a paradox in which the real pro-

ce ssion o f God and His mystery stand indissolubly side by
s i de .

Barth calls this the "real character of God's re-

v eal e dne s s . 11300

This revealedness establishes the effective

meeting b e twee n God and man. 301

Barth explained the con-

t emp o ran e ity of God and man in his second Prolegomena:
In r e velation God stands in for us entirely. And so
al s o t he time He creates for Himself in revelation,
the genuine present, past and future of which we have
bee n speaking, is presented to us entirely. It should,
it can, it will become our time, since He directs His
Word to us; we are to become contemporary with this
time of His. His genuine time takes the place of the
problematic, improper time we know and have.
It replaces it in that, amid the years and ages of this
time of ours~ the time of Jesus Christ takes the place
of our time . ~02
Theology of involvement.-- Already the early Prolegomena
made it clear that man was not a spectator but involved in
the divine-human encounter.

Barth explained:

299 cn, I/1, 369.

3 ooCD, I/1, 381.

30lrbid.

302cn, r/2, 55.
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Gemeinschaft zwischen Gott und Mensch muss, wenn das
Wort einen Sinn haben soll, ebenso eine Wendung des
Menschen zu Gott wie eine Wendung Gottes zum Menschen
bedeuten, obwohl die Wendung des Menschen nur in ihrer
Begriindung in der Wendung Gottes und in ihrer Beziehung
zu ihr Gemeinschaft mit Gott wirklich bedeutet.303
Likewise, in the Church Dogmatics Barth insisted that a
Christian could not comfortably retreat into the audience
from which to observe the operation of the miracle of grace
a s God's miracle. 304

In a very special sense this Christian

involvement in the divine act holds true of dogmatic and
exegetical work in the church. 305

This concept of Christian

involvement perhaps owes something to the philosophical concerns of Existentialism.

If this is so then Barth, too,

must admit a debt to Existentialism.
Human existence and the theologian's task.-- Already in 1927
Ba rth maintained that a student of theology must conceive of
himself as an existing rather than a thinking being.

In

-

case this is missed, warned Barth, God, too, would be
306
missea.
By 1938 Barth had come to the decision that the
theologian could not afford to escape human existence as a
theological problem.
to be ethics.

This implied that dogmatics also had

Barth insisted that the whole attitude of

dogmatics must of necessity be "existential."

As long as

dogmatics accepts as its proper task and material the Word

303

chrD, p. 295.

305cn, 1/2. 714, 809.

304
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of God, it must also involve itself with human existence.307
From the conviction that a theologian's task is to look at
what the Christian man is, that is, what he does, has
emerged the intere sting and less than ordinary conviction
tha t dogmatic theology must include a treatment of Christian
eithics at eve r y step of the way, a conviction which Barth
hims elf h a s put to practice in the Church Dogmatics.

307 Barth argues as follows:
"The ethical question,
i.e., the question concerning right conduct, is the existential problem of man. As we will, we are: and what we
do, we are .
It is not as if man first exists and then acts.
He e xists in that he acts. The question whether and how far
he acts rightly is the question whether and how far he exists
rightly. And so it is no more and no less than the problem
of man's existence which theology or dogmatics makes its own
when it raises the ethical question or rather recognizes and
tre ats it as its most characteristic problem • • • • It is
not the case that the human problem of existence as such is
the theme of dogmatics and of theology generally.
It is not
the case tha t theology has to give a theological answer to
the question of existence--as though somewhere in the void
there is a problem of existence which, among other things,
theology with its special presuppositions and methods has
also to tackle.

CHAPTER VII
CONCLUSION:

SURVEY, APPRAISAL, AND IMPLICATIONS

This concluding chapter is designed to serve a twofold
purpose.

It will afford the opportunity for another look at

the salient arguments and research concerning the form and
content of Barth's Prolegomena.

It is hoped that as the in-

dividual arguments stand side by side they take on added
sharpness and offer in bold relief the basic results of the
research.

This chapter will also afford a forum for appraisal

a s to what Barth really accomplished, what his Prolegomena
has contributed to theological studies, and what hidden or
apparent weaknes s es might emerge in his work.

In addition,

thi s is the place for personal opinion, judgment, and the
p utting of questions to Professor Barth.
Survey
Ma in theses of the Prolegomena
Place of prolegomena in dogmatics.-- It has been established
that B~rth's two Prolegomena are basically synoptic.

Accord- )

ing to him dogmatics is the scientific test to which the
Christian church puts herself regarding the language about
God which is peculiar to her. 1

This is possible in faith

1 Karl Barth, The Doctrine of the Word of God: Prolegomena
to Church Dogmatics, Vol. I/1 of Church Dogmatics, translated
by G. T. Thomson (Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, 1956), p. 1.
Hereafter referred to as CD, I/1.
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context and as an act of obedience to Jesus Christ.

In faith

the Deus dixit presupposition is taken for granted before
dogmatic thought can begin.

No historical, psychological, or

philosophical arguments can be allowed to weaken, put in
question, or deny the Deus dixit presupposition.
work is both divine and human activity.

Dogmatic

From one point of

view, dogmatic theology is a fallible, human activity, beset
by error and weakness, and moving from insight to insight as
it renders human service.

From another perspective, God

Himself is the subject of theology.

In Jesus Christ He gives

Himself as object of faith without ceasing to remain Subject.
In the Prolegomena Barth establishes the relationship between dogmatics, revelation, the Word of God, Scripture, and
church proclamation.

The goal of dogmatics is to see to i t

that in church proclamation the Word of God is heard.

The

work of dogmatics begins with the hearing of the Word of God
through the proclamation.

It stands as the vital link be-

tween the record of divine revelation and the anticipated
Word of God in the proclamation.

It is thus within the con-

crete context of revelation, Scripture, and church proclamation that theology has to live and to work.

Dogmatics cannot

afford the luxury of existing for its own end but must
constantly be mindful that its raison d'etre is church dogma,
that is, agreement between church proclamation and revelation attested in the Holy Scripture.

Dogmatics, in order to

be effective, must be free to choose its own method in
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obedience to the Word of God alone.

It must not be a

system, which by its very nature would imply self-will and
error on the part of its creator.

Dogmatic tenets must not

proceed from a unity higher than the Word of God.

The actu-

ality of the Word of God must precede and underlie all
dogma.

As it works itself out, good dogmatics is biblical,

scientific, and rational understanding of the nature and
limitations of human language, and dialectic in its dialogue with itself.
new insights.

It must also remain open and ready for

Dogmatics in action unfolds and presents

the content of the Word of God, it elucidates as it tests
the correctness of church proclamation, it establishes
definiteness and coherence in proclamation, it warns the
church of error and heresy, and, in doing so, it listens
and learns from the church of the past.
A special part of dogmatics is its prolegomena.

In

this introductory part the peculiar dogmatic path to knowledge is explained.

In 1927 Barth had considered the need

for an extensive prolegomena a sign of uncertainty in theology.

In Church Dogmatics, however, he stressed the legitimacy

and need for an epistemological prolegomena which would give
an explicit account of the special path of knowledge that
dogmatics must take in order to be free and authoritative.
Barth has always refused an independent apologetics as a
function of the prolegomena.

He has declared all intended

apologet~cs irresponsible and, therefore, ineffective.
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Barth has come to the conclusion that prolegomena to dogmatics
is pos s ible only as a part of dogmatics itself.

It inquires

into the Word of God as into the criterion of dogmatics.
This inquiry necessitates a study of the revelation of the
Triune God, of the Scriptures, and of church proclamation,
and it includes a thorough discussion of the doctrine of the
Tri nity and essential portions of Christology.
Th eology of the Word of God as prolegomena.-- In both the
1927 a nd the 1932-1938 version of the Prolegomena Barth
move s f rom the reality of the Word of God to the possibility
o f its k nowledge.

The form of the Word of God is threefold.

In Ba rth' s words:

"It a ttests itself in Holy Scripture in

t he words of the prophets and apostles, to whom it was origina lly a nd once for all uttered through God's revelation. 112
Thi s Word is the presupposition of the event which makes
church proclamation proclamation.

In other words, there is

the proclaimed Word of God, the written Word of God, and the
r e vealed Word of God.

Ba rth does not believe that the Bible

and the sermon are directly and univocally God's revelation.
Rather, when and where the Word of God becomes an event then
and there revelation, the Bible, and the sermon are one in
f a ct, and word for word one at that.

Revelation itself is

an act of God's fre e grace which does not differ from the
Person of Jesus Christ nor from the reconciliation that has

2cn, I/1, 98.
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taken place in Him.

In all its three forms the Word of God

is the language of God to man.

God has chosen to realize in

His church a correspondence between His Word and the human
language which is beset with brokenness and human inadequacy.
God's s peaking implies a personal character of the Word of
God in which a personal address occurs.

It is a genuine,

ineffable e ncounter which touches man in his existence, renews the original relationship between God and man, and
promises God to him as the content of his future.
Word in its threefold form is God's act.

This implies the

contingent contemporaneousness of the Word of God.
it implies a decision.

God's

As such

By virtue of God's decision man is

by his own decision a believer or unbeliever.

The Word of

God as sui generis is and remains different from all other
kinds of speech and action.

It remains God's mystery in its

worldliness.
Since the reality of the Word of God in all its three
forms is based on itself alone, its human knowledge can consist only in its human acknowledgment.

This can happen only

through the Word itself, and it can become comprehensible
only if one starts with the Word itself.

It must be taken

for granted that it is possible for man to hear, utter, and
thus to know the Word of God.
question for Barth.

This reality is not open to

Only when this reality is presupposed

is it legitimate to inquire into the how of the human knowledge of the Word by raising the question of the possibility
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of the event.

Barth denied the natural capacity of man for

the Word of God and insisted that the ability to know it was
a pure f a ct of God's grace.

As the Word of God becomes

known to man, he has an experience of it so that, determined
by it, h e c a n be wha t he is.

Man's e xperience of the Word of

God imp lies the dete rmination of his existence as man by the
Word.

Thus the e xperience of the Word of God consists in

a cknowledgment.

On God's part the acknowledgment determines

man's existence; on man's part it consists in the admission
that h e is ready to surrender before the purposes of God as
reflected in His Word.

There is no openness, no positive

or negative point of contact for the Word of God in man.
But in f a ith a conformity of God and man takes place, and
man is made fit to apprehend and know the Word.

By this

d ivine a ct a point of contact between God and man is established.

The r e semblance, the analogy, which exists between

the human possibility of grasping God's promise in faith and
the divi ne p ossibility of its realization Barth labeled
analogia fidei.

This concept has become a crucial principle

of his theological method without which his work would lack
meaning a nd stamina.
Trinitarian structure of the Word of God.-- Barth was sensitive to the fact that his theology which was intended to be
without outside systematic presuppositions seemed to be
structurally controlled by the doctrine of the Trinity.

He

pointed out that the differentiation of the four loci, de
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~ . de creatione, de reconciliatione, and de redemptione
was not derived from the doctrine of the Trinity but from
the work and activity of God in His revelation.

He insisted

that the controlling center of dogmatics cannot be the doctrine o f the Trinity, since it is itself part of the doctrire
of God, one of the loci.

To summarize the form and content

of biblical revelation, Barth used the phrase:
Hi mself as Lord.

God reveals

It is God who reveals Himself; He reveals

Himsel f t h r ough Himself; and He reveals Himself.

The unim-

paired uni ty of God as Revealer, Revelation, and Revealedness
suggests the d oct rine of the Trinity, however, and caused
Barth t o pl ace t hat doctrine at the head of the whole dogmatics .

The statement that God reveals Himself as Lord

a ccomodates the three e lements in the biblical witness to
revelat ion which may be called unveiling, veiling, and impartation, o r , form, freedom, and historicity, or, the Son,
the Father , and the Spirit.

This would indicate that reve-

lation must be regarded as root and ground of the doctrine c£
the Trinity.

Therefore, the first step in dogmatics as a

critical reflection of the proper content of the proclamation which seeks to become God's Word is the doctrine of the
Trinity.

Within the context of this doctrine Jesus Christ

is both objective reality and objective possibility of revelation.

The Ho ly Spirit, on the other hand, is the subjective

r e ality and possibility of revelation.

Barth underscored
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the fact that the order of reality to its possibility may
not be r e versed in dogmatic thinking without grave danger
to theological method.
The three fold form of the Word of God.-- For Barth the Word
of God is the living, personal, free God.

But it is also

God's person speaking, Dei loguentis persona.

In God's free

decision this Word is capable of becoming man's possession
in the my stery of its worldliness.

It can and has appeared

in the threefold form of revelation, Scripture, and church
proclamation.

The revealed Word is known only from Scrip-

ture or from church proclamation based on Scripture.
Revelation is primarily God Himself who speaks and makes
Himself known.

Scripture, however, is a witness to God's

reve lation and a presupposition of church proclamation.
Both the divinity and the humanity of the Scripture heed to
be maintained.

The miracle is that the fallible biblical

writers speak the Word of God in fallible human words.

If

the church intends to be truly the church of Jesus Christ,
it must turn to the Holy Scriptures as a witness to God's
revelation.

However, the Word of God as the preaching of

the church is no less important than the two other forms.
It forms both the beginning and the end of the doctrine of
the Word.

Said Barth:

"In so far as God gives the Church

the commission to speak about Him and the Church discharges
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this commission, it is God Himself who declares His revelation in His witnesses. 113
Christological orientation of the theology of the Word of
God.-- It is generally accepted that Barth's dogmatic
though t is Christologically oriented.
Word with Jesus Christ.

He identified the

In speaking His Word God estab-

lishes t he pos s ibility of bridging the gap between God and
man.

This revelation of God takes concrete form in the

Per s on o f Jesus Christ.

He is the revelation to man and

thus He must be heard in the church.

Also the Bible stands

in a vit a l relationship with Christ.

In fact Scriptural

text s can be understood only when their context is permitted
to be determined by Jesus Christ.

The Bible points to

Chri st and in it Jesus Christ comes to expression.

Jesus

Christ is also the foundation, end, and content of the
church.

It has pleased God in freedom to be the God of the

church in Jesus Christ.

In the light of this Barth has de-

clared that "in the most comprehensive sense of the term
dogmatics can and must be understood as Christology. 114

3Karl Barth, The Doctrine of the Word of God: Prole omena
to Church Dogmatics, Vol. I 1 of Church Dogmatics, edited by
G. w. Bromiley and T. F. Torrance, translated by G. T.
Thomson and Harold Knight (Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, 1956),
p. 743. Hereafter referred to as CD, I/2.
4 co,

I/2, 883.
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Significant differences in the two Prolegomena
The clearly synoptic character of the two Prolegomena
must not be permitted to obscure the differences.

They do

exist and they deserve to be underscored.
Explicit analogia fidei.-- On several occasions throughout
the study attention was devoted to the development and use
of what Barth called analogia fidei.

It will be remembered

that the beginnings of the concept were tentative and somewhat uncertain.

An explicit formulation of the concept did

not a ppear in the Romerbrief.

There were, however, indica-

tions that the author was only a step removed from saying
that due to analogia fidei man can know the unknown God.
In "Schicksal und Idee in der Theologie 11 (1929) Barth devoted considerable attention to epistemological and
methodological questions germane to theology.

He considered

Thomas Aquinas's understanding of analogia entis and rejected it as the foundation on which natural knowledge of
God and natural theology were built.

Analogia entis, i t

seemed to Barth, was man's attempt at creating God, which
of course led to idolatry.

It is the divine and free gift

of faith alone and grace alone which establishes a relationship between God and man.

This relationship which makes the

knowledge of God possible and in fact does establish it is
what Barth later called analogia fidei.

Barth's Anselm:

Fides Quaerens Intellectum (1931) demonstrated that he had
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further developed his ideas in the area of analogia fidei ;
He reminded the reader that the knowledge of God in the realm
of the church and faith was not direct but per sirnilitudinern.
Every theological statement .i s an inadequate expression of
its object.

But by God's own act it is possible for expres-

sions which are really appropriate only to objects that are
not identical with God to be true expressions per aliguem
similitudinem aut imaginem even when these expressions are
applied to God who can never be expressed.

Thus although

the t e rm analogia fidei was not used, Barth was well on his
way towards developing the concept.
Likewise, Barth did not develop the analogia entis
analogia fidei conflict in the 1927 Prolegomena.

He did in-

sist, howeve r, that the relationship between God and man
occurs on God's initiative and as God's own act.

At this

point an important difference between the two Prolegomena
emerges.

In the later version Barth developed an explicit

analogia fidei concept which enabled him to show a meaningful relationship between the divine and the human after the
Fall.

Referring to Rom. 12:6, Barth established the analogia

fidei concept peculiar to his usage.

According to i t in

faith man is created by the Word of God for the Word.

This

new creation or existence is not established by the potential of natural creation.
lost in the Fall.

Those powers of communion were

The new possibility, the new point of

contact between God and man, becomes real in faith, that is,
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through the grace of reconciliation.

Barth called the new

faith-centered possibility of apprehending the Word conformity with God.

He was aware that his views were similar to

the Roman Catholic doctrine of analogia entis and, therefore, spared no effort in emphasizing the difference between
analogia fidei and analogia entis.

The divine possibility

of being known by God, even in the case of Christians, must
be distinguished from the human possibility for God.
latter cannot exhaust the former.

The

It is the analogy which

remains and which makes the latter possible.

However, i t

must be r e membered that to see God without dissimilarity is
only a n eschatological possibility.

Barth's analogia fidei

concept of his Church Dogmatics must not be underrated.

It

underlies the whole epistomological structure of his theologi z ing.

One notes that the difference between the two

Prolegomena is one of gradual development rather than radical
change.
The churchly character of dogmatics.-- An obvious change
from the first to the second Prolegomena was reflected in
the wording of the title.

The Christliche Dogmatik had be-

come the Kirchliche Dogmatik.
change.

Two reasons prompted this

Barth was unhappy with the light-hearted use of the

term "Christian" and wanted to combat this.

The other more

substantial reason was that he had increasingly come to the
conviction that dogmatics was not a free science, but one
which was bound to the sphere of the church.

In fact he
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concluded that in the church, and there alone, dogmatic work
was sensible and possible.
In 1927 Barth had defined dogmatics as a striving for
the knowledge of proper content of Christian speech concerning God and man.

From this follows that dogmatics as

Christian speech would be man's rather than God's accomplishment.

Nevertheless this speech has to be taken

seriously and, within human limitations, may be expected
to convey the proper content.

Already Barth was mindful

that the fellowship of the church was called to utter Christian speech as witness to the kerygma.

When the church

through individuals or through groups of individuals speaks,
then kerygma happens.
In 1932 Ba rth redefined dogmatics as the scientific
test to which the Christian church puts itself regarding the
language about God which is peculiar to it.

The emphasis is

clearly on the fact that dogmatics is an activity of the
church.

This means that dogmatics must be church dogmatics,

because only there one finds Christian proclamation, revelation, the Word of God, and salvation.
Another reason for opting for the term church dogmatics
stemmed from the fact that the community of believe rs--rather
its individual representatives--produce dogmatics.

It must

be remembered that, according to Barth, an individual in
isolation cannot be a father or a brother in the church.
Thus, also the dogmatician must first be a member of the
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community of hearers and believers before he can exercise
his task of testing the faithfulness of the message of the
church.
Barth also preferred the term church dogmatics because
dogmatics is produced by a visible section of the listening
church rather than some kind of a unity of the so-called invisible - church which is beyond denominational distinctions.
For Barth this meant that dogmatics was Reformed dogmatics.
Yet another r e ason for using the term church dogmatics is
the obedience to the Lord of the church which the church
accepts and under which it lives.

Finally, dogmatics is

church dogmatics because it functions for the church in that
it formulates the propositions to be pondered before church
proclamation is verbalized.

Scientific dogmatics tests

church proclamation so that the future proclamation may be
to an eve r greater degree in conformity with the Word of God.
Biblical versus existentialist terminology.-- Barth has always bee n aware that no biblical expositor or systematic
theolog ian works with the Word of
scheme of thought as a vehicle.

God alone, without some

Unless God makes it possible,

no theologian can avoid mingling the Gospel with some form
of philosophy.

The question of legitimacy arises in regard

to the use of philosophy.
Many contemporaries of Barth, notably Bultmann, turned
to Existentialism for assistance.

Barth's encounters with

this philosophy occurred by way of the enigmatic Danish
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thinker Soren Kierkegaard.

Under Kierkegaard's influence

the first Prolegomena boasted of existentialist vocabulary
and ideas.
When Barth was ready to recast the work, he came to the
conclusion that concessions to Existentialism obscured his
theological intentions.

He avowed to remove everything that

appeared to give theology a basis, support, or justification
in Existentialism.

Many terms such as "Dasein, 11 "Existenz

Fra ge," "Existentiell," "das Risiko der Existenz" were removed.

Also the Kierkegaardianisms of "Moment," "the Wholly

Other," "dialectical courage," and "loneliness before God"
were mo s tly eliminated.

While Kierkegaard's dialectic was

not altogether absent, Barth preferred biblical expressions.
The existentialisms which Barth abandoned were phenomenological and existential mode of thought, seeming or real
anthropological foundations for theology, and movement from
the possibility to the r e ality of revelation.

Also, the

existentialist interest in the individual was balanced with
the concern for the corporate community of Christians.
Existentialisms, especially those which take man's
existence as the starting point, were successfully eliminated.

Some subtle influences, however, still could be

dete cted.

Barth, for example, maintained the dynamic

chara cter of the Word of God as an event.

He denied that

the Word was ever a reality in a general sense.

The Word

of God could be a reality only by divine decision.

Barth
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also insisted on the contemporaneity of the Word.

In reve-

lation God creates a genuine present in which the human
present, past, and future are transcended.

God's time takes

the place of the problematic, improper time of man.

This

means t hat God in Christ can be man's contemporary in all
the sav i ng acts and grace.

Further, Barth's dogmatic work

can be characteri z ed as a theology of involvement in the
sen se that

a Christian properly does not retreat into an

a u dien c e from which to watch passively the operation of God's
g race, but he becomes existentially involved in the miracle.
Fina ll y , Barth insisted that dogmatics must not shirk the
p roblem o f man's existence.
mu st a lso be ethics.

By this he means that dogmatics

If one takes seriously what man is,

t h e n h e must also inquire into what he does and how he acts
in e xistential situations and under the Word of God.

With

this principle in mind Barth incorporated the treatment of
Christian ethics into his Church Dogmatics.
Format in evolution.-- One of the most obvious differences
betwee n the two Prolegomena is the format.

The first version

was an outline; the second was more disciplined, more complete, and more developed.
As Barth embarked on the task of rewriting the work, he
found that theological problems had meanwhile assumed richer,
more mobile, and more difficult aspects.

He felt that

broader foundations needed to be laid and further historical
and exegetical studies carried out.

For the sake of clarity
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and better understanding of the subject matter, he decided
to include, often extensively, excursi into the fields of
biblical exegesis and history of dogma.

He devoted consid-

erable attention to exegesis, claiming that The Holy
Scripture has priority over all other writings.

It became

clear in his dogmatics that the biblical witnesses are
treated with respect, but are not uncritically adopted.
Studies into the history of dogma are very extensive.
Others may have made greater claims for the discipline of
church history, but few have used it as extensively and
effectively as Barth.

His knowledge of the history of

Christian thought is impressive.

He demonstrated a working

acquaintance with most of the confessions of the church.
His extensive studies in church fathers ranged from the
Apologists of the second century to his own immediate past
and present.

His work with the medieval theologians was

particularly remarkable in view of his Protestant Reformed
heritage.
studied.

Especially Anselm and Aquinas were carefully
In the thought of the Reformers, Luther and Calvin

were the most frequently consulted authors.

Barth's knowl-

edge of the Reformers' theology grew considerably between the
two Prolegomena.

Although Barth was often critical of the

period of Protestant Orthodoxy, he carefully studied its
representatives, both Lutheran and Calvinistic. and, it
seems, gave them a fair hearing.

Naturally enough, modern

Protestant thought was extensively referred to.

The
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dialogue with contemporaries tended to be polemical.

He

learned much from his teachers but tended to diasgree with
them violently.

The Schleiermacher-oriented Wilhelm Herr-

man and Adolf von Harnack of Berlin were two such examples.
His immediate colleagues began to distinguish themselves
by the time of the second Prolegomena so that serious published debate became possible.

As a result Barth often

mercilessly criticized Rudolf Bultmann, H. Emil Brunner,
Paul Althaus, Friedrich Gogarten, and Paul Tillich.

Note-

worthy is also his extensive references to old and modern
Roman Catholic theologians.

This dialogue has helped him

to receive a wide hearing in the Roman Church and has resulted in perceptive evaluation of his theology.
The new format, about three times the length of the
old, unquestionably contributed to clarification of issues,
but in its maze of references it lost something of the clean
force and directness of the early version.
Was the second version necessary?
In the light of the above, the crucial question must be
raised as to whether it was necessary for Barth to rewrite
the first Prolegomena.

From the point of view of the content,

the answer must be no.

Barth could have appended a chapter

of explanations and corrections which would have taken care
of the changes that had occurred in his thinking by 1932 and
would have given an opportunity to the author to remove any
ambiguities which tended to mislead.

Generally speaking,
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the two works were so synoptic that a total recasting seems
unnecessary.

Barth no doubt had reasons of his own for re-

writing the work.

His teaching duties and historical and

biblical studies had given him a new scope in which to treat
the whole matter of dogmatic theology.

Symmetry and beauty

of the structure of dogmatics may have suggested that he begin again in a new format.

The new shape of his Prolegomena

has its own physical shortcomings.

What it gained in pre-

cision, depth and source study, it may have lost in unwieldy
length.

Barth has in recent times compared his Church

Dogmatics to the unfinished Strassbourg cathedral, both being
symbols of the e schatological character of theology. 5

Real-

istically, however, and Barth knew it, few students of
theology are willing to plough through his twelve volumes
with over six million words and over seven thousand pages.
Even the near fifteen hundred pages of the second Prolegomena
frightens many.

Since the first Prolegomena is of modest

length and presents that which is most essential to the
understanding of Barth's thought, i t would seem to make an
ideal introduction to his theology.

With some editing, a

few explanatory notes, and perhaps one added chapter of discussion of substantive concerns, the book would deserve to
be made available in English and could be recommended as
the introduction to Barth's dogmatics.
5Karl Barth, How I Changed My Mind, Introduction and
Epilogue by John D. Godsey (Richmond, Virginia: John Knox
Press, 1966), p. 86.
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Appraisal and Implications
Perhaps it is not altogether inappropriate to conclude
this study with a number of general observations that find
their roots in the research above and that have grown out of
the analysis of Barth's Prolegomena.

Both contributions

and weaknesses must be indicated.
Positive contributions of Barth's Prolegomena
Theology is to proclaim God's Yes, His Gospel, Jesus Christ.-I n the tra dition of the great kerygmatic churchmen, such as
Augustine and Luther, Barth is closely bound to the proclamation o f the free grace of God as it comes to expression in
the Word of God.

Barth has himself said that "Christianity

claims particularly to be the religion of free grace • • • • 116
Gra ce is the event of the personal, free approach of God.
This unmerited grace bestows the grace of faith and transplants man into the realm of judging and reconciling grace.
To put it in another way is to say that theology, and that
also means the message of the Christian church, must be
Jesus Christ, who is the manifestation of God's free grace.
Therefore, says Barth, the concern of Christian dogmatics
must be that:

"Jesus Christ should again be heard in His

Church as the Lord of the Church.
concern.

This is its only possible

The fact that it is so always justifies the claim

6 cn, I/2, 339.
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of dogmatics even when it is not made effectively as it
should be. 117

More recently Barth has described theology as

evangelical, meaning by it that it treats the God of the
Gospel. 8

While there was a time in Barth's theological

development when the divine No was accented, he already then
knew that God had uttered in Christ His Yes. 9

This God of

the divine Yes who shows mercy is the one that Barth wants
. 10
theo1 ogy t o proc1 aim.
Theology must be founded on biblical witness.-- Professor
Gollwitzer has called attention to the fact that no major
thinker since Augustine, Luther, and Calvin has displayed as
much interest in biblical exegeses in working out his theology as Barth.

Barth has claimed lx>ldly, "Holy Scripture

alone has to be heard in the Church. 1111
Bible can be and is the Word of God. 12

By divine act the
So, dogmatics does

well to remind the church of the revelation attested in Holy
Scripture and the Word of the Father, Son, and Holy Spirit,

7

CD, I/2, 806.

8i<arl Barth, Evangelical Theology: An Introduction,
translated by Grover Foley (New York: Holt, Rinehart and
Winston, 1963), p. 5.
9Karl Barth, The Epistle to the Romans, translated
from the 6th German edition by Edwyn c. Hoskyns (3rd impressioni London: Oxford University Press, 1953), p. 178.
lOBarth, Evangelical Theology: An Introduction, p. 10.
11cn, I/2, 672.
12cD, I/1, 122.
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and in so doing it points to the barrier which is also the
gateway. 13

He has told h i s readers that the center which he

has come to consider the right one for a theologian is the
Old and Ne w Testament witness to the Person and work of Jesus
Christ. 14

In short, Barth is a biblical theologian.

Theology is worship.-- A distinct contribution of Barth's
work is his insistence on the fact that theology must be an
act of prayer, and as such worship. 15
legitimate way of worshipping God.

Doing theology is a

This adds a dimension of

revere nce and unhurried meaning to the work which is lacking
in most other theologians and which they would do well to
discover.

In the second Prolegomena Barth wrote:

dogmatics must go with the teaching Church in the
f e llowship of prayer, out of the past, through the
present and into the future; with it, it must simply
thank and praise God for the benefits of His revelation and atonement; with it, it must do penance before
God for all the failings of which the whole Church is
constantly guilty in face of these benefits; with it,
it must pray for the Holy Spirit, which means for the
possibility of a new and better and more decisive
hearing and consequent proclamation of the Word.16

13 CD, I/2, 814-15.
1 4Karl Barth, "How My Mind Has Changed--1938-1948,"
Christian Century, LXVI (March 16, 1949), 334.
15

aarth, Evangelical Theology: An Introduction, p. 167.

1 6 cn, 1/2, 840.
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Prayer is the scientifically correct mode of theological
inquiry because it is the mode that corresponds to God's nature as man's Creator and Redeemer, as the absolute Subject
who is man's Lord and God. 17
Theology is dynamic.-- Barth is convinced that dogmatics is
the servant of church proclamation. 18
ise given to the church. 19

It lives by the prom-

It believes in and with the

church in Jesus Christ as the revealing and reconciling approach of God to man. 20

Dogmatics is impossible outside the

church, for to be in the church means to be called with
others through Jesus Christ.

To work and act in the church

means to do so in the obedience to this call in faith.
It is true that besides being a test of the exposition
of the Word of God dogmatics is also an investigation, a
polemic, a criticism, a revision.
rabies theologorum. 21

Peculiar to it is the

It is concerned with orthodoxy and so

it is engaged in testing the contemporary proclamation in
terms of its right content and word.

But dogmatics must al-

ways remember that it only tries to establish how best to
speak about God, revelation, and faithi it must not imagine

17Karl Barth, Theology and Church: Shorter Writings
1920-1928, translated by Louise Pettibone Smith and an introduction by T. F. Torrance (New York and Evanston: Harper
& Row, 1926), p. 43.

18cn, r/1, 92.

19cn, I/1, 3.

20

21 cn, I/1, 92.

cn, I/1, 11.
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that it can establish what God, revelation, and faith are
in themselves. 22
Dogmatics is always a dynamic force in action, not a
definition at rest.

Dogmatics as gnosis and as metaphysics,

however profound, spiritual, and logical, would be unscientific.

Says Barth:

The system of Christian truth can be the task of dogmatics only so far as it is a matter of the Christian
truth proclaimed and to be proclaimed, the exposition
of which will then be much less a system than the narrative of an event.23
Dogmatics as task for every age.-- For Barth dogmatics is not
something that is produced and correctly formulated for all
time.

Since dogmatics is worship and it is the dynamic

testimony of church proclamation, each generation must do
its own work.

It may, it must learn from those that have

gone before in the church, but it cannot live by their work
alone.

Starting from the question how men spoke about God

in the church yesterday, it asks how this should be done
tomorrow. 24

It is a continued inquiry in which the church

must constantly engage without fear.

25

It may not even

shirk the temptations and tests of scholasticism.
Barth:

Says

"The fear of scholasticisrn is the mask of the false

prophet. 11 2 6

In his Evangelical Theology Barth has also

22cn
_, I/1, 95-96.
23cn
_, I/1, 321.

24CD
_,

I/1, 86.

25co
_, I/1, 62.

26co
_,

I/1, 320.
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spoken on this point:
Theology can only be a ·really free and happy science
a continually new performance of this voluntary offering. If it does not want to succumb to hardening of
the arteries, barrenness, and stubborn fatigue, its
work should at no step of the way become a reoutine or
be d one as if it were the action of an automaton.
Because it has to be ever renewed, ever original, ever
ready to be judged by God himself and by God alone,
theology must be a n act of prayer.27
Barth in Church Dogmatics worshipped God in obedience to
the call of the free Lord in Jesus Christ.

The result was a

dogmatic s text of huge dimensions which in a way was the
sys tematic exposition of the new theology that caused a revolut ion in the early part of the twentieth century in
e v a n gel i cal Protestantism.

This writer is mindful that

Barth did not int end his dogmatics to be a spokesman and
an expone n t o f a movement, tendency, or school.

The work,

he t ell s h is readers, must be accepted on its own terms. 28
And while he intended Church Dogmatics to be a book written
in and f or the community of the church, because of its context in h istory of Christian thought, it turned out to be
the dogmatic exposition for a generation of men who were
some times called dialectic theologians. 29
Possible weaknesses
After one is duly impressed by the vastness of Barth's
erudition, by the awe-inspiring amount of energy that his

27 Barth, Evangelical Theology: An Introduction, p. 167.

28cn, I/1, xi.

29 see CD, I/1, xi-xii.
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theological work has claimed, and by the worshipful and even
beautiful results he has achieved, it may seem presumptious
to raise questions in the spirit of criticism.

But if Barth's

own expressed fe e lings may be trusted, and there is no reason
to do otherwise, he would agree that what theology needs is
not more Barthians but theologians who listen to the Lord
Jesus Christ in greater obedience and magnify the Word of
God.

That means that past theological work, in order to be-

come constructive future theology, must be subjected to
s crutiny and critical questioning.

What follows are some of

the questions which have arisen as a result of the work of
Barth's Prolegomena.
Does Barth tend to penetrate the divine mystery?-- Barth
knows that man, even a dogmatician, cannot give shape and
form to the Truth.

What he can do is to follow after it, to

listen to it, and to seek to be obedient to it, and he has
to do it in full recognition that all of man's expressions
and expositions of the Truth are human attempts which fall
short of the Truth itself.

Thus one is not to rest content-

edly and enjoy what has already been done but, driven on by
respect and unceasing obedience for Truth, continue to inquire and say in new ways what has been learned of the living
and inexhaustible Truth of God. 30

In the process of his

work Barth has decided that in theology God is both the

30 see Barth, Theology and Church, p. 21.
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Object and Subject of the discipline.

God is the revealing

God, the event of revelation, and the effect of revelation
on man.

31

This means that Barth's thinking moves from above

to below, from the divine reality to the factual and historical event, from the concretissirnurn which is Jesus Christ to
the man who is in need of divine grace. 32

Barth's thesis is

that God is known by God and by Him alone. 33

And yet, Barth

speaks of

Someone has said

God and man' s communion with God.

that Barth writes "as if he had looked into God's cards. 1134
Of course one has to keep in mind that in the Word in which
God knows Himself He can also be known by men because God
has Himself made this openness possible by a free act of
grace.

God reveals Himself in Jesus Christ to which the

Bible bears witness: He draws man into His own divine life,
and makes man a participant of His own divine self-knowledge.
This writer does not agree with the harsh judgment that
"Barth's theology has thus become a system of speculative

31CD, I / 1, 343.
32Hans KUng, Justification; The Doctrine of Karl Barth
and a Catholic Reflection, translated from the German by
Thomas Collins, Edmund E. Tolk, and David Granskou (New
York: Thomas Nelson & Sons, 1964), p. 4.
3 3Karl Barth, The Doctrine of God, Vol. II/1 of Church
Dogmatics, edited by G. w. Bromiley and T. F. Torrance,
translated by T. H. L. Parker, et al. (Edinburgh: T. & T.
Clark, 1957), p. 47.
3 4wilhelm Pauck, The Heritage of the Reformation
(Glencoe: Free Press of Glencoe, 1961), p. 355.
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Biblical metaphysics. 1135

But it must be admitted that when

Barth works at the doctrine of the Trinity, for example, he
seems to know quite a lot of what God is like in His innermost being, and when he develops the implications of the
Trinitarian structure of theology which is related inti~
mately to the two natures of Christ, he tends to penetrate
the divine mysteries.

How does Barth know as much as he

seems to about the point of contact that

God creates in

man freely and thus makes communion possible7

He would say

that he learned it from the witness to the divine revelation.

But what he has done in the development of the

doctrine of God, for example, is to walk on the ground where
only angels dare to go.
At one point Barth said in the Prolegomena that "To say
Holy Spirit in preaching or in theology is always to say a
final word. 1136

From time to time Barth utters that word in

crucial discussions in theology and thus calls upon the
limits of divine mystery.

Perhaps theology cannot escape

the appeal to internal testimony of the Holy Spirit and such
mystical concepts of privileged divine human contact.
certainly has not escaped them.
joice that he has not done so • .

35

Ibid., P• 537.

36en, I I 1, 201.

Barth

And perhaps we ought to re-
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Does Barth take man seriously enough?-- Barth has radically
rejected a general philosophical anthropology. 37
what he is in God's decision.

Barth writes:

Man is

"In virtue of

God's decision I am by my own decision a believer or an unbeliever.1138

According to Barth, man as fellow man in the

biblical sense is to be understood Christologically, that
is, from the standpoint of the incarnation, the ressurection, and the ascension of Jesus Christ. 39
For Barth the days of the esoteric "Wholly Other" God
who is distant, strange, nonhuman, even inhuman, are over.
More recently he has stressed God's togetherness and part.
. h man. 40
ners h ip
wit

Regardless of the specific statements

on anthropology that Barth makes, his general point of view
is from the perspective of God.

He wrote:

The Spirit guarantees man, what the latter cannot
guarantee himself, his personal participation in revelation. The act of the Holy Spirit in revelation is
the Yea to God's Word, spoken through God himself .Q!l
our behalf, yet not only to us but in us.41
Even the Kantian religious a priori is rejected as a
qualification grounded in man as such and thus at man's

37 co, I/1, 233.
38co, I/1, 184.

39co, I/2, 426.
40Karl Barth, The Humanity of God, translated by John
Newton Thomas and Thomas Wieser (Richmond, Virginia: John
Knox Press, 1960), pp. 45-46.
41 co, I/1, 518.
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disposal. 42

No doubt it is sound judgment on Barth's part

not to allow any anthropological foundations in theology as
the existentialists suggested.

But the question that must

not be avoided is whether Barth neglects legitimate human
knowledge of himself.

It seems that he should take the

reality of the existing man seriously and pay attention to
the human disciplines that concentrate on man as he is.
Anthropology, psychology, and biology are disciplines which
are vitally intere sted in the nature and needs of men.

Per-

haps Barth should listen more closely to what they have to
say concerning man as he is here and now.

To derive an

anthropology from Christology seems to be a risky undertakin].
Theology as worship versus theology as involvement.-- Even
though one is duly impressed by Barth's theological work as
a genuine exercise in the worship of God, the question as to
whether his theology speaks to the day and to the real concerns of men cannot be left unanswered.

There have been

those who have lauded Barth as a social thinker.

Will

Herberg, for example, assured the readers that Barth has
always attempted to speak the problems and concerns of the
times. 43

Certainly Barth's life and especially his early

involvement with Swiss religious socialism and the trade

42CD, I I 1, 220.
4 3Karl Barth, Community, State, and Church, introduced
by Will Herberg (Garden City, New York: Doubleday & Company,
1960), p. 12.
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unions, and later his encounter with the Hitler regime and
the aftermath of the Second World War indicate that Barth
has not refused to become involved.

But what about his the-

ological work, is that really related to the struggles of the
twentieth century?
Barth is conscious of the legitimacy of this question.
In the Foreward to the 1932 Prolegomena he faced it squarely.
While Western Europe was struggling for spiritual survival,
Barth was working out his gigantic and somewhat scholastic
Church Dogmatics.

Was this involvement?

Barth answered:

Because I believe as a matter of fact that a better
Church Dogmatics (even apart from all utilitarian
ethical applications) might be an ultimately weightier
and more solid contribution even to questions and tasks
like that of German liberation, than most wellmeant
stuff which so many, even among theologians, think in
their dilettantism they should and can supply, with
respect to these questions and tasks.44
Whether Barth is altogether right is not easy to answer, but
his explanation deserves a hearing.
Barth is aware of the demand that dogmatics must be
relevant.

He declared,

that in its testing of Church proclamation dogmatics
must orientate itself to the actual situation in the
light of which the message of the Church must be expressed, to its position and task in face of the
special circumstances of contemporary society, i.e.,
to the Word of God as it is spoken by Hirn~ and must be
proclaimed by the Church in the present.4~

44

cn,

I/1, xiii.

45 cn, I/2, 840.
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Has Barth tak~n this task seriously, and has he succeeded in
meeting the challenge?

These questions at best deserve a

qualified affirmative answer.

Although he has at times

spoken with conviction on social applications of theology,
there is at least an aspect to his work which seems aloofly
ivory-towerish and serenely uninvolved in the everyday trag-,
edies and perplexities of twentieth-century man.
Does Barth take history seriously?-- Barth's basic thesis is
that revelation becomes history, but the reverse it not
true. 46

He distinguishes between man's time and God's time.

The former stands under the sign of the Fall, the latter God
creates for Himself. 47

God's genuine present, past, and

future, unlike man's problematic, improper time, is presented to man by God's own free act.

Said Barth, "It

replaces it in that amid the years and ages of this time of
ours, the time of Jesus Christ takes the place of our time,
coming to us as a glad message presented to us as a promise
and to be seized and lived in by us. 48
Barth sees that general history, the old time, man's
time, is a veil, broken by the event of the unveiling of
God's revelation.

The old time still exists even though the

new time triumphs over it.

46

cn,

I/2, 58.

47 cn, 1/2, 47.
48

£Q, I/2, 55.

This act of victory in which
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both the victor and vanquished exist is the event of revelation, the light of fulfilled time. 49
In trying to understand revelation Barth pointed to the
folly of starting with history, which is the general phenomenon of time.

If revelation is really revelation i t cannot

be discovered, dug up, worked out as the deeper ground and
content of human history.

Revelation must be sought in

God's own sovereign act in the event of Jesus Christ--and i t
must be sought as something that already has been found.so
It is in keeping with Barth's thought that he tends to
be indifferent towards human history.

This explains why he

is basically uninterested in the historical-critical method
of biblical studies.

He writes:

The so-called historico-critical method of handling
Holy Scripture ceases to be theologically possible or
worth considering, the moment it conceives it as its
task to work out from the testimonies of Holy Scripture (which does ascribe to revelation throughout the
character of miracle), and to present as the real intention, a reality which lacks this character, which
has to be regarded as reality otherwise than yn the
basis of God's free, special and direct act. 5
It has been pointed out, however, that Barth has not
wholly removed the history which is of concern to church dogmatics from the sphere where historical-critical method is
applicable.

After all, it will be remembered, he does not

49cn, I/2, 56.

SOcn,
51 cn,

I/2, 56-58.
I/2, 64.
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base man's knowledge of God's history on infallible sources.
Should he not be obliged to grant at least provisional validity to the understanding of that history which the
historical-critical method makes possible7 52
There have also been articulate critics like Wolfhart
Pannenberg who have challenged a kerygma detached from
historical basis and content.

Is kerygma not just what God

has really done in the actual course of events on the plane
where men and nations live and move, 53

Those who studied

Barth and Bultmann have increasingly felt uneasy about the
problem of history in their mentors' theologies and have
themselves turned to working out a theological understanding
of history. 54

It seems that especially in view of how Barth

has handled history, the new movement is necessary and
promising.
Does Barth relate adequately to non-Christian religions and
cultures?-- Barth leaves no doubt that from the point of
view of revelation, religion is a human attempt to anticipate ·.
what God in revelation wills and does.

The divine reality

S2Thornas w. Ogletree, Christian Faith and History: A
Critical Comparison of Ernst Troeltsch and Karl Barth (New
Yorki Nashville: Abington Press, 1965), p. 222.
53carl E. Braaten, History and Hermeneutics, Vol. II
of New Directions in Theology Today (Philadelphia: Westminster Press, 1966), p. 26.
54James M. Robinson and John B. Cobb, Jr., editors,
Theology as History, Vol. III of New Frontiers in Theology
(New York: Harper & Row, 1967), pp. 1-100.
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freely offered and manifested in Christ is replaced by a
concept of God which is arbitrary and willfully evolved by
man.

55

In religion man ventures to grasp after God.

Some-

times he tends to . think of religious efforts as a harmonious
cooperation with revelation where G6d supplies what man is
lacking on his own.

This would regard the religious capac-

ity of man as the general form of human knowledge which
acquires its proper content in the shape of revelation.
Barth disag ree s radically.
clusive contradictions. 56

Religion and revelation are exSays Barth:

what he (man) achieves and acquires in virtue of this
power (general capacity for religionJ is never the
knowledge of God as Lord and God. It is never the
trut h.
It is a complete fiction, which has not only
little but no relation to God. It is an anti-God who
ha s f irst to be known as such and discarded when the
truth comes to him. But it can be known as such, as
a f iction, only as the truth does come to him.57
In view of this Barth does not recognize the superiority of
one religion over another.

He has said that Islam, for ex-

ample, is no less defective than the absence of any unitary
idea or image of God in Buddhism or ancient and modern atheistic movements. 58

Religion is unbelief no matter whether

it is Judaism, Islam, Buddhism, Shintoism, or animism.
Of course, according to the human aspect or revelation,
Christianity has to be regarded as a religion among others.59

55 cn, I/2, 302.

56cn, r/2, 303.
58cn, I/2, 302.

59cn, I/2, 283-84.
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But here it must be remembered that there is a clear distinction between faith as a form of human piety and a form
of the judgment and grace of God.
man must submi t
grace.

All religious activity of

itself finally under God's judgment and

And only that which comes into being as a response

to God's grace and in which Jesus Christ is both Subject and
Object is t he proclamation of the Word and not just man's
piety.

Barth simply has no room for a general theologia

naturalis. 60
In the li g ht of this it is not very strange that Barth
is s ing ularly uninterested in the relation between Christianity a nd other faiths.

It has been suggested that at least

Barth ought to define his attitude towards other religions
more c arefully, even if he does not regard it his function
to enter into dialogue with them. 61
unreasonable.

This criticism is not

The human aspect of religion does involve re-

ligious piety, worship, and obedience where perhaps a give
and take could be useful.

By refusing to take the context

of non-Christian religions seriously and refusing to study
them, Barth may actually render a disservice to the message
that is destined to exist in an alien context.

60CD, I/2, 285.
61

naniel Jenkins in Dean G. Peerman and Martin E.
Marty, editors, A Handbook of Christian Theology (Cleveland
and New York: World Publishing Company, 1965), p. 409.
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Has Barth unduly neglected the crisis theology in the
Prolegomena?-- In the Romans Commentary Barth impressed his
contemporaries by a radical cleavage between matters divine
and human.

All that was man's was placed under the sign of

the judgment of God.

The watchword of the Wholly-Other-God-

theology was the God, a qualitative distinction that was not
to be eradicated between God and rnan. 62

It was also in the

Romans Commentary that Barth called men from the flesh-pots
of Egypt into the desert of God.

It was there that he as-

serted with relentless force that religion, even Christian
religion among other religions, is the last step in human
progress which brings men into the valley of the shadow of
death. 63

There Barth pointed out that when men stretch out

their failing arms toward the Yes, God confronts them in the
No.

This means that "Religion is neither a thing to be en-

joyed nor a thing to be celebrated:
yoke which cannot be removed. 1164
No finds its Yes.

it must be borne as a

But in Jesus Christ this

"There remains then no relativity which

is not related-ness, no concrete thing which does not point
beyond itself, no observable reality which is not itself a
parable. 116 5

62 Barth, The Eeistle to the Romans,
P• 10.
63 Ibid.,
PP• 254-55.
64 Ibid.,
258.

--

P•

65 Ibid.,

--

P• 275.
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It seems that the krisis of human existence needs to be
taken seriously by all generations.

Barth of course is en-

titled to be a regular dogmatician as he has said he, wants
to be, but the prophetic No and Yes that shaped the contours
of theology in the 1920s should not be silenced or softened
as they might have been in the mellowed Barth of the Church
Dogmatics.

Here a parallel exists between Luther -and Barth.

As for most effective Lutheran theology the mature Luther
must be ignited with the fire of the young professor of the
1520s, so the mature Barth, to be effective, must be tempered with the fire - and prophetic zeal of his theology of
the 1920s.
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